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Abstract. 
The Australian Curriculum for Geography (2010-2015) sought to integrate discipline-
based thinking to build students’ ability to think logically, critically and creatively 
about contemporary geographical phenomena. Stimulated by these aspects of the new 
Geography curriculum, this thesis investigated the influence of an approach to group 
learning that was based upon students’ points of view. The research was conducted 
within two Year 9 Geography classes within an all-girls secondary college. A two-
week learning sequence integrated a range of stimuli for students to engage in a 
comparative analysis of the 2010 Haiti and Chile earthquakes. Using the findings from 
a preliminary analysis of students’ work within these activities, students were 
organised into groups according to their opinions around the factors relevant to the 
destruction caused by these earthquakes. This thesis explored how differences of 
opinion, associated with each student’s initial perspectives about the earthquakes’ 
impacts, influenced the level of geographical thinking displayed by students during 
group conversation.  
A hierarchy of geographical thinking was established through a synthesis of 
terminology within the Australian Curriculum for Geography and the levels of 
cognitive processes outlined within the Revised Blooms’ Taxonomy. As such, a two-
level (utterance and episode), two-dimensional (communicative function and 
geographical thinking) analysis framework facilitated interpretation of student 
conversations within a collective case study to understand how differences of opinion 
within the groups shaped students’ geographical thinking. 
This thesis contributes to directions for future research associated with the 
implementation of this new curriculum within Geography classrooms by illustrating 
how small-group debate generates the opportunity for students to think geographically 
about real-world phenomena. The findings of this thesis showed that, within the 
context studied, groups organised around a difference of opinion engaged critically 
with their own and each other’s ideas, employed advanced geographical concepts and 
were able to build upon their ideas to construct shared explanations and visions for the 
future in Haiti. These findings formulated a Model for Geographical Reasoning which 
could be used by teacher educators and classroom teachers to support their translation 
of the concepts and skills outlined in the Australian Curriculum for Geography into 
their pedagogical decisions. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
1 
 
C H A P T E R  1 :  I N T R O D U C T I O N .  
This chapter explains the development of the topic for investigation within this thesis. 
It communicates how my professional experiences as a Humanities teacher within 
secondary schools contributed to the study and provides a background to the 
curriculum changes which inspired my decision to concentrate on the discipline of 
Geography. The chapter then introduces the aim of the thesis, the research questions 
that have been explored and the perceived significance of the findings. The chapter 
concludes with a description of the structure of the thesis. 
1.1 Background to the Study. 
There are two core factors which influenced the development of the area of study for 
this thesis; both of which are intrinsically linked to my experiences as a Humanities 
classroom teacher within secondary schools in Victoria. Firstly, as a classroom teacher 
I was actively engaged in professional learning teams and leadership development 
programs which developed my interest in students’ thinking skills. Secondly, my 
professional experience was shaped by a constant process of curriculum renewal in 
2005-2006 necessitated by the shift from the Curriculum Standards Framework II 
(CSF II) to the Victorian Essential Learning Standards (VELS) (Victorian Curriculum 
and Assessment Authority 2013). These experiences contributed to my understanding 
that curriculum changes at a policy level had a direct impact on the decisions made 
within my own classrooms. This section outlines how these sources of motivation 
stimulated the topic being investigated within this thesis.  
1.1.1 Professional Experience. 
The professional learning teams and leadership development programs I was involved 
in motivated me to consider ways in which thinking skills could be incorporated into 
Humanities classrooms. My professional development concentrated on strategies to 
implement higher-order thinking skills within the assessment tasks I designed and the 
instructional terminology I employed through the use of the Revised Bloom’s 
Taxonomy of Cognitive Processes1 (Anderson et al. 2001) . This learning inspired me 
to think further about the ways that thinking skills could be related to the discipline-
specific content and skills within the Humanities disciplines. 
                                                          
1 Bloom’s Taxonomy will be explored in further detail in Section 2.3.5 (page 45). 
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My interest in group learning emerged from the strategies I used in my Humanities 
classrooms to implement higher-order thinking skills.  In my teaching practice, I tried 
to implement a more student-centred curriculum, which encouraged students to take 
more responsibility for their learning (Pittners & Soden 2000). As a way to improve 
student participation and engagement, I began to experiment with different groupings 
of students within the classroom, mixing students according to gender, abilities and 
learning styles.  
My participation in various professional learning teams led to my consideration of my 
theoretical orientations as a classroom teacher. As I began to experiment with various 
pedagogical approaches, it became clearer to me that I was operating within a 
constructivist orientation; as my aim within my classes was to shift towards a student-
centred focus wherein students would build skills and understandings from their own 
experiences to be able to apply these within new situations (Francisco 2013). My 
pedagogies placed students at the forefront of the classroom procedures, wherein I, as 
a teacher, worked as a facilitator to support students in attempting tasks according to 
their individual learning styles and experiences, and learning from the way that other 
students learn. This recognition of my constructivist orientation to teaching and 
learning shapes the research design of this thesis2. 
I engaged with various teaching innovations that would encourage students to 
participate in group work in a way that improved their engagement with the topic. My 
informal observations of students suggested that the groups which had different 
opinions between the group members discussed the topic with greater enthusiasm, than 
groups with members of similar perspectives. Informed by my professional 
development around students’ thinking skills, I wondered if organising student groups 
around their different opinions might enhance students’ opportunities to engage in 
higher-level thinking. This curiosity contributed to the development of an initial 
research question for this thesis, can groups organised around students’ differences of 
opinions support higher-level thinking during conversation? 
My initial research journey began with this research question. As I immersed myself 
in the literature and engaged in conversations with other academics exploring students’ 
thinking within conversation, I recognised that my research question was missing an 
important element. In discussing my perceptions of higher-level thinking with 
                                                          
2 See Section 2.3 (page 21). 
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colleagues, I realised that my interpretations were shaped by my discipline orientations 
as a Humanities teacher and this needed to be integrated more clearly into my research 
question. Where I began this thesis informed by my past experiences as a classroom 
teacher, these types of conversations, as well as the work involved in the research 
design and analysis in the development of this thesis, contributed to the emergence of 
my identity as a researcher3.  The following section explores the current state of the 
curriculum for Geography in Australian schools to clarify where/how thinking skills 
are addressed.  
1.1.2 Curriculum Renewal. 
In 2008, the Ministers of Education of all Australian states and territories met in 
Melbourne to discuss the educational goals for the nation. From this meeting, the 
Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for Young Australians (Ministerial 
Council for Education Employment Training and Youth Affairs 2008) was developed. 
Following the establishment of these national goals for education, the Australian 
Government announced that a new national curriculum would be developed and 
implemented throughout the states and territories of Australia. The renewal process 
was organised into three phases for all disciplines – Shaping, Writing and 
Implementation (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority 2014). 
The Geography curriculum renewal was initiated with a draft shaping paper (July 
2010) and final shaping paper (January 2011); then finalised through the draft 
curriculum (May-July 2012) and release of the initial endorsed curriculum documents 
(May 2013) (Maude 2014). The revised version of the Australian Curriculum for 
Geography was released in September 2015 (Australian Curriculum Assessment and 
Reporting Authority 2015b). As such, this thesis draws upon the Shaping Paper, draft 
and endorsed curriculum documents to understand the development of the Australian 
Curriculum for Geography. 
The Australian Curriculum for Geography advises that students should be able ‘to 
think geographically, using geographical concepts’ (Australian Curriculum 
Assessment and Reporting Authority 2015a). Researchers (such as McInerney et al. 
2009; Sorenson 2009) explained that Geography classrooms sometimes lack this 
discipline-based thinking. The Australian Curriculum for Geography presents a 
challenge for classroom teachers to employ pedagogies which not only expose students 
                                                          
3 My position within the research is further explained in Section 1.3 (page 6). 
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to knowledge about different places, but also support students to apply geographical 
concepts to think logically, critically and creatively about geographical phenomena 
(Maude 2014).  My interest in exploring the way that students think geographically 
during group learning was shaped by this reinvigoration of discipline-based thinking 
skills within the design of the new geography curriculum.  
My previous experience as a classroom teacher during the transition to the VELS 
curriculum in 2005-2006 contributed to my appreciation that curriculum renewal 
requires teachers to change the way they work with students in the classroom. The 
Australian Curriculum for Geography requires classroom teachers to adjust their 
practices to integrate a greater focus on  geographical thinking that engages with  
concentrates on the discipline’s conceptual framework (Australian Curriculum 
Assessment and Reporting Authority 2015c). This challenge for classroom teachers 
warrants the need for research to explore the types of pedagogy which can effectively 
implement these changes (Purnell 2013). This thesis engages directly with this 
challenge by investigating the influence of organising students into groups according 
to their differences of opinion on the degree to which the students use geographical 
concepts and evidence to think geographically about contemporary events. 
1.2 Aim and Research Questions. 
From these directions for the Australian Curriculum for Geography and my prior 
experiences as a classroom teacher in implementing of higher-level thinking within 
the Humanities disciplines, I was able to revise my original research question to 
explore higher-level thinking within the discipline of Geography. As such, two specific 
research questions guide this thesis: 
Can differences of opinion influence the way in which students demonstrate 
‘thinking geographically’ during group learning?  
If so, how do these differences encourage students to engage in higher level 
of geographical thinking? 
These revised research questions orient this thesis to a discipline-based exploration of 
students’ higher-level thinking skills. Emerging from these questions, there are four 
core conceptual constructs relevant to this thesis – ‘Differences of Opinion’, ‘Group 
Learning’, ‘Higher-level Thinking’ and ‘Geographical Thinking. My previous 
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experience as a classroom teacher suggested that there may be some interplay between 
three of these constructs – ‘Differences of Opinion’ during ‘Group Learning’ and the 
engagement of students in ‘Higher-level Thinking’, but what was not clear to me as a 
teacher was how this interplay related to thinking within the Geography discipline 
through ‘Geographic Thinking’. This initial perception is visualised in Figure 1.1 
(below). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Initial Perceptions as a Classroom Teacher. 
As is illustrated in Figure 1.1 (above), my initial interpretations of the core constructs, 
informed by my experience as a classroom teacher, suggested some interconnection 
between Group Learning, Differences of Opinion and Higher-level Thinking. This is 
shown by the overlapping of the circles within the diagram. At this point, the 
connection with Geographical Thinking was uncertain, hence it is not yet connected 
with the other constructs. As I had not yet understood how these constructs interact, 
there are no suggestions of direction of influence or relationship in this diagram. 
Using the research questions and the four conceptual constructs illustrated in Figure 
1.1 (above), I undertook an evidence-based investigation of an approach to group 
learning where group composition was informed by students’ differences of opinion. 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore how organising student groups around their 
differences of opinion can influence students’ use of geographical concepts and 
evidence to ‘think geographically’ about contemporary events as outlined in the 
Australian Curriculum for Geography. 
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1.3 My Position within the Research. 
As indicated throughout this section, the aims and research questions that guide this 
thesis emerged from my experiences as a Humanities classroom teacher. This section 
provides the reader with an explanation of the way in which my position within the 
research process shifted from ‘teacher-researcher’ to ‘researcher-teacher’ as the study 
progressed from research design and data collection through to analysis and 
interpretation.   
Within the development of the research design, in particular the resources and 
pedagogies used within the learning sequence for data collection, my decisions were 
shaped primarily by my understandings as a past classroom teacher. Data collection 
methods were informed by both my practical translation of curriculum to pedagogy 
and the research requirements of my questions. 
During my initial engagement with the students and classroom teacher, my position 
was reflective of an ‘outsider researcher’ coming into the classroom environment. 
However, as the learning sequence progressed across the two weeks, as well as follow-
up visits with the classroom teacher and students, the rapport I established with the 
students and the classroom teacher enabled my identity to become more like an ‘insider 
classroom teacher’ (Thomson & Gunter 2010). Throughout the data collection process, 
I operated within the classroom environment as a teacher-researcher. I set up the 
physical layout of the classroom and instructed the students throughout all learning 
activities within the sequence. My engagement with the students was as a facilitator in 
the students’ completion of the tasks, operating as I would as a practicing classroom 
teacher. Although I was not the students’ regular classroom teacher, my engagement 
with them was in place of their current classroom teacher, who operated more as an 
observer, than facilitator within the learning sequence.  
Within the analysis phase of the thesis, as I became more experienced in the research 
process, my position transitioned to operate more closely to that of a researcher-
teacher. As is evident within my written expression throughout the analysis, discussion 
and conclusions chapters, my position within the research evolved as my engagement 
with the data shifted from a practitioner working directly with students in their 
classroom environment within the collection phase, to more of a researcher 
interpreting the students’ interactions as patterns emerged from the data itself from 
‘outside’ the classroom environment. This shift in my position within the research is 
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illustrated through the gradual movement away from the use of first person reference 
to myself as a teacher-researcher in the design and collection phase. In this sense, my 
position within the research has not been a fixed identity, rather it has been more 
representative of what Thomson and Gutner (2010) refer to as ‘continuously shifting’ 
identities shaped by the phase of the research process. 
1.4 Significance of the Study. 
This thesis has the potential to make contributions to both education research and 
practice. Firstly, the findings could contribute to the knowledge within the field of 
collaborative learning research. Many existing studies have analysed student 
interaction during collaborative learning activities in the context of solving 
mathematical problems (Damon & Phelps 1989; Goos, Galbraith & Renshaw 2002; 
Kumpulainen & Kaartinen 2003; Moschkovich 1996); learning scientific concepts 
(Chan 2001; Roschelle 1992; Tao & Gunstone 1999) or literacy development (Fleming 
& Alexander 2001; Manion & Alexander 1997). While there is extensive research on 
the benefits of collaborative learning, only a few studies (for example, Brown & 
Palinscar 1989; Lyle 1997; Roy & Howe 1990) have explored the influence of 
collaboration on student learning within the Humanities disciplines. This thesis has the 
potential to contribute to the existing research into collaborative learning by exploring 
student interaction from within Geography classrooms. 
The Australian Curriculum for Geography has brought the discipline back into its own 
as a core discipline for students in primary and secondary schools (Kriewaldt 2001; 
Maude 2014; Purnell 2013). A number of researchers (Kleeman 2010; McInerney 
2010b; Purnell 2013; Purnell & Hutchinson 2008) have reported that the re-
establishing of Geography as a stand-alone discipline within the new geography 
curriculum presents a challenge for teachers with minimal discipline-specific 
expertise. In particular, Purnell (2013) argued that the new curriculum requires in-
service teachers to access professional development to skill themselves up on these 
discipline-specific competencies. As such, the implementation of the new curriculum 
in Australian schools requires the development of resources which can support 
teachers through this process. The resources and pedagogies employed in this thesis, 
coupled with the findings, could have the potential to contribute ideas about the way 
in which teachers can translate the new curriculum into pedagogical practice. 
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Existing research asserts that group learning can provide an environment that promotes 
the development of deeper learning (Brown & Palinscar 1989; Gokhale 1995; Volet, 
Summers & Thurman 2009). Given that many Humanities teachers working in 
Australia have minimal exposure to Geography as a discipline through their teacher 
education, many revert back to their own experiences as a secondary student 
(Hutchinson 2006). This leads to pedagogical approaches which rely on the textbook 
and documentaries or websites for content development (Purnell 2013). Doing so 
would be expected to minimise students’ opportunities to engage in higher-level 
geographical thinking and conceptual understandings as required by the Australian 
Curriculum for Geography (Butt & Lambert 2014). The results of this thesis should 
also inform pre-service teacher educators and classroom teachers about how an 
approach to group learning based upon students’ perspectives can be used to support 
the implementation of ‘thinking geographically’ as outlined within the  Australian 
Curriculum for Geography.  
1.5 Structure of the Thesis. 
This thesis is organised into eight chapters, beginning with this first chapter which has 
described the background and motivations for the area of study, introduced the 
research questions and communicated the significance of the thesis. Chapter 2 builds 
upon previous scholarly work to establish how this thesis employs the four core 
constructs to explore thinking geographically within student conversation. 
Chapter 3 begins with an outline of the design, implementation and findings of the 
pilot study, conducted to establish the data collection strategies employed in the thesis. 
This chapter then describes the pedagogical decisions made in the development of the 
learning sequence, data collection and analysis within the main study for this thesis. 
This is followed by the analysis chapters (Chapters 4, 5 and 6), which present the 
collective case studies of this thesis. Chapter 4 establishes the influence of task design 
on student participation in group conversations. Chapter 5 determines the role 
differences of opinion play in the occurrence of higher-level geographical thinking 
during the groups’ conversations. While Chapter 6 extends upon Chapter 5 to explore 
how differences of opinion influence critical and creative thinking during 
conversation. 
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The findings of the thesis are communicated through Chapter 7, which elaborates upon 
the data analysis to determine the contributions of this thesis to the field of research 
introduced in the literature discussion and build towards responses to the key research 
questions. The thesis is then concluded by Chapter 8 which responds to the key 
research questions and outlines the implications and future directions arising from the 
thesis within the fields of educational research, teacher education and classroom 
practice and curriculum implementation.  
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C H A P T E R  2 :  L I T E R AT U R E .  
This chapter presents a synthesis of the literature organised around the four core 
conceptual constructs4 relevant to this thesis; ‘group learning’, ‘geographical thinking, 
‘higher-level thinking’ and ‘differences of opinion’. The chapter begins by explaining 
the approaches taken to locate and analyse previous studies (Section 2.1, below) and 
the context of the thesis as shaped by theory and curriculum renewal (Section 2.2, page 
14). This is followed by written analysis of existing studies across the four core 
constructs (Section 2.3, page 21). Several sub-questions emerged from the literature 
analysis and are identified throughout the chapter to facilitate the synthesis of the core 
constructs into a Thinking Geographically Framework (Section 2.4, page 59). The 
alignment between these sub-questions and the main research questions is explained 
in Section 3.3 (page 81). This framework is used to present the relationships between 
the existing literature and the core constructs relevant to this thesis. 
2.1 Approach to Literature Discussion. 
The purpose of this section is to explicitly communicate the approaches I have taken 
through the development of this literature discussion, so that my synthesis of the 
literature and emerging theoretical framework for this thesis is transparent and clear to 
the reader (Anfara, Brown & Mangione 2002; Boote & Beile 2005; Denscombe 2007b; 
Kamler & Thomson 2006a; Suri & Clarke 2009). This section is structured around 
communicating literature searching strategies, filtering and refining strategies 
including inclusion/exclusion criteria and explaining the use of ‘matrix analysis’ 
strategies within this literature discussion. 
2.1.1 Literature Searching Strategies. 
Researchers makes conscious, purposeful decisions about what studies are to be 
included in their analysis to ensure that those explored maximise the potential for 
developing an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon (Onwuegbuzie & Leech 
2007). This section outlines key terms used for the literature search process and 
identifies the electronic databases used to locate relevant studies for this literature 
discussion. 
                                                          
4 Definitions of these constructs as they are used within this thesis will be outlined in the section 
relevant to each construct within this chapter. 
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The research questions of this thesis are: 
Can differences of opinion influence the way in which students demonstrate 
‘thinking geographically’ during group learning?  
If so, how do these differences encourage students to engage in higher levels 
of geographical thinking? 
Table 2.1 (below) outlines how the constructs relevant to the research questions were 
used to develop an initial set of key search terms (Column One). Initial searching of 
the databases illustrated that existing researchers used a variety of terms which related 
to these key terms, hence the search terms were adjusted to reflect this. As shown in 
Column Two, Boolean operators (identified by the asterisk (*) symbol at the end of 
terms) were employed to enable the inclusion of these terms in all possible forms 
(Mertens 2010), as well as adding some terms to include synonyms which were 
commonly used within existing studies. For example, ‘Critical Thinking’ was a term 
used in place of ‘Higher-level Thinking’5 and ‘Geographical Reasoning’ emerged as 
another term commonly used to explore ‘Geographical Thinking’. 
Table 2.1 Identifying the Terms used within Literature Searches. 
Original Search Terminology Adjusted Search Terminology 
‘Differences of Opinion’ AND ‘Group 
Learning’ 
‘Difference of Opinion’ OR ‘Conflict’ OR 
‘Disagreement’ AND ‘Group Learning’ OR 
‘Peer Collaborat*’ 
‘Differences of Opinion’ AND ‘Geographical 
Thinking’  
‘Difference of Opinion’ OR ‘Conflict’ OR 
‘Disagreement’ AND ‘Geograph* Thinking’ 
OR ‘Thinking Geographically’ OR ‘Geograph* 
Reasoning’ 
‘Differences of Opinion’ AND ‘Higher-level 
Thinking’ 
‘Difference of Opinion’ OR ‘Conflict’ OR 
‘Disagreement’ AND ‘Critical Thinking’ OR 
‘High*-level’ OR ‘Cognitive Process*’ 
‘Group Learning’ AND ‘Geographical Thinking ‘Group Learning’ OR ‘Peer collaborat*’ AND 
‘Geograph* Thinking’ OR ‘Thinking 
Geographically’ OR ‘Geograph* Reasoning’ 
‘Group Learning’ AND ‘Higher-level Thinking’ ‘Group Learning’ OR ‘Peer collaborat*’ AND 
‘Critical Thinking’ OR ‘High*-level’ OR 
‘Cognitive Process*’ 
 
To identify the electronic databases to search within, I reviewed recent papers 
published in several highly-ranked international journals (including review journals) 
                                                          
5 To reflect the observation that the literature employed ‘Critical Thinking’ more often than ‘Higher-
level Thinking’; this core construct is referred to as ‘Critical Thinking’ from this point forward. 
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to determine the databases that tended to appear more frequently within these 
publications. These journals included the Review of Educational Research (American 
Educational Research Association), the British Educational Research Journal (British 
Educational Research Association), the Educational Research Review (European 
Association for Research on Learning and Instruction). The two databases most 
commonly referred to within educational research papers across these international 
journals were the Education Resources Information Center (ERIC) and the 
PsychINFO databases, both of these being hosted by American institutions.  
To include databases relevant to broader contexts, including Australia, I also used 
electronic databases recommended by Subject Guides available through several 
Australian university library websites (Deakin University Library 2010 ; Monash 
University Library 2010; University of Melbourne Library 2010). These included A+ 
Education (Australian database) and Academic Research Complete and Education 
Source (both international databases). Upon initial searching it became evident that the 
Academic Search Complete and Education Source databases returned the same results 
as each other, so I removed the Academic Search Complete database from my searches. 
2.1.2 Identifying and Defining the Field. 
Suri (2002) points out that it is near impossible for one research publication or thesis 
to provide a complete analysis of all the available research relevant to the phenomenon 
being studied; hence several research decisions are required to set boundaries for the 
literature searching process. These decisions are encapsulated in the criteria for 
inclusion/exclusion from the literature analysis (Mertens 2010) and the consequent 
judgments and decisions made about which studies to critically engage with (Kamler 
& Thomson 2006b). This section explains the criteria and strategies used to refine the 
literature searching results into distinct, relevant categories to address within this 
literature discussion. 
The initial selection of relevant literature was determined through a broad search using 
multiple search engines with the key terms (as shown in Table 2.1, page 11). The 
search results were then re-examined against three criteria; clarity with respect to key 
terms, clarity with respect to research methods and a relevant publication date. These 
criteria are outlined in Table 2.2 (page 13), which identifies the criterion (Column 
One), explains the method used to make inclusion/exclusion decisions using the 
criteria (Column Two). 
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Table 2.2 Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria for Literature Search Results. 
Criterion Statement Criterion Method 
Clarity of Key Terms Abstracts and Introduction sections were read to determine how authors defined the key terms within their studies. 
Clarity of Methods Abstracts and Introduction sections were read to determine whether authors provided a clear statement of the data collection and analysis methods used. 
Publication Date Limitations were set on the searches to include studies published between 2000 and 2015 to achieve a contemporary understanding of the literature. 
 
The criteria outlined in Table 2.2 (above) did create some limitations. Firstly, limiting 
the timeframe for publications to 2000-2015 restricted the inclusion of older, seminal 
publications. Secondly, the use of electronic databases restricted the inclusion of 
studies which are not hosted on these databases. Both limitations were addressed 
through the use of a ‘snowball approach’ to locating relevant literature. The ‘snowball 
approach’ (Garrard 2011; Mertens 2010) uses the references lists and citations within 
papers to identify other relevant papers. Where a paper was referenced or cited 
frequently within the studies that met the criteria; this study was located and included 
within the literature analysis. This approach enabled the inclusion of core, seminal 
works, which were often not available electronically. 
The studies remaining after the application of the inclusion/exclusion criteria 
(identified in Table 2.2, above) presented a range of approaches to research within the 
fields of group learning, critical thinking, differences of opinion and geographical 
reasoning. However, this refined list of studies was still not specific enough to enable 
an in-depth discussion of the contributions of existing scholars, in a way that enabled 
the articulation of how this thesis contributes to these specific fields of research (Hart 
1998). Another level of filtering of the literature search results was required to develop 
a concise, relevant collection of academic studies.  
This filtering process was facilitated through a strategy of constructing a series of 
tables to assist in recognising the similarities, differences and relationships between 
existing studies. The strategy used for this filtering process was the Matrix Analysis 
method. The following section provides an overview of this strategy and how it has 
been used to organise the analysis of the literature. 
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2.1.3 Matrix Analysis Method. 
As suggested by the name, the matrix analysis method combines the use of rows and 
columns to organise the details of research literature relevant to the purposes of the 
literature analysis. The matrix analysis method is an approach which facilitates the 
organisation of studies according to the areas of research being investigated and 
enables the researcher to understand the development of methods within the field over 
time and compare their methods and findings more easily (Garrard 1999, 2011).  
In this chapter, I have used the matrix analysis method to filter the existing literature 
and summarise the individual studies relevant to the core conceptual constructs to 
determine their individual contributions. An example of the matrices used in this 
filtering process is shown in Table 2.3 (pp. 17-18), which summarises the individual 
contributions of studies investigating the development of the new Australian 
Curriculum for Geography.  
This process of tabulating details of the individual studies enabled me to compare and 
contrast the contexts, data collection and analysis methods and findings/interpretations 
of various scholars contributing to the field relevant to each core construct. These 
tables facilitated the identification of the similarities and differences and 
interrelationships between various publications over time, which supported my 
development of the literature analysis presented in this chapter. 
2.2 Contextualising the Study. 
As outlined in the Introduction (Chapter 1)6, this thesis is framed by two core aspects 
of my professional experience as a Humanities classroom teacher. Firstly, my 
theoretical orientations to teaching and learning as a classroom teacher have influenced 
the decisions made throughout the research process for this thesis. Secondly, the 
development of the new Australian Curriculum for Geography, as communicated 
through the shaping papers, draft and endorsed curriculum documents shapes the 
context within which the data has been collected, analysed and presented within this 
thesis. This section engages in a discussion around constructivist orientations to 
teaching and learning and explores existing studies around the new Australian 
Geography curriculum to contextualise the research within this thesis. 
                                                          
6 See Section 1.1.1 (page 1). 
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2.2.1 Constructivist Orientations. 
As noted by Creswell (2013), various beliefs and orientations about teaching and 
learning are instilled in us throughout our educational training and practice. These 
orientations can shape our research decisions, even if we do not intend to actively 
examine them. My Thinking Geographically Framework presented later in this chapter 
(Figure 2.6, page 60) is shaped by a constructivist orientation to teaching and learning. 
According to Dewey (1938), knowledge is constructed by people navigating their 
environment, mediated by their prior experiences. In this broad sense, teaching 
informed by constructivist views integrates broad, open-ended questions into an 
approach that allows students to construct their own interpretations and meaning 
(Holton & Thomas 2001). Over the decades, the work of Piaget and Von Glaserfeld 
(radical/cognitive constructivism) and Vygotsky (social constructivism) have been 
explored and debated across many fields of research as two core perspectives within 
the constructivist orientation (Powell & Kalina 2009).  
Traditionally, the Piagetian perspective has been understood to interpret knowledge as 
constructed through an individual, internal process; wherein cognitive conflict 
between existing ideas and new ideas prompts a shift in understandings as the 
individual creates knowledge by assimilating or accommodating new ideas with their 
existing idea in order to achieve equilibration (Piaget 1959, 1963; Von Glaserfeld 
1995). Vygotskian interpretations viewed knowledge as constructed through a social, 
interactive process wherein individuals construct knowledge and interpretations 
through interaction with others. As such, social interaction, culture and language shape 
the way an individual interprets information (Vygotsky 1962, 1978). 
Common interpretations within educational research suggest that these theoretical 
perspectives are in conflict with each other in terms of their view on how knowledge 
is constructed (Shayer 2003). However, there are several authors (for example Cole & 
Wertsch 1996; Powell & Kalina 2009) who stated that there are some aspects which 
are consistent between Piaget and Vygotsky. According to these scholars, Piaget and 
Vygotsky were not in conflict, rather they had different emphases (Cole & Wertsch 
1996). Cole and Wertsch (1996) explained that Piaget did not ignore or deny the role 
of social processes, nor did Vygotsky assume the individual had no role to play. 
Rather, both theorists argued that an active child within an active learning environment 
is central to the learning process. As such, both Piaget and Vygotsky placed the 
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individual and social life at the centre of their understanding of knowledge 
construction (Lerman 2001).  
However, Lerman (2001) warned against integrating these two theoretical perspectives 
because the two theorists are distinct in their identification of the source of meaning. 
Piaget concentrated on the individual’s reasoning ability and how they interpreted 
knowledge (the cognising individual); while Vygotsky focused on social interactions 
and how the individuals interpret knowledge through language (cultural, discursive 
practice) (Lerman 2001; Powell & Kalina 2009). 
This thesis investigates the influence of differences of opinion during group learning 
on the degree to which students demonstrate thinking geographically. The two-level, 
two-dimensional analysis tool7 used to interpret student conversation data provides the 
opportunity to explore individual and shared interpretations as they emerge through 
the completion of the task. The observations and findings of this thesis may contribute 
further to the contemporary discussion around the way in which the theoretical 
positions of Piaget and Vygotsky may be complementary in the analysis of student 
conversation. 
2.2.2 Curriculum Renewal Review. 
Further developing the context for this thesis, this review explores the literature that 
engaged with the development and design of the Australian Curriculum for 
Geography. Table 2.38 (pp. 17-18) presents an overview of the papers that contributed 
to the discussion surrounding the definition of Geography as a discipline within the 
curriculum and its link to classroom practices. The table identifies the author(s) 
(Column One), the date of publication (Column Two), a summary of the aims of the 
paper (Column Three) and the core arguments about the curriculum (Column Four).  
                                                          
7 Dimensions included Communicative Function and Geographical Thinking, and the Levels included 
Utterance and Episode. The analysis tool is explained further in Section 3.7.3 (page 110). 
8 This table is an example of the Matrix Analysis method used throughout this Literature Discussion 
as explained in Section 2.1.3 (page 14). 
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As communicated in Table 2.3 (pp. 17-18), the literature highlights that the renewal of 
the Geography curriculum demands a shift in the way in which geography is 
experienced by students within the classroom. In her review of the key issues 
surrounding the framework for the new curriculum, Sorenson (2009) found that there 
was some consensus amongst curriculum designers that the curriculum needed to be 
structured around an explicit conceptual framework. This view was extended by 
Maude (2009), who stated that the curriculum should provide balance between the 
discipline’s factual knowledge base and geographical concepts. The endorsed 
curriculum documents have heeded this call for a conceptual framework and identified 
‘the concepts of place, space, environment, interconnection, sustainability, scale and 
change, as integral to the development of geographical understanding’ (Australian 
Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority. 2015). Reflecting the sentiments of 
the studies presented in Table 2.3 (pp.17-18), the curriculum documents communicate 
that these concepts are central to ‘teaching students to think geographically’ 
(Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority. 2015). In this thesis, 
these core geographical concepts are used to form the foundations of the conversation 
analysis tools to understand the way in which students engage in geographical 
thinking. 
As shown in Table 2.3 (pp. 17-18), a number of authors (including Kleeman 2010; 
Maude 2009; McInerney 2010a) have reported that geography classrooms need to 
incorporate global contexts into their repertoire for exploring and understanding 
geographical phenomenon. In particular, Kleeman argued that this is necessary for 
young people to develop competencies to engage in a ‘rapidly changing world’ (2010, 
p. 10). The data collection methods used in this thesis reflect this demand for global 
perspectives by using the 2010 earthquake events in Chile and Haiti as cases for 
students to investigate to develop understanding of the impacts of large-scale 
earthquakes. McInerney (2010b) stated that natural disasters provide the opportunity 
for students to engage with real-world events through the discipline of geography. The 
use of the Chile and Haiti earthquakes within the data collection methods also reflect 
the suggestion made by several authors (including Kleeman 2010; Maude 2009; 
McInerney 2010a, 2010b) presented in Table 2.3 (pp. 17-18) that geographical inquiry 
in schools should centre on contemporary, real-world events. By engaging with current 
events that students are already familiar with through non-geographical sources, such 
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as the media and social media, this thesis has the potential to understand how the use 
of these contemporary events shape students’ geographical thinking.  
In his exploration of the challenges presented by the renewal of the geography 
curriculum, McInerney (2010a, 2010b) reported that geography, as a discipline, needs 
to shift itself away from the pure physical aspects of place. Several studies (as shown 
in Table 2.3, pp. 17-18) have contributed to this argument, suggesting that geography 
should be a holistic study (Sorenson 2009); enabling students to explore human 
societies and their environments (Kleeman 2010) to understand social and physical 
characteristics (Maude 2009). A more recent paper by Maude (2013) built upon this 
view communicating that as well as being academically engaged, students should be 
emotionally engaged through studying geography. As such, the pedagogies and 
resources used within the data collection processes within this thesis have been 
designed to facilitate students’ engagement with human experiences during 
earthquakes. 
As illustrated in Table 2.3 (pp. 17-18), several authors (such as Maude 2013; 
McInerney 2010a; Sorenson 2009) reported that the incorporation of explicit 
geographical inquiry is central to the successful renewal of geography within 
Australian classrooms. Sorenson (2009) asserted that the questions driving inquiry in 
the classrooms should emerge from the learning, rather than be prescribed by the 
curriculum. This sets a challenge for classroom teachers to enable more flexible, 
student-centred opportunities for their students to engage in geographical inquiry. The 
focus on differences of opinion within collaborative learning within this thesis may 
provide insight into the way in which geographical inquiry can be driven by students’ 
curiosities. 
Contemporary society can be understood as a time of constant and fast-paced change; 
wherein people need to be able to analyse and critique information (McInerney 2010a). 
Sorenson (2009) stated that the new Australian curriculum offers the chance for 
thinking and decision-making to be integrated into geography as a discipline. Several 
other authors emphasised that geography classrooms should be learning environments 
within which students engage with contemporary, contested events/issues (Maude 
2009; McInerney 2010b), consider multiple viewpoints (Maude 2009; Sorenson 2009) 
and explore alternative futures (Kleeman 2010; Sorenson 2009). This thesis 
contributes to this academic discussion by exploring how organising student groups 
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around their differences of opinions (relevant to the Haiti and Chile earthquakes) 
facilitates critical thinking about contemporary, geographic events. 
As anticipated by Robertson in 2008 and reflected in the studies explored through this 
review (Table 2.3, pp.17-18), the development of the Australian Curriculum for 
Geography has renewed interest in understanding the foundations of geography as a 
discipline and its delivery within school classrooms. Kriewaldt and Hutchinson (2010) 
suggested that the curriculum renewal is an opportunity for the refinement of 
professional standards, specific to geography teachers. This indicates a need to develop 
strategies to interpret and implement the Australian Curriculum for Geography. This 
thesis aims to contribute to this growing area of research by exploring how the 
discipline-based thinking skills, as outlined in the curriculum documents, may be 
facilitated through an approach to group learning based around students’ differences 
of opinion. 
2.3 Developing a Thinking Geographically 
Framework. 
The previous section explained how the development of the Australian Curriculum for 
Geography sets the foundation for the context of this thesis. This section identifies and 
discusses previous studies that have explored the four key constructs within classroom 
environments. These include ‘group learning’, ‘geographical thinking, ‘critical 
thinking’ and ‘differences of opinion’ (Section 2.1.1, page 10). 
Kamler and Thomson (2006b) explained that mapping literature through diagrams 
allows the researcher to frame their own research and identify key studies that intersect 
with their project by selecting, rejecting and categorising research within the field(s) 
of knowledge production relevant to their study. The work of Kamler and Thomson 
(2006b) and Hart (1998) informed the development and presentation of the theoretical 
framework for this thesis as a diagram. The Thinking Geographically Framework 
diagram (Figure 2.6, page 60) represents the parameters and interrelationships between 
existing studies explored throughout this chapter to develop a theoretical framework 
that informs the research design.  
The diagram of the framework was initiated by ‘inductive analysis’ (Creswell 2013) 
of the relationship between the existing studies identified through the literature 
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searching processes, bibliographic database entries9  created throughout the reading 
process and the core constructs within this thesis. Parts of the diagram of the theoretical 
framework are presented progressively throughout the literature discussion to explain 
how the literature relevant to each core construct contributes to the development of the 
Thinking Geographically Framework.  
2.3.1 Group Learning Review. 
Learning within small groups has a long history within classrooms around the world. 
A large field of academic studies have found that group learning can have positive 
influences on student learning outcomes. Since the 1980s, researchers have been 
examining the participation of students in small group contexts to understand how 
different factors promote or inhibit student learning (Webb 1989). This section 
engages with a series of academic review papers written during the 1980s and 1990s 
to gain insight into the development of the field of group learning. The subsequent 
sections exploring Cooperative (Section 2.3.2.1, page 24) and Collaborative Learning 
(Section 2.3.2.2, page 28) will include more recent publications. 
Several reviews of the earlier academic studies (for example, Cohen 1994; Damon & 
Phelps 1989; Dillenbourg et al. 1996; Slavin 1996; Webb 1989) reported that these 
early studies emerged from the need to establish peer learning as a legitimate 
instructional strategy and centred on determining the effects of group learning on 
individual student learning outcomes. Collectively, these reviews provided evidence 
that group learning strategies can improve academic achievement, wherein 
achievement was generally understood in terms of post-experience, conventional tests 
of content knowledge (Damon & Phelps 1989). Some of the general explanations for 
the improved results following group learning experiences identified through these 
reviews were that; 
x the similarities between the knowledge and status of peers can enable them to 
understand each other’s struggles better than adults/teachers can (Webb 1989);  
x it encourages students to actively participate in reasoning and substantive 
conversation (Cohen 1994; Damon & Phelps 1989); 
x it enables students to participate in discussion and listen to other’s 
interpretations (Slavin 1996). 
                                                          
9 EndNote (Version 7) was used to collate bibliographic information and reading notes throughout the 
research process. 
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As the field expanded, researchers built upon these earlier studies to consider the 
conditions within group learning environments that led to these improved academic 
outcomes. The 1990s centred on aspects of task design and instructional strategies as 
the main conditions to explain the improved academic outcomes observed following 
group learning experiences (Cohen 1994). This era also illustrated the beginnings of 
investigations of the way in which group learning can occur through computer-
supported learning environments. 
Researchers (for example, Topping 2005) continued to explore conditions of group 
learning within face-to-face contexts, as well as interactions through digital 
technologies. These two branches of the field each provide insight into the ways in 
which students communicate with each other during group learning tasks. Although 
different pedagogical approaches are relevant to each type of context, the language 
that students use can be analysed to investigate the way in which they negotiate their 
ideas and build new understandings (Dillenbourg et al. 1996; Roschelle 1992). As 
such, this literature discussion draws upon evidence within studies investigating both 
face-to-face and online interaction between students (where findings and 
interpretations are considered to be relevant to this thesis). 
There are several terms used to identify learning within small group settings. For 
example, ‘peer learning’, ‘group learning’, ‘cooperative learning’, ‘collaborative 
learning’, or ‘team learning’.  Despite this, a large proportion of the field alternate 
between two core reference terms – cooperative and collaborative learning (Topping 
2005). The following section explores how these terms have been used within existing 
literature to determine the most appropriate term for this thesis. 
2.3.2 Differentiating Cooperative from Collaborative 
Learning. 
According to some researchers (for example, Cohen 1994; Slavin 1989), cooperative 
and collaborative learning are interchangeable constructs or umbrella terms used to 
refer to learning that occurs in small group contexts where each participant contributes 
to a collective task. For other researchers (Damon & Phelps 1989; Dillenbourg et al. 
1996), these terms refer to distinctly different forms of group learning determined by 
factors including group structure, instructional strategies and curriculum engagement. 
This section aims to explore how researchers have understood these terms to justify 
the focus on collaborative learning within this thesis. 
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2.3.2.1 Limitations of Cooperative Learning for this thesis. 
‘Cooperative learning’ is a term used to refer to a variety of learning approaches where 
students are arranged into teams or groups (Cohen 1994; Damon & Phelps 1989). 
Exactly what it means to ‘cooperate’, in terms of student actions, varies amongst 
different practitioners and researchers. However, there is a general consensus that 
placing students into a group is not in itself enough to facilitate cooperative learning; 
there needs to be an incentive/reason for the students to interact (Gillies 2004; Johnson 
& Johnson 1999; Slavin 1989; Topping 2005).  
In his early review of cooperative learning strategies, Slavin (1989) stated that there 
are ‘dozens’ of different cooperative learning methods. He asserted that there are four 
common elements to these strategies, which are central to cooperative learning. 
Slavin’s elements for cooperative learning included; 
x heterogeneous groups – students of varying levels of competency, 
x the expectation to help each other, 
x group interdependence – goals/rewards are for the group rather than individual, 
x individual accountability – achievement is based on individual contributions. 
Although there are many strategies to implement cooperative learning, one of the 
common approaches used by classroom teachers and researchers to enact these 
elements is a ‘jigsaw’ approach to facilitate a division of labour within the learning 
task (Damon & Phelps 1989; Slavin 1989). In this strategy, a topic or task is broken 
down into parts and small groups or individuals become expert in that area and then 
share their findings with others to put ‘the puzzle’ together. In practice, this division 
of labour may occur at two levels; 
x A whole-class activity that is divided into parts for smaller student groups to 
complete and then combine to create a whole-class product or, 
x A group activity which is divided into parts for individual team members to 
complete and then combine as a group product. 
(Damon & Phelps 1989; Johnson & Johnson 1999) 
In the literature, there is uncertainty surrounding the benefits of the practice of dividing 
the work amongst students.  Some researchers (such as Meloth & Deering 1994; Webb 
1989) state that this division promotes interdependence between the individual 
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students/groups, allows individuals to specialise in an area of the task and enables the 
teacher to monitor the students’ completion of the task. However, other scholars (for 
example, Cohen 1994; Dillenbourg et al. 1996) argue that the level of control within 
these ‘jigsaw’ approaches have restrictive influences on students’ interactions. This 
debate will be explored further in the section on Collaborative Learning (Section 
2.3.2.2, page 28). 
Later in the 1990s, Johnson and Johnson (1999) furthered the explanation of the 
conditions within the classroom which made cooperative learning effective. Aligning 
with earlier studies (such as Slavin 1989; Webb 1989), these authors concurred that 
cooperative learning strategies enable individual students to use their strengths to help 
their peers. Their interpretations confirmed Slavin’s (1989) earlier elements of 
cooperative learning, to assert that group interdependence and individual 
accountability are central to the positive influence on student learning outcomes 
(Johnson & Johnson 1999).  
Over the past three decades, most research on cooperative learning (as defined in this 
thesis) within the classroom has emphasised the importance of structuring group 
learning tasks so that students are interdependent. That is, the completion of the task 
requires students to interact with each other, help each other and contribute to solving 
the problem (Gillies 2004). It also requires students to understand that no individual 
student can succeed, unless their peers do as well (Johnson & Johnson 1999; Johnson, 
Johnson & Smith 2007). A more recent study by Johnson, Johnson and Smith (2007) 
refined the understanding of interdependence within cooperative learning contexts to 
be organised into three categories: outcomes (mutual goals and rewards), means 
(shared resources and allocated roles) and boundaries (physically separate, identifiable 
group space).  
Despite these studies arguing that positive interdependence is a necessary condition 
for cooperative learning to lead to improved learning outcomes, this element has faced 
some scrutiny. Building upon Cohen’s (1994) earlier assertions, a recent study by 
Buchs et al. (2011) challenged whether positive interdependence was indeed necessary 
for cooperative learning to generate improved learning outcomes. These authors 
explored how the nature of the task influenced the requirement of reward and resource 
interdependence. They found that interdependence was only a necessary condition 
when the task was a routine task, which could have been completed by the individual, 
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but was made cooperative by separating and distributing parts of the task (Buchs et al. 
2011). In another study exploring the influence of rewards on interdependence, 
Yackel, Cobb and Wood (1991) found that using conceptually-based tasks, where the 
process is valued over the solution/answer, were sufficient to facilitate peer interaction 
without explicit rewards. That is, that the students did not necessarily need to be 
informed of a specific reward for their work – the process of solving the problem was 
enough to promote interaction between them. A later study by Meloth and Deering 
(1994) compared two conditions of cooperative learning, extrinsic group rewards and 
providing scripts for student communication, to determine the influence of these 
conditions. Their results supported the assertions of Yackel et al. (1991) that extrinsic 
rewards are not necessarily the most effective means of promoting interaction and 
interdependence between students.  
Both of these studies (Meloth & Deering 1994; Yackel, Cobb & Wood 1991) 
determined that instructional strategies such as shared activity sheets can facilitate 
interaction based on the demands of the task. As such, these studies challenged the 
core element of rewards established by Slavin (1986) and elaborated by Johnson and 
Johnson (Johnson & Johnson 1999; Johnson, Johnson & Smith 2007). They argued 
that extrinsic rewards, to the group or the individual, are not fundamental to the success 
of peer interaction and interdependence can be achieved through other strategies such 
as resources and instructions. This section will now investigate the other core condition 
explored by cooperative learning scholars - individual accountability. 
Numerous studies (for example, Gillies 2004; Johnson & Johnson 1999; Johnson, 
Johnson & Smith 2007) have supported Slavin’s (1989) assertion about the importance 
of structuring cooperative learning so that individuals are accountable for the group’s 
progress. This accountability can be achieved through individual testing, explanations 
from the individual and observations of individual contributions to the conversation 
(Johnson, Johnson & Smith 2007). A number of studies (including Cohen 1994; 
Dillenbourg et al. 1996; Meloth & Deering 1994; Yackel, Cobb & Wood 1991) have 
challenged the element of individual accountability and reported that earlier research 
into cooperative learning focused heavily on the individual learning outcomes of the 
peer interaction, rather than the content of the students’ discussions.  
For example, Cohen (1994), although supporting the beneficial learning outcomes of 
cooperative learning, recommended that the positive outcomes associated with 
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individual accountability conditions are more suitable for activities that are based 
around factual understanding or the application of routine procedures, rather than tasks 
without a clear, correct answer. Cohen (1994) argued that individual accountability 
conditions within tasks which are directed towards well-structured solutions are 
beneficial, as there is little need for the students to negotiate procedures or manage 
controversies. These conditions are not so helpful for students when there is no clear 
answer to work towards and students need to engage with their different approaches 
to reach a goal that they have not yet discovered (Cohen 1994). Research by 
Dillenbourg et al. (1996) explored students’ participation in cooperative learning tasks 
and found that the individual explanations following the group discussion were limited 
to a ‘reporting type’ of interaction. That is, the students were just stating what they had 
found out and what they knew in order for the group to assemble their individual parts 
(Dillenbourg et al. 1996). These studies have raised areas for further investigation 
around the level of thinking demonstrated through individual accountability 
conditions. These are discussed in more detail in the following section on collaborative 
learning (Section 2.3.2.2, page 28). 
As raised by Cohen (1994) and Buchs et al. (2011), the conditions of interdependence 
and accountability seem to be better suited to disciplines and activities wherein there 
is a routine process, strategy or agreed content knowledge to be separated into parts 
and re-assembled by the students. The Humanities classroom often relies on multiple 
interpretations and values the students’ interpretations of events and processes (Walker 
2009). As such, there is not often a ‘well-structured solution’ that the teacher is 
expecting. Hence, the use of interdependence and accountability conditions, as 
described by Cohen (1994) and Buchs et al. (2011), could limit students’ thinking 
processes within the task because they would suggest to the students that there is a 
‘right answer’, rather than orienting students towards considering multiple 
possibilities. 
Furthermore, the cooperative learning literature demonstrates a concentration on 
individual learning outcomes, through tests or observations. There is less attention paid 
to the processes happening at the group level and the ways of thinking demonstrated 
by the students. Several studies (including Cohen 1994; Johnson & Johnson 1999; 
Johnson, Johnson & Smith 2007; Webb 1989) reported that one of the benefits of 
cooperative learning strategies was higher-level reasoning skills during conversations. 
However, Cooperative learning, as explained and explored through the literature, 
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concentrates on individual learning gains following participation in structured 
interaction with peers, rather than the ideas and interpretations that the group builds 
and develops during their interaction.  This raises the question, in what ways can 
processes used by students during their group learning be analysed to understand the 
way in which students think together? (Sub-Question 1) 
Informed by the challenges related to cooperative learning raised throughout this 
section, in particular the elements of positive interdependence and individual 
accountability, collaborative learning seems to be the appropriate form of group 
learning for this thesis. The following section explores the core aspects of collaborative 
learning to establish how previous research into this form of group learning contribute 
to the development of the theoretical framework of this thesis. 
2.3.2.2 Collaborative Learning: Defining Features. 
Researchers’ interpretations of collaborative learning can vary. However, there are 
several features which are repeated throughout most studies investigating this 
approach. Over the past two decades, scholars  have argued that collaborative learning, 
or ‘peer collaboration’, involves students working together in groups to solve a 
challenging problem, that students could not have achieved individually before their 
engagement with peers (see, for example, Kumpulainen & Kaartinen 2003; 
Moschkovich 1996; Nussbaum 2008; Roschelle 1992; Roschelle & Teasley 1995; Tao 
& Gunstone 1999). There are five core ways in which researchers have explained how 
collaborative learning strategies distinguish from cooperative learning, these include: 
x the distribution of responsibilities within student groups (Dillenbourg et al. 
1996; Fleming & Alexander 2001), 
x the levels of competence within student groups (Kumpulainen & Kaartinen 
2003; Moschkovich 1996), 
x the emphasis on problem solving and reasoning rather than routine procedures 
(Kumpulainen & Kaartinen 2003; Mercer 1996; Moschkovich 1996; 
Nussbaum 2008; Phelps & Damon 1989; Tao & Gunstone 1999), 
x the orientation towards conceptual development as representative of student 
learning (Goos, Galbraith & Renshaw 2002; Roschelle 1992; Van Boxtel, van 
der Linden & Kanselaar 2000), 
x the focus on communication between students as they develop shared 
understandings (Kumpulainen & Kaartinen 2003; Tao & Gunstone 1999; Van 
Boxtel, van der Linden & Kanselaar 2000).  
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As discussed in the previous section, cooperative learning scholars (such as, Johnson 
& Johnson 1999; Slavin 1989; Webb 1989) argued that assigning students to particular 
roles, or training them in their communication before the task, can increase the 
likelihood that the students help each other during group learning activities. In contrast, 
researchers investigating collaborative learning tend not to allocate fixed, specific 
roles to students (Dillenbourg et al. 1996; Fleming & Alexander 2001). This is not to 
say that there is no division of labour during peer collaboration – it may be that the 
teacher may provide certain roles within the task, but the students have autonomy to 
allocate tasks/responsibilities amongst themselves to ensure group organisation and 
progression (Dillenbourg et al. 1996). Fleming and Alexander (2001) commented that 
when fixed, specific roles/responsibilities are assigned to the students by the teacher, 
they can be restricted to only performing that role; thus limiting their ability to follow 
their own line of inquiry as a group. Previous studies (Fleming & Alexander 2001; 
Kohler & Strain 1990) have also found that students do spontaneously support each 
other during group learning tasks without allocated roles or training, particularly when 
the task orients the students towards a common goal. These authors prioritise working 
together towards a common goal as paramount to facilitating collaborative interaction 
between students. These findings contribute to the research decision within this thesis 
to enable students to negotiate the challenges of the task by themselves, without direct 
teacher intervention or assigning of roles. 
The structure of the groups within collaborative learning settings is another area in 
which this type of group learning is differentiated from cooperative learning. As 
illustrated in the previous section, cooperative learning scholars constructed groups of 
students with different levels of competence to foster a situation wherein an ‘expert’ 
peer helps a ‘novice’ peer. In an early study to explore whether learning can occur 
within groups of similar competence, Phelps and Damon (1989) found that being at a 
similar level was beneficial for students when they were working on tasks involving 
unfamiliar, conceptual frameworks. This argument was further developed by 
Moschkovich (1996), who in her study of students negotiating a mathematics linear 
graph problem, found that the students used the resources common to both of them 
within the task and their own familiar language to develop a shared understanding. 
Being at a similar level of understanding, the students were able to draw upon each 
other’s explanations, clarify their understanding through question-asking and develop 
an understanding of the concept that they both accepted.  
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Although Moschkovich did not organise groups specifically to be at similar levels of 
competence, her findings proposed that students can work together to build upon each 
other’s understanding through what they shared, rather than requiring one peer to be 
more knowledgeable than the other. This differs from the structuring of cooperative 
learning approaches wherein the more advanced peer leads and contributes to the 
novice’s understanding. A study by Kumpulainen and Kaartinen (2003) constructed 
collaborative learning groups with students having different levels of competence and 
found that some differences in ability can increase the diversity of problem solving 
strategies explored by the group. Both Moschkovich (1996) and Kumpulainen and 
Kaartinen (2003) argued that competence is not the important factor, rather it is the 
mutual contribution and participation of the students to work towards a shared 
interpretation that makes collaborative learning successful. The findings of these 
studies support the decision within this thesis to use the design of the task and students’ 
opinions, rather than groups organised around students’ abilities, to facilitate 
collaborative conversations.  
As explained by Mercer (1996), several cooperative learning studies found that the 
individual learning gains students achieved through the cooperative learning 
experiences were limited to the experience itself and students were less likely to take 
their learning into new situations. This trend within the cooperative learning field 
opened up an avenue of investigation for collaborative learning researchers to 
understand how collaborative learning may work better to facilitate generalisation of 
learning. According to Mercer (1996), collaborative learning, wherein students 
negotiate their own ideas, rather than procedural knowledge, is more effective in 
enabling students to take their learning from the task into new situations.  
This finding was elaborated in numerous collaborative learning studies (for example, 
Kumpulainen & Kaartinen 2003; Mercer 1996; Moschkovich 1996; Nussbaum 2008; 
Tao & Gunstone 1999) that determined that working jointly to solve a complex 
problem enabled students to use each other’s ideas as learning resources to develop 
deeper understandings of information and concepts relevant to their discipline. Mercer 
(1996) stated that this process of negotiation between each other’s ideas empowers the 
students to maintain this new learning and use it in other situations. Together, these 
findings suggest that collaboratively solving complex problems can contribute to the 
development of students’ conceptual development.  
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Roschelle (1992, p. 235) conceptualised the process of negotiation as the ‘convergence 
of meaning’. This means, that through discussion with a peer, students can refine their 
conceptual interpretations as they integrate aspects of another person’s perspective 
with their own. Several other researchers in the 1990s further established that talking 
about concepts with another student can help students shift from their everyday 
language into discipline-specific terminology (Moschkovich 1996), reconcile 
differences in their interpretations (Mercer 1996) and maintain this conceptual 
development beyond the collaborative learning task (Tao & Gunstone 1999). Further 
studies (Goos, Galbraith & Renshaw 2002) have reported that discussion about 
discipline-based concepts can support students’ thinking within their discipline as they 
critically engage with each other’s conceptual understandings. Van Boxtel, van der 
Linden and Kanselaar (2000) reported that the collaborative environment facilitates 
this elaboration and refinement of students’ conceptual understandings as the need to 
understand each other’s interpretations promotes the verbalisation of their ideas 
through elaborated explanations. Overall, these studies highlighted that collaborative 
conversations provide an opportunity for students to refine their conceptual 
understandings through thinking processes relevant to their discipline.  
The studies explored so far within this section have generally concentrated on 
investigating individual learning outcomes through various methods of pre-testing and 
post-testing (Mercer 1996; Van Boxtel, van der Linden & Kanselaar 2000). Up until 
the 2000s, the collaborative learning field tended to prioritise individual thinking and 
learning processes. As Nussbaum (2008) explained, learning was analysed through the 
individuals’ understandings communicated through conventional academic tests, 
rather than analysing the ideas discussed and developed between students during their 
conversation. During the 2000s, a pattern emerged within collaborative learning 
research where analysing student learning through the social processes and outcomes 
became more mainstream (Nussbaum 2008). 
As such, more recent collaborative learning studies have explored how students use 
language to develop shared understandings. Where earlier studies (such as 
Moschkovich 1996; Tao & Gunstone 1999) focussed on the eventual shared 
understandings or group product resulting from the collaborative task. Van Boxtel et 
al. (Van Boxtel, van der Linden & Kanselaar 2000) argued that it is not so much the 
shared understanding that is most important; rather it is the processes involved in 
reaching them. It has been demonstrated by several studies (Tao & Gunstone 1999; 
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Van Boxtel, van der Linden & Kanselaar 2000) that students’ talk during collaborative 
learning tasks provides insight into the way in which they co-construct interpretations, 
as they integrate and build upon each other’s ideas throughout the conversation. In 
their study of students’ interactions, Kumpulainen and Kaartinen (2003) reported that 
this integration of each other’s interpretations occurs when students make reciprocal 
attempts to create joint meaning through their conversations, using strategies such as 
explanation, question-asking and justification. These studies contribute to a question 
explored within this thesis, how do meaning-making strategies (such as explanation, 
question-asking and justification) contribute to students’ movement towards shared 
interpretations during conversations? (Sub-Question 2) 
This section has explored several features of collaborative learning that make it a 
distinct form of group learning; different from cooperative learning. The literature has 
illustrated that there are several features that are key to establishing collaborative 
learning within the classroom. These included students working jointly and being at a 
similar level of competence (Kumpulainen & Kaartinen 2003; Moschkovich 1996) and 
tasks designed for negotiating and problem solving (Mercer 1996; Nussbaum 2008; 
Tao & Gunstone 1999), with conceptual development as the focus (Van Boxtel, van 
der Linden & Kanselaar 2000). The following section explains the interpretation of 
collaborative learning as it is understood within this thesis and establishes the areas of 
investigation within the field that this thesis contributes to and expands upon. 
2.3.2.3 Collaborative Learning as explored in this Thesis. 
While researchers have developed a variety of definitions of collaborative learning, 
this thesis draws mostly upon the definition established by Kumpulainen and 
Kaartinen (2003). These authors described collaborative learning as a coordinated 
activity within which students actively and collectively process and solve problems 
while working towards a joint outcome (Kumpulainen & Kaartinen 2003). Through 
this definition collaborative learning is understood as a process-oriented learning 
experience, which supports this thesis’ focus on students’ moment-by-moment verbal 
interactions.  
As explained in the previous section, collaborative learning researchers have 
established that students’ conversations during collaborative learning tasks can 
provide students with the opportunity to engage with each other’s interpretations and 
refine their discipline-based conceptual understandings. Many studies in the field of 
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collaborative learning have been completed within the context of solving mathematical 
problems (for example, Goos, Galbraith & Renshaw 2002; Moschkovich 1996; Phelps 
& Damon 1989) or interpreting scientific concepts (Kumpulainen & Kaartinen 2003; 
Tao & Gunstone 1999; Van Boxtel, van der Linden & Kanselaar 2000). Little attention 
has been paid to collaborative learning within a Humanities classroom (Butt 1996). 
This thesis addresses this issue by exploring how the findings reported within the 
existing studies in mathematics and science classrooms may be applied within 
secondary Geography classrooms. 
The collaborative learning approach used within this thesis has been informed by 
several collaborative learning studies. These include Van Boxtel et al. (2000), who 
emphasised the processes used by students within conversations as they develop 
mutual conclusions and Kumpulainen and Kaartinen (2003), who highlighted the 
importance of students’ integration of each other’s ideas within collaborative learning. 
Intersecting with these two studies, this thesis aims to understand how students engage 
with each other’s ideas as they negotiate a problem solving task within a Geography 
classroom. Drawing upon Moschkovich (1996) and Goos et al.’s (2002) findings that 
students’ verbal contributions to collaborative conversation can provide insight to 
students’ engagement with concepts, this thesis analyses the way in which students 
engage with geographical concepts, as they negotiate resolutions to an issue related to 
a contemporary geographical event.  The following section engages with literature on 
geographical thinking to understand how previous studies have analysed students’ 
conceptual development and reasoning strategies during conversation within the 
Geography discipline. 
2.3.3 Geographical Thinking Review. 
The academic discussion outlined in the previous section established that collaborative 
learning is a suitable classroom strategy to actively engage students in thinking with 
core discipline-based concepts. It has been argued that geographical knowledge 
develops when students have an understanding of the meaning of concepts and the 
relationship between them (Bennetts 2005; Wiegand 2002).  
Several studies (including Butt 1996; Golledge, Marsh & Battersby 2008; Huang, 
Hung & Cheng 2012; McCall 2011; Van der Schee, Leat & Vankan 2006) reported 
that geography teachers are often reliant on textbooks for the gathering and 
presentation of information within their classrooms. There is some evidence (Butt 
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1996; Huang, Hung & Cheng 2012; Leat 2002) to suggest that the pedagogical 
approaches used by geography teachers tend to be didactic in nature, orienting the 
students to see the teacher and the textbook as the core sources of information. Some 
studies (Butt 1996; Golledge 2002; Leat 1996) argued that focusing on rote learning 
pedagogies, such as the recall of definitions from textbooks and identification of places 
and features on maps, limits students to learning about the ‘who, what and where’; 
without being prompted to wonder ‘how’ or ‘why’. These researchers (Butt 1996; 
Golledge 2002; Leat 2002) argued that exploring the questions of ‘how’ and ‘why’ 
enables students to go beyond casual observations and textbook descriptions of 
geographical concepts and processes, to engage in the process of geographic 
reasoning. It is necessary here to explore what researchers mean by the term, 
‘geographic reasoning’.  
As indicated earlier in Table 2.1 (page 11), the literature searches revealed that 
researchers in the field of geography education (such as Bennetts 2005; Golledge 2002; 
Lane 2007) used the term ‘geographical reasoning’ to reflect the cognitive processes 
involved in the development of conceptual understanding . Reasoning is a difficult 
term to define because it is applied across a variety of contexts and can mean different 
things within different disciplines. In general terms, educational researchers (for 
example Mercer, Wegerif & Dawes 1999; Nussbaum 2008) have described reasoning 
as a process of seeking, sharing and constructing ideas through the negotiation of 
arguments and counter-arguments to make decisions about a variety of issues. This 
section explores the existing literature to understand ways in which previous scholars 
have interpreted processes involved in reasoning within geographical education 
contexts. 
For Wiegand (2002), geographic reasoning involves the reference to and 
understanding of core concepts to explain ideas and interpretations of geographic 
events. This view is supported by Bennetts (2005), who explained that geographic 
reasoning requires students to evaluate situations and evidence and make judgments 
to develop understanding of the processes which contributed to the geographic 
phenomenon they are analysing. Previous research into reasoning within geography 
has indicated that there are several elements to geographic reasoning, which are 
important in enabling students to use geographical concepts to think deeply about 
geographic events and ideas. These elements include: 
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x Making decisions (Huang, Hung & Cheng 2012; Lane 2007; Van der Schee, 
Vankan & Leat 2003), 
x Considering alternatives (Collins 2010; Huang, Hung & Cheng 2012; Lane 
2007; McCall 2011; Walker 2009), 
x Engaging with others (Collins 2010; Huang, Hung & Cheng 2012; Lane 2007; 
McCall 2011; Walker 2009), 
x Analysing multiple perspectives (Collins 2010; Huang, Hung & Cheng 2012; 
Lane 2007; Leat & McAleavy 1998), 
x Exploring impacts of proposals and resolutions (Collins 2010; Huang, Hung & 
Cheng 2012; Lane 2007; Leat & McAleavy 1998). 
Collectively, these descriptions imply that geographic reasoning is a process of 
providing evidence and justification, supported by students’ engagement with core 
discipline-based concepts. Bennetts (2005) explained that geographical concepts are 
used by students to organise their interpretation of information; however, Golledge et 
al. (2008) found that the geographical concepts used by most students tend to be basic 
and facilitate low-level interpretations. The degree of sophistication in students’ 
geographical reasoning was explored by Leat and McGraine (2000), who concluded 
that students’ geographical reasoning can range from simplistic, unjustified 
interpretations through to detailed, evidence-based justifications of ideas. The findings 
reported by Golledge et al. (2008) expanded upon Leat and McGraine’s observations 
to suggest that this differentiation in reasoning is shaped by the concepts that the 
students use to interpret the information.  
As presented previously in Table 2.3 (pp. 17-18), researchers (including Maude 2009; 
Sorenson 2009) exploring the Australian Curriculum for Geography during its 
development phases highlighted a movement towards a curriculum designed around 
core geographical concepts. The curriculum documents demonstrate an interpretation 
of geographical knowledge informed by a conceptual framework that includes the 
concepts of place, space, environment, interconnection, sustainability, scale and 
change (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority. 2015). Several 
scholars (Bennetts 2005; Golledge, Marsh & Battersby 2008; Golledge 2002; Leat & 
McGraine 2000) asserted that geographical concepts are hierarchical and this 
influences the way in which students engage in geographic reasoning.  
According to Golledge (2002) and Golledge et al. (2008), there are three core 
categories of geographical concepts; primitive, first-order and complex. The primitive 
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concepts are seen to be the core, essential elements which support interpretation of 
information from a geographical perspective; such as location, place, magnitude, time 
and distance (Golledge, Marsh & Battersby 2008; Golledge 2002). First-order and 
complex concepts are those which engage in the relationships and connections 
between the primitives (Golledge, Marsh & Battersby 2008; Golledge 2002). For 
example, the concept of distribution can only be interpreted through the understanding 
of the primitive concepts of location and distance. As such, when students are given 
the opportunity to engage in thinking about first-order and complex geographical 
concepts; their geographical reasoning will also consider connections and relationships 
to develop a more sophisticated interpretation (Golledge, Marsh & Battersby 2008; 
Golledge 2002). Drawing upon studies by Golledge (Golledge, Marsh & Battersby 
2008; Golledge 2002), it can be argued that the new curriculum has integrated a 
combination of primitive and complex geographical concepts, where the complex 
concepts include interconnection, sustainability and change. This presents the 
challenge for classroom teachers, how can students be encouraged to use more 
complex geographical concepts within their reasoning processes? (Sub-Question 3) 
In 1992, Leat et al. established the ‘Thinking through Geography’ (TTG) initiative to 
improve the way in which the Geography curriculum was delivered within British 
school classrooms (Leat 2002, 2005; Leat & McGraine 2000; Van der Schee, Leat & 
Vankan 2006; Van der Schee, Vankan & Leat 2003). The TTG program aimed to make 
geography more stimulating and challenging and assist students to understand 
foundational geographical concepts so that they could use them in new situations and 
assist their broader intellectual development (Leat 1996). The program used 
experiences familiar to the students to enable them to discuss geographical 
phenomenon and concepts and included eight pedagogies10 designed to engage 
students in different thinking processes as they worked through geography content. 
Several reviews of the Thinking through Geography (TTG) approach highlighted that 
the integration of thinking skills into geography classes can have several benefits, such 
as, students with lower academic skills feeling empowered to participate in 
conversations (Leat & McGraine 2000), students using imaginative and creative 
thinking strategies (Durbin 2003) and students developing personal meanings and 
                                                          
10 Examples of the Thinking through Geography Pedagogies include ‘Odd One Out’, ‘Story-telling’, 
‘Fact or Opinion’, ‘Maps from Memory’, ‘Reading Photographs’. Further explanation of these 
pedagogical strategies can be found in Leat (2005). 
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insights in relation to geographical information and events (Van der Schee, Vankan & 
Leat 2003). In their analysis of the implementation of the TTG approach within Dutch 
schools, Van der Schee et al. (2006) found that it was important that teachers were able 
to encourage students to make connections between different places, events and their 
own lives. However, Bennetts (2005) argued that the addition of ‘thinking skills’ as a 
generic approach rather than discipline-specific, as was used within the Thinking 
Through Geography program, is problematic as it can lead to inadequate teaching 
strategies that fail to support students with the complex cognitive process of conceptual 
development within the discipline.  
Many of the existing studies of geographic reasoning (including Butt 1996; Collins 
2010; Golledge, Marsh & Battersby 2008; Huang, Hung & Cheng 2012; Lane 2007; 
Leat 1996, 2002; Walker 2009; Wiegand 2002) have found that talking about 
geographic events and ideas with others supports students to develop broader 
understandings of geographical concepts. Leat (2002) argued that enabling students to 
talk about geographical events, particularly within collaborative learning 
environments, can support students to begin to make sense of these concepts through 
discussing these events and developing geographical interpretations together. Lane 
(2007) also reported that it is through critical engagement with others, while discussing 
geographical events, that students develop a deeper understanding of geographical 
concepts, so that these conceptual understandings can be applied in future situations. 
The research within the field of geographic reasoning emphasises the importance of 
students critically engaging with geographical information, each other’s ideas and 
multiple perspectives. The design of the Australian Curriculum for Geography also 
gives priority to skills such as questioning, evaluating, interpreting, analysing and 
reflecting as elements of geographical investigation (Australian Curriculum 
Assessment and Reporting Authority 2015c; Australian Curriculum Assessment and 
Reporting Authority. 2015). Considering the literature reported within this section, it 
seems that the design of the Australian Curriculum for Geography reflects the elements 
of geographical reasoning that have been identified by existing studies. However, it is 
unclear as to how teachers are expected to bring the conceptual framework together 
with these investigation skills in a way that enables students to engage in geographical 
reasoning within their classrooms. 
Several studies reported that critical engagement through discussion about 
geographical events can be demonstrated through a range of strategies, such as the 
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assessment of the validity of interpretations and proposals for resolution (Leat & 
McAleavy 1998), evaluation of arguments and implications of proposals (Lane 2007) 
and challenging the perspectives and biases within resources and each other’s ideas 
(McCall 2011). Walker (2009) explained that new interpretations are founded through 
a combination of criticism and imagination, wherein students consider what is known, 
alongside what may be possible. Several scholars (including Collins 2010; Durbin 
2003; Huang, Hung & Cheng 2012; Leat & McAleavy 1998; Walker 2009) explained 
that real-world, authentic geographical events and issues provide a clear context for 
engaging students in this type of critical discussion. The findings reported in these 
recent studies support Leat’s earlier argument (Leat 1996, 2002; Leat & Higgins 2002) 
that the engagement with real-world, authentic events enables students to learn 
geography in a way that goes beyond a textbook definition of geographical concepts.  
Many of the studies explored in this section have interpreted ‘thinking skills’ and 
‘geographic knowledge/skills’ as different, yet complementary, factors within the 
classroom. Accordingly, several of these studies have employed methods using a pre-
test and post-test assessment of either students’ geographical content knowledge (Van 
der Schee, Leat & Vankan 2006), geographic skills such as map reading (Wiegand 
2002), or generic thinking skills including comprehension, application and analysis 
(Huang, Hung & Cheng 2012). Despite there being a general consensus amongst 
researchers that critical engagement with others through discussion can foster deeper 
conceptual understandings through geographical reasoning, few studies have looked 
at this relationship from within students’ conversations and interactions with each 
other (Butt 1996; Wiegand 2002). Butt (1996, p154) stated that ‘research into the use 
of language specifically within the geography classroom has been somewhat 
piecemeal’. This thesis addresses this issue by analysing the moment-by-moment 
verbal interactions of students, while they discuss real-world geographic events, to 
understand how geographic reasoning emerges within these interactions.  
In this section, existing studies around geographic reasoning have been analysed to 
establish how the field has interpreted and investigated processes of geographic 
reasoning within classroom contexts. In this thesis, geographic reasoning is understood 
to refer to students’ critical engagement with geographical concepts to interpret 
information and evaluate their understandings. This literature discussion has 
highlighted that it is common practice for critical thinking skills to be implemented as 
a generic ‘add-on’ within geography lessons, and that there is a call for research to 
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investigate strategies to facilitate specific skills of geographic reasoning. The existing 
literature outlined that collaborative learning focused on real-world geographic events 
can be conducive to the type of critical engagement that stimulates geographic 
reasoning.  Another question arising from this literature discussion is, in what ways 
can collaborative learning strategies facilitate critical discussion about real-world 
geographic events that supports students’ geographic reasoning? (Sub-Question 4) 
2.3.3.1 Thinking Geographically Framework: Geographical 
Reasoning lens. 
This aspect of the Thinking Geographically Framework11 revolves around Sub-
Questions 3 and 4. Sub-Question 3 builds upon the existing literature surrounding 
Geographic Reasoning to ask, how can students be encouraged to use more complex 
geographical concepts within their reasoning? Drawing upon Golledge’s outline of 
first order and complex geographical concepts (Golledge, Marsh & Battersby 2008; 
Golledge 2002), this thesis uses the terminology from the Australian Curriculum for 
Geography to examine the links between students use of concepts and geographical 
reasoning strategies. Sub-Question 4 builds upon Sub-Question 3 to further contribute 
to the development of a discipline-specific framework for critical discussion.  Sub-
Question 4 asks, in what ways can collaborative learning strategies facilitate critical 
discussion about real-world geographic events that supports students’ geographical 
reasoning? Together, sub-Questions 3 and 4 aim to explore student interaction during 
Collaborative Learning from a geographical perspective.  
Gokhale (1995) found that students who participated in a group activity demonstrated 
higher results in critical thinking than students who had worked under individual 
conditions. Building on the findings reported by Gokhale (1995), King (2002) 
determined that during discussion, students verbalised their individual thinking 
processes in a way that enabled them to analyse and integrate their ideas.   Expanding 
upon ideas presented by researchers such as Gokhale (1995) and King (2002), this 
thesis draws upon the curriculum documents for the Australian Curriculum for 
Geography to determine how teachers can organise collaborative learning pedagogies 
to provide environments which are conducive to critical thinking. This Geographical 
Reasoning lens is shown in Figure 2.1 (page 41) as a green diamond shape, which 
                                                          
11 The Thinking Geographically Framework will be discussed as it emerges from the literature 
analysis. The full framework and explanation is provided in Section 2.4 (page 59). 
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represents the synthesis of the interaction between the constructs of Collaborative 
Learning, Critical Thinking and Geographical Reasoning, with the integration of the 
Australian Curriculum (informed by Section 2.2.2, page 16). Sub-Question 3 intersects 
three constructs (Australian Curriculum, Critical Thinking and Geographical 
Reasoning), as is represented by the darker, lower-half (triangle) of the diamond and 
Sub-Question 4 extends this interplay by adding a fourth construct – Collaborative 
Learning, as shown by the lighter green, upper-half of the diamond shape. As shown 
in Figure 2.1 (page 41), Sub-Questions 3 and 4 contribute to building a Geography-
specific understanding of Critical Thinking within the context of Collaborative 
Learning.  
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Figure 2.1 Thinking Geographically Framework: Geographical Reasoning 
lens.  
This thesis aims to respond to these questions, with consideration of Bennetts’ (2005) 
challenge to the Thinking Through Geography design, by formulating an analysis 
framework that synthesises general investigation skills employed by students during 
group conversation, with the core conceptual framework of geography (as 
communicated in the new Australian Curriculum). This aims to reflect the discipline-
specific thinking processes involved in geographic reasoning. The Geographical 
Reasoning lens, illustrated within Figure 2.1 (above) contributes to the Thinking 
Geographically Framework by incorporating discipline-specific analysis of student 
conversations.  The literature explored in this section identified critical engagement as 
an important element of discussions conducive to geographic reasoning. The following 
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section investigates how previous researchers have interpreted and analysed the 
construct of ‘critical thinking’. 
2.3.4 Critical Thinking Review. 
A considerable amount of literature has been published in the field of critical thinking. 
There is a general consensus that critical thinking is an important element of a person’s 
ability to function within contemporary society. This was highlighted by several 
academic reviews (for example, Kennedy, Fisher & Ennis 1990; Mercer, Wegerif & 
Dawes 1999; Pittners & Soden 2000; Zoller et al. 2000) that showed that the academic 
interest in the processes and impacts of critical thinking was largely shaped by the 
experience of rapid social, economic or technological change during the 1980s and 
1990s. The literature explored through these reviews reported that these rapid and 
frequent changes within society demanded individuals to be equipped with skills of 
problem solving, innovation and flexibility of ideas (Kennedy, Fisher & Ennis 1990). 
Critical thinking has been understood to be a core skill of the active and informed 
citizen (Kennedy, Fisher & Ennis 1990; Pittners & Soden 2000); in turn, the literature 
asserts that school teachers should be working to develop these skills in young people 
before they leave school (Kennedy, Fisher & Ennis 1990).  
Critical thinking is a commonly used term within curriculum documents, teacher 
education and broader educational research (McCall 2011). It is difficult to establish a 
clear definition for critical thinking as the literature investigating critical thinking tends 
to originate from a range of disciplines, including psychology, education and 
philosophy (Moseley, Elliot & Higgins 2005). Kennedy et al. (1990) and Kuhn (1999) 
reported that this uncertainty exists because the term can be interpreted different ways, 
depending on disciplinary orientation. One of the early educational theorists to define 
critical thinking was Dewey (1910), who wrote that critical thinking referred to 
judgments made while solving a problem. This element of judgment has been 
maintained by some contemporary researchers, who defined critical thinking as 
purposeful, self-regulatory judgment (Facione 2000), evidence-based justification 
(Guiller, Durndell & Ross 2008), or rendering judgment about information or ideas 
(Geertson 2003). Other scholars focused on aspects of monitoring behaviours; wherein 
critical thinking has been explained as an individual’s ability to take charge of one’s 
own thinking (Elder & Paul 1994).  Another field of researchers interpreted critical 
thinking as relating to cognitive processes involved in problem solving such as 
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elaboration, justification, negotiation and evaluation (King 2002; Volet, Summers & 
Thurman 2009). Despite the variety of meanings of critical thinking within the 
literature, these component or resulting cognitive skills seem to be consistent 
throughout the majority of studies (Kennedy, Fisher & Ennis 1990).  
According to early reports during the development phase of the Australian Curriculum 
for Geography, curriculum designers aimed to provide frequent opportunities for 
students to engage in critical thinking within the geography classrooms (Australian 
Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority 2012; McInerney et al. 2009). 
Throughout the drafting process, the Australian Curriculum for Geography has 
intended for critical thinking, as a general capability, to be addressed through 
geography, as the discipline sought to ‘develop students’ ability to think logically, 
critically and creatively’ (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority 
2012) . The revised draft curriculum for Geography12 demonstrated the integration of 
several of the components of critical thinking highlighted throughout the literature, 
illustrated in the following extract by the bolded emphasis (added) from the Year 913 
Geography Achievement Standard: 
Students plan a basic geographical inquiry on a collaboratively determined 
environmental issue or process…They collaboratively identify improvements 
to the data collection process. They identify, analyse and explain trends, 
patterns and relationships using topographic maps, satellite images, aerial 
photographs and other graphic representation of data. Students consider 
alternative views when drawing conclusions. They present and justify their 
conclusions using spatial and information and communication technologies in 
a range of texts. They reflect on the inquiry process and the findings and 
consider alternative responses to the issue or process being investigated.    
(Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority 2012, p. 86) 
As can be seen in the above extract, the draft curriculum for Year 9 Geography 
identified cognitive skills such as identification, analysis, explanation, justification and 
                                                          
12 The Revised Draft version of the curriculum is referred to here to reflect the implicit integration of 
collaborative approaches within the Achievement Standard. The final, endorsed curriculum did not 
maintain these elements. 
13 Year 9 is used as an example for this extract from the curriculum to reflect the curriculum directions 
for the year level that participated within the data collection for this thesis. This will be explained 
further in the following chapter. 
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reflection (as shown by the bolded text) within the achievement standard. The standard 
statement reflects aspects of critical thinking, as defined in the literature explored so 
far, through processes of judgment and cognitive skills evident in expressions 
including ‘justify their conclusions’ and ‘reflect on the inquiry process’. The 
achievement standard also emphasises that students should be working together, 
through the use of the term ‘collaboratively’ (identified by italics) to describe choice 
of issues and data collection process and the requirement to ‘consider alternative 
views/responses’.  
Within the Collaborative Learning section presented earlier in this chapter14, several 
studies (Tao & Gunstone 1999; Van Boxtel, van der Linden & Kanselaar 2000) 
highlighted how collaborative learning facilitated language use which supported 
students to move towards shared interpretations. The strategies commonly identified 
within students’ language included, explanation, justification and question-asking 
(Kumpulainen & Kaartinen 2003). These strategies reflect the cognitive skills that are 
emphasised in the critical thinking literature and the draft curriculum documents, 
which suggests that there may be an association between Collaborative Learning and 
Critical Thinking which can be incorporated into the Thinking Geographically 
Framework. 
Throughout the past forty years, there have been many researchers who have 
developed taxonomies, inventories and frameworks to document their interpretation 
of the cognitive skills involved in critical thinking.  Although there is a substantial 
field of literature on critical thinking with many different frameworks, teachers 
struggle with the challenge to translate these cognitive skills into pedagogical practice 
within their classrooms (Kennedy, Fisher & Ennis 1990; Kuhn 1999). Several 
researchers highlighted that this challenge of translation is shaped by a range of factors 
including; the ambiguity of the terms of reference within frameworks (Geertson 2003; 
Moseley, Elliot & Higgins 2005), over-simplification of the cognitive processes 
involved in critical thinking (Facione 2000) and the structure of these frameworks as 
pre-designed interventions (Zoller et al. 2000).  
In their review of existing thinking skills inventories, Moseley et al. (2005) 
recommended that there are three frameworks (Anderson et al. 2001; Halpern 1998; 
Pintrich 2000) that may be more easily translated into classroom practices. Together, 
                                                          
14 Refer to Section 2.3.2.2 (page 28). 
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they provide examples of learning activities (Halpern 1998), consider student 
motivation (Pintrich 2000) and provide categories of thinking that can be applied 
across a range of educational contexts (Anderson et al. 2001). Moseley et al. (2005) 
concluded that the framework established by Anderson et al. (2001) may be more 
easily used by teachers, as it translates into instructional design at a variety of levels. 
The framework developed by Anderson et al. (2001) was a revision of an earlier 
taxonomy of cognitive processes established by Bloom et al. (1956). The following 
section explores both the original and revised versions of Bloom’s taxonomy to 
explore how researchers have used these frameworks to analyse students’ thinking 
within classroom environments. 
2.3.5 Bloom’s Taxonomies Review. 
This section provides an historical overview of the development of the Original and 
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomies through the analysis of existing studies which have 
employed these taxonomies within their data analysis.  
2.3.5.1 The Original Bloom’s Taxonomy. 
The Original Bloom’s Taxonomy was first published in 1956 and was the result of a 
series of meetings between academics who were members of the American 
Psychological Association. The overall aim of the group was to develop a set of 
educational objectives which could facilitate communication between university 
educators (Bloom et al. 1956). The taxonomy was designed  to be ‘a classification 
system of the student behaviours which represent the intended outcomes of the 
educational process’ (Bloom et al. 1956, p. 12). Hence, the Original Taxonomy 
functioned as a tool for evaluating and assessing the way in which educational 
courses/units achieved the intended educational objectives (Amer 2006; Dettmer 2006; 
Krathwohl 2002). 
The Original Bloom’s Taxonomy was published in three volumes, each dealing with 
a domain of educational process identified as central to student learning by the original 
authors; these domains included Cognitive, Affective and Psychomotor (Bloom et al. 
1956). The Cognitive Domain dealt mainly with the ’recognition of knowledge and 
the development of intellectual abilities and skills’ (Bloom et al. 1956, p. 7). It was 
seen that this domain was the most relevant for curriculum development and 
evaluation; hence a separate handbook for the Cognitive Domain was created. As this 
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thesis investigates the critical thinking skills evident in students’ communication 
processes, this discussion of Bloom’s Taxonomies concentrates on the elements of the 
Cognitive Domain from both the Original and Revised taxonomies. Figure 2.2 (below) 
outlines the Cognitive Domain of the Original Taxonomy, as defined by the original 
authors. 
Figure 2.2 Bloom’s Original Taxonomy (Bloom et al. 1956).  
The Original Taxonomy was assumed to be a ‘cumulative hierarchy’ (Krathwohl 2002, 
p. 212), informed by Bloom’s explanation that in order for an individual to move into 
a higher level of cognition, they needed to master the cognitive skills involved in the 
previous level (Bloom et al. 1956). For example, for an individual to be able to 
‘understand’ a message within communication (Comprehension level), they first 
needed to be able to ‘recall’ and ‘remember’ other ideas relevant to that 
communication (Knowledge level).  
Early examples of research (such as Farley & Chegg 1969; Lipscomb 1985; Nasca & 
Davis 1981) employed the Original Bloom’s Taxonomy to evaluate teacher-generated 
material and aspects of questioning within classroom instruction. In an early study 
within a Social Studies context, Farley and Clegg (1969) explored how training 
teachers in the use of the Original Bloom’s taxonomy influenced the cognitive 
demands of their work with their students. Their results demonstrated that the 
provision of training in the use of the levels within the Original Bloom’s taxonomy 
enabled teachers to implement questioning across the six levels of the cognitive 
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processes. They concluded that the taxonomy serves as a ‘common educational 
language’ for instruction development (Farley & Chegg 1969, p. 12). This finding was 
reiterated by later studies such as Nasca and Davis (1981). 
Where these authors found the Original Bloom’s taxonomy useful in supporting 
teachers to develop questions and materials that cover a wider range of cognitive 
processes (Farley & Chegg 1969; Nasca & Davis 1981); others uncovered challenges 
and difficulties in using the taxonomy as an analysis tool (Lipscomb 1985). In his study 
which investigated the use of the Original Bloom’s taxonomy as a tool to evaluate 
questions on a conventional, academic test, Lipscomb (1985) found that the taxonomy 
did not seem any more accurate than an intuitive ranking of questions as ‘simple’ or 
‘complex’. Lipscomb’s study identified a challenge in using the Original Bloom’s 
taxonomy as an analysis tool; namely, that the six levels can be interpreted differently 
by researchers and teachers and that there is an assumption that all students would use 
the same cognitive process to respond to certain instructions (Lipscomb 1985).  
Forty years after its inception, a team of researchers, led by Anderson, met to discuss 
the Original Bloom’s taxonomy and how it had been used throughout the education 
system, both in research and in practice. This review found that the taxonomy had been 
used to investigate teaching methods, instructional strategies, teacher questioning and 
pedagogy design (Anderson & Sosniak 1994). Elaborating upon the issues raised 
earlier by Lipscomb (1985), this review found that the Original Taxonomy had faced 
several criticisms from those who were attempting to employ it for evaluating 
educational programs. Anderson (1994) observed that what defined the lower-order 
and higher-order dichotomy was not consistent amongst researchers. For example, 
some researchers argued that only the Knowledge category constitutes lower order, 
where others suggest that Knowledge, Comprehension and Application represent 
lower-order thinking (Anderson 1994). 
This criticism highlighted within the Forty-year Retrospective (Anderson & Sosniak 
1994) recommended to researchers that there needed to be a revision of the Original 
Taxonomy to address these issues and reflect the progress that had occurred within the 
educational research and cognitive psychology fields (including Anderson 1994; 
Anderson & Sosniak 1994; Postlethwaite 1994). This led to the development of a 
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (Anderson et al. 2001). 
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2.3.5.2 The Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy. 
Anderson et al. (2001) determined that one of the significant reasons for the blurring 
of the levels within the Original Bloom’s taxonomy related to the wording used within 
the terminology used in the Cognitive Handbook. They argued that thinking and 
learning is an active process and thus the terminology used to classify any of these 
processes should be reflective of this action (Anderson et al. 2001). This led to a shift 
away from the use of nouns, as employed in the Original Taxonomy, to the use of 
verbs to identify the categories within the Revised Taxonomy. This is illustrated in the 
outline of the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy in Figure 2.3 (below). 
Figure 2.3 Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (Anderson et al. 2001). 
As can be seen in Figure 2.3 (above), verbs have been used in the titles of the 
categories. Also, the order of the two higher categories has been switched and the 
Synthesis category renamed as ‘Create’. In the Original taxonomy, Evaluation was 
interpreted to be a higher level of cognition than Synthesis (Bloom et al. 1956). Upon 
reviewing the taxonomy for the Revised version, the authors determined that Create 
would be at the top of the continuum based on the argument that the active process of 
constructing meaning and developing plans of action is a more complex cognitive 
activity than making judgments (Anderson et al. 2001; Krathwohl & Anderson 2010). 
Anderson et al. (2001) explained that their use of the term ‘taxonomy’ was 
representative of a ‘continuum’ rather than a hierarchy. The authors reported that it 
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cannot be predicted that all individuals will participate in a learning task in the same 
way; hence, the statements within the taxonomy are seen as expressive outcomes 
(Anderson et al. 2001). These expressive outcomes were intended to provide some 
direction for planning for student learning, but do not aim to provide a particular 
destination.  That is, that there is space within the taxonomy for educators to plan for 
individual differences and interpret the statements as required by the educational 
setting. As such, the authors aimed to make the taxonomy more practical and useful 
for teachers, particularly primary and secondary educators (Anderson et al. 2001). This 
intention aligns with Moseley et al.’s (2005) observation, discussed earlier in this 
section, that the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy was most suitable for curriculum 
development and instructional design.  
The authors of the Revised Taxonomy developed a two-dimensional approach to the 
Taxonomy, which integrated both the knowledge and skills dimensions of education 
into the model (Amer 2006; Anderson et al. 2001; Dettmer 2006). This two-
dimensional approach in the Revised Taxonomy facilitated a shift away from the 
taxonomy being used as a measurement tool, towards the implementation of a 
taxonomy as a tool for classroom curriculum development and research analysis 
(Amer 2006; Anderson et al. 2001). As this thesis focuses on students’ thinking 
processes, this discussion engages with studies employing the Cognitive Processes 
within the Revised Taxonomy as an analytical tool. 
Numerous studies have employed Anderson et al.’s (2001) Revised Bloom’s 
Taxonomy as a tool for content analysis. Traditionally, the taxonomy has been used to 
assess levels of cognitive processes evident within classroom materials and/or 
interactions, with particular attention paid to the higher levels of cognitive processes 
– Evaluate and Create (Amer 2006).  The existing literature provided examples of 
researchers using the Revised Taxonomy to analyse levels of cognition within 
instructional materials (Thompson et al. 2008), assessment strategies (Eber & Parker 
2007; Hanna 2007), online interactions (Christopher, Thomas & Tallent-Runnels 
2004; Hou, Chang & Sung 2010) and written/recorded responses (Goldman 2005).  
Christopher et al. (2004) employed a combination of the Original and Revised 
Taxonomies to determine the level of thinking displayed by students during their 
online interactions. In their analysis, Christopher et al. (2004) adapted the taxonomies 
to represent three levels of thinking – low, medium and high. These authors addressed 
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the concerns raised earlier by Anderson (1994) by combining the two taxonomies 
within a table - the titles of the levels of thinking were drawn from the Bloom et al.’s 
(1956) Original Taxonomy, while the ‘process verbs’ aligned with the detail 
communicated within the Anderson et al.’s (2001) Revised Taxonomy. The findings 
reported by these authors determined that the majority of the students’ interactions fell 
within the medium level; representative of analysing and applying. Christopher et al. 
(2004) queried how curriculum design, implementation and instructional terminology 
may shape the levels of thinking displayed by students during interaction. This 
prompted the question – does the instructional terminology shape the level of thinking 
demonstrated by students during conversation? (Sub-Question 5) 
A number of studies (for example, Bumen 2007; Dettmer 2006; Hanna 2007) have 
since explored how the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy supports processes involved in 
curriculum design and implementation. Hanna (2007) explored how the Revised 
Taxonomy could assist in aligning the music discipline with the American standards-
based curriculum by making connections between the verbs used in the curriculum 
documentation for music and the terminology within the levels of the Revised 
Taxonomy. Hanna (2007) found that the integration of the discipline’s terminology 
from the national standards with the levels within the Revised Taxonomy enabled 
teachers to align their performance-based assessments with the national standards 
more easily. 
Building upon Hanna’s findings, one study by Thompson et al. (2008) attempted to 
elaborate upon the descriptions of the levels within the Revised Taxonomy from a 
specific, discipline base. These authors tested educators’ interpretations of the six 
levels of the Revised Taxonomy by having them analyse exam questions against the 
levels as they were identified within the original authors of the Revised Taxonomy. 
The initial results highlighted that there was inconsistency in how the terminology 
within the questions was interpreted; the authors sought to rectify this by providing 
detailed explanations of the levels within the Revised Taxonomy from a discipline 
perspective (in their case, computer programming) (Thompson et al. 2008). In 
repeating the interpretation test following this elaboration, the results demonstrated 
that there was more consistent interpretation and application by the educators. The 
findings reported by Hanna (2007) and Thompson et al. (2008) highlighted that there 
are benefits to bringing terminology from the discipline together with the levels within 
the Revised Taxonomy.  
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The studies presented in this section have illustrated that the Revised Bloom’s 
Taxonomy is an appropriate tool for analysing communication and curriculum design. 
As this thesis investigates students’ verbal interaction, the format of the levels within 
the Revised Taxonomy as verbs to represent action assists in the identification of 
students’ thinking processes within their conversation. This literature discussion has 
identified some limitations of the use of the Revised Blooms Taxonomy to analyse 
student conversations, such as challenges in maintaining consistent interpretations of 
the levels within the taxonomy. However, the approach taken by Hanna (2007) and 
Thompson et al. (2008) demonstrated improvement with consistency of interpretation 
within the disciplines of music and computer studies by integrating discipline-based 
elements into the analysis alongside the Taxonomy. This approach enabled the 
researchers to generate analysis frameworks that reflected how critical thinking occurs 
within their disciplines of music and computer studies. Informed by these studies, this 
thesis will use this approach of integrating discipline-based terms/concepts from the 
geography discipline with the Revised Blooms Taxonomy to develop conversation 
analysis tools. Considering the evidence presented in the literature explored in this 
section, I argue that that the integration of terminology from the Australian Curriculum 
for Geography with that of the Revised Blooms Taxonomy within the Thinking 
Geographically Framework is a suitable strategy for analysing the students’ 
conversation.  
2.3.5.3 Critical Thinking within the Thinking Geographically 
Framework. 
The Thinking Geographically Framework draws upon studies from the Group 
Learning and Critical Thinking fields, as the literature demonstrated that learning in 
groups can support student engagement in critical thinking. Studies within the Group 
Learning field, such as Dillenbourg et al. (1996), called for researchers to look into the 
way in which students work towards the individual learning outcomes observed within 
previous studies. As such, there is a need to explore how students think and work 
together to build and develop ideas during conversation.  
Sub-question 1 (identified by the blue triangle in Figure 2.4, page 52), asks in what 
ways can processes used by students during their group learning be analysed to 
understand the way in which students think together? Christopher et al (2004) 
communicated the need for future research to investigate the role of curriculum design 
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and instructional terminology on students’ thinking processes. Emerging from the 
existing literature on the Revised Blooms’ Taxonomy, Sub-Question 5 (identified by 
the orange triangle) asks, does instructional terminology shape the level of thinking 
demonstrated by students? Engaging with the lines of inquiry raised by Christopher et 
al (2004), this thesis seeks understand how geographical reasoning occurs during 
conversation. In seeking to resolve sub-questions 1 and 5 (illustrated in Figure 2.4, 
below), this thesis brings the fields of Group Learning and Critical Thinking together 
through the formulation of an analysis framework informed by the Revised Bloom’s 
Taxonomy. 
Figure 2.4 Integrating Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy into the TG15 Framework. 
2.3.6 Differences of Opinion Review. 
Throughout the discussions of literature related to the three constructs of Group 
Learning, Geographic Reasoning and Critical Thinking already presented in this 
chapter, the construct of ‘differences of opinion’ has been represented in the literature 
in a number of ways; with terms varying between ‘disagreement’, ‘conflict’, 
                                                          
15 Thinking Geographically 
Sub-Question 1: In what ways can processes used by students during their group learning be 
analysed to understand the way in which students think together?  
Sub-Question 5: Does instructional terminology shape the level of thinking demonstrated by 
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‘controversy’ or ‘argument’. Disagreement seems to be used interchangeably with 
‘differences of opinion’ to refer to moments when individuals communicate divergent 
ideas (Buchs, Butera & Mugny 2004).  Controversy has been used in reference to 
interactions wherein individuals acknowledge their different viewpoints and seek to 
reach an agreement; this interpretation has been traditionally informed by cooperative 
learning perspectives (Johnson & Johnson 1979, 1985a; Smith, Johnson & Johnson 
1981). The term Conflict has commonly been employed to refer to situations where 
individuals have different viewpoints, but compete and attempt to persuade others, 
rather than find consensus (Roy & Howe 1990; Van Boxtel 2000). Finally, Argument 
has been used largely to explain the process of the communication of different 
perspectives (Schwarz et al. 2003). As such, to the varied interpretations of Differences 
of Opinion relate to the way in which the authors define the nature of the difference 
between individuals and the approaches taken to resolve these differences.  
The Australian Curriculum for Geography communicated a commitment to providing 
students with opportunities to engage with various perspectives. The rationale in the 
endorsed Australian Curriculum document stated that through the study of geography, 
students will gain ‘an appreciation for different perspectives’ (Australian Curriculum 
Assessment and Reporting Authority 2015c). In the strand of Geographic Knowledge 
and Understanding’, the Content Structure expanded this further, stating that 
‘knowledge is dynamic and its interpretation can be contested, with opinions and 
conclusions supported by evidence and logical argument’ (Australian Curriculum 
Assessment and Reporting Authority. 2015). 
This commitment within the Australian Curriculum documentation to facilitating 
students’ appreciation and respect for multiple interpretations, coupled with the 
requirement for students to be able to think logically, critically and creatively about 
geographical phenomena (discussed previously in Section 2.3.3, page 33), calls for 
classroom teachers to develop pedagogies and learning experiences for their students 
that promote this type of thinking. As communicated previously in Chapter 1 (Section 
1.1, page 1), my professional experiences as a Humanities teacher highlighted that 
composing groups around differences of opinion may be a strategy that facilitates the 
type of geographical thinking demanded by the directions of the new curriculum. This 
section explores the existing literature that has investigated the role that differences of 
opinion during conversation can play in student learning. 
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Early examples of research into differences of opinion included several studies 
completed by Johnson and Johnson (Johnson & Johnson 1979, 1985a; Smith, Johnson 
& Johnson 1981) during the 1980s. These seminal studies set out to understand how 
disagreement between students with other students, or students with the teacher, could 
be advantageous for students’ learning and development. This early work by Johnson 
and Johnson (1979) established that simply having a disagreement with someone else 
does not ensure constructive learning outcomes; rather, the context and conditions 
within which the disagreement occurs influences whether the disagreement contributes 
constructively to student learning (Johnson & Johnson 1979).  
In follow-up studies, Johnson and Johnson (1985a; 1981) found that the constructive 
outcomes of student engagement with different opinions emerged from learning 
environments which facilitated ‘controversy’ between students. Controversy was 
defined as situations when people have different ideas and seek to reach a consensus 
(Johnson & Johnson 1979; Smith, Johnson & Johnson 1981). This interpretation from 
Johnson and Johnson is informed by the interdependence conditions of cooperative 
learning (discussed earlier in Section 2.3.2.1, page 24). The emphasis on constructive 
outcomes is understood to mean that each students’ success within the task is reliant 
on all students reaching the same conclusion (Damon & Phelps 1989; Slavin 1989). 
This thesis integrates the aspect of controversy wherein the students have different 
ideas and seek out a consensus, however it diverges from Johnson and Johnson (1979, 
1985a; 1981) through focusing on the process of reaching consensus, rather than the 
learning outcome itself. 
One study by Roy and Howe (1990) examined the influence of differences of opinion 
on students’ socio-legal thinking. According to Roy and Howe (1990), students 
benefitted from their peers rejecting or challenging their perspectives, which was 
displayed through improved results in interview tests following the group learning 
task. These authors highlighted that this experience of challenge to individual opinions 
prompted students to engage in extended reasoning, to clarify their points of view 
following a disagreement. This in turn improved their understanding of the content. 
The findings presented by Roy and Howe (1990) communicated that organising 
students into groups with similar levels of competence, but different opinions, could 
lead to more intense discussions that could improve students’ conceptual 
understandings.  
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Later in the 1990s, a study by Kuhn, Felton and Shaw (1997) investigated the influence 
of discussion with peers on individuals’ reasoning strategies following conversation. 
Students worked in pairs to discuss their viewpoints on the issue of capital punishment. 
The authors sought to understand how this peer interaction influenced the reasoning 
demonstrated in individual students’ written statements following their discussions. 
The results demonstrated that engagement with different opinions influenced the 
students’ reasoning in three core ways; increased metacognitive awareness and 
understanding of their individual perspective, expansion of thinking about the issue 
and the generation of new arguments combining the multiple viewpoints (Kuhn, Shaw 
& Felton 1997).  
Both of these studies concentrated on the learning outcome or product following the 
students’ discussions through post-test interviews (Roy & Howe 1990) or individual 
written responses (Kuhn, Shaw & Felton 1997). Roy and Howe (1990) acknowledged 
that their study did not resolve the language or strategies used by the students during 
the conversations that influenced the observed improvement in students’ judgments. 
The last finding from Kuhn’s study (1997) related to the generation of new arguments 
through discussion with others was also observed through individual, post-test written 
responses. Neither of these studies in the 1990s resolved how students’ actual 
participation and contributions to conversation influenced these improved learning 
outcomes. 
In 2000, Van Boxtel employed a two-level analysis strategy to understand the way in 
which individuals participated in peer conversations, and how groups worked together 
to guide, direct and complete a collaborative learning task. As such, Van Boxtel (2000) 
analysed individual student’s contributions (utterances) within the conversation to 
determine how they engaged with their peers and the language they used; as well as 
segments of consecutive utterances concentrating on one idea (episodes) to interpret 
the dynamics of the discourse and the strategies used by the group.  
The episode level of the analysis presented by Van Boxtel (2000) was organised into 
three categories; questioning, reasoning and conflict. Questioning episodes centred on 
the students responding to each other’s questions. Reasoning episodes referred to 
segments of discussion where students clarified and developed their ideas. Conflict 
episodes were identified through rejection and counter-arguments (Van Boxtel 2000). 
In their analysis Van Boxtel et al. (2000) reported that conflict itself does not 
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necessarily support students’ conceptual development, rather it is the way that they 
resolve their differences. The two-level analysis approach presented by Van Boxtel 
(2000) provides a suitable framework to integrate the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy and 
Australian Curriculum terminology (see Section 2.3.5.3, page 51) to interpret students’ 
thinking during conversation. This will be discussed in further detail in the following 
chapter. 
A study by Schwarz et al. (2003) sought to determine how students actively participate 
in the process of resolving differences of opinion. Schwarz et al. (2003) investigated 
the way in which students construct knowledge during their collaborative learning 
activities structured around different viewpoints. The authors organised students into 
pairs, wherein each student had a different viewpoint on the way to resolve a 
mathematical problem (Schwarz et al. 2003). The pairs worked together to create a 
visualisation of their opinions to see where they may have points of agreement to build 
upon. The results from the study found that the disagreement between the students, 
identified by challenges and counter-arguments, was associated with the generation of 
new arguments (Schwarz et al. 2003). This finding is similar to that observed by Kuhn 
et al. (1997) that there was an association between engaging with different opinions 
and the generation of new ideas. However, neither Schwarz et al. (2003) or Kuhn et 
al. (1997) outlined how this process of generating new ideas from disagreement 
actually occurs within the conversation. This indicates a need to understand the 
strategies used by students during conversation as they generate new ideas through 
their negotiation of their different opinions. 
As mentioned in the introduction of this section, the idea of differences of opinions 
has been present within several studies discussed earlier in this chapter. Within the 
Cooperative Learning field, scholars advocated for that group learning activities 
should expose students to possibilities beyond their own interpretations (Buchs et al. 
2011; Cohen 1994). This was furthered by several researchers within the Collaborative 
Learning field, who communicated that a diversity of competence and ideas within 
groups can support multiple interpretations (Goos, Galbraith & Renshaw 2002; 
Kumpulainen & Kaartinen 2003; Mercer 1996; Moschkovich 1996; Phelps & Damon 
1989). Together, these studies indicate that organising groups around differences of 
opinion is an aspect of group learning which can contribute to student learning.  
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The academic discussion within the Critical Thinking field implied that engagement 
with different opinions can be beneficial for students’ development, with particular 
influence on the level of thinking displayed by students. Processes of negotiation, 
justification, evaluation and judgment were commonly explained to be central to 
critical thinking (Dewey 1910; Geertson 2003; King 2002; Volet, Summers & 
Thurman 2009). Further, some scholars, such as Gokhale (1995), reported that the 
demonstration of Critical Thinking within groups may be prompted by being 
confronted with alternative points of view. In synthesising these two areas of research, 
this thesis seeks to understand how differences of opinion within student groups can 
support students to demonstrate critical thinking during their conversations with each 
other. 
Consideration of the role of different opinions is communicated more explicitly within 
the literature around Geographic Reasoning. Researchers defined Geographic 
Reasoning with attention to different opinions through the consideration of alternatives 
and analysis of multiple perspectives (Collins 2010; Huang, Hung & Cheng 2012; 
Lane 2007; Leat & McAleavy 1998). Lane (2007) argued that engaging in discussion 
with others of different perspectives may support students to develop deeper 
conceptual understandings. As highlighted earlier, the Australian Curriculum for 
Geography reiterated the need for students to engage with multiple perspectives and 
use geographical concepts to think logically, critically and creatively about 
geographical events (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority 
2012, 2015c). Drawing upon the literature related to these core constructs of Group 
Learning, Critical Thinking, Geographical Reasoning and Differences of Opinion, this 
thesis seeks to explore how differences of opinion within groups may support students 
to think critically about contemporary geographic events.  
2.3.6.1 Thinking Geographically Framework: Differences lens. 
My initial perceptions outlined earlier in Chapter 1 (Section 1.2, page 4) acknowledged 
some relationship between Differences of Opinion and Critical Thinking during Group 
Learning, but was not yet clear on how these fields of research could connect. The 
analysis of the literature enabled me to refine my line of inquiry based on these initial 
interpretations to explore this interaction through Sub-Question 216. As shown in 
                                                          
16  How do meaning-making strategies (such as explanation, question-asking and justification) 
contribute to students’ movement towards shared interpretations during conversation? 
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Figure 2.5 (below), Sub-question 2 (identified by the number 2 within the grey 
triangle) intersects the academic discussion between Differences of Opinion and 
Collaborative Learning through the construct of Critical Thinking. The findings of Van 
Boxtel (2000) and Kumpulainen and Kaartinen (2003) highlighted the value of 
strategies such as question-asking, elaboration and justification in assisting students to 
work towards shared interpretations. Sub-Question 2 facilitates my investigation into 
the role differences of opinion within a collaborative learning context play in 
prompting these types of meaning-making strategies.  
Figure 2.5 Elaborating upon Initial Perceptions as a Teacher. 
As illustrated in Figure 2.5 (above), this aspect of the Thinking Geographically 
Framework places importance on the processes/strategies involved in students’ 
development of shared interpretations. Through a lens that focuses on students’ 
negotiation of differences of opinion during group learning, this thesis draws upon the 
field of Differences of Opinion to explore how engagement with different perspectives 
within a group may work as a possible context to facilitate the use of meaning-making 
strategies associated with Critical Thinking. 
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2.4 Thinking Geographically Framework. 
Through the analysis of existing studies, I have developed a series of sub-questions to 
frame the analysis within this thesis, which have emerged from the core arguments, 
observations and curiosities within existing scholarly work. As such, the sections 
presented throughout this literature discussion have contributed to the development of 
two lenses (Geographical and Differences of Opinion) through which the Thinking 
Geographically Framework seeks to interpret and analyse student conversations. 
Within the Thinking Geographically Framework (Figure 2.6, page 60), fields of 
research are illustrated as discrete, yet connected; with constructs identified by the 
underlined headings within the text-boxes. Core, contributing studies from within each 
field of research are also outlined within the text-boxes. The coloured triangles and 
diamond, with numbers, represent the sub-questions that emerged from the analysis of 
existing literature and draw connections between the various fields of research and 
core constructs relevant to this thesis. Within the Framework, I used the terminology 
from the Australian Curriculum for Geography with the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy 
to understand students’ reasoning strategies through a geographical lens17. I also 
employed Differences of Opinion as a lens through which students’ Critical Thinking 
strategies during Collaborative Learning experiences may be analysed18. Figure 2.6 
(page 60) illustrates the Thinking Geographically Framework, wherein the triangles 
intersect the various constructs to show the interrelationships between the existing 
studies within each field and my sub-questions. The sub-questions are aligned with the 
key research questions of this thesis following the Thinking Geographically 
Framework diagram.
                                                          
17 As explained previously in Sections 2.3.5.1 (page 45) and 2.3.5.2 (page 48). 
18 As explained previously in Section 2.3.6.1 (page 57). 
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As can be seen in Figure 2.6 (page 60), the Sub-questions which emerged from the 
analysis of the literature across the four core constructs relevant to this thesis engage 
with the interplay between several fields of research. This synthesis facilitated by the 
sub-questions contribute to the decisions surrounding the research design in seeking 
to resolve the key research questions of this thesis. 
The first key question asks, can differences of opinion influence the way in which 
students demonstrate ‘thinking geographically’ during group learning? The 
investigation of sub-questions 1 and 2 contribute to this question by synthesising the 
fields of Group Learning and Collaborative Learning, with Critical Thinking. Through 
the lens of Differences of Opinion and the integration of the Revised Bloom’s 
Taxonomy within the analysis tools, this thesis investigates the strategies used by 
students in negotiating different opinions within their groups through a geographical 
lens. 
The second key question elaborates upon the first by asking, if so, how do these 
differences of opinion encourage students to engage in higher levels of geographical 
thinking? In seeking to resolve sub-questions 3, 4 and 5, this thesis has the potential to 
contribute interpretations of students’ critical thinking processes during collaborative 
learning within the discipline of Geography.  
The literature explored throughout this chapter revealed that few studies have explored 
the construct of Critical Thinking from within a Geography classroom. In seeking 
answers to Sub-Questions 1, 3 and 5, this thesis employs an analysis tool which 
combines terminology from within the Australian Curriculum for Geography and the 
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy to construct a discipline-specific framework for Critical 
Thinking. As such, this thesis contributes to research into Collaborative Learning and 
Critical Thinking through a theoretical framework which has discipline-specific 
interpretations drawn from the field of Geographic Reasoning. In summary, the 
Thinking Geographically Framework (as illustrated in Figure 2.6, page 60) illustrates 
the integration of two theoretical lenses (Geographical Reasoning and Differences of 
Opinion), through which the potential for differences of opinion within group learning 
to support students to think critically can be explored.
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C H A P T E R  3 :  D E S I G N .  
This chapter outlines the process through which the research design was developed 
and implemented. It begins with an overview of the findings from a preliminary 
study and a pilot study, each of which contribute to assessing the appropriateness 
of various data collection tools. The chapter then explains the educational setting, 
data collection methods and analysis techniques employed within this thesis. 
3.1 Preliminary Study – Comparing Audio and 
Video Recording. 
As this thesis seeks to explore students’ moment-by-moment verbal 
communication, the first methodological consideration was to determine an 
appropriate method for me to record students’ conversations. Existing studies 
(explored in Section 2.3.1, page 22) illustrated that researchers varied between 
using audio recordings and video recordings for their data collection and analysis. 
The objective of this preliminary study was to explore the appropriateness of audio 
recording student conversations and consider whether data that was present in video 
but not audio data was crucial to my research. 
The Preliminary Study required the comparison of both video and audio recordings 
of the same conversations. The data from a study by Williams (2007) on the role of 
collaboration in mathematical problem solving was used to enable the comparison 
of using audio and/or video recordings to transcribe student conversations.  The 
analysis completed within this preliminary study contributed to the development of 
new knowledge in Williams’ study19, whilst also providing direction for my study. 
Three student groups were chosen for analysis within this preliminary study. These 
groups were selected as they displayed some elements of disagreement within their 
conversation, which connected with the research questions in my thesis. To enable 
a comparison between audio and video data, there were two key strategies within 
this preliminary study, these were: 
                                                          
19 See Williams (2007) for details on the context of the study and the data collection methods 
employed. 
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1. Student conversations were transcribed using audio data only. Notes were 
made throughout this transcription process to record the moments of the 
conversation which were difficult to hear or interpret.  
2. Initial transcription was then reviewed using audio and video data, with 
particular focus on the moments identified as difficult to transcribe using 
the audio recordings alone, to determine the contributions of the video data 
to transcription accuracy. 
3.1.1 Observations. 
The analysis of the transcription process and products identified three key moments 
when the use of audio recording alone presented difficulties in the transcription 
process. These included moments when there were more than one student talking 
at the same time, a speaker used an object to assist their explanation and when the 
student’s voice was muffled by another noise or action. The following sections 
discuss these moments with reference to the data. 
3.1.1.1 Overlapping, Concurrent Conversations; Use of Objects. 
A consistent difficulty in transcribing the audio data was when there was more than 
one person speaking at the same time. This emerged when students interrupted each 
other (‘overlapping contribution’), as well as when four students separated into two 
conversations in pairs (‘concurrent conversations’). The following extract (Figure 
3.1, page 64) demonstrates an example of overlapping contribution (Line 2-3) and 
concurrent conversation (between S1-3 and S2-3).  
When listening to the audio only, it was not immediately apparent how the 
contributions related to each other, or who the students were actually directing their 
contributions to. For example, the contributions from S2 [Lines 2 & 4], when using 
audio only, could be considered to be responses to the initial contribution from S1 
[Line 1]. Also, the contribution made by S3 [Line 3] was made at the same time as 
S2’s first contribution [Line 2]; thus making the interpretation of what was said by 
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each student difficult to separate. This interruption is identified by the ‘//’ entered 
at the end of Line 2 and the beginning of Line 320. 
Line 1 (S1): We could make, um, eight little things, flat things, that are four like that…and you 
could stack them. 
Line 2 (S2): I was thinking, um// 
Line 3 (S3): //What do you mean? 
Line 4 (S2): Two on the bottom and two on top…so you have four of these. 
Line 5 (S1): That one and three of these. 
Line 6 (S3): We need eight of these. 
Source: (Williams 2007) 
Figure 3.1 Overlapping & Concurrent conversations and Use of Objects. 
Repeated listening to the audio recording enabled some further detail to be gathered 
from the data; however the video did provide visual information which enabled 
clarification of the direction of the conversation. In reviewing the transcript with 
the video recording, it became clear that S2 was in fact verbalising his own thoughts 
[Lines 2 & 4], without directing them into the conversation and S1 and S3 were 
having a conversation as a pair [Lines 1, 3, 5 &6]. 
The visual information available in the video recording of the conversation enabled 
the understanding of the direction of the conversation through the eye contact and 
body language being made between the students. In the extract, S1 and S3 were 
sitting next to each other and looking at the same objects, while making frequent 
eye contact with each other, while S1 was standing at the other side of the table 
(Williams 2007). This visual information provided understanding of how the 
students were interacting with each other. The Pilot Study will further investigate 
whether familiarity with the individual students and their voices would also enable 
a clearer interpretation of the direction of their contributions.  
3.1.1.2 Use of Objects in Explanation. 
Figure 3.1 (above) also highlighted the difficulties in understanding the terms of 
reference used by students in conversations, when using audio data alone. In the 
                                                          
20 Explanation of these notation symbols within the transcription are explained in Section 3.7.2 
(page 108). 
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learning task, students were provided with a collection of materials in order to 
complete the task (See Williams, 2007). As the materials of the learning task were 
visible to all of the group members, the students did not always use detailed terms 
of reference when communicating their ideas. 
As can be seen in Figure 3.1 (page 64), each participating student used the terms 
‘that’ or ‘these’ to refer to the objects they were using in the learning task [Lines 1, 
4, 5 & 6]. The initial transcription, using audio recording only, presented challenges 
in determining what the terms ‘that’ and ‘these’ referred to. The objects referred to 
within the students’ conversation were identified by reviewing the learning task 
instructions. In this extract, students were referring to 1 centimetre cubes which 
they were using to create a box (Williams 2007). When using the video data, being 
able to see what students were doing with the cubes did enable some indication of 
the thinking that was emerging from the students’ interactions with the objects. 
In relation to both the overlapping, concurrent conversations and the students’ use 
of objects, the video data did provide some further detail. However, my 
observations and work in transcribing this data also revealed that familiarity with 
the students and their voices, as well as the learning task design and the materials 
provided to students also enabled a more detailed interpretation of the students’ 
conversation. To further explore strategies to improve audio recording, the pilot 
study will investigate the extent to which this familiarity with the students and task 
design enables clearer interpretations and how the group’s visualisations (concept 
maps), may be used as a resource during the transcription process. 
3.1.1.3 Muffled Audio. 
At several points throughout the students’ conversations, individual student’s 
contributions were not audible due to background noise or student actions. The 
video recording did enable the identification of the reason for the muffled audio, 
but did not make the students’ contribution any easier to interpret. One example of 
student action which resulted in a muffled audio recording of their contribution was 
when a student had their hand over their mouth while they were talking. The video 
recording enabled this identification, but did not make the audio data clearer during 
the transcription process. Examples of background noise identified through the 
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recordings included the school bell, announcements over the PA system and the 
elevated volume of another group’s conversation. The realisation of the influence 
of background noise and student actions on the clarity of audio recordings raised 
the need to consider ways in which these background noises could be reduced in 
the pilot study. 
3.1.2 Implications for Pilot Study Design. 
The analysis of data within the Preliminary Study highlighted some limitations of 
using audio recording, including the difficulties of separating individual voices 
during overlapping contributions and concurrent conversations, as well as the 
issues of student actions and background noises resulting in muffled audio 
recordings. The results of the analysis within the preliminary study have not ruled 
out the effectiveness of audio recording data in the transcription of student 
conversation. Rather, the results have highlighted areas of audio recording which 
can present difficulties in the transcription process and prompted consideration of 
ways in which these difficulties may be addressed through the pedagogical actions 
and research decisions during data collection. Figure 3.2 (below) illustrates the 
strategies which will be implemented in the pilot study.  
Figure 3.2  Strategies to address limitations of Audio data. 
The strategies outlined in Figure 3.2 (above) aim to incorporate pedagogical 
approaches to shape students’ actions during the learning task to improve the 
quality of the audio recording. These approaches were designed to address the 
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limitations of audio recording explored within the Preliminary Study. The strategies 
were integrated into the operation and monitoring of the learning task within the 
pilot study and the pilot study analysis was used to determine the effectiveness of 
these strategies in addressing the limitations of using audio recordings in 
transcribing student conversations 
3.2 Pilot Study – Pedagogical Approaches. 
There were three core phases to the Pilot Study which built upon the strategies 
developed to overcome the limitations of audio recording identified within the 
Preliminary Study. The phases included Student Opinion Data, Task Design and 
Conversation Data. Figure 3.3 (below) illustrates the methods employed to collect 
data relevant to the three phases of the pilot study.  
Figure 3.3 Phases of Pilot Study Data Collection. 
Phase 1 of the data collection concentrated on the data pertaining to students’ 
perspectives on the focus topic (outlined in the following sections). In this first 
phase, the students completed a Point of View Questionnaire and participated in 
three supplementary activities designed to create additional data relevant to 
students’ opinions. These activities enabled the analysis of the effectiveness of the 
questionnaire in collecting data on students’ different opinions.  
The second phase of the data collection focused on the influence of the learning 
task design on the way in which students talk during the data collection. The 
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appropriateness of the task design was analysed through researcher observation of 
student participation in the learning task and analysis of the transcripts of student 
conversations. The third phase revisited the findings of the preliminary study to 
assess the effectiveness of the strategies employed to improve the quality of the 
audio recordings, as well as determine the appropriateness of audio recordings for 
transcription. 
The Pilot Study was conducted within an all-girls secondary school within 
Australia. A total of 43 students from three Year 8 Geography classes participated 
in Phase 1 of the pilot study and 30 students completed Phases 2 and 3 of the pilot 
study (as outlined in the following sections). The data collection and learning 
activities of the study were performed over the course of one week of classes, within 
which the audio data was collected in a double lesson. 
3.2.1 Student Opinion Data: Determining Opinions. 
This section outlines the data collection methods and analysis used within the first 
phase of the Pilot Study. This phase involved the development and implementation 
of a Point of View Questionnaire21 and a series of Opinion Response Pedagogies 
to determine the appropriateness of these tools to identify Student Opinion data. 
3.2.1.1 Point of View Questionnaire. 
The Student Point of View Questionnaire was based around a 5-point Likert scale22 
across a series of 15 statements relating to sustainable practices. The aim of the 
questionnaire was to determine the degree to which students supported/disagreed 
with the importance of sustainable practices in society. The statements used were 
created with a range of geographical perspectives relevant to the issue of 
sustainability including Environmental, Political Social, Economic and 
Technological. For example, the first statement, ‘Petrol used in cars is a major cause 
of air pollution’, related to an Environmental perspective; while the sixth statement, 
‘In our society, there are more important issues than saving the environment’, 
engaged with a Social or Political perspective. The use of these five key geographic 
factors was designed to support students to think about sustainability from a range 
                                                          
21 See Appendix 1 (page 330) for the Point of View Questionnaire. 
22 The scale ranged from Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly Disagree. 
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of perspectives, thus allowing the data collected to span more than one dimension 
of the issue (Miles & Ward 2008). The questionnaire was analysed using a 
summated response approach (Cohen, Manion & Morrison 2007b; Howitt & 
Cramer 2005), which calculated the score from the questionnaire to determine the 
students’ opinion type. For the purposes of this study, the higher the result in the 
survey, the more in support of sustainability the respondent.  
Figure 3.4 (below) illustrates how the results from the Student Point of View 
Questionnaire were used to form the different categories of opinion amongst the 
students. These categories were used to organise students into a range of groups to 
facilitate the conditions of varying degrees of differing opinions. 
Figure 3.4 Construction of Opinion Categories from Questionnaire. 
As Figure 3.4 (above) illustrates, the results from the questionnaire could range 
from 15 (strongest opposition for sustainable practices), through to 75 (strongest 
support for sustainability). The students were organised into three different types 
of opinion groups – Opposition, Combined and Similar. Opposition groups were 
constructed from students from the extremes within the opinion categories - Strong 
Opposition and Strong Support. Combined groups were created from students 
representing a range of opinions across the scale, while Similar groups were 
constructed from students representing the same category of opinion.  
Feedback from the students was sought through the inclusion of two prompts at the 
end of the Point of View Questionnaire. One prompt enabled the students to use 
their own words to communicate their understanding of their awareness of 
Strong 
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Mild 
Opposition 
28-39 
Neutral 
40-51 
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Support 
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sustainability. The second prompt asked for any comments related to the layout, 
wording and statements within the questionnaire23. 
3.2.1.2 Opinion Response Pedagogies. 
In order to assess the suitability of the Point of View Questionnaire in determining 
students’ opinions, the participants engaged in a series of ‘Opinion Response’ 
pedagogies. The purpose of these activities was to collect supplementary data on 
students’ opinions in relation to the specific topic of the key learning activity of the 
pilot study - ‘Alternative fuels in cars’. For each activity, students were required to 
respond to a variety of statements related to the use of alternative fuels in cars. The 
statements used in each activity aligned with statements in the questionnaire, so 
that the results of the questionnaire could be compared with the results of the 
opinion activities. 
The first Opinion Response pedagogy was a Continuum Line. In this activity, the 
students arranged themselves into one, continuous line according to their opinion 
on the statement: ‘Alternative fuel should be used in all cars in 201024’. The 
students were given time to talk to other members of the class and determine where 
they should be standing in relation to each other. Once the students were satisfied 
that they were standing in the right location, the students wrote their names on a 
sheet of poster paper in order of their perspectives (Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, 
Disagree and Strongly Disagree) The students identified where each category 
started and ended by drawing a line between the names of the students. 
The second activity – Four Corners – was designed for the students to move around 
the room, depending on their perspective on the given statement. In this activity, 
students were read a series of statements relating to the use of alternative fuels in 
cars. The options mirrored the categories from the questionnaire of Strongly Agree, 
Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly Disagree. Upon hearing the statement, the 
students moved to the appropriate corner of the room and wrote their name onto the 
sheet of paper. This was completed for five different statements, which included: 
x Statement 1: ‘Cars represent one of the main contributors to air pollution.’ 
                                                          
23 See Appendix 1 (page 330). 
24 2010 was used in this prompt to relate students to their current life experiences. 
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x Statement 2: ‘Petrol contributes to many major global conflicts.’ 
x Statement 3: ‘Changing the fuel type in cars is not the answer to reducing 
carbon emissions.’ 
x Statement 4: ‘Having personal transport is more important than decreasing 
pollution.’ 
x Statement 5: ‘Alternative fuels are still too expensive to incorporate into 
common cars.’ 
The third Opinion Response activity was a Heated Debate. The statement used for 
this activity was: ‘Using alternative fuels in cars is a global priority’. Unlike the 
previous two tasks, this activity required students to organise themselves into only 
two categories of opinion – Agree and Disagree. Students moved to the appropriate 
side of the room and attached their name sticker to the relevant poster paper. Once 
the students had elected their side of the argument, they worked together to 
construct a series of statements to start the debate. Once each side had spoken their 
initial views, the debate moved back and forth between each side (mediated by the 
researcher).  
3.2.1.3 Consistency of Student Opinions. 
This first phase of the Pilot Study was designed to determine the effectiveness of 
using a multiple-choice questionnaire to collect data related to students’ opinions. 
The comparison of the data from the analysis of the Questionnaire and the students’ 
engagement in the Opinion Response pedagogies revealed three core limitations of 
the questionnaire design. These included the inability for students to 
justify/elaborate their responses, reduced accuracy in identifying student 
perspectives around the neutral category and limitations due to the topic within the 
Pilot Study. 
The feedback from the students highlighted that they did not face any obvious 
difficulties with the terminology or format of the questionnaire and were able to 
complete the questionnaire within approximately 20 minutes. Several students 
provided feedback which suggested that the questionnaire did not adequately 
provide them with the opportunity to clearly communicate their own ideas. One 
student commented ‘I think that people should be able to justify their answers’, 
while another student communicated a preference for being able to ‘write our own 
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comments on the questions’. These comments indicated that the limitation of 
expression of individual opinions within the Likert-scale questionnaire was not 
preferred by the students. 
Throughout Tables 3.1 (below), 3.2 (page 73) and 3.3 (page 74), codes are used to 
identify the Class and Student. For example, C1S1 refers to Class 1, Student 1.  
Table 3.1 (below) presents the opinion data for the students with the highest results 
on the questionnaire across the three participating classes (identified in Column 1). 
The table shows these students’ results for the Student Point of View Questionnaire 
(Columns 2 & 3), alongside their results for the three opinion activities (Columns 
4, 5 & 6). 
Table 3.1 Comparison of Questionnaire & Response Pedagogies results. 
   
Heated 
Debate Four Corners Continuum 
Student 
ID 
Q’naire 
TOTAL 
Opinion 
Category Type Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Type Position 
C1S1 69 SS A SA SD A SA SD SA 1 
C2S1 65 SS A SA SD D A SD A 3 
C3S1 69 SS A SA D D SA A SA 1 
Key: SS – Strong Support; SA – Strongly Agree, A – Agree, D – Disagree, SD – Strongly 
Disagree 
As can be seen in Table 3.1 (above), the students who scored the highest result on 
the questionnaire from all three classes placed themselves in the ‘Agree’ category 
for the Heated Debate task, in response to the statement that ‘Using alternative fuels 
in cars is a global priority’. Also, in Classes 1 and 3, the student with the highest 
result in the questionnaire placed themselves in position 1 for the Continuum 
activity in response to the statement that ‘Alternative fuels should be used in all 
cars by 2010’.  This observation suggests that the students with stronger 
perspectives may be more consistent across different types of data collection 
methods. 
This observation was further elaborated when the ranking of students’ responses on 
the Point of View Questionnaire was compared with their placement in the line 
within the Continuum activity. Table 3.2 (page 73) presents a comparison of the 
results of the Student Point of View Questionnaire (Columns 2, 4 & 6) and the 
Continuum opinion activity (Columns 1, 3 & 5) for each of the participating classes. 
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The coloured cells identify the placement of students with strong perspectives 
across these two activities. For example, C1S1 identified themselves as having the 
strongest opinion within the class in the Continuum activity (Column 1) and this 
was repeated through their questionnaire result (Column 2), which identified them 
as the strongest opinion in support of the topic in their class. 
Table 3.2  Comparison of Continuum Activity & Questionnaire results. 
Class 1: 
Continuum 
Class 1: 
Questionnaire 
Class 2: 
Continuum 
Class 2: 
Questionnaire 
Class 3: 
Continuum 
Class 3: 
Questionnaire 
C1S1 C1S1 C2S3 C2S1 C3S1 C3S1 
C1S7 C1S2 C2S2 C2S2 C3S17 C3S2 
C1S6 C1S3 C2S1 C2S3 C3S10 C3S3 
C1S4 C1S4 C2S5 C2S4 C3S3 C3S4 
C1S12 C1S5 C2S15 C2S5 C3S8 C3S6 
C1S2 C1S6 C2S6 C2S6 C3S15 C3S7 
C1S9 C1S7 C2S16 C2S7 C3S2 C3S8 
C1S5 C1S8 C2S12 C2S8 C3S6 C3S9 
C1S3 C1S9 C2S8 C2S9 C3S4 C3S10 
C1S11 C1S10 C2S14 C2S10 C3S7 C3S11 
C1S13 C1S11 C2S9 C2S11 C3S17 C3S13 
C1S8 C1S12 C2S13 C2S12 C3S14 C3S14 
C1S14 C1S13 C2S10 C2S13 C3S11 C3S15 
C1S10 C1S14 C2S4 C2S14 C3S9 C3S16 
  C2S7 C2S15 C3S16 C3S17 
  C2S11 C2S16   
 
Table 3.2 (above) illustrates that the questionnaire may be an appropriate task for 
identifying those with strong opinions on sustainability. The data revealed that the 
questionnaire was able to identify those students who had strong opinions, either in 
support or disagreement (as indicated by the coloured cells), but was limited in its 
ability to identify those students in between. This observation, coupled with the 
feedback received from students on the questionnaire, indicates that students may 
benefit from being able to communicate their perspectives in their own words, 
rather than selecting prescribed statements. 
The analysis of the Student Point of View Questionnaire, as well as the results of 
the Opinion Activities also highlighted a key limitation related to the topic of the 
tasks involved in the data collection. The results of the questionnaire analysis 
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indicated that across the three participating classes, the general trend of the 
students’ opinions concerning sustainable practices and alternative fuels in cars was 
biased towards the Supportive category. This created a skewed representation of 
opinions towards supporting sustainable practices, which made the task of creating 
an Opposition group in each class a challenge. Table 3.3 (below) shows the 
distribution of student results on the questionnaire (Columns 2, 5 & 8), according 
to their opinion category (Column 3, 6 & 9), as identified by the scale explained in 
Figure 3.4 (page 69).  
Table 3.3 Distribution of Opinion Categories across the Three Classes. 
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 
ID Result Category ID Result Category ID Result Category 
C1S1 69 SS C2S1 65 SS C3S1 69 SS 
C1S2 64 SS C2S2 63 MS C3S2 67 SS 
C1S3 61 MS C2S3 63 MS C3S3 67 SS 
C1S4 60 MS C2S4 61 MS C3S4 63 MS 
C1S5 57 MS C2S5 59 MS C3S5 60 MS 
C1S6 56 MS C2S6 58 MS C3S6 58 MS 
C1S7 55 MS C2S7 58 MS C3S7 57 MS 
C1S8 55 MS C2S8 58 MS C3S8 57 MS 
C1S9 52 MS C2S9 55 MS C3S9 55 MS 
C1S10 50 N C2S10 55 MS C3S10 55 MS 
C1S11 50 N C2S11 54 MS C3S11 54 MS 
C1S12 49 N C2S12 52 MS C3S12 52 MS 
C1S13 48 N C2S13 51 MS C3S13 52 MS 
C1S14 46 N C2S14 50 N C3S14 52 MS 
   C2S15 50 N C3S15 44 N 
   C2S16 48 N    
 
As can be seen in Table 3.3 (above), the questionnaire results did not actually 
present any students representative of disagreeing perspectives on the issue. The 
lowest score on the questionnaire across the three classes was 44, which is 
categorised as a Neutral opinion using the Summated scale approach as indicated 
in Figure 3.4 (page 69). This is still significantly above the scores required for 
Opposition or Strong Opposition categories, which score between 15 and 39. The 
results of the questionnaire indicated that the topic used in the pilot study did not 
create a large variety of opinions across the participant cohort. As a result, the group 
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created as the ‘Opposition’ group, was constructed from students at the extreme 
ends of the results within Class 1.  
This analysis indicates the influence of the topic of learning tasks on the opinions 
which can be observed through data collection. Analysis of the questionnaire results 
indicated that the topic of sustainability was generally supported by most 
participants in the pilot study and the results did not enable groups of students 
representing Strong Opposition and Strong Support opinions to be created. Thus, 
in the main study, the data collection activities need to be developed around a topic 
that is widely disputed amongst the students to create a broad range of opinions.  
Observations of the students’ participation in the three Opinion Response tasks 
highlighted another methodological issue related to the use of a questionnaire in 
gathering data on student opinions. The Heated Debate activity required the 
students to listen to arguments from a student who disagreed with them, consider 
these arguments to some degree and build an effective response which would 
support their own perspective. This element of the debating activity provided 
insight into the way that students respond to alternate views and indicated that the 
ability to hear a perspective and respond with a counter-argument seemed to display 
more reliable communication of opinions than could be analysed from the 
questionnaire (Nussbaum 2005).  Furthermore, students moved the conversation 
beyond the initial topic of using alternative fuel in cars towards a broader 
exploration of the topic, considering related issues such as poverty, equality and 
economics. This indicated that when participating in a learning activity based 
around the instructional term of ‘debate’, the students engaged more seriously in 
the discussion and extended their thinking processes to create links from the topic 
being discussed to broader social issues (Healey 2012). 
In summary, it seems that a questionnaire was not the preferred method of the 
participants in this study, nor was it the most effective method to gather data on 
student opinion in these circumstances. Analysis of the students’ results in the 
opinion pedagogies and student feedback indicated that students benefitted from 
having the ability to use their own words in communicating their individual 
perspective. This observation presents important considerations for the learning 
task instructions for the main study, suggesting that a series of stimulus-response 
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tasks may be more appropriate in determining of individual opinions than the 
questionnaire alone. 
3.2.2 Task Design: Collaborative Concept Mapping. 
The second phase of the Pilot Study aimed to determine the appropriateness of 
Collaborative Concept Mapping as a pedagogy to facilitate student engagement 
with each other’s different perspectives.  
Students were organised into groups using their results from the Point of View 
Questionnaire (see discussion of Figure 3.4, page 69). Informed by the task design 
of several existing studies (including Fischer et al. 2002; Roth & Roychoudhury 
1993; Van Boxtel et al. 2002), the students were provided with a Resource booklet, 
Instruction booklet and Concept Map Ideas Bank25.  The Student Resource Booklet 
included a series of extracts from relevant websites providing details about the four 
different fuels types, as well as some media articles communicating multiple 
perspectives on the use of these different fuels in cars. The Student Instruction 
Booklet outlined what was required by the students and provided an example 
concept map for them to use as a guide for their own. The Concept Map Ideas Bank 
was created to itemise the different elements that the students could include in their 
concept maps (Fischer et al. 2002; Roth & Roychoudhury 1993). The provided 
materials required students to make a decision about which alternative fuel would 
be the best option for a hypothetical car, the ‘Forde Sustain’. 
Researcher observation, through informal field notes (Bennett et al. 2010), was 
used to record data relevant to understanding the influence of the task design on the 
student conversations. While working on the concept map, students were audio 
recorded using EdiRol R-09 digital audio recorders. This audio data was analysed 
to elaborate upon the field notes taken during the group learning activity. Upon 
reviewing the observation notes made and the transcripts of the three conversations, 
it became clear that the instructional terms used in student learning materials had 
an influence on the way in which they engaged in the learning task. Figure 3.5 (page 
                                                          
25 See Appendices 1.1 (page 333), 1.2 (page 336) and 1.3 (page 342) for complete handouts. 
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77) provides an extract from the instructions provided to students for the learning 
task. 
Figure 3.5 Extract from the Student Instruction Booklet. 
The instructions shown in Figure 3.5 (above) were intended to provide appropriate 
scaffolding for the students in terms of the product they need to create together. As 
such, the students completed the concept mapping task, and the majority of their 
conversation concentrated on the four different types of fuels, specifically the 
benefits and consequences. However, the students, even in the Opposition group, 
did not specifically question each other’s ideas or consider alternative views. In 
reflection, the instructions did not explicitly instruct them to discuss their ideas. 
These findings echo the conclusions of Bennett et al. (2010), who found that 
without explicit instruction to talk beyond the task instructions, students will focus 
on talking about the ‘doing’  of the task .  
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In the Heated Debate activity, the students clearly engaged with each other’s views 
and contributed counter-arguments. In one class, several students even changed 
their position based on the ideas presented in the debate – suggesting that by hearing 
an alternate perspective and its arguments, the students were able to appreciate its 
validity and assess their own ideas. This level of thinking, and discourse, did not 
come through in the conversations recorded during the concept mapping task.  
However, the concept mapping task was beneficial in prompting students’ to reflect 
on the ideas they had and use these in their decision making processes. The concept 
mapping task supported students in reviewing the ideas that they had discussed and 
use them in some way to make their decision about which fuel was the most suitable 
(Ryve 2004). The following extract (Figure 3.6, below) illustrates the way in which 
one group of students referred to the information that they had recorded on their 
concept map to monitor progress. 
Line 1 (S3): So do we have to do all of these? Yes, No? 
Line 2 (S1):  Yep. 
Line 3 (S3): We have to do all of these? Are you serious? 
Line 4 (S1): Yep. 
Line 5 (S3): And we only get today to do it?! Everyone’s got it done? 
Line 6 (S1): Basically. 
Line 7 (S3): We’re putting in too much detail I think. 
Line 8 (S4): What the hell are you doing?! Hurry up! 
Line 9 (S2): Alright, so we want to…I think that’s pretty good for biofuels. Do we want to 
transfer to solar, or hydrogen, electricity then? Which one’s next? Let’s do 
hydrogen. Do you want to write hydrogen? 
Line 10 (S3): Yes. 
Figure 3.6 Students using Concept Map to monitor progress. 
In this passage, S3 raises their concern about the amount of work remaining in the 
task and asks other team members whether other groups have completed these 
(Lines 1 & 3). Together, S3 and S1 confirm that there is a lot of work remaining, 
and that other groups seemed to have progressed further than their own (Lines 2-
6). S3’s observations of the group’s concept map highlighted that the group has 
spent too much time on the one type of fuel (Line 7) and S2 followed on from this 
prompt, to suggest that the group moves on to a different type of fuel (Line 9). It 
can be interpreted from this extract that the concept map contributed to the students 
gauging the amount of work they have completed, and how much work is 
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remaining. This models the argument posed by Fischer et al. (2002) that 
collaborative concept mapping can promote students’ regulation of their progress 
as a group. 
Nussbaum (2005) stated that students complete tasks more in line with teacher’s 
expectations, when they are given explicit communication about the aims behind 
the task. The observations discussed in this section have highlighted that the 
instructions used within the pilot study enabled the students to construct a concept 
map as a group, but did not adequately encourage them to discuss each other’s 
perspectives. In light of these observations and Nussbaum’s (Nussbaum 2005) 
findings, the main study for this thesis will incorporate the term ‘debate’ into the 
instructions for the concept mapping task. 
3.2.3 Student Conversation Data – Audio Recording. 
The third phase of the Pilot Study was to build upon the Preliminary Study, which 
considered the appropriateness of audio recordings for the transcription process and 
developed strategies to improve the quality of the audio data collection and 
transcription processes. As discussed earlier (Figure 3.2, page 66), a series of 
strategies were implemented in the pilot study design to attempt to address these 
limitations of audio recordings for transcription. Figure 3.7 (page 80) extends upon 
the preliminary findings to determine the effectiveness of these strategies used 
within the Pilot Study. 
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Figure 3.7 Outcomes of Strategies to Assist Transcription of Audio Data. 
As highlighted in Figure 3.7 (above), several strategies were employed within the 
Pilot Study to assist with the transcription of the audio recordings. The requirement 
of students to state their name at the beginning of the recording was an effective 
reference tool. The strategy of checking accuracy with students became redundant 
as my familiarity with the students’ voices, through working with them during data 
collection and the transcription process itself, enabled me to identify the individual 
speakers.  
Following the findings of the preliminary study, the completed concept maps were 
used as a visual reference to support the interpretation of students’ contributions 
during the transcription process. This was an effective strategy to support 
transcription of the audio recordings, as I was able to look to sections of the concept 
map relevant to what the students were talking about. This process supported 
interpretations of the words they were saying, as these were often present on the 
concept map as well. 
Finally, in observing student behaviour during the concept mapping task and audio 
recording, the year level of the participating students had an influence on their 
ability to speak clearly and avoid muffled audio recordings. The students responded 
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to the instructions to speak clearly and avoid covering their faces while they spoke, 
which contributed to clearer audio recording of their conversations. Furthermore, 
the space available within the classroom facilitated a more appropriate spacing of 
the tables where the groups were sitting, which reduced the extent to which 
conversations carried over to other tables. Further to this, the carpeted floor dulled 
the echo within the room and improved the quality of the audio recording. 
3.2.4 Implications for Research Design. 
Taken together, the observations reported within the Preliminary and Pilot Studies 
had several implications for the research design within this thesis. Firstly, aside 
from the extremes of opinion range (Strongly Agree and Strongly Disagree), there 
were inconsistencies in students’ opinions as collected through the multiple-choice 
questionnaire and supplementary Opinion Response tasks. In response to these 
observations, the data collection methods within the main study will support the 
questionnaire with a series of stimulus-response tasks, within which the students 
can express their opinions in their own words. 
Secondly, the observations revealed that the instructions for the Collaborative 
Concept Mapping task did not adequately guide students to engage with each 
other’s ideas. Informed by observations of the Heated Debate activity, the main 
study will incorporate the instruction to ‘debate’ to encourage students to critically 
discuss each other’s perspectives. 
Finally, the observations established that audio recording student conversations is 
appropriate, provided that certain measures are taken. The Pilot Study revealed two 
core strategies particularly effective in supporting transcription. These included 
students stating their name at the beginning of the recording and using the 
completed concept maps as a visual reference during transcription. These strategies 
will be employed in the research design for the main study. 
3.3 Research Questions and Data Requirements. 
My Thinking Geographically Framework formulated in the Literature Discussion 
(Section 2.4, page 59) is designed to facilitate analysis of student conversation 
through a Differences of Opinion lens and a Geographical Reasoning lens. This 
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section presents an overview of the key research questions and sub-questions 
relevant to these theoretical lenses to support an outline of the data requirements 
for this thesis.  
The Differences of Opinion lens is applied through the first key research question 
for this thesis, Can differences of opinion influence the way in which students 
demonstrate ‘thinking geographically’ during group learning? The lens is further 
facilitated by Sub-Questions 1, ‘In what ways can processes used by student during 
group learning be analysed to understand the ways in which students think 
together?’ and Sub-Question 2, ‘How do meaning-making strategies (such as 
explanation, question-asking and justification) contribute to students’ movement 
towards shared interpretations during conversation?’ 
The Geographical Reasoning lens is facilitated through investigation of the second 
key research question, if so, how do these differences of opinion encourage students 
to engage in higher levels of geographical thinking? This lens is assisted by Sub-
Questions 3, ‘How can students be encouraged to use more complete geographical 
concepts within their reasoning?’, Sub-Question 4,  ‘In what ways can collaborative 
learning strategies facilitate critical discussion about real-world geographic events 
that supports students’ geographical reasoning?’ and Sub-Question 5, ‘Does 
instructional terminology shape the level of thinking demonstrated by students?’ 
Firstly, these questions required the collection of students’ opinion on a given topic, 
so that students could be organised into groups with varying degrees of differences 
of opinion. This data is referred to as the Student Opinion data, and with 
consideration of the observations from the Pilot Study (See Section 3.2.1.3, page 
71) was collected through a series of Stimulus-Response Tasks. These tools were 
analysed using a ‘conventional qualitative analysis approach’, wherein the exact 
wording of the students’ responses on the worksheets were used to develop 
categories of individual opinions (Hsieh & Shannon 2005; Mayring 2000). 
Following their participation in group learning tasks, the students completed an 
Individual Written Reflection Task. This enabled students to communicate their 
own thoughts on their experiences in working within the different group types and 
what they had learnt within the lesson sequence. This data was used to enable the 
inclusion of participants’ perspectives within the analysis of the influence of 
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different group types on their learning experience (Denzin & Lincoln 2005; Lincoln 
& Guba 1985; Mertens 2010; Silverman 2000). 
Secondly, these questions elicited data that facilitated understanding of the way in 
which students engage in conversation with each other, both through negotiating 
different opinions and geographical reasoning. This data is referred to as the 
Student Conversation data, which was collected by audio recording the moment-
by-moment verbal contributions from individual students during the conversation. 
This approach preserved the student conversations as the primary source of data 
(Mori 2002). In response to the observations from the Pilot Study, the visualisations 
created by the students during the group learning tasks were used to support the 
interpretation of individual contributions within the transcription process. 
The Student Conversation data was analysed using a two-dimensional 
(communicative function and geographical thinking), two-level (utterance and 
episode) analysis scheme, which supported interpretation of the processes of 
negotiation of different opinions and the levels of geographical thinking displayed 
by the students. This section has described the data required to explore the research 
questions posed during this study and introduced the data collection tools and 
analysis strategies employed. This is summarised in Table 3.4 (page 84) which 
identifies the type of data needed to respond to the research questions (Column 1), 
describes the data (Column 2), states the analysis strategies (Column 3) and data 
collection tools (Column 4) and explains the purpose of the collection tool (Column 
5). 
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3.4 Collective Case Study Approach. 
Case study is simultaneously explained to be a method (Merriam 1988; Yin 2009), a 
research design (Gerring 2007) and a methodology (Johansson 2003); despite these 
terms meaning decidedly different processes (Van Wynsberghe & Khan 2007). 
However, there are several common characteristics outlined within the existing 
literature (Cohen, Manion & Morrison 2007a; Denscombe 2007a; Mertens 2010; Yin 
2009). These include projects with small numbers of sites/participants, detailed 
analysis of action within specific context, observations within natural settings and the 
use of multiple data sources. The following section explains the identification of 
individual cases and presents a rationale and explanation of the implementation of a 
collective case study approach as it is used within this thesis.  . 
3.4.1 Rationale & Implementation. 
Informed by my constructivist orientations to teaching, learning and research (see 
Section 2.2.1, page 15), I have adopted a qualitative approach to data collection and 
analysis. Qualitative researchers aim to understand the world of human experiences 
through to study of phenomenon within particular, real-life contexts (Hays & Singh 
2012; Stake 2010). Within this thesis, the ‘phenomenon’ being studied is students’ use 
of geographical reasoning within the ‘context’ of small group conversations within 
their classroom environment.  
Denscombe (2007a) explained that case study is facilitated through the focus on one 
or more instances of a particular phenomenon with a view to providing an in-depth 
account of events, relationships, experiences or processes occurring within that 
particular instance. Yin (2009) interpreted case study as an approach, through inquiry 
that investigates a particular phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context. Both 
of these authors, as well as Stake (1995), explained that case study can include one 
single instance, or a few instances, to develop this in-depth understanding.  
Van Wynsberghe and Khan (2007) suggested that there are seven fundamental features 
of case study research. Those features included; projects with a small N, highly 
detailed descriptions of context, natural settings, ‘boundedness’, concurrent data 
collection and analysis, multiple sources of data and ‘extendability’ (Van Wynsberghe 
& Khan 2007). Table 3.5 (page 86) provides a description of these features (Column 
2) and highlights how these features were reflected within this thesis (Column 3).  
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Table 3.5 Alignment of Case Study Features (Van Wynsberghe & Khan 
2007) with this thesis.  
Feature Description of Feature How this feature was reflected in this thesis 
Projects with a small N Case study calls for an in-
depth and intensive focus on 
a specific unit and generally 
requires a smaller number of 
sites or participants. 
This study operated within one individual 
school, within two geography classes of one 
individual teacher. Hence, there was a small 
number of participants - a total number of 43 
students participating in the study. 
Contextual Detail Case studies give the reader 
a sense of ‘being there’ 
through highly detailed 
analysis of action within a 
specific context. 
The analysis presented throughout this thesis 
provided descriptions of student engagement in 
conversation, supported by diagrams and tables 
to present the data, so that readers could 
interpret students’ verbal interactions within the 
context of their conversations. 
Natural Settings Case study research tends to 
occur within settings 
wherein the researcher has 
little or no control over the 
behaviour, events or 
processes within the setting. 
The allocation of student groups during data 
collection was required to be able to address the 
research questions for this thesis. Aside from 
the allocation of students to particular groups, 
the classroom environment was maintained. 
Boundedness Case studies provide detailed 
descriptions of the case(s) as 
‘bounded systems’ relevant 
to the phenomenon and 
context being studied. 
The phenomenon being studied was 
geographical thinking and the context that this 
was explored within, was small group 
conversations. These conversations were 
considered ‘bounded systems’ as they occurred 
within a set time frame of one lesson and 
teacher/researcher interaction was minimized to 
ensure student interaction within the groups was 
without external influence. 
Concurrent Data 
Collection and 
Analysis 
Case study researchers can 
generate working 
propositions and develop 
new understandings based on 
analysis carried out during 
data collection phases. 
Through working with the students in the 
classroom, I was able to observe student 
conversations during the data collection phase 
to develop initial early interpretations of 
geographical thinking and continue to expand 
and revise these understandings throughout the 
data collection and analysis process.  
Multiple data sources Case study routinely uses 
multiple sources of data, to 
facilitate triangulation and 
develop enriched 
interpretations of the 
phenomenon being studied. 
To understand the way in which students 
demonstrated geographical thinking during 
group conversations and the influence of 
differences of opinion, data was collected 
through a Questionnaire; Student Worksheets, 
Visualisations and Reflections; Audio 
Recordings of Group Conversations and 
Stimulated Recall Interviews and Transcripts; 
Content Analysis Frameworks and Curriculum 
Documents. How these sources of data were 
used for triangulation is outlined later in this 
chapter (Section 3.8.1, page 183). 
Extendability The findings and 
interpretations within case 
studies can be extended to 
other similar situations. 
The findings and interpretations presented in 
this thesis emerged from within the context of 
two geography classrooms. These findings and 
interpretations may be used to provide insight 
into opportunities for further study of strategies 
to support student engagement in geographical 
thinking. 
This thesis explores the phenomenon of geographical reasoning within the context of 
small group conversations within two Year 9 Geography classes. As outlined within 
Table 3.5 (above), these small group conversations were considered ‘bounded 
systems’ (Stake 1995). As these conversations were recorded during an individual lesson 
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within the learning sequence, these small-group conversations were temporally 
bounded by the lesson duration. The verbal interactions between the students within 
these small groups were confined to the members of the group, with minimal influence 
from the teacher/researcher, which provided contextual boundedness27.  
Stake (1995) highlighted that there are challenges in presenting precise definitions of 
a ‘case’, as other practitioners and researchers, within and beyond the field of 
education, may not use the term in the same way.  The Thinking Geographically 
Framework (Figure 2.6, page 60) provides the foundation for an analytical scheme to 
help understand how students think together to build ideas, demonstrate geographical 
reasoning strategies and engage in critical thinking and collaborative processes within 
the context of the small group conversations. Patterns emerged from the analysis of 
the small group conversations, which assisted in understanding what happened within 
certain small group conversation that illuminated the observed pattern (Stake 1995). 
The boundedness of the small group conversations informed the identification of these 
group conversations as the individual cases analysed within the thesis.  
This thesis is organised around seven individual cases, each of which (aside from Case 
A) concentrate on the data recorded from one small group conversation. Case A 
emerged from the initial explorations of all group conversations to understand the 
similarities and differences between student engagement across the first and second 
group learning tasks. The remaining cases (B-G) focus on the data recorded from 
different small group conversations within the first group learning task (two Similar 
groups, two Combined groups and two Opposition groups). In working with this small 
number of cases, I intend to illuminate the geographical reasoning displayed within 
these different types of small groups. 
Stake (1995) explained that there are three types of case study commonly employed 
within the field of educational research. Intrinsic Case Study, which seeks to develop 
in-depth understanding of one particular object; Instrumental Case Study, wherein a 
researcher chooses a particular case that helps to gain insight into their research 
question and Collective Case Study, which explores more than one case and the 
diversity across these cases contributes to understanding. This thesis draws upon more 
than one case to understand how differences of opinion within these small groups can 
                                                          
27 This aspect of the bounded system of the small group conversation is further explained in Section 
3.5.2 (page 91).  
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influence the display of geographical reasoning within conversation. As such, a 
collective case study approach is appropriate to develop an ‘in-depth’ understanding 
(Stake 1995) of the ways in which differences of opinion during group learning can 
shape the degree to which students engage in geographical reasoning. 
The collective case study approach is implemented within this thesis through the 
presentation of three studies which investigate the similarities and differences across 
the seven individual cases (Stake 1995). Study 1 explores the influence of task 
instructions on student participation in conversation. Studies 2 and 3 explore the 
influence of differences of opinion on the students’ level of geographical thinking, 
wherein Study 2 investigates critical discussion and Study 3 concentrates on creativity 
within Higher-level Geographical Thinking. The identification of each case is 
explained within the introductory sections of each study within Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 
3.5 School Context. 
The participating school (hereafter referred to as ‘the School’) was an all-girls school 
in Australia. A total of 43 students (aged between 14 and 16), across two Year 9 
Geography classes, participated in the data collection for the study, which involved a 
questionnaire, a series of data gathering and analysis worksheets, two group learning 
activities and a written reflection.  
The School’s Strategic Goals and curriculum directions were amenable to this study 
as there was a concentrated effort to prioritise the development of students’ thinking 
skills throughout the curriculum. The School’s Strategic Plan outlined that the teachers 
and staff were committed to developing ‘students’ thinking skills and their ability to 
apply them in a wide variety of situations’ (Participating School. 2008, p. 4). For Year 
9 Geography, the curriculum objectives were outlined as follows: 
In this unit, students observe patterns of earthquake and volcanic activity on 
the earth's surface and the relationship of those patterns to the location of 
diverse landforms, plate boundaries, and the distribution of population.  
Based on their exploration of these relationships, students form a hypothesis 
about the earth's distribution of earthquake and volcanic activity and identify 
world cities that face the greatest risk from those phenomena. The students use 
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to help them look for patterns in both 
the human-made and natural realms and understand our world.  
(Participating School. 2010) 
Prior to the data collection, students completed lessons based around the use of 
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) software to explore the relationship between 
tectonic plate boundaries and the occurrence of seismic events around the world. GIS 
is a computer-based interactive software package which enables students to ‘view, 
understand, question, interpret, and visualise data in many ways that reveal 
relationships, patterns, and trends in the form of maps, globes, reports, and charts’ 
(Geographic Information Systems. 2011). 
The pedagogies used for data collection for this thesis built upon these GIS activities 
by encouraging students to consider a range of factors in the impacts and recovery 
processes of strong earthquakes within major cities. Students were working towards a 
final assessment task for the unit which required them to research one seismic event 
of their choice and consider its impact, consequences and management responses for 
the nation(s) involved. I incorporated these aspects of earthquake impact and recovery 
into the Data Gathering and Analysis worksheets, as well as the Group Learning tasks, 
to contribute to students’ preparation for their subsequent assessment task. 
3.5.1 Real-World Geographic Events. 
As explained in the previous chapter, existing studies about geographic reasoning 
determined that the collaborative discussion of real-world geographic events can be 
conducive to the use of geographical concepts within students’ reasoning processes28.  
As such, the data for this thesis was collected through a learning sequence that 
concentrated on the earthquakes events in Haiti and Chile in 2010. 
Both the Chile and Haiti earthquakes of 2010 were geographic phenomena which 
received worldwide media attention. They shared some characteristics in terms of their 
impact on densely populated cities and magnitudes, yet differed significantly in terms 
of the level of death and destruction caused and the time taken to recover from the 
devastation. This presented an interesting case for the students to consider, as the 
geographical data for each earthquake would suggest that they should have had similar 
                                                          
28 See Section 2.3.3 (page 33). 
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impacts on human populations – however, as the data presented in Table 3.5 (page 86) 
demonstrates, the statistics were vastly different. This offered the opportunity to 
challenge the students to explain why such differences in terms of impact and recovery 
from the earthquakes occurred. Table 3.6 (below) presents an overview of the 
Geographical and Socio-Economic statistics (Column 1) relevant to Chile (Column 2) 
and Haiti (Column 3). 
Table 3.6 Data Relating to Chile & Haiti Earthquakes 2010. 
Geographical Statistics CHILE HAITI 
Date and Time 
Saturday 27 February 2010 
6.34am 
Tuesday 12 January 2010 
4.53pm 
Magnitude 8.8 7.0 
Tectonics Nazca and South American Plates 
Caribbean and North 
American Plates 
History of Earthquakes 13 events over Magnitude 7.0 in the last 40 years 
No events in recent 
decades 
Epicentre distance from major 
cities 105km Concepcion 15km Port-au-Prince 
Depth of Epicentre 35km 10km 
Approximate death toll 700 220, 000 
Land Size 743,812 sq km 27,560 sq km 
Socio-Economic Statistics CHILE HAITI 
Population 16,601,707 9,035,536 
Urban population 
(Proportion of people living in 
towns/cities) 
88% 47% 
Education Expenditure 
(Proportion of GDP spent on 
education) 
3.2% 1.4% 
Population below poverty line 18.2% 80% 
Literacy  
(Percentage of > 15 year olds who 
can read and write) 
95.7% 52.9% 
Established Building Codes 1985 None existing 
Sources: Central Intelligence Association (2012) and United States Geological Survey (2011). 
As is demonstrated by the data presented in Table 3.6 (above), the earthquake that 
occurred in Chile was of a stronger magnitude (8.8) than the Haiti earthquake (7.0). 
However, Chile did not suffer anywhere near the number of deaths that Haiti recorded 
– with 700 deaths being recorded, as compared to Haiti’s 220, 000 deaths. This statistic 
was central to the development of the lesson sequence, to enable students to critically 
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engage with the media coverage of the earthquakes that concentrated on the magnitude 
as an explaining factor for the deaths.  
However, there was geographical information beyond the magnitude, as well as socio-
economic data, which could be used to understand the higher death toll in Haiti. For 
example, as is illustrated in Rows 6 and 7, the location of the epicentre of the 
earthquake, both in distance and depth, from major, densely populated cities is one 
geographical factor which needs consideration in understanding the higher death toll 
in Haiti. With an epicentre located only 10 kilometres underground and 15 kilometres 
away from the major city of Port-Au-Prince, the intensity of the shaking caused by the 
earthquake resulted in greater levels of building destruction (United States Geological 
Survey. 2011). Furthermore, the lack of building codes in Haiti, demonstrated in Row 
16 would have rendered more buildings to be unsafe during a major earthquake 
(Central Intelligence Agency. 2012). 
The lesson sequence for the data collection was designed to enable students to consider 
these statistics and develop their own perspective on why there were more deaths in 
Haiti, and what influenced the struggle to recover from the earthquake. The following 
section provides further detail in the design and facilitation of the lesson sequence. 
3.5.2 Lesson Sequence. 
The data for this thesis was collected within a sequence of six lessons within a two-
week period. Figure 3.8 (page 92) illustrates the flow of these lessons, the pedagogies 
employed and content focus. The lesson sequence began with an Earthquake 
Preparedness Questionnaire29, which was designed to gather students’ initial ideas 
about the causes and consequences of earthquakes. This was followed by a series of 
lessons which facilitated the collection of students’ opinions for each group learning 
task (Lessons Two and Four), and the group learning tasks (Lessons Three and Five). 
The lesson sequence was concluded with the completion of Individual Written 
Reflections. 
                                                          
29 Outlined in more detail in Section 3.6.1 (page 94). 
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Figure 3.8 Organisation of Data Collection within the Learning Sequence. 
As shown in Figure 3.8 (above), Lesson One concentrated on gathering students’ initial 
ideas about the impacts and managements of major earthquakes through the 
Earthquake Preparedness Questionnaire. Lesson Two facilitated data collection for 
student opinions about the key impacts from the Chile and Haiti Earthquakes. While 
Lesson Three used the data from Lesson Two to organise student groups as they 
considered the focus question, what is the most important action for the Haitian 
Government to take to prevent such death and destruction from future earthquakes? 
Lesson Four facilitated the data collection for student opinions on the factors 
influencing recovery from the Haitian earthquake. Lesson Five used this data to 
organise student groups for the second group learning task, as the students considered 
the focus question, which is the best type of expert for the Haitian Government to 
employ to assist in the recovery process? Lesson Six was a Written Reflection, where 
students individually reflected on their learning experiences, both in terms of the 
content and skills as well as the groups they participated in. 
As outlined previously in Section 1.3 (page 6), I operated within the classroom 
environment as a teacher-researcher during the data collection process within the 
lesson sequence. I worked collaboratively with the students’ classroom teacher to 
structure the lesson sequence to meet their curriculum-based requirements, as well as 
the needs of my research data. During each lesson, I set up the physical layout of the 
classroom for the groups to work at, provided students with the required materials and 
communicated the initial instructions for the tasks within each lesson. During the 
Lesson 1: Earthquake 
Preparedness 
Questionnaire
Students' initial 
perspectives on 
earthquake impacts 
and management
Lesson 2: Data 
Gathering and 
Analysis Worksheet 1
Comparative analysis 
of the impacts of the 
Haiti and Chile 
earthquakes
Lesson 3: Group Learning 
Task 1
Focus Question:
What was the most 
important action for the 
Haitian Government to take 
to prevent such death and 
destruction from future 
earthquakes?
Lesson 4: Data Gathering 
and Analysis Worksheet 2
Visual Document/Map 
Anlaysis to consider factors 
influencing the recovery 
process in Haiti
Lesson 5: Group 
Learning Task 2
Focus Question:
Which is the best type of 
expert for the Haitian 
Government to employ to 
assist in the recovery 
process?
Lesson 6: Written 
Reflections
Students' learning about 
earthquakes and the 
experience of working in 
their groups
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group learning tasks, from which the small group conversations were recorded, the 
classroom teacher and I limited our direct interaction with the students, so that their 
conversations were predominantly managed by the students themselves. On very few 
occasions, where some groups required some clarification of the task, I engaged 
directly with the student groups during these tasks. This strategy of minimal teacher 
‘interference’ during the group learning tasks maintained the boundedness of the small 
group conversations (as outlined previously in Section 3.4.1, page 85).  
3.6 Student Opinion Data Collection. 
The Differences of Opinion lens illustrated within the Thinking Geographically 
Framework (Section 2.4, page 59) engages with the constructs of Critical Thinking 
and Collaborative Learning by investigating how differences of opinion can support 
students to think critically about geographical events. Drawing from the key research 
questions, the construction of groups with varying levels of different opinions was a 
necessary condition to implement within the data collection process. As explained in 
Table 3.4 (page 84), the Student Opinion data related to the students’ individual 
opinions about the Chile and Haiti earthquakes. There were two data collection tools 
employed – the Earthquake Preparedness Questionnaire and the Data Gathering and 
Analysis worksheets. This section describes these data collection tools and explains 
how they were analysed to identify students’ individual opinions. 
3.6.1 Earthquake Preparedness Questionnaire. 
Prior to completing the Earthquake Preparedness Questionnaire, the students viewed 
online multimedia galleries (United States Geological Survey. 2011) illustrating the 
impacts of the Chile and Haiti earthquakes. According to Teoh and Neo (2006), online 
multimedia resources are beneficial for student engagement in learning material, as 
they can transmit information and bring it to life – helping students make real-world 
visualisations about the material they are exploring. Reeves (1998) also explained that 
this element of multimedia is effective for student learning as it can ‘stimulate more 
than one sense at a time, and in doing so, may be more attention-getting and attention-
holding’ (Reeves 1998, p. 18) . The multimedia galleries used in Lesson One were 
included to enable students to engage with the impacts of these earthquakes in a visual 
manner, rather than reading a text-based introduction. 
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The questionnaire employed three core question types including Agree/Disagree, 
True/False and Multiple Choice questions. These were supported by Short Answer 
prompts that encouraged students to provide a reason for their choice. These prompts 
were written as ‘In a few dot-points, explain why you have chosen this option.’ The 
inclusion of this explanation prompt was in response to the findings from the Pilot 
Study (Section 3.2.1.3, page 71), which determined that students preferred to 
communicate their ideas within their own words, alongside prescribed statements. 
Table 3.7 (page 95) communicates the questions (Column 1), identifies the type of 
question (Column 2) and describes the alignment between a response to the question 
and a particular individual opinion category (Column 3). 
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Table 3.7 Earthquake Preparedness Questionnaire Prompts and Analysis30. 
Question Question Type Link to Student Opinion Category 
1. It is the responsibility of a nation’s government to 
ensure that residential housing will withstand strong 
earthquakes. 
 
Agree/Disagree Agree = Building Codes 
2. Geographic factors, such as magnitude, depth and 
epicentre location, are the only factors which help 
us to understanding the damage caused by 
earthquakes. 
 
Agree/Disagree Agree = Locational 
3. Which of the following do you believe is the 
main factor which contributed to the major 
destruction in Haiti? Please select ONE only. 
The epicentre was closer to a major city and closer 
to the earth surface. 
The people were not educated enough to know what 
to do. 
The government did not enforce strict enough 
building codes. 
The country is poor and lacks the key resources to 
prevent destruction. 
Multiple Choice A = Locational 
B = Education 
C = Building Codes 
D = Socio-economic 
4. What do you believe is the most important action 
for the Haitian Government to take in order to 
prevent future destruction from earthquakes? Please 
select ONE only. 
Develop school curriculum which informs young 
people about earthquakes and how to survive. 
Open up new areas for residential development 
away from earthquake-prone areas.  
Generate more employment opportunities and 
increase national income. 
Employ experts to develop earthquake resistant 
building codes. 
Multiple Choice A = Education 
B = Locational 
C = Socio-economic 
D = Building Codes 
5. Do you think nations with high population are 
generally poor? 
 
Yes/No Yes = Socio-Economic 
6. A nation with more people who finish high 
school will respond better to natural disasters. 
Agree/Disagree Agree = Education 
                                                          
30 There was a 7th question (In response to the images you have seen, what similarities/differences did 
you identify between Chile and Haiti?) This is not included within Table 3.7 because it was not used 
to inform the student group allocations. 
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As is shown in Table 3.7 (page 95), there were six questions from the questionnaire 
used for the interpretation of students’ perspectives about earthquake preparedness and 
impacts.  As can be seen in the third column, one response for each question aligned 
with one opinion category for the questions with binary options (True/False, 
Agree/Disagree, Yes/No). For the multiple choice questions (Questions Three and 
Four), each option aligned with an opinion category. The alignment between the 
options and the opinion categories were changed between Questions Three and Four 
to avoid repetition within the questionnaire. 
Student responses on the questionnaire were analysed to organise students into the four 
opinion categories – Education, Locational, Socio-economic and Building Codes. The 
opinion categories were segregated into three levels of opinions: Strong Opinions 
included students who consistently selected all possible options for a particular opinion 
category type; Mild Opinions identified students who selected two out of the three 
possible options for a particular opinion category and Neutral Opinions included 
students who selected options across the range of opinion categories. The Strong 
Opinion Categories were created using the following responses from students to the 
questions on the Questionnaire: 
x Strong Building Codes: Question 1 – Agree, Question 3 – C, Question 4 – D 
x Strong Geographic: Question 2 – Agree, Question 3 – A, Question 4 – B 
x Strong Socio-economic: Question 3 – D, Question 4 – C, Question 5 – Yes 
x Strong Education: Question 3 – B, Question 4 – A, Question 6 – Agree 
 
Students with a Strong Opinion from the analysis of the Questionnaire were then 
highlighted in the data records. This enabled an identification of individual students 
who possessed strong, consistent opinions within a particular category from this first 
data collection tool in the lesson sequence. Analysis of the Data Gathering and 
Analysis Worksheets was then compared with this analysis - if the students repeated 
the same opinion category in the worksheets, they were identified for inclusion in the 
Opposition groups for the Group Learning Activities. This is an example of a Data 
Source Triangulation strategy outlined in Section 3.8.1 (page 131).  The following 
section provides an explanation of the Data Gathering and Analysis Worksheets and 
how they were analysed to further determine students’ individual opinion categories.
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3.6.2 Data Gathering and Analysis Worksheets. 
The Data Gathering and Analysis worksheets were completed by students in the lesson 
prior to the associated Group Learning Task. This enabled the information within these 
worksheets to be fresh in the students’ minds during their participation in the Group 
Learning Tasks. The following sections provide an overview of both Data Gathering 
and Analysis Worksheets and the analysis strategy employed. 
3.6.2.1 Worksheet 1. 
The first worksheet was designed to enable students to compare the geographical data 
relevant to the Haiti and Chile 2010 earthquakes and consider the factors which 
influenced the level of death and destruction recorded within each country. The 
worksheet had four core questions – two data entry responses (Questions 1 and 2) and 
two short answer responses (Questions 3 and 4)31.  
Students completed Questions One and Two in pairs or groups of three and referred to 
five geographical datasheets32 to gather and interpret data. These questions asked 
students to identify the tectonic plates involved in each earthquake (Question 1) and 
use geographical information, in the form of maps, graphs and statistics to gather and 
collate geographical data (such as land size, population, magnitude, poverty, building 
codes and literacy) related to each country (Question 2). Questions Three and Four 
were completed individually. Question Three asked the students to analyse the data 
and compare the two geographical phenomena and consider their impacts on human 
society. In Question Four, students analysed the data they had collected to provide 
their own explanations for the level of destruction in Haiti. Question Four on the 
worksheet was used to identify individual students’ opinions for the organisation of 
student groups for Group Learning Task 1. Table 3.8 (page 98) explains the way in 
which Question 4 was used to develop the individual student opinion categories. The 
table provides the wording of the question (Column 1), identifies the individual 
opinion category (Column 2), describes the opinion category (Column 3) and provides 
examples of student responses included within the category (Column 4). These 
examples (as well as those used in subsequent tables) were drawn from the   wording 
of students’ responses on the worksheets. 
                                                          
31 Refer to Appendix 2 (page 344) for Data Gathering and Analysis Worksheet 1. 
32 See Appendix 2.1 (page 346). 
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Table 3.8 Data Gathering and Analysis Worksheet 1, Question 4 Analysis. 
Data Gathering 
and Analysis 
Sheet 1 
Opinion Categories Description of 
Category 
Data Excerpt  
Question 4 Prompt 
  
 
In your own 
opinion, which 
ONE factor do you 
think is the most 
important in 
explaining the 
higher death toll in 
Haiti? Use 
evidence from Q1-
Q3 to justify your 
response 
Building Codes Responses which link 
to the standard of 
buildings as a cause for 
high death toll 
‘They didn’t have many 
sturdy buildings’ 
Locational Responses which link 
to geographic 
information related to 
location. 
‘Where the epicentre 
was and how close the 
city was’ 
Education Responses which link 
to the level of 
education. 
‘If children are educated 
about the risks of 
natural disasters 
occurring, they can try 
and make a plan’ 
Socio-Economic Responses which link 
to the living conditions 
and statistics relevant to 
standard of living. 
‘Haiti has a much 
higher percentage of 
people below the poverty 
line’ 
Table 3.8 (above) outlines the way in which the actual wording of the students’ 
responses to Question 4 of the Data Gathering and Analysis Worksheet 1 was used to 
categorise the students into appropriate opinion types. These opinion types were 
specific to Group Learning Task 1 wherein students were working together to develop 
a group response to the Focus Question; ‘What is the most important action for the 
Haitian Government to take to prevent such severe death and destruction from future 
earthquakes?’ The use of this data in the organisation of the students groups is 
discussed in the following section (3.6.3, page 102).  
3.6.2.2 Worksheet 2. 
The second worksheet built upon students’ learning within Lessons 2 and 3 to 
encourage students to consider the types of experts who might be helpful to assist the 
Haitian Government in the recovery process, following the earthquake and in 
preparation for future earthquakes. Worksheet 2 included five core questions - one data 
entry response (Question 1) and four short answer responses (Questions 2, 3 4 and 5)33. 
Students completed Questions One, Two and Three in pairs or groups of three referring 
to two multimedia resources. These three questions encouraged students to engage 
with a series of online, interactive resources to consider the factors which have shaped 
                                                          
33 Refer to Appendix 2.2 (page 352) for Data Gathering and Analysis Worksheet 2. 
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the recovery process from the major earthquake in Haiti. These questions asked 
students to identify areas within earthquake recovery in Haiti needing urgent attention 
(Question 1); explore the influence of damage to roads and buildings on relief efforts 
(Question 2) and how population density contributes to these challenges (Question 3). 
Question Four required students to consider their data and identify one type of expert 
they believe is most needed to improve the Haiti recovery process. Question Five 
prompted students to justify this choice by explaining the skills and knowledge 
contributed by their chosen expert. These two questions were completed individually. 
Question Four on the worksheet was used to identify individual students’ opinions for 
the organisation of student groups for Group Learning Task 2. The Individual Student 
Opinion categories, Government, Rescue, Medical, Social Workers, Volunteers, 
Designers, Builders and Business, were identified from the wording within the student 
responses to Question Four. Table 3.9 (page 100) explains how student responses to 
Question 4 were used to develop the individual student opinion categories. The table 
provides the wording of the question (Column 1), identifies the individual opinion 
category (Column 2), describes the opinion category (Column 3) and provides 
examples of student responses included within the category (Column 4).
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The opinion categories outlined in Table 3.9 (page 100) were specific to Group 
Learning Task 2, wherein students were working together to develop a group response 
to the Focus Question; ‘Which is the best type of expert for the Haitian Government to 
employ to assist in the recovery process?’ The analysis of students’ responses to 
Question 4 on both Worksheets 1 and 2 (as shown in Tables 3.8 and 3.9, page 98 and 
100) supported by the analysis of the Earthquake Questionnaire, enabled students to 
be categorised in terms of their individual opinion. These opinion categories were then 
used to develop groups for each of the Group Learning Tasks in Lesson 3 and 5. The 
following section explains the way in which the students were organised into groups 
of varying degrees of differences of opinion. 
3.6.2.3 Student Group Composition. 
The analysis of students’ responses on the questionnaire and fourth questions on the 
worksheets supported the construction of three types of groups. These included: 
Opposition groups – students representing four different perspectives; 
Combined groups – students representing two or three different perspectives; 
Similar groups – students representing one perspective.   
In establishing the group allocations, the Opposition groups were allocated first using 
the information related to the strength of students’ individual opinions (explained 
earlier in Section 3.6.1, page 93). That is, the students within each class with the 
strongest, most consistent viewpoint for each opinion category were allocated to the 
Opposition group. 
The structure of the Combined groups varied depending on the students’ responses in 
these data collection tools. These groups enabled another type of group structured 
around different opinions, but these were combined with some students with similar 
views. These groups were constructed this way to enable the investigation of 
differences of opinion amongst students where there is some degree of agreement 
between some, but not all, group members. Comparison between responses in the 
Combined groups and Opposition groups was expected to contribute to understanding 
whether the intensity of disagreement was important in supporting geographical 
reasoning during conversation. 
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The number of each type of group varied between classes and for each Group Learning 
Task because these were determined by the student attendance and responses on the 
questionnaire and worksheets. Across both classes and both group learning tasks, there 
was a total of nineteen groups - four Opposition groups, nine Combined groups and 
six Similar groups. Students participated in two different group types across the Group 
Learning Tasks to facilitate understanding of the influence of group type on student 
thinking, as well as enabling students to compare their experiences in their Written 
Reflections.  
3.6.3 Group Learning Tasks. 
Drawing upon the observations of the Pilot Study34, this section explains the 
integration of Collaborative visualisations as the pedagogy for the Group Learning 
Tasks within Lessons 3 and 5. Students were given instructions on a handout to guide 
their participation in both Group Learning Tasks. As outlined previously (Section 
3.5.2, page 91), the students used the information gathered and analysed in Data 
Gathering and Analysis Worksheet 1 as evidence to support their discussions. Figure 
3.9 (page 103) communicates the instructions as they were provided to the students for 
Group Learning Task 1. The instructions for Group Learning Task 2 were the same, 
aside for the insertion of the different focus question35. 
 
                                                          
34 See Section 3.2.2 (page 76) for further elaboration on these observations. 
35 ‘Which is the best type of expert for the Haitian Government to employ to assist in the recovery 
process?’ 
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Figure 3.9 Instructions for Group Learning Task 1. 
As shown in Figure 3.9 (above), the students were required to share their individual 
ideas in response to the focus question and debate these amongst the group. The term 
‘debate’ was highlighted in the instructions in response to the Pilot Study finding that 
students were more engaged in questioning their own and other’s ideas when the term 
debate was integrated into the instructions through the Heated Debate Supplementary 
Activity (Section 3.2.1.3, page 71).  
The pedagogical approach of Collaborative Visualisation was informed by the 
understanding of the term ‘visualisation’ to be a form of mapping which enables 
students to create visual representations of their ideas, and connect these to show 
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relationships between ideas, thus developing a ‘network of interrelated ideas’ (Fischer 
et al. 2002, p. 216). In this thesis, the visualisations were a tool to focus students’ 
conversation and stimulate discussion about their ideas as they wrote them on the 
paper. The students constructed these visualisations to represent their ideas in a style 
that suited them, most groups constructed something similar to a concept map. As 
such, the collaborative visualisation pedagogy was a student-centred approach, within 
which the teacher/researcher responded to students’ request for instruction 
clarification as necessary, but did not direct the students’ ideas. Within this thesis, it is 
the student-student interactions which are the focus of the analysis, as such, the 
teacher/researcher interactions are not included in the investigation. 
3.6.4 Written Reflections. 
The Written Reflection was completed by students in Lesson 6 of the sequence. The 
task was completed individually and required students to reflect on their learning and 
experiences during the lesson sequence. The prompts were: 
1. In your own words, reflect on what you have learnt about earthquakes, their 
impact on societies and environments and the issues with management and 
recovery processes. 
2. In your own words, reflect on how your ideas about earthquakes have been 
influenced or been consistent throughout the learning activities you have 
completed in the last two weeks of class and your experiences in the groups 
you worked in.    
The purpose of these prompts was to enable students to communicate, in their own 
words, how their ideas have developed through the sequence, with particular focus on 
what they learnt about earthquakes (Prompt 1) and their experiences in the groups that 
they worked in (Prompt 2). The students’ responses to Prompt 2 were analysed using 
conventional qualitative content analysis (Hsieh & Shannon 2005), whereby the exact 
wording of students’ responses were used to understand the students’ perspectives on 
the groups they participated in.  This analysis enabled me to consider the students’ 
perspective on the learning experiences available to them within the two groups they 
worked within.  
This analysis was achieved through identifying which group the individual student 
communicated a preference for and connecting this with the group type they were 
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allocated to. Students’ perspectives were identified as either ‘Preference for 
Differences’ or ‘Preference for Similarities’. Figure 3.10 (below) outlines the approach 
taken to determine which group type individual students found better based on their 
responses to Prompt 2 on the Written Reflection. 
Extract from Student’s response: 
‘I learnt more from Group 1 because I saw other people’s point of view’. 
Group Allocation:  
Group 1 – Balanced, Group 2 – Similar. 
Identified as: 
‘Preference for Differences’ 
Figure 3.10 Analysis Strategy for Written Reflection. 
The data gained through the analysis of the Written Reflection task provided a 
participant view on the experience of working within groups with varied degrees of 
differences of opinion. This analysis was used to draw upon the students’ 
interpretations of their experience to provide greater insight into the influence of 
difference of opinions within group learning. As such, the analysis of the students’ 
Written reflection contributed to the data source triangulation strategies within the 
research process, through the use of multiple resources to interpret students’ 
experiences in working in groups with varying degrees of different opinions (see 
Section 3.8.1, page 131). 
3.6.5 Stimulated Recall Interviews. 
Data source triangulation was furthered by the completion of individual semi-
structured, stimulated recall interviews with three students who volunteered to be 
interviewed. Participants communicated their willingness to do an interview by writing 
‘interview’ on the top of the Written Reflection sheet. The data collected through the 
interviews was used as supplementary data to enrich my interpretation of student 
conversations and the influences of differences of opinion within groups. Three 
interviews were conducted in the week following the lesson sequence in Term 3 2010.  
Semi-structured interviews provide flexibility to interact and probe student’s responses 
to gain a deeper understanding of their ideas (Hitchcock & Hughes 1995). Through 
the semi-structured approach, participants were asked a series of core questions, which 
were built upon further using minor probing questions relevant to that participant’s 
responses to the core questions (Hitchcock & Hughes 1995). The core interview 
prompts are provided in Appendix 2.3 (page 354). 
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The purpose of these interviews was to gain student perspectives on their experience 
of working within different types of groups within the lesson sequence. A stimulated-
recall method was used, which involved the playing of a section of the audio-recording 
of the group’s conversation to stimulate the student to ‘recall’ (Lyle 2003) or ‘relive’ 
(Meijer, Zanting & Verloop 2002) their thinking during that moment. The extract 
played during the interview reflected a moment which I considered to be a ‘critical 
incident’ (Lyle 2003) – wherein the student participant demonstrated higher levels of 
geographical thinking. There was a minimal delay between the participation in the 
group learning tasks and the interviews to strengthen students’ recall of their 
engagement in the conversations, with the interviews completed in the week following 
the end of the lesson sequence (less than three days) (Gass & Mackey 2000; Lyle 2003; 
Meijer, Zanting & Verloop 2002). 
It should be noted that there is the potential for some bias or uncertainty within some 
of the data collected through the interview process, due to conducting research 
interviews early in my development as a researcher. In reflecting upon the interview 
process, the core interview prompts were appropriate, however in the process of 
interviewing the students, I spontaneously asked further informal, unplanned questions 
which may have directed student responses in a way which makes the interpretation of 
students’ responses uncertain. For example, one unplanned question was, ‘In 
comparing that to your second group, where everyone said, 'Oh that's a good idea'...do 
you think you were put in a situation of having to build your ideas more clearly in the 
first group than what you did in the second?’ The student’s response to this unplanned 
question was ‘Yeah, I think that, um, yeah, it made you think a lot more than the second 
one and also get out there and get your ideas across.’ This example illustrates how the 
unplanned question may have led the student to consider that the first group experience 
required them to build their ideas further. With considerations of the limitations related 
to the unplanned questioning within the interviews, I considered that the data elicited 
from the student’s responses to the core interview prompts was not affected; thus, the 
students’ responses to the core questions were the ones from which the evidence was 
drawn.  
3.6.6 Summary of Student Opinion Data. 
This section has outlined the data collection tools and analysis strategies employed to 
determine students’ individual opinions to facilitate group construction around 
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differences of opinion. The combination of the Earthquake Preparedness 
Questionnaire and the Data Gathering and Analysis Worksheets enabled the 
identification of students’ perspectives on the reasons for the death and destruction 
recorded in Haiti following the 2010 earthquakes. These data collection tools set up 
the conditions for group types of three varying levels of differences of opinion. 
Individual Written Reflections and Stimulated Recall Interviews were used to collect 
participants’ views on their experiences to broaden interpretations of the influence of 
differences of opinion on group conversation. The following section explains the data 
collection tools and analysis strategies used to interpret students’ conversations. 
3.7 Conversation Data Collection and Analysis. 
The Student Conversation Data was developed into ‘raw’ transcripts (without notation 
or analysis) to organise the moment-by-moment verbal interactions between the 
students during the Group Learning Tasks. The following section outlines the methods 
used to record students’ conversations and develop the raw transcripts. 
3.7.1 Audio Recording Procedure. 
The group conversations were recorded using EdiRol R-09 Digital Recorders, which 
were placed at the edge of the group table with the microphones directed to the centre 
of the student group. By recording the students’ conversations on an audio recorder, 
their contributions to the conversation was maintained as the primary source of the 
data (Modaff & Modaff 2000). Informed by the observations within the Pilot Study, 
background noise was limited by separating the tables across the room, to maximise 
space between each group. Figure 3.11 (below) provides a diagram of the way in which 
the classroom was set up for the audio recording of group conversations. 
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Figure 3.11 Classroom Set-up showing Microphone Directions. 
As is illustrated in Figure 3.11 (page 107), the students were organised into groups of 
four at separate tables, with one digital recorder placed on each table. The recorders 
were oriented in such a way that directed the microphone towards the group being 
recorded – this is represented by the green arrow (         ) on each table. The tables 
were arranged so that other groups were located behind the microphone so as to limit 
the recorded background noise and voices from other groups on each recording. 
3.7.2 Transcription Procedure. 
The process of transcribing the audio recordings involved three steps. The first step 
was to listen to the audio recording for the group from start to finish, without 
transcribing or taking any notes. This process enabled me to become familiar with the 
students’ voices and understand the progression of their ideas within the discussion. 
The second step was to listen to the audio recording a second time, with the group’s 
visualisation as a reference tool; this highlighted how the areas of the visualisation 
related to ideas discussed during the group’s conversation. This step was included in 
response to the Pilot Study recommendation to use the students’ visualisations as a 
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reference tool to support the interpretation of students’ contributions to the 
conversation during the transcription process36. The final step was to ‘chunk’ the audio 
recording into smaller segments. Each segment was played and then paused as the 
words were entered into an Excel document. Each segment was replayed several times 
to improve the accuracy of the transcription. Various symbols were used as part of a 
notation strategy to maintain consistency in the transcription procedure37. The strategy 
employed in this thesis is outlined in Figure 3.12 (page 109), which draws upon 
extracts from two group conversations to illustrate the symbols and their meaning 
within the transcripts.
                                                          
36 See Section 3.2.4 (page 81) for further explanation of Pilot Study recommendations. 
37 A notation strategy uses symbols and terms within the written transcript to highlight features of the 
interaction during conversation, researcher observations and timing elements (Davidson 2010). 
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Excerpt 1: Transcription Notation: Group 1 Opposition, Activity 1, Class A. 
Line 183 Xena:   It was only seven hundred deaths and the other one was like… 
Line 184 Sarah:   Twenty-two thousand. 
Lines 185 Casey: But the thing is the Chilean Government think they knew how to-like they 
had more of a plan. So/ 
Line 186 Sarah:   I think they were more rich? 
Line 187 Casey:  Yeah-they’re a rich country. They had like eighteen percent living below 
the poverty line? 
Line 188 Zena:   Eighteen point two 
Excerpt 2: Transcription Notation: Group 3 Similar, Activity 1, Class B. 
Line 90 Alice: We should actually debate on what is good and bad about the choices they 
put down. Cos isn’t that what we are supposed to be doing? 
Line 91 Melissa:  I don’t KNOW, I wasn’t listening. 
(Off-topic conversation 50s) 
Line 92 Alice: ‘At the end of the visualisation task, one person from your group will 
communicate your groups’ discussion to the rest of the class explaining 
why your group agreed…’ 
[Researcher announces thirty minutes left for task] 
Key to notations: ‘?’ Question/Implied Question; ‘/’ Overlapping contributions; ‘…’ Pause during 
contribution or Trailing off of contribution; ‘( )’ Observed Actions/Behaviours; ‘(16s)’ Length of 
Observed Actions/Behaviours; ‘[ ]’ Researcher Actions/Notes; ‘’ Reading of Text out loud or 
verbalised sound effects; ‘ABC’ Verbal emphasis on word. 
Figure 3.12 Demonstration of Notation strategy in Transcription. 
The symbols explained in Figure 3.12 (above) provide information about the way in 
which students were interacting and participating in the Group Learning Tasks. For 
example, as demonstrated in Lines 185 and 186 of Excerpt 1, moments when students 
were interrupting or talking over each other communicated some form of urgency in 
their contributions. In this excerpt, Sarah interrupted Casey’s idea to suggest, through 
a question, a reason for Chile’s greater preparedness. This illustrated that Sarah 
understood what was being said by Casey and wanted to build upon the idea herself 
(Davidson 2010).  
In Excerpt 2, between Line 91 and 92, the notation strategy highlighted ‘off-task 
conversation’ and indicated the time spent on this action (50 seconds). ‘Off-task 
conversation’ refers to moments when students discuss any number of things such as 
social events or extra-curricular activities which were outside of the requirements of 
the task. Other activities recognised in this form of notation was ‘Quiet writing time’, 
wherein there was no verbal interaction between students, but the audio recording 
picked up the sounds of the students writing with the felt pens on the paper. A similar 
notation strategy was used for these two activities as both were forms of limited verbal 
utterances relevant to the analysis. 
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3.7.3 Two-level, Two-dimension Analysis. 
 Informed by the Thinking Geographically Framework, the Student Conversation Data 
was analysed through a Differences of Opinion lens and a Geographical Reasoning 
lens. These lenses informed the development of a two-level (utterance and episode) 
and two-dimensional (communicative function and geographical thinking38) analysis. 
This analysis approach was adapted from the model employed by Van Boxtel (Van 
Boxtel 2000; Van Boxtel, van der Linden & Kanselaar 2000; Van Boxtel et al. 2002) 
in her series of studies around students’ strategies in working towards shared 
interpretations39. 
In review, the analysis tool constructed by Van Boxtel (2000) included two levels of 
analysis of student contributions to conversation. These levels included the utterance 
level, which related to students’ individual contributions to conversation and episode 
level, which engaged with the segments of consecutive utterances by group members 
related to one idea (Van Boxtel 2000). In adopting this two-level analysis approach, I 
was able recognise the verbalisations of individual student’s ideas, the negotiation of 
these ideas to develop a shared understanding and the demonstration of various levels 
of geographical thinking. 
The work of Van Boxtel (2000) contributed to the development of one dimension of 
the analysis approach relevant to the Differences of Opinion lens – the Communicative 
Function Content Analysis Scheme (CFCAS). The second dimension of the analysis 
approach was the Thinking Geographically Content Analysis Scheme (TGCAS), 
through which student contributions were interpreted through the discipline-related 
Geographical Reasoning lens. The following sections outline the development of these 
two content analysis schemes as used at the utterance level. This is followed by a 
description of the elements of the content analysis schemes used to analyse the episode 
level of conversations.  
3.7.4 Utterance-level Analysis 
The Communicative Function Content Analysis Scheme (CFCAS) identified the 
functional meaning of the utterance within the conversation. That is, what purpose it 
                                                          
38 The term ‘geographical thinking’ is used within the dimensional aspect of the analysis, as these 
various levels of thinking with geographical concepts were found to contribute to student engagement 
in Geographical Reasoning. 
39 See Section 2.3.6 (page 52) for detailed explanation of Van Boxtel’s analysis model. 
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held within the conversation and how it shaped the following utterances (Van Boxtel 
2000; Van Boxtel, van der Linden & Kanselaar 2000). The Thinking Geographically 
Content Analysis Scheme (TGCAS) identified the levels of geographical thinking 
demonstrated by the individual students according to the geographical concepts and 
analysis skills they employed.  In this analysis, an utterance was considered an 
individual contribution to the conversations from one student, which may include 
series of sentences, a phrase, or just a word (Clarke 2001b; Van Boxtel 2000; Van 
Boxtel, van der Linden & Kanselaar 2000; Van Boxtel et al. 2002; Visschers-Pleijers 
et al. 2006). 
3.7.4.1 Thinking Geographically Content Analysis Scheme. 
The Thinking Geographically Content Analysis Scheme (TGCAS) combines the 
hierarchy of geographical concepts outlined by Golledge (2008; 2002) with 
terminology from the Australian Curriculum for Geography (Australian Curriculum 
Assessment and Reporting Authority 2012) and cognitive processes explained in the 
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (Anderson et al. 2001) 40. The TGCAS enabled students’ 
utterances to be analysed through the Geographical Reasoning lens to address Sub-
Questions 3, 4 and 5 outlined in the Thinking Geographically Framework41. Table 3.10 
(page 112) shows how the cognitive processes within the Anderson et al. (2001) 
taxonomy informed the hierarchy of geographical thinking processes within the 
Thinking Geographically scheme. 
As demonstrated in Table 3.10 (page 112), the three levels of geographical thinking 
(Column One) within the Thinking Geographically scheme incorporated the six levels 
of cognitive processes within the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy42 (Anderson et al. 2001) 
(Column Two) with terminology drawn from elements of the curriculum documents 
(Column Three). The coding categories (Column Four) illustrate how the TGCAS 
organised geographical thinking into a cognitive hierarchy. This analysis tool seeks to 
respond to Sub-Question 1 in determining strategies to interpret the way in which 
students think together43. 
 
                                                          
40 Refer to Section 2.3.5.1 (page 45) for detailed explanation. 
41 Refer to Section 2.4 (page 59) for detailed explanation. 
42 See Section 2.3.5.2 (page 48) for detailed explanation of the levels within the Revised Bloom’s 
Taxonomy. 
43 Refer to Section 2.4 (page 59) for detailed explanation. 
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Table 3.10 TGCAS: Geographical Thinking aligned with Cognitive Processes. 
Level of 
Geographical 
Thinking  
(Buchanek 
2011) 
Cognitive Processes 
(Anderson et al. 2001) 
Elements from Draft 
Australian Curriculum 
(Australian Curriculum 
Assessment and 
Reporting Authority 
2012) 
Coding categories 
(TGCAS) 
Higher-level 
Geographical 
Thinking 
Create44 
Put elements together to 
form a coherent or 
functional whole; 
reorganise elements into 
a new pattern or 
structure 
Students use their 
analysis and evaluations 
of ideas to construct 
explanatory frameworks 
and/or generate 
alternative futures. 
Construct Explanatory 
Frameworks, Generate 
Alternate Futures 
Evaluate 
Make judgments based 
on criteria and standards 
Students reflect critically 
upon their ideas to 
determine the 
appropriateness of their 
proposals and the 
evidence discussed. 
Evaluate Ideas, Evaluate 
Evidence, Integrate Ideas 
Intermediate-
level 
Geographical 
Thinking 
Analyse 
Break material into its 
constituent parts and 
determine how the parts 
are related to one 
another and to an overall 
structure or purpose 
Students use their 
understanding of spatial 
analysis to recognise and 
understand patterns and 
relationships. 
Explanation of 
Similarities and 
Differences, Recognise of 
Spatial Patterns, Identify 
Cause and Effect 
Relationships 
Apply 
Carry out or use a 
procedure in a given 
situation 
Students use advanced 
geographical concepts 
together to understand 
geographical 
phenomena. 
Distribution, 
Interdependence, 
Interaction, Association, 
Scale, Change over Time 
Lower-level 
Geographical 
Thinking 
Understand 
Construct meaning from 
instructional messages, 
including oral, written 
and graphic 
communication 
Students refer to and 
interpret the 
geographical 
information provided to 
them during the Group 
Learning Task. 
Statistics, Images, Media 
Remember 
Retrieve relevant 
knowledge from long-
term memory 
Students draw upon their 
prior learning of basic 
geographical concepts to 
understand geographical 
phenomena. 
Location 
 
 
The following sections provide an outline and justification for the three levels 
geographical thinking within the TGCAS, with explanations and examples of the 
various code categories. 
                                                          
44 The Create level is included here to demonstrate its place within the hierarchy of geographical 
thinking. However, the detailed description of this level is presented later (Section 3.7.5.3, page 125) 
in the Episode level of analysis as the communication acts within this level occurred within this data 
as a group action and not an individual action. 
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3.7.4.2 Lower-level Geographical Thinking. 
Table 3.11 (below) provides an outline of the way in which the Thinking 
Geographically Content Analysis Scheme identified the way in which students used 
Lower-level Geographical Thinking within their negotiation of ideas. The table 
outlines the cognitive processes from the Revised Taxonomy by Anderson et al. (2001) 
(Column 1) and the category of geographical thinking (Column 2). These are aligned 
with the code reference (Column 3), a description of the code reference (Column 4) 
and an example of a student contribution from transcripts of conversations (Column 
5). 
Table 3.11 Coding Categories aligned with Remember/Understand. 
Cognitive 
Processes 
(Anderson 
et al. 
2001) 
Category Code Description Illustrative Data 
Excerpt45 
Remember 
/ 
Understand 
 
Geographical 
Information 
Statistics Student refers to 
information shown by 
the statistics provided to 
them by the researcher 
during the learning 
sequence. 
… if you think about it, 
80% of their population is 
affected by poverty.  
Images Student refers to 
information shown 
through the images 
provided to them by the 
researcher during the 
learning sequence. 
...there were photos and 
the wood collapsed under 
the buildings. 
Media Student refers to 
information available to 
them from the media. 
…because we saw it all 
over the news, the USA 
had a huge part in 
helping them. 
Geographical 
Knowledge 
Location References to aspects of 
location – where on the 
earth’s surface a natural 
or built environment or 
phenomena exists. 
No, they’re like 15 
kilometres away from it... 
Key: Italics in Description = Geographical Concept or Information; Bolded terms = key terms which 
help identify the code. 
 
As illustrated in Table 3.11 (above), the utterances coded as Lower-level Geographical 
Thinking involved the students referring to Geographical Information. The 
information provided to the students during the Group Learning Tasks46, included 
                                                          
45 The examples utterances presented through Tables 3.11-3.14 (pp.113-118) are drawn from the 
transcripts from a range of groups explored through the Collective Case Studies presented in Chapters 
4, 5 and 6. 
46 See Section 3.6.3 (page 102) for further explanation of Group Learning Tasks. 
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demographic and seismic statistics related to Chile and Haiti (Statistics), images in the 
media galleries covering the damage caused by the earthquakes in Chile and Haiti 
(Images) and broader media coverage (Media) which students referred to during in 
their discussions.  
The category of Geographical Knowledge within the Lower-level Geographical 
Thinking included reference to the basic geographical concept of Location. This 
geographical knowledge stems from the students’ own informal understandings and 
interpretation of the Geographical Information provided to them. The concept of 
Location is considered lower-order as the students are not linking their ideas of place 
and space with other conceptual understandings or geographical phenomenon 
(Golledge 2002; Jackson 2006; Maude 2009).  
Students’ engagement with the Geographical Information and the basic concept of 
Location align with the Remember and Understand levels within the Anderson et al. 
(2001) taxonomy. This was demonstrated when the students drew from their memory 
(Remember) of the Chile and Haiti earthquakes from a range of sources to develop 
meaning (Understand) from the Geographical Information provided to them within the 
Group Learning Tasks. 
3.7.4.3 Intermediate-level Geographical Thinking. 
The Intermediate-level Geographical Thinking included reference to geographical 
concepts and skills involved in creating connections between different ideas and 
information. At this level, students extend from the Lower-level Geographical 
Thinking as they are using advanced geographical concepts together (Golledge, Marsh 
& Battersby 2008; Golledge 2002) to understand the relationships and connections  
within the Geographical Information provided to them. Table 3.12 (page 115) 
communicates the alignment between the coding categories within the Intermediate-
level Geographical Thinking and the Apply level of the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy. 
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The concepts included in the Intermediate-level illustrated in Column Three (Table 
3.12, page 115) are more complex than Location, in that the understanding of these 
concepts and use of them within conversation require understanding of relationships 
and connections between geographical phenomena (Golledge, Marsh & Battersby 
2008; Golledge 2002). The use of these advanced geographical concepts reflects the 
Apply level of the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy of Cognitive Processes (Anderson et 
al. 2001) as the students are using the concepts within a new situation to generate a 
response to the Focus Question asked within the Group Learning Tasks. 
The Intermediate-level further required students to use these advanced concepts to 
consider how phenomena are similar and different, recognise patterns across different 
spaces and identify relationships of cause and effect. These skills connect with 
Jackson’s (2006) outline of thinking geographically, as well as the core skills outlined 
in the Australian Curriculum for Geography (Australian Curriculum Assessment and 
Reporting Authority 2012). Table 3.13 (below) outlines the alignment between the 
geographical concepts within the Intermediate-level Geographical Thinking and the 
Analyse level of the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy.  
Table 3.13 Coding Categories aligned with Analyse. 
Cognitive 
Processes 
(Anderson 
et al. 
2001) 
Category Code Description Illustrative Data Excerpt 
(Bolded terms = key terms to assist 
identify the codes) 
Analyse Advanced 
Geographi
cal 
Concepts 
continued 
Similarities/ 
Differences 
Students explain 
how two 
environments or 
phenomena are 
similar or 
different from 
each other. 
But like, in Chile, where they do have 
building codes, not as many 
buildings collapsed. They had shelter 
to go to and they didn’t have as 
much to clean up. 
Spatial 
Patterns 
Students 
recognise a 
connection or 
common pattern 
of phenomena 
between various 
locations. 
So that is heaps! And that’s like, you 
know how Africa was poor...Haiti is 
virtually the same! 
Cause-Effect Students 
identify that one 
factor or 
phenomenon 
causes another. 
...the main cause of death was that so 
many people got caught under 
buildings. And the fact that there was 
so much destruction because every 
single building collapsed. So if they 
had stronger building codes, there 
wouldn’t be as much destruction or 
as much death. 
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Table 3.13 (page 116) represents the cognitive processes within the Analyse level of 
the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy. In this level, the students use their consideration of 
advanced geographical concepts (outlined in Table 3.12, page 115) to break down the 
information about the Chile and Haiti earthquakes to determine how they are 
connected and related with each other. As such, the Intermediate-level Geographical 
Thinking is structured around student engagement with geographical concepts to 
interpret the relationship between various aspects of the geographical phenomenon 
being discussed (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority 2012). 
3.7.4.4 Higher-level Geographical Thinking. 
Higher-level Geographical Thinking requires the integration of ideas created through 
spatial analysis to form new ideas and explanations (McInerney et al. 2009). That is, 
the students ‘put elements together to form a coherent or functional whole, or 
reorganise elements into a new pattern or structure’ (Anderson et al. 2001, p. 68). 
Within the utterance level of Higher-level Geographical Thinking within the 
TGCAS48, the students move beyond the use of geographical concepts and broaden 
their thinking towards reflective and evaluative processes to determine the 
appropriateness of their ideas and the evidence. Table 3.14 (page 118) highlights the 
way in which the code references have been used to identify Higher-Level 
Geographical Thinking within students’ utterances during conversations.
                                                          
48 Thinking Geographically Content Analysis Scheme 
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Table 3.14 Coding Categories aligned with Evaluate. 
Cognitive 
Processes 
(Anderson 
et al. 2001) 
Category Code Description Illustrative Data Excerpt 
Evaluate Evaluating 
Evidence 
and Ideas 
Evaluate Ideas Contributions to 
conversation 
which evaluate or 
criticise an idea 
presented by the 
group. 
It’s hard, because you can’t 
just pick it up and move the 
town... 
Evaluate 
Evidence 
Students evaluate 
or critique the 
evidence provided 
to them. 
There wouldn't be many, 
like one in three would stay 
on at school. Um, so those 
people could still get jobs, 
they didn't necessarily need 
much education. 
Integrating 
Ideas 
Integrate Students make 
connections 
between previous 
ideas and current 
ideas within the 
conversation to 
construct new 
arguments. 
The thing is, when the 
earthquake comes, alright, it 
could actually tear down the 
hospital, it will block the 
roads, so the ambulances 
could then actually end up 
being useless, and then...but 
if you've got people with 
education, people - they can 
run, they can move around 
objects and things like that. 
Key: Bolded terms = key terms which help identify the code. 
As illustrated in Table 3.14 (above), the utterance-level of Higher-level Geographical 
Thinking is identified through the students’ consideration of the benefits and 
limitations of the ideas contributed by group members (Evaluating Ideas) and critical 
engagement with the evidence provided to them through the Geographical Information 
within the task, or evidence drawn upon by individuals to support their ideas (Evaluate 
Evidence). These evaluative interactions support the students to bring together the 
most appropriate ideas and evidence to construct new arguments (Integrate). These 
utterances are considered Higher-level Geographical Thinking as the students are 
‘producing their own synthesis of the information or material to form a new whole’ 
(Anderson et al. 2001, p. 85). 
Utterances identified as Evaluation or Integration act as the stepping stone into the 
Create level of the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy of Cognitive Processes (Anderson et 
al. 2001). Through these utterances, students bring together their ideas and the 
evidence to build new explanations of the geographical events they are discussing, or 
construct alternative visions for the future. These two higher-level acts within the 
Create level, Constructing Explanatory Frameworks and Generating Alternate 
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Futures, are considered group processes rather than individual, as they represent the 
point at which the students bring their individual perspectives together to develop a 
mutually-agreeable response. This aspect of the Higher-level Geographical Thinking 
will be discussed in further detail in Section 3.7.5.3 (page 125). 
3.7.4.5 Communicative Function Content Analysis Scheme. 
The second dimension of the utterance-level analysis within this thesis is facilitated 
through the Communicative Function Content Analysis Scheme (CFCAS). The 
CFCAS was originally developed by Van Boxtel (2000; 2002). The scheme employed 
in this thesis uses Van Boxtel’s (2000; 2002) work as the foundation, while also 
integrating recent interpretations from Visschers-Pleijers et al. (2006; 2004, 2005) and 
Gukas et al. (2010).  
The utterance-level of the Communicative Function scheme enabled the categorisation 
of individual contributions to the conversation based on the purpose the utterance was 
considered to have within the conversation (Van Boxtel et al. 2002). It facilitated my 
understanding of the way in which students negotiated their ideas and participated in 
conversations, which informs the response to Sub-Question 249. Table 3.15 (page 120) 
identifies the communicative functions identified through student utterances (Column 
One), the code names (Column Two), description of the codes (Column Three) and 
examples from the transcripts (Column Four). 
                                                          
49 See Section 2.3.2.2 (page 28) for explanation of Sub-Question 2. 
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Table 3.15 CFCAS Utterance-level Coding Category Overview.  
Communicative 
Function50 
Code Description51 Illustrative Data Excerpt 
Open Question Open Q Asking for information or 
explanation 
‘Well, okay, what causes 
earthquakes?’ 
Verification 
Question 
Veri Q Checking own ideas and 
reasoning 
‘Haiti is poorer isn't it?’ 
 
Critical Question Crit Q Checking/Criticising other’s 
ideas or reasoning 
‘But is getting a building code the 
best idea though?’ 
Request for 
Evaluation 
Req 
Eval 
Asking for the 
opinion/judgment of another 
‘Why can’t they have an earthquake 
drill?’ 
Argument Arg Communicates an idea with 
some reasoning 
‘They should make big buildings that 
are massive and metal…’ 
 
Statement State Provides a statement of fact 
or understanding; or a brief, 
response to a question 
‘The first one was Chile and then the 
second was Haiti.’ 
Continuation Cont Extends a previous argument 
(‘and’) 
‘And it was lower down so it wasn't 
as strong even though it had a bigger 
magnitude.’ 
Reason Reas Provides a reason for 
argument (‘because’) 
‘Because technically even when they 
found out and were running away, 
the buildings collapsed because they 
were so bad and they people were 
collapsed in them because the 
earthquake happened at 10 o'clock at 
night so that's probably why.’ 
Conditional 
Argument 
Cond Recognises situation where 
argument is valid (‘if’, 
‘when’) 
‘if they don't find out ages before 
that there is an earthquake coming 
and they don't get to a safety house, 
there is no point in teaching them 
what to do!’ 
Conclusive 
Argument 
Conc Provides a conclusion to the 
argument (‘then’, ‘thus’) 
‘Then they can see evacuation plans 
in earthquakes.’ 
Counter Argument Cou Extends previous utterance 
with a contradictory 
argument (‘no’, ‘but’) 
‘But they shouldn't build like where 
the tectonic plates are or whatever 
causes it.’ 
Evaluation Eval Expresses a judgment about 
the task, knowledge or 
utterances 
‘Educating them is not going to help 
because if the Government doesn't 
like tell them before…like ages 
before… that there is going to be an 
earthquake and they don't get out in 
time. Knowing what to do is not 
going to stop the building from 
falling and crushing them to death.’ 
Negation Neg Disagrees/Objects without 
reasoning 
‘No that's wrong.’ 
Confirmation Conf Accepts or Confirms a 
previous utterance 
‘Yeah, that’s what I reckon!’ 
Key: Bolded terms = key terms which help identify the code. 
                                                          
50 Terminology developed by Van Boxtel (2000), aside from the addition of the code of ‘Statement’ 
added by Visschers-Pleijers et al (2006). 
51 Descriptions adapted with reference to the original explanations from Van Boxtel (2000) and re-
worded/elaborated explanations from Gukas et al (2010). 
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As shown in Table 3.15 (page 120), the Communicative Function analysis scheme 
included fourteen categories of utterances, which enacted different communicative 
functions. The scheme included four different types of questions and seven different 
forms of argument. Questions were understood as utterances which were intended to 
elicit or request some response from another member (Gukas, Lenster & Walker 2010; 
Van Boxtel 2000; Visschers-Pleijers et al. 2006; Visschers-Pleijers et al. 2004, 2005). 
Arguments were considered logical extensions of what has previously been stated 
(Gukas, Lenster & Walker 2010; Van Boxtel 2000; Visschers-Pleijers et al. 2006; 
Visschers-Pleijers et al. 2004, 2005). To facilitate a more reliable coding of the 
utterances, words from the conversation, ‘discourse markers’ (identified by the bolded 
text in the final column) (Van Boxtel 2000), were used to identify the different 
communicative functions. 
The combination of the Thinking Geographically and the Communicative Function 
content analysis schemes at the utterance-level enabled me to understand the 
progression of students’ negotiation of ideas throughout the conversation, while 
providing geographical insight into their thinking processes. The utterance-level 
analysis was completed using Microsoft Excel, wherein each line of cells represented 
an individual utterance within the conversation. This process reorganised the raw data 
from students’ conversation into ‘enriched transcripts’52. The following section 
explains the features of the enriched transcripts and how they illustrate the utterance-
level analysis of student conversation. 
3.7.4.6 Enriched Transcripts. 
Table 3.16 (page 122) provides an example of an enriched transcript53. Columns One 
to Four identify which student made the contribution54 and the type of utterance 
informed by the Communicative Function scheme. The Line Number identifies the 
utterance’s placement within the conversation (Column Five). Column Six presents 
the individual utterances from students recorded within the raw moment-by-moment 
audio data. Columns Seven to Nine communicate the level of geographical thinking 
demonstrated through the individual utterance informed by the Thinking 
Geographically scheme. 
                                                          
52 The structure of enriched transcripts was adapted from the strategy employed by Williams (2005). 
53 An Opposition group from Class B in Group Learning Task 1. 
54 All names are pseudonyms to maintain confidentiality and anonymity of participating students. 
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As shown in Table 3.16 (page 122), the development of the enriched transcripts 
organised the raw data from the audio recordings into a record of students’ individual 
utterances across both dimensions – Communicative Function and Thinking 
Geographically. The second level of the analysis investigates how these individual 
utterances combined to form ‘instances’ (Stake 1995) of particular elements of 
interaction to understand the dynamic, interactive episodes within the conversation. 
The following section explains the way in which these episodes were identified and 
analysed. 
3.7.5 Episode-level Analysis. 
The episode-level shifts the analysis beyond the utterance-level to highlight the 
processes used by the students to build their consensus within the task. This section 
outlines the way in which the Thinking Geographically and Communicative Function 
schemes work together to enable analysis of student conversations at the episode-level. 
This level of the analysis was initiated by the identification of ‘negotiative events’ 
within the students’ conversation. 
3.7.5.1 Negotiative Events. 
Following the construction of the enriched transcripts, the data was broken down into 
smaller segments of conversation. These segments were identified through the 
utterance-level within the Communicative Function Content Analysis Scheme. Each 
segment began with an utterance that introduced a new argument/proposal (coded as 
‘ARG’) in response to the Focus Question for the Group Learning Task. This 
segmentation enabled identification of the moments within the students’ conversations 
wherein students were considering the viability of a possible course of action.  
Informed by Clarke (2001a and 2001b), these segments were considered ‘negotiative 
events’ as they represented moments in the conversation when the students were 
attempting to reach resolution about an idea, or a difference, through social interaction 
(Clarke 2001a, 2001b; Clarke & Helme 1997). Upon the identification of negotiative 
events, these segments of the enriched transcripts were moved into their own sheet 
within the Excel spreadsheet. The number of Negotiative Events varied across the 
different group and the focus of these segments of conversation were shaped by 
individual opinions on the topic. These negotiative events enabled the analysis of these 
segments of conversation to understand how these arguments worked together in the 
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Episode-Level Analysis. The following section communicates the way in which this 
episode-level analysis was completed using the Communicative Function scheme. 
3.7.5.2 Communicative Function Content Analysis Scheme. 
At the Episode-level, the Communicative Function Content Analysis Scheme 
(CFCAS) enabled the organisation of negotiative events across three forms of 
interaction central to the negotiation of ideas. Adapted from Van Boxtel (2000; 2002), 
these included the asking and answering of questions (Questioning), joint reasoning in 
response to new arguments (Reasoning) and the negotiation of different opinions 
(Handling Differences). Table 3.17 (below) identifies the three categories of episodes 
(Column One), describes the form of interaction (Column Two) and the utterances 
(indicators) which identified the beginning of the episode (Column Three). 
Table 3.17 CFCAS: Episode-level Code Descriptions and Indicators. 
Episode Type Description Beginning Indicators 
Questioning Instances within conversation which 
centre on the asking and answering of 
questions. 
Episode begins with a question (Open, 
Verification or Request for 
Evaluation)55.  
Reasoning Instances within conversation which 
centre on the communication and 
responses to ideas/arguments. 
Episode begins with a stated Argument 
and concentrates on the discussion of 
this argument. 
Handling 
Differences 
Instances within conversation which 
centre on the communication and 
negotiation of differences of opinions. 
Episode begins with a Negation, 
Counter-Argument or Critical Question 
and concentrates on the responses to 
this difference. 
 
As indicated by the Handling Differences category in Table 3.17 (above), the episode-
level analysis within the CFCAS contributes to the analysis of student conversation 
data to investigate the influence of differences of opinion on the way in which students 
negotiate ideas during conversation. As such, this analysis informs responses to both 
key research questions of this thesis through the Differences lens explained within the 
Thinking Geographically Framework56. 
 
 
                                                          
55 Critical Questions have been excluded as they are representative of a difference in opinions and are 
included in the Handling Differences category. 
56 See Section 2.4 (page 59). 
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3.7.5.3 Thinking Geographically Content Analysis Scheme. 
As illustrated earlier (Table 3.13, page 116), the cognitive processes included within 
the Higher-level Geographical Thinking were aligned with the Evaluate and Create 
levels of the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (Anderson et al. 2001). The Evaluate 
cognitive processes involved individual students engaging in judgment or critique of 
others’ ideas or the evidence and integrating previous ideas into new arguments, which 
have been discussed in the Utterance-level analysis section57. This section describes 
the Create level of the Higher-Level Geographical Thinking within the Thinking 
Geographically analysis scheme.  
In the Create level, students engage in a process of producing, wherein they devise a 
workable plan and work towards successfully carrying out this plan (Anderson et al. 
2001, p. 86). As the Group Learning Tasks were based around the event of major 
earthquakes in international locations; moving students towards actually carrying out 
their plans was not appropriate given the timeframe of the study. Hence, within the 
episode-level of the TGCAS, two core processes of producing were drawn directly 
from the Australian Curriculum for Geography (Australian Curriculum Assessment 
and Reporting Authority 2011, 2012). These are outlined in the Table 3.18 (below). 
Table 3.18 TGCAS: Episode-level Higher-level Geographical Thinking. 
Level of 
Geographical 
Thinking 
Cognitive 
Processes 
(Anderson et 
al. 2001) 
Category Code Description 
Higher-Level 
Geographical 
Thinking 
Create Constructing 
New Ideas 
Explanatory 
Frameworks 
Bringing together 
the ideas 
previously 
discussed by the 
group to develop 
an elaborate 
explanation of the 
phenomena. 
Alternate 
Futures 
Building upon 
discussion to 
generate a view of 
a different future. 
 
As illustrated in Table 3.18 (above) the episode-level analysis within the Thinking 
Geographically scheme is identified by two core processes of geographical reasoning 
– Constructing Explanatory Frameworks and Generating Alternative Futures. These 
                                                          
57 See Section 3.7.4.4 (page 117). 
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interactions are included in the episode-level analysis, as they are consider group 
processes rather than individual contributions. Informed by the Australian Curriculum 
(Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority 2011, 2012, 2015a), 
Explanatory Frameworks are constructed when students bring together geographical 
information and their conceptual understandings to explain the relationships between 
their ideas. Through evaluating each other’s ideas and evidence58, students then work 
together to develop plans and proposals that support movement towards a better, more 
sustainable future (Generating Alternate Futures).  
To summarise, Figure 3.13 (page 127) presents a diagram which outlines the complete 
Thinking Geographically Content Analysis Scheme to show the progression from 
Lower-order Geographical Thinking (grey and purple), through Intermediate-level 
(blue and orange) to utterance-level Higher-level Geographical Thinking (green), as 
well as the progression into the episode-level Higher-level Geographical Thinking 
(pink). 
                                                          
58 See Table 3.13 (page 116). 
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Figure 3.13 Thinking Geographically Content Analysis Scheme.
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3.7.5.4 Argument Development Diagrams. 
To support the episode-level analysis of student conversations, I employed a visual 
strategy to illustrate the ways in which students negotiated their perspectives and 
worked together to move towards shared interpretations. The strategy was adapted 
from the work of (Hershkowitz, Hadas & Dreyfus 2006), in particular Kidron and 
Dreyfus (2004; 2010), in their investigations of the construction of new knowledge 
during group learning tasks. Where these authors concentrated on new knowledge, the 
diagrams in this thesis used similar symbols between episodes to represent the 
development of an argument moving towards consensus. 
In the Argument Development diagram, the colour of the boxes in the diagram present 
the analysis of the events using the episode-level analysis of the Communicative 
Function content analysis scheme – identifying where the negotiative event 
represented a Questioning, Reasoning or Handling Differences episode (Section 
3.7.5.2, page 124). The colour of the arrows within the diagram represent the way in 
which the different negotiative events interrupt, branch off from, combine or resume 
various arguments (Dreyfus & Kidron 2004; Hershkowitz, Hadas & Dreyfus 2006; 
Kidron & Dreyfus 2010). Table 3.19 (page 129) provides a key to the colours of the 
boxes and arrows used in the Argument Development Diagrams. 
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Table 3.19 Symbols within the Argument Development Diagrams. 
Colour and Symbol (box 
or arrow) Analysis Represented. 
Explanation of Analysis. 
 Questioning Episode 
Instances within conversation 
which centre on the asking and 
answering of questions. 
 Handling Differences Episode 
Instances within conversation 
which centre on the communication 
and negotiation of differences of 
opinions. 
 Argumentation Episode 
Instances within conversation 
which centre on the communication 
and responses to ideas/arguments.  
 
Continuing of Negotiative Event 
Instances where a consecutive new 
Negotiative Event continues on 
from and builds upon the ideas 
communicated in the previous 
Event. 
 Branching off from Negotiative 
Event 
Instances where a new Negotiative 
Event takes a new direction from 
the previous event. 
 
Combining Negotiative Event 
Instances where a new Negotiative 
Event brings together the ideas of a 
previous event with new ideas. 
 
Resuming Negotiative Event 
Instances where a new Negotiative 
Events draws upon and returns to 
the ideas of a previous event. 
 
Synthesising Negotiative Event 
Instances where a new Negotiative 
Event is constructed through 
bringing together the ideas of two 
previous events. 
The Argument Development diagrams assisted in the identification of instances within 
student interaction where the students engage in Higher-level Geographical Thinking. 
They supported the interpretation of the negotiative events by illustrating how they 
link together to demonstrate the movement of the students towards mutually-agreeable 
Explanatory Frameworks or Alternate Futures. The core symbol within the Episode 
analysis which identifies this Higher-level Geographical Thinking is the thicker purple 
arrow, which represents episodes wherein the students synthesised the ideas from two 
previous negotiative events into a new event. Figure 3.14 (page 130) provides an 
illustration of such an Argument Development Diagrams (from a Combined Group in 
Class C for Group Learning Activity One) to demonstrate the use of these symbols. 
The utterance indicating the beginning of each episode is identified below the diagram. 
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Negotiative Event Beginning Argument 
1 So, I’ll tell you, the building codes. 
2 Buildings able to withstand natural disasters. 
3 Doctors. 
4 Government Educational Choices. 
5 So they need this to get building codes. 
6 It would be better educated and able to help injured. 
7 What about if there was more people to have jobs? No, if they educate them, they could actually build. 
8 They need people to educate the uneducated. 
9 Oh, people from other countries could donate people. 
Figure 3.14 Illustration of an Argument Development Diagram. 
As presented in Figure 3.14 (above), the students in this group considered nine possible 
resolutions to the Focus Question for Group Learning Activity 1. As is indicated by 
blue box, Event 1 is categorised as a Questioning episode and the red boxes of Events 
3, 4 and 6 represent Handling Differences episodes. Events 2, 5, 7, 8 and 9 represent 
Reasoning episodes shown by the lilac boxes. 
The diagram illustrates the way in which Event 2 was a continuation of the ideas within 
Event 1 (shown by the straight, blue arrow); while Event 7 was an idea that branched 
off (shown by the red arrow) from those discussed within their preceding negotiative 
event. Event 6 presents an event wherein the students combined the arguments 
discussed in Event 3, with a new perspective (shown by the light blue arrow). This was 
also shown in Events 8 and 9. The resumption of preceding ideas is shown in Events 
9CA1G4COM 
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5 and 6, indicated by the green arrow. Event 7 illustrated how the ideas discussed in 
Event 2 were synthesised with the ideas explored in Event 6 (thick purple arrow)59. 
3.8 Validity, Ethical Considerations & Limitations. 
Drawing from Creswell & Miller (2000, p. 124), validity (in this thesis) is understood 
to refer to ‘how accurately the account represents participants’ realities of the social 
phenomena and is credible to them’.  Within this thesis, triangulation enriches and 
strengthens the interpretations and insights emerging from the data analysis, as well as 
identifying areas which needed to be further investigated in future studies. The 
following section outlines the range of strategies used within this thesis, including Data 
Source Triangulation, Peer Debriefing, Constant Comparative Method and Researcher 
Reflexivity. 
3.8.1 Triangulation Strategies. 
Data Source Triangulation (Stake 1995): 
The data collection strategy employed for the development of the Student Opinion data 
was drawn from multiple sources – the questionnaire, researcher observations and the 
stimulus-responses tasks. This enabled me to identify students’ opinions based on 
evidence emerging from more than one data collection tool. This data source 
triangulation strengthened the identification of the students’ perspectives, as this 
information was inferred through more than one source of data. During the analysis 
phase, when considering the role of differences of opinion, I made interpretations 
based on the Student Conversation data and compared them with the evidence within 
the students’ Written Reflections and the interview data. This strategy is demonstrated 
within Cases A (Section 4.3.1.1, page 143 and Section 4.3.1.2, page 147) and G 
(Section 6.3.1, page 258) wherein the analysis of students’ Written Reflections 
enriched my interpretations of the conversation data. Further data source triangulation 
was facilitated through the use of extracts from students’ interview responses to refine 
the interpretation of elements of the group’s conversation. This is illustrated in Case 
G (Section 6.2.1, page 239), wherein a brief extract from Casey’s interview data was 
used strengthen the inferences drawn from the analysis of the students’ interaction 
within the conversation. These triangulation strategies enabled me to draw upon 
                                                          
59 The analysis of this Argument Development Diagram is presented in Chapter 5 (page 185). 
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several data sources to enrich the interpretations I made from the data, as well as 
identify areas for future research.  
Peer Debriefing (Creswell & Miller 2000)/Investigator Triangulation (Stake 1995): 
Throughout the thesis, I constantly sought critical discussion with colleagues to review 
and critique my analysis strategies and interpretations. I sought feedback from a range 
of colleagues in the development of the content analysis schemes, enriched transcripts 
and argument development diagrams. For example, I sought constructive criticism 
from research peers on the clarity of my descriptions of codes within the analysis 
schemes and their ease of application to a transcript. Where discrepancies arose from 
these critical discussions, I reviewed and revised my explanations, terms of reference 
or indicators to gain consistency and clarity in the application of these schemes. For 
example, additional descriptions of codes within the Thinking Geographically analysis 
scheme were provided, following feedback from colleagues not familiar with the 
discipline of Geography. 
Constant Comparative Method (Silverman 2000): 
As I developed each case, I took note of patterns emerging from the analysis. These 
patterns informed my review and revision of analysis strategies. I considered and 
elaborated upon these initial patterns throughout the development of the later cases 
explored within the thesis. A process of inductive analysis (Creswell 2003) – going 
back and forth between new and already recorded observations was employed to 
facilitate this strategy of constant comparison. For example, as the conditions of group 
flow emerged from the analysis within Case G, I reviewed the data within the previous 
cases, to understand whether these conditions were evident in other groups and 
question how and why Case G revealed these conditions. 
Researcher Reflexivity (Creswell & Miller 2000): 
Earlier in this thesis60, I engaged with the way in which my own experiences and 
orientations contributed to the development of the research questions, pedagogical 
approaches and analysis strategies constructed within this thesis. Through processes 
of note-taking, I have recorded my thinking and ideas as they emerged throughout the 
data analysis. As a researcher, I reviewed and reflected upon my notes to determine 
                                                          
60 See Section 1.1 (page 1) and Section 2.2.1 (page 15). 
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their relevance and engaged critically with my own interpretations. Bringing my 
interpretations into question through metacognitive engagement, combined with 
feedback from other colleagues through Peer Debriefing strategies, enabled me to 
capture the complexities arising from the evidence within my interpretations. For 
example, a question posed to me by a colleague following a presentation about my 
data during the research design phase highlighted to me that my expression of the 
design was not easily accessible to those outside of my discipline. This led me to 
extend my understandings of research design and consider ways in which my decisions 
were discipline-specific; this in turn prompted me to explicitly articulate this within 
my work so that my intentions and orientations were clear.  
This section has outlined four strategies employed within the development of this 
thesis to maintain consistency and clarity of my interpretations, as they are expressed 
throughout the thesis. It is hoped that these approaches have enabled my research to 
capture and investigate the phenomenon of geographical reasoning within group 
conversations in a way that represents the students’ experiences as closely as possible. 
3.8.2 Ethical Considerations. 
While making research decisions to achieve the aims of this thesis, I gave 
consideration to the students, their teacher and the learning environment to minimise 
any possible conflicts or uncertainties. The two core ethical considerations during the 
development and implementation of the data collection pedagogies were related to 
students’ comfort within the group allocations and to ensuring the learning sequence 
made clear connections with the students’ upcoming assignment. 
In organising the student groups around their differences of opinions, there was the 
potential for some students to be exposed to peer-related pressures or discomfort in 
working with some other students within their class. There was only one student who 
reported this during the first Group Learning Task. This was resolved by consulting 
with the student and their classroom teacher to give them the option to either be 
allocated to another appropriate group within their own class, or participate in the data 
collection in the other class (without their usual classmates). On this occasion, the 
student was happy to be moved to another group within their usual class. 
As the data collection for this thesis occurred in the later weeks of Term 3, I was 
mindful that some students, and the teacher, may have concerns around the connection 
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between the activities they were doing within the learning sequence and their 
subsequent assignment. As outlined in Section 3.5.2 (page 91), the design of the 
learning sequence was constructed with regular consultation with the classroom 
teacher. Further support for the students was also provided through the use of the last 
10 minutes of each class within the learning sequence to discuss the students’ 
assignments and how they could make connections between the thinking they had done 
within the data collection pedagogies and their assignment requirements. 
3.8.3 Limitations. 
As outlined in Section 3.4 (page 85), this thesis employed a collective case study 
approach to analyse data across seven cases. There are two core limitations to the 
extendability of the data explored in this thesis. These relate to its collection within an 
all-girls school context and the small number of cases.  
Several scholars (for example, Flyvbjerg 2006; Stake 1995; Van Wynsberghe & Khan 
2007; Yin 2009) explained that most of the perceived weaknesses of case study 
research arise when case study is considered alongside the expectations of traditional, 
quantitative research methods. Cohen et al (2007) stated that any generalisations 
suggested from case study research should be clarified in terms of the context from 
which they arise. Using a range of data collection tools and analysis schemes, this 
study does not aim for ‘conventional generalisability, but rather an understanding of 
the conditions under which a particular finding appears and operates: how, where, 
when, and why it carries on as it does’ (Huberman & Miles 1998, p. 204). In this sense, 
the findings reported in this thesis could inform the study of geographical reasoning 
within conversation in other learning contexts, such as co-educational and all-boys 
learning environments.  
In addition, this thesis concentrates on the interaction between students during 
conversation, rather than the teacher/researcher’s verbal interactions with the students 
during the Group Learning Tasks. The role of the teacher/researcher is considered in 
the analysis of the pedagogical approach used within this thesis, including the stimuli 
materials, instructional terminology and preparatory work before the group 
discussions. Further research should be conducted to resolve the question, how do the 
interactions between the teacher and students during group learning tasks shape 
students’ geographical reasoning?  
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3.9 Chapter 3 – Summary. 
In this chapter, I have outlined the development of the data collections pedagogies and 
analysis strategies and their appropriateness for my research questions, as informed by 
the findings of the Preliminary and Pilot Studies. I have described the analysis schemes 
constructed to facilitate the investigation of students’ negotiation of differences of 
opinion and geographical reasoning strategies displayed during conversations. This 
chapter has explained the implementation of a collective case study approach, as it is 
used within this thesis, to structure exploration of the influence of differences of 
opinion during group learning on the degree of geographical thinking demonstrated in 
student conversation.  
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C H A P T E R  4 :  R O L E  O F  TA S K .  
The previous chapter (Chapter 3) introduced and explained the educational setting, 
data collection tools and analysis strategies employed within this thesis. The first aim 
of this chapter is to explore the students’ participation in both Group Learning Tasks 
to establish the focus for the first collective case study. Following this explanation, the 
chapter presents Study One, which concentrates on investigating how various aspects 
of the task design influence student engagement in conversation.  
4.1 Exploring Student Participation. 
This section presents some initial observations arising from the Student Conversation 
Data during the process of transcribing the audio recordings61. The first pattern to 
emerge was that there were moments when students were engaging in conversation 
about topics which were outside of the focus question of the task; these moments were 
categorised as ‘Off-task conversation’. For example, ‘I don’t know how to speak 
French’ does not connect with the topic of focus question and related to ideas external 
to the task. ‘On-task conversation’ has been used to identify utterances which 
specifically relate to the topic. For example, ‘Haiti has a much higher percentage of 
people below the poverty line’. When compared with off-task conversation, this 
utterance is directly linked to the focus question asking what factors led to the higher 
level of death and destruction in Haiti for Group Learning Task One. The following 
section investigates the occurrence of on and off-task conversation across Group 
Learning Tasks One and Two. 
4.1.1 Time Spent in Off-Task Conversation. 
To account for the different lengths of recorded conversations, the data for time spent 
in off-task conversation was reported as a percentage of the ‘Total time recorded’. The 
‘Total time recorded’ was the time taken by the students to complete the task. That is, 
from the moment the audio recorders were switched on until the moment the students 
felt that they had reached a conclusion and the recorder was switched off.  
 
                                                          
61 Refer to Section 3.7.2 (page 108) for description of the transcription method. 
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Table 4.1 (below) presents the data relevant to Group Learning Task One and Table 
4.2 (page 138) outlines the data for Group Learning Task Two. Each table displays the 
Group Identity Code62 (Column One), the type of group (Column Two), the total time 
of recorded conversation (Column Three, the time spent in off-task conversation 
(Column Four) and the percentage of time spent in off-task conversation (Column 
Five). As illustrated in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 (below and page 138), some groups had 
resolved the question within less than 14 minutes, whereas other groups were recorded 
for the full lesson (34 minutes). The use of percentage to represent the proportion of 
total time recorded spent in off-task conversation allowed for these differences in 
recording time.  
Table 4.1 Task One: Total Recorded Time and Time Off-task. 
 Group Identity 
Code 
Group Type Total Time 
Recorded  
Time spent in 
Off-task 
Conversation 
Percentage of 
Time spent in 
Off-task 
Conversation 
(%) 
9BA1G1OPP Opposition 34mins 14secs None recorded 0.0% 
9BA1G4SIM Similar 23mins 34secs None recorded 0.0% 
9CA1G4SIM Similar 24mins 08secs 47secs 3.3% 
9BA1G4COM Combined 17mins 24secs 1min 23secs 7.9% 
9CA1G3COM Combined 21mins 41secs 3mins 13.8% 
9CA1G1OPP Opposition 23mins 09secs 4mins 20.1secs 18.7% 
9BA1G3SIM Similar 27mins 42secs 4mins 43.2secs 21.1% 
9CA1G2COM Combined 19mins 41secs 4mins 39.4secs 23.4% 
9CA1G4COM Combined 21mins 41 secs 4mins 28.6secs 26.0% 
Key to Group Identity Code: 9B/9C – class cohort; A1 – Activity One; G1/G2/G3/G4/G4 – group 
number; OPP/COM/SIM – group type (Opposition, Combined, Similar). 
                                                          
62 Students were allocated into a different group type across both Group Learning Tasks. 
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Table 4.2 Task Two: Total Recorded Time and Time Off-task. 
 Group Identity 
Code 
Group Type Total Time 
Recorded  
Time spent in 
Off-task 
Conversation 
Percentage of 
Time spent in 
Off-task 
Conversation 
(%) 
9BA2G4COM Combined 18mins 44secs None recorded 0.0% 
9CA2G2COM Combined 24mins None recorded 0.0% 
9BA2G3COM Combined 23mins 16secs 48.6secs 4.2% 
9CA2G1OPP Opposition 26mins 44secs 7mins 08secs 26.4% 
9BA2G4COM Combined 12mins 48secs 4mins 03secs 31.8% 
9BA2G1OPP Opposition 16mins 09secs 6mins 47.4secs 42.0% 
9CA2G3SIM Similar 12mins 48secs 4mins 44secs 44.8% 
9BA2G2SIM Similar 13mins 24secs 6mins 34.4secs 49.0% 
9CA2G4SIM Similar 13mins 17secs 9mins 49secs 74.2% 
Key to Group Identity Code: 9B/9C – class cohort; A2 – Activity Two; G1/G2/G3/G4/G4 – group 
number; OPP/COM/SIM – group type (Opposition, Combined, Similar). 
 
As demonstrated in Table 4.1 and 4.2 (page 137 and above), the degree of off-task 
conversation varied across both the groups and the learning tasks. Figure 4.1 (page 
139) presents this data from Tables 4.1 and 4.2 (page 137 and above) together as a 
column graph to enable comparison of the degree to which groups remained on task in 
their conversations across both group learning tasks. The numbers (1 and 2) above the 
columns in the chart (Figure 4.1, page 139) identify the relevant Group Learning Task. 
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As can be seen in Figure 4.1 (page 139), there were three groups from both Group 
Learning Tasks One and Two (six groups in total) which recorded less than 4% of their 
time in off-task conversation. Four of these groups (two from each task) displayed no 
off-task conversation64. The graph illustrated that the remaining groups for Group 
Learning Task One recorded less than 26% of their time in off-task conversation; 
whereas the remaining groups for Group Learning Task Two displayed proportions 
ranging from 26% up to 74% of time in off-task conversation.  
This data supported my own observations of the students during Group Learning Task 
Two, where I heard the students discuss topics external to the task, such as social 
events and end-of-term activities. Several researchers (for example, Roschelle & 
Teasley 1995; Van Boxtel, van der Linden & Kanselaar 2000; Van Boxtel et al. 2002) 
included off-task conversation within their analysis of student conversations to 
identify moments when students were engaging with each other about topics beyond 
the focus of the learning task. These interactions are not necessarily negative or 
inappropriate forms of communication, as they may be moments when students are 
forming social relationships and rapport between the group members. However, as the 
data presented within this section indicates, off-task conversation can be used as a 
basis to understand how engaged the students were within the learning task itself. The 
data presented in this section, along with my observations of students during both 
learning tasks, prompted me explore how aspects of the task design influence student 
participation, which forms the foundation for Study One. The following section 
introduces the focus for Study One and explains how the individual cases were 
identified. 
4.2 Study One – The Role of the Task. 
Study One explores the role of various aspects of task design and their influence on 
student engagement, the occurrence of Higher-level Geographical Thinking and 
Handling Differences episodes. Firstly, Case A seeks to understand the way in which 
students participate in the conversations and the task-related factors that shape their 
participation. Secondly, student participation is further analysed through Case B, 
which seeks to determine how instructional resources support students to engage in 
                                                          
64 Two of these groups will be explored in further detail in this thesis – 9BA1G4SIM is presented in 
Chapter 4, Study One, Case B (page 151) and 9BA1G1OPP is presented in Chapter 6, Study Three, 
Case G (page 235). 
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Higher-level Geographical Thinking within their conversation. Finally, Case C 
considers the aspects of task design which enable students to communicate differences 
of opinion in their conversation.  
4.2.1 Determining the Cases for Study One. 
As presented in the previous section, the occurrence of off-task conversation was 
observed in both Group Learning Task One and Two, however Group Learning Task 
Two displayed more frequent engagement in this type of interaction. This prompted 
the question, how does task design influence student engagement in group 
conversation? Case A seeks to develop a response to this case analysis question. 
The second pattern emerged as I completed the utterance and episode level analysis65 
of the student conversation data. In the utterance level analysis, I noticed that most 
groups, regardless of their group type, displayed some level of higher-level 
geographical thinking through the ‘Evaluation of Ideas’. As discussed in previously in 
Section 3.7.4.4 (page 117), the utterance code of ‘Evaluation of Ideas’ relates to 
contributions to the conversation from individual members, which evaluated or 
criticised an idea presented by another member. This type of contribution from 
individuals was categorised as Higher-level Geographical Thinking as it involved the 
judgment and critique of another person’s points of view66. This observation prompted 
the question, what role do instructional resources play in enabling students within 
Similar groups to engage in Higher-level Geographical Thinking? Case B aims to 
develop a response to this case analysis question. 
The third pattern emerged during the construction of the Argument Development 
Diagrams for Group Learning Task 167. The construction of these diagrams illustrated 
that some groups of each group type (Opposition, Combined and Similar) engaged in 
episodes based around the negotiation of a difference of opinion68. This observation 
prompted the development of the case analysis question, how does task design 
                                                          
65 In this thesis, utterances refer to the moment-by-moment contributions from individual students 
during conversation; episodes refer to a series of utterances that concentrate on a particular argument. 
Refer to Section 3.7.4 (page 110) for further description. 
66 Refer to Sections 3.7.4.4 (page 117) for description of Higher-level Geographical Thinking. 
67 See Section 3.7.5.4 (page 128) for description of the construction of Argument Development 
Diagrams. 
68 See Section 3.7.5 (page 123) for description of the coding of episodes. 
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influence the occurrence of Handling Differences episodes within conversation?, 
which is addressed within Case C. 
The patterns described in this section suggest that the design of the task seems to have 
some impact on the way in which students participate in group conversations.   Table 
4.3 (below) provides an outline of Study One. The table identifies the cases that 
contribute to this study (Column One), the case analysis questions (Column Two), the 
data used to respond to these question (Column Three) and the relevant section and 
pages within the chapter (Column Four). 
Table 4.3 Study One: Outline of Cases, Analysis Questions and Data. 
Study One – The Role of the Task 
Case Analysis Question Data Used Section of Chapter 
A 
Q 1:   
How does task design 
influence student 
engagement in group 
conversation? 
Group Learning Task 1 and 2 - 
Written Reflections 
9BA1G4SIM & 9BA1G2COM 
Enriched Transcripts (Katie) 
4.3.1.1 – Role of the Focus 
Question (page 143). 
Group Learning Task 1 and 2 - 
Written Reflections 
4.3.1.2 – Role of the Stimuli 
(page 147). 
B 
Q 2: 
What role do 
instructional resources 
play in enabling 
students within Similar 
groups to engage in 
Higher-level 
Geographical Thinking? 
9BA1G4SIM Enriched 
Transcript 
Argument Development 
Diagram 
4.4.2.1 – Task Features 
facilitating Evaluation of 
Ideas (page 154) 
4.4.2.2 – Task Features 
facilitating Multiple 
Viewpoints (page 161) 
C 
Q 3: 
How does task design 
influence the 
occurrence of Handling 
Differences episodes 
within conversation? 
ALL GROUPS (Task 1): 
Argument Development 
Diagram 
9BA1G3SIM & 9CA1G5SIM 
Enriched Transcripts 
 
4.5 – Handling Differences 
episodes (page 167) 
4.3 Case A – Student Engagement. 
As discussed within the Literature Discussion (Section 2.3.1, page 22), a common 
theme of investigation in group learning research is the degree of participation and 
focus amongst students during conversation (Cohen 1994). Case A explores whether, 
and if so, how, different features of the task design used in this thesis influenced the 
way in which students participated in the conversations.  
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4.3.1 Case A – Evidence and Analysis. 
The Written Reflections69 provided insight into the students’ perspectives around their 
participation in the conversations across both group learning tasks. The students’ 
reflections reported on two key features of the task - the focus question and the type 
of stimuli provided prior to the Group Learning Task. Case A engages with the data 
from the students’ reflections and conversations to explore how these aspects of task 
design influence student engagement in conversation.  
4.3.1.1 Role of the Focus Question. 
In their Written Reflections, several students’ responses communicated that the second 
group learning task, and its focus question, Which is the best type of expert the Haitian 
Government should employ to assist in the recovery process?, was not as clear to them 
as the question for the first group learning task70 For example;  
‘in the second session [Group Learning Task Two] of recording I wasn’t 100% 
sure of my answer and neither was the rest of my group’ (Sally71, Written 
Reflection) 
‘in group 2 [Group Learning Task Two], I wasn’t as confident with the topic 
and didn’t express my opinion as much…I wasn’t as confident with the question 
and was happy to agree with another person’ (Katie, Written Reflection) 
In her Written Reflection, Katie reported that she was not ‘as confident’ with the topic 
and focus question for Group Learning Task Two. This uncertainty with the topic and 
question seems to have decreased her confidence to communicate alternative views, 
as indicated by her statement that she ‘was happy to agree with another person’. As 
this thesis concentrates on the role of differences of opinion, Katie’s comment related 
to her lack of confidence and inclination to agree with others presents an opportunity 
to understand the role of the task in supporting the communication of differences of 
opinion. As such, this section engages with this Katie’s comment to explore her 
                                                          
69 See Section 3.6.4 (page 104) for description. 
70 The focus question for first Group Learning Task was, what is the most important action for the 
Haitian Government to take to prevent such death and destruction from future earthquakes? 
71 Pseudonyms are used throughout this thesis to maintain confidentiality and anonymity for the 
participating students. 
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participation in the group conversations to investigate whether she did agree more 
often in Group Learning Task Two. 
Katie participated in two different group types within the learning sequence. In Group 
Learning Task 1 she was working within a Similar group and in Group Learning Task 
2 she was participating in a Combined group72. Given these group constructions, it 
could be expected that Katie would agree more often in the first group than the second. 
The data presented in the following tables explores the level of agreement and 
disagreement displayed by Katie between both tasks to investigate her comment that 
she was more inclined to agree with others in the second task. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 
(below and page 145) identify the Negotiative Event (Column One), the utterances 
communicating agreement (Column Two), the utterances communicating 
disagreement (Column Three) and the level of Geographical Thinking displayed by 
Katie (Column Four).  
Table 4.4 Katie’s Participation, Group Learning Task One.  
Negotiative 
Event73 
Agreement 
Utterances 
(frequency) 
Disagreement 
Utterances (frequency) 
Geographical 
Thinking74 
1 Confirmation (1)   
4 Confirmation (1)   
6  Evaluation (1) HLGT Evaluate ideas 
8 
 Counter Argument (2) HLGT Evaluate ideas  
ILGT Interaction 
 
9 
 Negation (1) 
Critical Question (1) 
HLGT Evaluate Ideas 
 
10 
 Evaluation (3) 
Counter Argument (4) 
Negation (1) 
HLGT Evaluate Ideas 
HLGT Evaluate Ideas 
11  Counter Argument (1) HLGT Evaluate Ideas 
Key: HLGT = Higher-level Geographical Thinking, ILGT = Intermediate-level Geographical Thinking. 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
72 Similar groups were constructed from four students with the same perspective, while Combined 
groups included students from two or three different perspectives.  
73 Refer to Appendix 3 (page 357) for the Enriched Transcript of this conversation. 
74 See Section 3.7.4.3 (page 114) for further description. 
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Table 4.5 Katie’s Participation, Group Learning Task Two. 
Negotiative 
Event75 
Agreement 
Utterances 
(frequency) 
Disagreement 
Utterances (frequency) 
Geographical 
Thinking76 
1 Confirmation (1) 
Continued 
Argument (1) 
  
2 Continued 
Argument (2) 
  
3 Confirmation (1) 
Continued 
Argument (1) 
Counter Argument (1) HLGT Evaluate Ideas 
Key: HLGT = Higher-level Geographical Thinking. 
Table 4.4 (page 144) demonstrated Katie’s critical engagement with other people’s 
ideas in the forms of Counter Arguments (7), Evaluations (4), Negations (2) and 
Critical Questions (1) within Group Learning Task One. These types of contributions 
were indicative of Katie expressing her own opinion, making judgments about other’s 
ideas and considering multiple perspectives. Thus demonstrating engagement in 
Higher Level Geographical Thinking through the act of Evaluating Ideas (as is 
communicated in Column 4). The role of the task instructions in prompting the 
communication of different opinions and multiple perspectives within Katie’s group 
is further explored in Case B (page 151). 
In contrast, the data presented in Table 4.5 (above) showed that the types of utterances 
Katie contributed in Group Learning Task Two did not reveal the same degree of 
judgment or critique of other’s ideas. In the second group, Katie did not demonstrate 
any disagreements or as many evaluations of other’s ideas in Group Learning Task 
Two. Only once did Katie communicate a judgment of another’s idea through Counter 
Argument (Event 3).  As shown in Column Two, most of Katie’s contributions to the 
conversation for Task Two were of an agreeing nature, through Confirmations (2) and 
Continued Arguments (4).  
The comparison of the types of utterances Katie contributed across both conversations, 
as shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 (page 144 and above), demonstrated that Katie did 
agree more often in Group Learning Task Two. The data aligned with Katie’s comment 
                                                          
75 Refer to Appendix 3.1 (page 376) for the Enriched Transcript of this conversation. 
76 See Sections 3.7.4.4 (page 117) for further description. 
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on her Written Reflection that she was ‘happy to agree with another person’ more often 
in Group Learning Task Two, than she did in the first learning task. 
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 (pp. 144-145) illustrated the difference in the way in which Katie 
participated in the conversations across both group learning tasks. Alongside her 
reflective comment about her lack of confidence in the topic and focus question, it can 
be inferred from the data presented in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 (pp. 144-145) that the focus 
question played a role in the nature of Katie’s participation. This analysis of Katie’s 
participation in the group learning tasks supports the findings of other researchers 
including Cohen (1994), Hess (2002) and Nussbaum (2004), who argued that the 
wording of questions provided by a teacher can shape the way in which students 
engage in a group discussion task.  Although there may be other factors which 
contributed to student participation in group discussion, such as peer relationships and 
factors external to the task (Mercer 1996; Webb 1989), this conversation data, coupled 
with the Written Reflection comments, indicated that the focus question within the 
task can influence student participation in group discussions.  
The focus questions for the group learning tasks were designed to be open-ended 
without a specific right or wrong answer to draw out students’ perspectives on the 
topic (Hess 2002).  In her reflection, Katie communicated that the question for the 
second group learning task ‘wasn’t very broad and was boring’, whereas the first 
question was ‘more open and enjoyable to discuss’ (Katie, Written Reflection). 
Several other students, during their group conversations, made comment around the 
question for the second group learning task, which expand the argument that the focus 
question was not clear. For example: 
What we’re trying to figure out, is it after or before it happened? (Gina, 
9CA2G2COM) 
 So what do we need to discuss now? (Nikita, 9CA2G2COM) 
 Do we have to make it into one person? (Gina, 9CA2G2COM) 
 We’ve misunderstood the question. (Minnie, 9CA2G2COM) 
 Can you explain the question? (Minnie, 9CA2G2COM) 
Do you know, the question doesn’t actually make sense? (Laura, 
9BA2G4COM) 
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The contributions from these students indicated some students experienced confusion 
around what they were expected to talk about in the second group learning task. The 
focus question for Group Learning Task Two was; which is the best type of expert the 
Haitian Government should employ to assist in the recovery process? In my own 
review of the wording of this question, I recognised that it was possible that the 
wording of the question was too limiting for the students to realistically engage with. 
As Nussbaum (2004) stated, the instructional terms and questions a teacher provides 
to students act as a direct communication of the intended goals of a learning activity. 
The focus question for Group Learning Task Two did not function appropriately to 
instruct students to talk about the type of professionals who could help in the recovery 
process. Using the term the ‘best expert’, may have limited the students to deciding on 
only one type of expert, rather than considering several and deciding on the most 
important.  
These comments communicated a sense of misunderstanding around the meaning and 
implied instructions within the question for Group Learning Task Two. In reviewing 
the transcripts for Group Learning Task One, this kind of confusion around what the 
question was asking the students to decide was not evident. The students were more 
able to use the focus question to direct their conversation in Group Learning Task One, 
than they could with Group Learning Task Two.  
The data presented in this section indicated that the wording of the focus question for 
a task can shape the way in which students participate in conversation. In Katie’s 
experiences, it can be seen that her confusion with the question and topic corresponded 
with her inclination to agree with others more often in the second group learning task. 
Further research is required to determine the influence of improved wording within the 
focus question for the second task on student understanding of the task and 
participation in the conversation. The following section explores the second area of 
the task design commented upon in students’ Written Reflections – the stimuli 
provided prior to the group learning tasks.  
4.3.1.2 Role of the Stimuli. 
The stimulus prior to Group Learning Activity One was a series of images in an online 
gallery (Section 3.6.2.1, page 97), whereas the stimulus for Group Learning Activity 
Two was an online interactive map (Section 3.6.2.2, page 98). In their Written 
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Reflections, several students made direct comments about the experience of viewing 
the photos before the first group learning task: 
‘the photos at the start of the unit helped me vissully [visually] see the differences 
between the earthquakes’ (Elise, Written Reflection). 
‘looking at the photos (especially Haiti) was a real eye opener because you 
could see how much destruction and devistation [devastation] was actually 
caused rather than just looking at statistics’ (Kim, Written Reflection) 
‘I think I was most shocked, or my ideas were influenced the most, when we 
were shown images of the Haiti and Chile earthquakes on the New York Times 
website’ (Cassie, Written Reflection) 
‘the impacts shown in the pictures were incredible.’ (Harriet, Written 
Reflection) 
Several scholars consider the use of images as a stimulus to be beneficial for student 
engagement, as the images can provide visual support in solving problems (Acikalin 
& Duru 2002), participants can engage more easily with the content (Kaplan & Howes 
2004) and the images can engage multiple interpretations as well as shared 
understandings (Kose 1985; Martin 2004; Thomas, Place & Hillyard 2008). Although 
the students have not stated that the images had more impact than the interactive map 
explicitly, their comments highlighted that the photos did influence their experiences. 
Furthermore, in reviewing the Written Reflections, I observed that no students made 
comment about the interactive map and its influence on their experiences. This was 
also reflected in the data from the student conversations, which showed eleven explicit 
comments drawing upon the images as evidence within conversations in the first group 
learning task. However, there were no contributions drawing upon the maps as 
evidence in the second learning task conversations. With no comments relating to the 
for the second group learning task within students’ conversation, it seems that the 
images were more memorable and accessible to the students. Thus, it can be inferred 
from the data that the stimuli provided prior to Group Learning Task One had a greater 
impact on the students. 
These statements from the students’ Written Reflections indicated that the engagement 
with the photos within the online media galleries prompted an imagination of the 
damage and death caused by the Haiti and Chile earthquakes. For example, Elise’s 
comment that the images helped her to visually ‘see the differences between the 
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earthquakes’ and Kim’s comment that she could ‘see how much destruction and 
devastation [was] actually caused’. It seemed that the ability to see the damage and 
destruction caused by the earthquakes in the photographs, not only prompted thinking 
about the impacts but developed an emotional response to the event (Kose 1985; 
Thomas, Place & Hillyard 2008). Cassie’s comment that she was ‘shocked’ and 
Harriet’s statement that the ‘pictures were incredible’ highlighted these emotional 
responses and reflected the perspective stated by Kaplan and Howes (2004, p. 149) 
that ‘Images are explicitly objects to be looked at – they provoke thought and 
sometimes reflections by those who view them.’ The data presented in this section 
indicated that the students found the images more engaging than working with the 
online interactive map, as photographs can be intuitively easy to understand and seem 
to require no skill to interpret (Kose 1985). Whereas, the interactive map drew upon 
geographical skills of map interpretation that not all students may have been as 
confident with. The use of the interactive map as stimuli was chosen to enable the 
students to recognise the spatial association between the epicentre of the earthquakes 
and the areas of highest levels of damage to buildings. In particular, through applying 
different overlays to the map,  students could interpret the geographical information to 
‘see’ that the damage caused to the roads and buildings blocked the access to the 
medical centres, food relief and shelters (Cable News Network (CNN) 2010). 
This level of map interpretation skills are communicated in the Australian Curriculum 
for Geography for Year 9 (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting 
Authority 2011, 2012, 2015b). However, even though the students participated in the 
mapping task as expected, they did not appear to draw upon this information during 
their conversation. It would seem that my expectations of the students’ geographical 
competencies were above their actual abilities. This struggle to interpret the 
geographical information provided through the map interpretation activity most likely 
contributed to the lack of comment about the maps in the students’ reflections.  
The focus question for the second task was ‘Which is the best type of expert the Haitian 
Government should employ to assist in the recovery process?’ The core terminology 
was the ‘type of expert’ and ‘recovery process’. Given the students’ struggle to 
interpret the information from the interactive map, they may not have understood how 
the map provided information relevant to the recovery process, or the type of expert 
that could best assist. The limitations in the students’ map interpretation skills 
indicated that students needed more structured scaffolding in map interpretation tasks 
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so that they could access the information communicated through maps. This raises an 
area for future research to explore the impact of scaffolding map interpretation tasks 
on students’ capacity to draw out geographical information. 
In contrast, the comments within the Written Reflections relating to Group Learning 
Task One draw a connection between what the images highlighted for these students 
and the demands of the focus question. The focus question for the first group learning 
task was ‘What is the most important action for the Haitian Government to take to 
prevent such death and destruction from future earthquakes?’ Both Kim and Harriet 
comment on the way in which the images enabled them to see the ‘destruction’, 
‘devastation’ and ‘impact’ of the earthquakes. These terms link strongly with the 
terminology of the focus question which asked the students to determine the 
government action required to present ‘such death and destruction’ from future 
earthquakes. Thus, it appears that the connection between the stimulus and the 
demands of the question were clearer to the students for Group Learning Task One. 
This data arouses curiosity about whether the integration of images alongside the 
interactive map would improve students’ ability to interpret the information from the 
stimulus. More research on this idea needs to be undertaken to determine how images 
may support students’ ability to draw geographical information from maps. 
4.3.2 Case A – Summary. 
The aim of Case A was to understand the way in which task design influences student 
engagement in conversation. The data from students’ Written Reflections and some 
conversation data from both group learning tasks was used to develop a response to 
the case analysis question, how does task design influence student engagement in 
group conversation? The data analysed in Case A demonstrated that the wording of 
the focus question and the type of stimuli provided prior to the group conversations 
played some role in students’ participation in conversation. 
Previous studies (Cohen 1994; Nussbaum 2005; Van Boxtel 2000) indicated that the 
way in which questions and information are organised within a task can influence the 
discourse between students during group learning. As evidenced by the observations 
within Case A, an explicit relationship between the wording of the focus question and 
the stimuli provided assisted students’ understanding of the task requirements. The 
analysis revealed that visual stimuli, such as photographs, require less discipline-
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specific skills to interpret; thus making them easier for students to draw upon as 
evidence during their conversations.  
This thesis seeks to understand how differences of opinion during group learning can 
influence geographical thinking. Case A has highlighted that the data gathered from 
Group Learning Task Two was limited in its ability to support this investigation. The 
analysis provided evidence that the lack of clarity and connection between the focus 
question and stimuli for Group Learning Task Two limited students’ engagement with 
the relevant geographical information. Hence it reduced student focus and 
opportunities to display geographical thinking within conversation during Group 
Learning Task Two (Figure 4.1, page 139). For this reason, the data for the remaining 
cases concentrate on the conversations from Group Learning Task One. Through 
acknowledging the limitations of Group Learning Task Two, several areas of interest 
for future research have emerged from the analysis of data within Case A. These 
include the influence of different terms within a focus question, the impact of 
scaffolding map interpretation tasks on students’ ability to draw out geographical 
information and how images may support students’ interpretations of maps.  
The analysis of the data from the students’ Written Reflections revealed that there was 
a common sense of uncertainty and confusion about the focus question for Group 
Learning Task Two. As illustrated by the difference between Katie’s participation in 
her groups’ conversations in Section 4.3.1.1 (page 143), this uncertainty may influence 
students to agree with each other more readily. The occurrence of more utterances 
communicating disagreement between members of Similar groups in Task One raises 
curiosity around the way task design may shape the communication of these different 
opinions. This is investigated in Case B (Section 4.4, below) and Case C (Section 4.5, 
page 167) presented in the following sections. 
4.4 Case B – Instructional Terminology. 
As outlined previously in Section 4.3.1 (page 143), the second pattern to emerge from 
the transcription and initial analysis of the student conversation data was that all 
groups, including Similar groups, within Group Learning Task One displayed Higher-
level Geographical Thinking at the utterance level77. The following section presents 
                                                          
77 In this thesis, utterances refer to the contributions to conversation from individual students. See 
Section 3.7.4.4 (page 117) for detailed description. 
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some statistical information relating to the frequency of Higher-level Geographical 
Thinking displayed by the groups within Group Learning Task One. 
4.4.1 Frequency of HLGT78 Utterances. 
A detailed outline of the definitions for the utterance codes within the Thinking 
Geographically Content Analysis Scheme was presented in Chapter Three (Table 3.9, 
page 100). The utterances categorised as Higher-Level Geographical Thinking are 
outlined in Table 4.6 (below), the arrow indicates the progression of the hierarchy 
within the Thinking Geographically analysis scheme. 
Table 4.6 Outline of Higher-level Geographical Thinking Utterances. 
HLGT Code Description 
Integrate 
Evidence 
Utterances which demonstrate the students making connections between previous 
ideas and current ideas within the conversation to construct new arguments,  
Evaluate 
Evidence 
Utterances which demonstrate the evaluation or critique of evidence provided to 
the group. 
Evaluate Ideas Utterances which demonstrate the evaluation or critique of an idea presented to the 
group 
These three types of utterances have been categorised as Higher-level Geographical 
Thinking as they align with the ‘Evaluate’ level within the Cognitive Processes 
Taxonomy from Anderson et al (2001)79. These utterances identify when the students 
made judgments and reflected critically upon their ideas to determine their 
appropriateness (Anderson et al. 2001). Table 4.7 (page 153) presents an overview of 
the occurrence of the Higher-Level Geographical Thinking utterances across all groups 
within the first group learning task. The table communicates the type of HLGT 
utterance (Column One) and the frequency for each type of HLGT utterance recorded 
for each group (Columns Two to Ten).  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
78 Higher-Level Geographical Thinking. 
79 Refer Section 3.7.4.4 (page 117) for further explanation. 
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Table 4.7 Frequency of Higher-level Geographical Thinking Utterances80.   
Utterance 
Code 
9BA1
G1 
OPP 
9CA1
G1 
OPP 
9CA1
G2 
COM 
9CA1
G3 
COM 
9BA1
G4  
COM 
9CA1
G4 
COM 
9CA1
G4 
SIM 
9BA1
G4 
SIM 
9BA1
G3 
SIM 
Integrate 
Ideas 17 4    2 1 1  
Evaluate 
Evidence 2 2    3 1 1  
Evaluate 
Ideas 103 44 46 41 17 43 37 48 14 
Key: OPP - Opposition groups; COM - Combined groups; SIM - Similar groups. 
As can be seen in Table 4.7 (above), all groups of all types within Group Learning 
Task One displayed utterances which were categorised as ‘Evaluating Ideas’ (Row 
Four). By examining the frequency of utterance-level Higher-level Geographical 
Thinking, it was apparent that there was something beyond the type of group that was 
influencing the students to display of the Evaluation of Ideas during their 
conversations. This was demonstrated by the Similar groups (those not structured 
around an initial differences of opinion) also displayed these types of communication.  
This prompted me to return to the transcripts of the conversations for all of the groups 
in Group Learning Task One. This investigation highlighted that the groups which 
referred to the task instructions early in their conversation seemed to engage in the 
three levels of HLGT81. Of the five groups which displayed utterances of all three types 
of HLGT thinking, four of these groups made early reference to the task instructions, 
particularly the instructional term ‘debate’ (9CA1G4SIM, 9CA1G4SIM, 
9CA1G1OPP and 9BA1G1OPP)82. One group, 9CA1G4COM, did not refer to the 
instruction to debate, but did engage with the task instructions to discuss the most 
important action early in their conversation. As evaluative interaction was expected 
within Opposition and Combined groups (due to their structure around a difference of 
opinion), I was curious as to how and why groups organised around similar opinions 
would engage in the evaluation of other's ideas. This raised the question, what role did 
instructional resources play in enabling students within Similar groups to engage in 
Higher-level Geographical Thinking?  
                                                          
80 See Section 3.6.2.3 (page 101) for detailed definitions of group types. 
81 Higher-level Geographical Thinking 
82 9CA1G4SIM is explored further in Study One, Case C, Section 4.5 (page 167); 9CA1G1OPP is 
investigated in Study Two, Case F, Section 5.4 (page 215) and 9BA1G1OPP is analysed in Study 
Three, Case G, Section 6.2 (page 239). 
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The previous case (Case A) established that the focus questions and stimuli within a 
group learning task influenced in student participation in conversation. Following on 
from the analysis of Katie’s participation in the conversation for 9BA1G4SIM 
presented previously; Case B concentrates on the conversation data from 9BA1G4SIM 
to elaborate upon this finding and aims to determine how task instructions influence 
the display of the Evaluation of Ideas within student’s individual contributions to 
conversation.  
As a Similar group, 9BA1G4SIM constructed from four students with one perspective 
around the reasons for the degree of death and destruction in Haiti. The analysis of the 
transcript data of this group was used to illustrate the way in which the students 
referred to the task instructions early in their conversation and how this encouraged 
students to evaluate each other’s ideas (Section 4.4.2.1, below). Argument 
Development Diagrams were used to explore how of the group considered multiple 
viewpoints (Section 4.4.2.2, page 161). The following section presents the data 
analysis and evidence relating to these two areas of investigation. 
4.4.2 Case B – Evidence and Analysis. 
Case B considers the importance of instructional terminology with specific 
investigation of the role of the instructional term, ‘debate’. Healey (2012) suggested 
that the instruction to debate encourages students to ‘evaluate and reflect on materials 
and to produce a supporting argument for a particular position’ (Healey 2012, p. 4). 
The following section engages with Healey’s contention to explore how the 
instructional term ‘debate’ and students’ reference to it influences the occurrence of 
Higher-level Geographical Thinking through the Evaluation of Ideas.  
4.4.2.1 Task Features facilitating Evaluation of Ideas. 
As shown in Figure 4.2 (page 155), Belinda made direct reference to the task 
instructions at Line 183, as she communicated to the group that they are meant to ‘share 
individual ideas and debate what the best answer to the focus group is’. This utterance 
reflected the exact wording of the instructions provided to students for Group Learning 
Task One, which stated: ‘As a group, you are to share your individual ideas and then 
debate what the best answer to the focus question is.’84 In this early phase of the 
                                                          
83 Each ‘line’ within a transcript identifies when a new speaker is making a contribution to the 
conversation. 
84 Refer to Figure 3.9 (page 103) for the Task instruction sheet. 
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conversation, the students used to the wording of the instructions (Line 1 and 3) and 
the focus question (Line 7) to clarify the expectations of the task (Meloth & Deering 
1994). 
Figure 4.2 9BA1G4SIM Beginning Conversation Excerpt. 
At Line 8, Cassie provided the group with a possible answer to the focus question – 
‘Building Codes’. The group considered this idea and developed an understanding of 
Building Codes through Lines 9 to 16. Following Lani’s statement that the group 
agreed on Building Codes (Line11), Katie requested clarification of what was meant 
by Building Codes (Line12). Following Lani and Belinda’s explanation (Lines 13-14), 
Katie was then able to identify that Building Codes was the option she was considering 
and agreed with the group (Line 14). This was followed by a question from Cassie, 
‘Does anyone object?’ (Line 17). This question was important as it reflected Cassie 
encouraging the members of the group to consider whether they agree or object to the 
idea. This contribution from Cassie connected with Healey’s (2012) perspective that 
Student Line Utterance 
Belinda 1 So as a group we are to share our individual ideas then debate what the best answer to the focus group is? 
Katie 2 Do we get information about Haiti? 
Belinda 3 That was what last lesson was for. Did you actually take in that information? 
Katie 4 Oh no I did take in a little bit. 
Cassie 5 Okay so building question. 
Belinda 6 Okay so what is the question? 
Lani 7 What is the most important action for the Haitian Government to take to prevent such death and destruction from future earthquakes?   
Cassie 8  Building codes 
Lani 9 I agree. Building codes. Do we put that in the for? 
Belinda 10 That's actually the first thing that came to my mind. 
Lani 11 So we all agree on building codes  
Katie 12 What is building codes? 
Lani 13 
They are the way that buildings are built (within a code) that sort of prevents 
them from being damaged by earthquakes. So in Japan they have got these 
building codes that make the buildings wobble so that when the earthquake 
comes it will wobble rather than...(inaudible) 
Belinda 14 So it has to be under a certain height, made out of certain materials. 
Katie 15 Yeah that sounds more or less like what I was going to say. 
Lani 16 Yes so number one; building codes. 
Cassie 17 Does anyone object? 
Lani 18 I think we've already finished. 
Cassie 19 We're done! 
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the term ‘debate’ can prompt students to evaluate and reflect upon ideas and materials. 
At this stage, the group determined that everyone agrees and they felt they had 
completed the task. The group then considered some other possibilities including 
education, evacuation strategies and funding85. As highlighted in the excerpt in Figure 
4.3 (below), Lani contributed another request for other’s alternate views as she asked 
‘Does anyone disagree to these?’ (Line 61). 
Figure 4.3 9BA1G4SIM Negotiative Event 4: ‘We’re done!’ 
As displayed in Figure 4.3 (above), Cassie’s utterance at Line 63 highlights that the 
group had determined ‘for the second time, we’re done!’ The students seemed to 
realise that they had similar points of view in response to the focus question. The 
students continued to consider other possible ideas and again confirm that they were 
in agreement later in the conversation (Figure 4.4, Line 9, below). This continued 
request for other ideas, despite the group having determined that they agree, 
corresponds to the instructional term to ‘debate’.  
Student Line Utterance 
Katie 85 Educate people, I know we've already said that. 
Cassie 86 You've already made your point. 
Belinda 87  So more money should be put in for education? 
Cassie 88 But then when you think they are the poorest country in the world so... 
Lani 89 So there are none against is there really? 
Katie 90 Not really we're just brainstorming. 
Cassie 91  None of us disagree. What if we come up with an against thing? 
Figure 4.4 9BA1G4SIM Negotiative Event 7: ‘An Against Thing’. 
As shown in Figure 4.4 (above), Lani questioned whether the group has any ‘against’ 
arguments for their ideas  (Line 89) and Katie confirmed that there were not really any 
‘againsts’ (Line 90), the group was ‘just brainstorming’ ideas. Cassie’s utterance at 
Line 91 is important as she confirmed that no one in the group disagrees, yet suggested 
to the group that they should ‘come up with an against thing’. This repeated use of the 
term ‘againsts’ by Lani, Katie and Cassie connected directly with the task instructions, 
                                                          
85 Refer to Appendix 3.2 (page 381) for Enriched Transcript. 
Student Line Utterance 
Lani 61 Does anyone disagree to these? 
Belinda 62 I think they're all pretty good ideas not that I thought of them. 
Cassie 63 For the second time, we're done! 
Katie 64 We've been going on for five and a half minutes. 
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which required the group to ‘show[s] the ‘For’ and ‘Against’ arguments for each 
individual’s answer’ (Figure 3.9, page 103). Here, the instruction to consider for and 
against arguments of different ideas seems to have offered ‘an opportunity for students 
to explore different perspectives on an issue rather than just focus on the viewpoint 
they already have’ (Healey 2012, p. 15). This observation is further explored in the 
following section (4.4.2.2, page 161). 
Although the students determined that they agreed at three moments within the 
conversation, they still prompted each other to communicate any objections or 
disagreements (as shown in Table 4.8, pp. 158-159). Cassie’s request for an ‘against 
thing’ prompted the group to engage with their idea more closely and evaluate its merit 
in answering the focus question. Table 4.8 (pp. 158-159) presents an excerpt from the 
conversation that demonstrates the group engaging in the evaluation of each other’s 
ideas as prompted by Cassie’s request for an ‘against thing’. There are two core 
sections within the data in Table 4.8 (pp. 158-159) which demonstrate the way in 
which Cassie’s request for an ‘against thing’ influenced the group’s discussion. Firstly, 
Lines 94-99 present the first instance of the students presenting an argument and then 
evaluating it. Secondly, Lines 103-111 illustrate how the evaluation of ideas has 
enabled the refinement of the groups’ argument. 
At Line 94 (Table 4.8, pp. 158-159), Belinda suggested to the group that ‘they should 
have bomb shelters’, after which she immediately evaluated her own idea and 
considered it may not be the best idea as ‘the earthquake is underground’. Cassie 
supported Belinda’s idea and continued that ‘they should still have...underground 
things’ (Line 96). Belinda responded by communicating an ‘against’ argument for her 
own idea and explains that because earthquakes are underground, there would be 
‘more destruction than things above the ground’ (Line 97). Here, Belinda drew upon 
the geographical concept of Distribution to support her argument that underground 
shelters would not be suitable. This moment within the conversation demonstrated the 
students thinking critically about their own ideas and evaluating the suggestions from 
the group (Kennedy 2009).  
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Table 4.8 (pp. 158-159) has shown that the group engaged with two core geographical 
concepts – Distribution (Line 97) and Interdependence (Line 113). In this excerpt, the 
students used geographical concepts to support their counter arguments. These 
concepts are advanced, as they relate to the patterns and relationships between features 
and phenomena (Golledge 2002). The students’ contributions supported the argument 
from Jackson (2006) that geographical concepts can be used by students to refine their 
arguments. The data indicated that the act of evaluating each other’s ideas, particularly 
through developing and responding to counter arguments, prompted the group to use 
geographical concepts to determine that Building Codes would mean the construction 
of ‘no buildings taller than two storeys’ (Line 110).  
The students’ engagement in the Evaluation of Ideas was evidenced by the interaction 
between Katie and Lani (Lines 103-111, Table 4.8, pp. 158-159). At Line 103, Katie 
communicated that the application of Building Codes was ‘stop the buildings getting 
wrecked in the next earthquake’ (Line 103). This idea reflected the demands of the 
focus question, which asked what should be done to prevent such death and destruction 
in future earthquakes. This utterance was met with a direct disagreement from Lani, 
who presented a counter argument to Building Codes because Haiti doesn’t ‘have 
much money to do that, so I’m disagreeing with you’ (Line 104). Lani’s contribution 
corroborated the argument of Healey (2012) and provided direct evidence of engaging 
in debate as she has critically reflected on the merit of Katie’s idea (Healey 2012). This 
disagreement from Lani spurred the group into a series of Counter Arguments and 
Evaluation, which clarified what the group meant by Building Codes and how it could 
be implemented with consideration of the cost (Lines 104-111). 
The data analysed in this section has shown that the students in 9BA1G4SIM engaged 
with the task instructions early in their conversation (Table 4.8, pp. 158-159). Through 
interpreting the instruction to debate as needing to come up with ‘an against thing’, 
Katie’s contributions at Line 91 (Table 4.8. pp. 158-159) supported the group to clarify 
the expectations of the task (Meloth & Deering 1994) and engage in evaluative 
dialogue. Table 4.8 (pp. 158-159) illustrated that the students displayed utterances 
which argued particular positions (Lines 94, 96, 110 and 111), produced supporting 
arguments (Lines 103 and 107) and judged the appropriateness of each other’s ideas 
(Lines 97, 104, 108 and 113). The data analysed in this section is consistent with the 
findings from the preliminary study of this thesis (Chapter 3), which established that 
the instructional term ‘debate’ is important in supporting students to share and engage 
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with their individual perspectives. These observations also build upon findings of 
several researchers who determined that the instructional terminology shapes the way 
students interact with each other (including Healey 2012; Johnson & Johnson 1985b; 
Kennedy 2009; Kriewaldt 2012). In this case, the data shows that the instructional term 
‘debate’ has supported the students to consider arguments for and against their 
perspectives throughout the conversation. 
This section has established that this group, 9BA1G4SIM, displayed more frequent 
Higher-level Geographical Thinking utterances through the Evaluation of Ideas, 
following Cassie’s request to consider an ‘against thing’ (Line 91, Figure 4.4, page 
156). This finding was also reflected in the other groups (9CA1G4SIM, 9CA1G1OPP, 
9BA1G1OPP and 9CA1G4COM)86. These groups also engaged with the instructional 
terminology during their discussions, and displayed higher levels of the Evaluation of 
Ideas during their conversations than the groups which did not engage with the task 
instructions. The analysis presented in the following section extends the findings from 
this section to investigate the role of task instructional resources on the conversation 
for 9BA1G4SIM to understand how the instructions supported the students to go 
beyond their initial agreement. 
4.4.2.2 Task Features facilitating Multiple Viewpoints. 
As highlighted in Figure 4.2 and 4.3 (pages 155 and 156) in the previous section, the 
students established agreement on the idea of Building Codes early on in their 
conversation, yet continued to expand their thinking and explore other possibilities. 
Figure 4.2 (page 155) illustrated the students’ initial interaction with the instructional 
resources and their consideration of the first idea, Building Codes. At Line 1, Belinda 
communicated the instructions to the group – that they are to ‘debate what the best 
answer to the focus group [question] is’. Cassie then presented the first idea of 
Building Codes to the group at Line 8. As such, Negotiative Event 1 has established 
the first idea, Building Codes and, as shown in the previous section, the students 
established that they all agreed on this idea as a possible answer to the focus question. 
Following Negotiative Event 1, the group considered two other core ideas in response 
to the focus question (Education and Money).  
                                                          
86 These groups are explored further in subsequent sections of this chapter and the following (Chapter 
5). 
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The Argument Development Diagram87 for 9BA1G4SIM (Figure 4.5, page 163) 
shows this movement between these three core categories across the twelve 
Negotiative Events. The colours of the boxes are not the focus of the analysis in this 
section, however are explored further in Case C (Section 4.4, page 151). 
Figure 4.5 (page 163) illustrates the way in which the students moved back and forth 
between the three core ideas of Building Codes, Education and Money. Following their 
initial agreement on Building Codes in Event 1, the students moved onto a new idea 
in Event 2 concentrating on education. The group considered the idea of education and 
the possibilities of developing evacuation areas and natural disaster education in 
Negotiative Event 388. Towards the end of Event 3, Lani posed a question to the group 
– ‘Now, what else can we do?’ (Line 33). This question prompted the group to move 
into their third area of possibilities in Negotiative Event 4, introducing the idea of 
gaining more money. Once these three core categories were established, the group 
continued to consider other alternatives within these areas. The students concluded 
their conversation in Event 12 which returned to the idea which was raised in Event 1. 
                                                          
87 See Section 3.7.5.4 (page 128) for description of the development of the Argument Development 
Diagrams. 
88 See Appendix 3 (page 356) for Enriched Transcript. 
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Figure 4.5 9BA1G4SIM Argument Development Diagram89. 
As illustrated in Figure 4.5 (above), the students explored a range of ideas related to 
the three categories of Building Codes, Education and Money. Events 4, 5 and 6 
concentrated on ideas related to Money. The discussion within Event 6 prompted a 
shift back to ideas related to Education in Event 7. Figure 4.6 (page 164) presents an 
excerpt from Event 6 to understand how the instructional resources influenced the 
group to shift from the socio-economic perspective to ideas related to education. 
During Negotiative Event 6, as is presented in Figure 4.6 (page 164), the students 
explore strategies for building the economy referring to previous fundraising activities 
they had participated in and learnt about through the media.  
                                                          
89 See Table 3.18 (page 125) for overview of the symbols and colours within the Argument 
Development Diagrams. 
Negotiative Event Beginning Argument 
1 Building codes. 
2 The Government should educate them against natural disasters. 
3 They should have natural disaster areas. 
4 I think they should get more money. 
5 They should make like a brother-sister country. 
6 They should really try to rebuild the economy after this. 
7 Educate people… 
8 I reckon building codes is what is most important. 
9 I think they should see if they have anything to sell, like natural mineral… 
10 They should join the Commonwealth. 
11 They should have some tax to help the people. 
12 Okay, building codes, I agree. 
Event 6 
Event 2 
Event 3 
Event 7 
Event 11 
Event 10 
Event 5 
Event 9 
Event 1 Event 4 
Event 12 
Event 8 
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Student Line Utterance 
Katie 68 Yeah but what did we do to help Haiti? 
Lani 69 We did fund raisers. 
Belinda 70  We hosted 'Hit for Haiti'. We ran it in Australia. 
Katie 71 What's host? 
Lani 72 We ran it. Australia did. And at that swimming sports. We did the volley bags. 
Belinda 73 And our defence forces came and helped didn't they? 
Lani 74 
Yeah but their disaster relief thing because they were still finding people three 
weeks after the disaster hit. They really needed to do it faster because lots of 
people died waiting to be helped. 
Cassie 75 
Well they searched for about a week and then after that week they thought 
that's it there's no-one else. And then about three weeks after they found 
people. 
Lani 76 Yeah but they needed to start cleaning up as well. 
Cassie 77 They still haven't. There is still ninety-two percent of the stuff that they haven't cleared yet. 
Belinda 78 Really? 
Lani 79 Exactly and I think because there can still be people under the rubble and they wouldn't even know because they haven't attempted to clean up yet. 
Cassie 80 
 Because they had all these, they had to dispose of all the bodies. They just dug 
mass graves. So I reckon they need a better body decomposition or disposal 
unit. A better body disposal unit. 
Lani 81 But when you think about it, it was two hundred and twenty thousand people 
Katie 82 I think we're going off track. 
Lani 83 Yeah we are. It says ‘what is the most important action for the Government to 
take to prevent such severe death and destruction from future earthquakes?’ 
Figure 4.6 Negotiative Event 6: ‘we’re going off track’. 
In the excerpt (Figure 4.6, above), the students considered the idea of fundraising as a 
strategy for improving the economy and recalled various fundraising events, including 
those which they participated in at their own school (Line 72). This led into a series of 
utterances (Lines 72-81) around the problems of finding people in the rubble and issues 
around the number of deaths caused by the Haiti earthquake. Here, the students moved 
away from their original idea of rebuilding the economy, which Katie pointed out to 
the group at Line 82. This evaluation was confirmed by Lani, who then repeated the 
wording of the focus question to the group (Line 83) to assist the group regain their 
focus. 
The conversation data presented in Figure 4.6 (above) and earlier in Figure 4.4 (page 
156) have demonstrated that the reference to the focus question (Line 83) has prompted 
the group to consider the appropriateness of their contributions and return to the idea 
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of educating people in Negotiative Event 7 (Line 84). Figure 4.4 (page 156) presented 
the conversation data where the group returned to the idea of education and recognised 
that there were ‘none against’ (Lani, Line 89) the idea within their group. Both Katie 
and Cassie confirmed to the group that they were ‘just brainstorming’ (Katie, Line 90) 
and ‘none of us disagree’ (Cassie, Line 91). The group then returned to their original 
idea of Building Codes in Negotiative Event 8 and explored possibilities for 
underground shelters.  
The group considered three more possible ideas in Negotiative Events 9, 10 and 11. 
These events covered ideas including selling natural resources (Event 9), joining the 
Commonwealth (Event 10) and introducing taxes (Event 11). This pursuit of a range 
of possibilities throughout the conversation illustrated the group engaging in 
‘brainstorming’ (Johnson & Johnson 2013a), just as Katie had communicated during 
Event 7. Although the instructions did not specifically require students to brainstorm, 
the data suggests that this may have been Katie’s interpretation of the instruction to 
explore ‘for and against arguments’ (Figure 3.9, page 103).  
In this section, that data showed the students coming up with other possibilities, despite 
the group having reached agreement on Building Codes in Negotiative Event 1, 4 and 
7. This agreement was confirmed by an utterance from Lani (Line 207) which 
communicated the conclusion to the group’s conversation: ‘Building codes. We 
decided it in like the first minute and then we went on to discuss Abbott, the 
Commonwealth and the queen.’ 
This section sought to explore how the task instructions influence students’ 
consideration of viewpoints beyond their original ideas. The data presented through 
the excerpts from the Enriched Transcripts (Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.6, pages 156 and 
164) and the Argument Development Diagram (Figure 4.5, page 163) illustrated how 
9BA1G4SIM started with an initial idea of Building Codes, considered a range of other 
possible answers, and then returned to their first idea of Building Codes in their 
conversation. This process of returning to the initial response is also illustrated by 
another other Similar group, 9BA1G3SIM, which is analysed in Case C in the 
investigations of different opinions (Section 4.5, page 167).  
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4.4.3 Case B – Summary. 
Case B has investigated the role that task instructions play in shaping the way in which 
students participate in group conversations. The conversation data from 9BA1G4SIM 
was used to explore the focus question, what role did instructional resources play in 
enabling students within Similar groups to engage in Higher-level Geographical 
Thinking? The observations indicated that these instructional resources have supported 
students in their evaluation of ideas and consideration of multiple possibilities beyond 
their initial agreement. 
This case has demonstrated that direct engagement with the instructional resources of 
the task had an influence on the occurrence of Higher-level Geographical Thinking 
utterances. In particular, all groups regardless of their type, displayed engagement in 
the Evaluation of Ideas. The observations from 9BA1G4SIM, as a similar group, 
illustrated that the task instructional resources, including the focus question, the term 
‘debate’ and requirement for ‘for and against arguments’ were important in structuring 
students’ participation. 
The interaction between the students within 9BA1G4SIM revealed that despite being 
organised into a group with similar perspectives, there was evidence of the critique 
and judgment of each other’s ideas through Counter Arguments (Table 4.8, pp. 158-
159). These observations are in line with the definition of debate as ‘the process of 
considering multiple viewpoints and arriving at a judgment’ outlined by Kennedy 
(2009, p. 225). This case elaborated upon this meaning to show that the judgment and 
critique of multiple perspectives enabled the students to draw upon geographical 
concepts to support their contributions (Table 4.8, pp. 158-159). This observation will 
be further investigated in Studies Two and Three (Chapter 5) to understand the role of 
differences of opinion on the use of geographical concepts within conversation. 
The instructional term ‘debate’ has played a role in enabling the students to consider 
ideas beyond what they initially agreed upon early in the conversation. The frequent 
requests for other ideas and possibilities displayed by the students in 9BA1G4SIM 
reflect the students’ interpretation of the instruction to debate. The students 
communicated this interpretation as they instructed each other through the course of 
the discussion. The term ‘debate’ was interpreted by the group to require thinking 
strategies such as brainstorming and determining ‘an against thing’ (Figure 4.4, page 
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156) as a means of engaging in debate through the consideration of multiple 
perspectives.  
The observations presented in Case B are consistent with Healey (2012), supporting 
her suggestion that the instruction to debate can encourage students to move beyond 
their initial viewpoint and consider different perspectives on an issue. This 
consideration of different perspectives enabled the group to engage in the evaluation 
of ideas that were beyond what they had agreed upon earlier. The following case (Case 
C) elaborates upon this finding to investigate the influence of instructional resources, 
particularly the term debate, on the occurrence of Handling Differences episodes 
within conversations. 
4.5 Case C – Handling Differences Episodes. 
The previous cases have highlighted the role of task instructional resources in shaping 
student participation in conversation during group learning tasks (Case A), and 
supporting students’ evaluation of each other’s ideas and consideration of multiple 
viewpoints (Case B). Case C uses the Argument Development Diagrams from all 
groups in Group Learning Task One, supported by analysis of selected Enriched 
Transcripts, to understand whether, and if so, how the task’s instructional resources 
influence student engagement with differences of opinion at the episode90 level.  
4.5.1 Illustrating Differences of Opinion. 
The data for this section was drawn from the Argument Development Diagrams for 
Group Learning Task One. The process used to construct these diagrams was described 
in Chapter Three (Section 3.7.5.4, page 128). For Case C, the colour of the boxes is 
the focus for the data analysis, as this represents the categorisation of the events using 
the episode-level analysis of the Communicative Function Analysis Scheme91.  
As Table 4.9 (page 168) illustrates, the colour of the boxes within the Argument 
Development Diagrams was used to categorise them into three different types of 
episodes. Of importance for the data presented in Case C are the red boxes – those 
which identify episodes within student conversation that centre around Handling 
                                                          
90 In this thesis, episodes refer to a series of individual contributions (utterances) within a conversation 
which concentrates on one idea or topic. 
91 See Section 3.7.4.5 (page 119) for the detailed discussion of this analysis framework.  
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Differences. These episodes begin with a disagreement with a previous idea 
communicated through Negations, Counter Arguments or Critical Questions92. 
Table 4.9 Key to Colours of Boxes used in Argument Development Diagrams. 
Colour of Box Analysis Represented. 
Beginning Indicators Explanation of Analysis. 
 
Questioning Episode 
Episode begins with a 
question (Open, 
Verification or Request 
for Evaluation)93.  
Instances within 
conversation which centre 
on the asking and 
answering of questions. 
 
 Handling Differences 
Episode 
Episode begins with a 
Negation, Counter-
Argument or Critical 
Question and 
concentrates on the 
responses to this 
difference. 
Instances within 
conversation which centre 
on the communication and 
negotiation of differences 
of opinions. 
 
 Argumentation 
Episode 
Episode begins with a 
stated Argument and 
concentrates on the 
discussion of this 
argument. 
Instances within 
conversation which centre 
on the communication and 
responses to 
ideas/arguments. 
 
The Argument Development Diagrams enable the reader to visualise the negotiative 
process as they illustrate the arguments communicated by the students and how the 
students discussed these to create relationships between their ideas. As is illustrated in 
Figures 4.7 to 4.10 (pp. 169-174), the Argument Development Diagrams for Group 
Learning Task One reveal that groups of all three types (Opposition, Combined and 
Similar) displayed episodes identified as Handling Differences. As outlined in Table 
4.9 (above), the Handling Differences episodes within the Argument Development 
Diagrams are identified by the red coloured boxes. The arrows connecting the episodes 
illustrate the way in which these Negotiative Events related to each other as follows: 
Dark Blue arrow – Continuing of Event; Red arrow – Branching off; Light Blue 
arrow – Combining Events; Green arrow – Resuming Event; Purple Arrow – 
Synthesising Event.94. 
                                                          
92 Section 3.7.5 (page 123) provides descriptions for each type of episode. 
93 Critical Questions have been excluded as they are representative of a difference in opinions and are 
included in the Handling Differences category. 
94 See Table 3.18 (page 125) for overview of the symbols and colours within the Argument 
Development Diagrams. 
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Opposition groups had four students with four different perspectives as communicated 
by students through the worksheet completed prior to the group learning task95. As 
illustrated in Figure 4.7 (page 169), both Opposition groups displayed several episodes 
that concentrated on the negotiation of a difference of opinion. As shown by the red 
boxes, 9BA1G1OPP displayed four Handling Differences episodes amongst a total of 
sixteen negotiative events, while 9CA1G1OPP showed three Handling Differences 
episodes within a total of seven negotiative events. This observation reflected what I 
expected from the student conversations that the groups constructed around an initial 
difference of opinion would engage in Handling Differences episodes frequently 
throughout their conversations. These conversations are explored in further detail 
within Studies Two and Three (Chapters 5 and 6). 
                                                          
95 Refer to Section 3.6.2.3 (page 101) for a description of the construction of groups. 
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The Combined groups were constructed with four students, where two or three 
different perspectives were represented96. Figure 4.8 (page 171) identifies that two of 
the Combined groups, 9CA1G2COM and 9CA1G4COM engaged in negotiative 
events which concentrated around the discussion of a difference of opinion. 
9CA1G2COM displayed four Handling Difference episodes within a total of eight 
events; while 9CA1G4COM showed three Handling Difference episodes amongst a 
total of nine negotiative events.  
As is illustrated in Figure 4.8 (page 171), the other two Combined groups, 
9CA1G3COM and 9BA1G5COM, did not display any Handling Difference episodes, 
as there were no red-coloured boxes within the diagrams. This made me wonder what 
was different between the conversations of these two Combined groups, when 
compared to the other two groups that did show Handling Differences episodes.  
In reviewing the transcripts for these groups, the data revealed that the two groups 
which did show Handling Difference episodes (9CA1G2COM and 9CA1G4COM) 
engaged with the task instructional terminology and focus question; while the two 
groups which had no Handling Difference episodes (9CA1G3COM and 
9BA1G5COM) did not engage with the task instructions at any point in their 
conversation. This observation further supports the findings from Cases A and B that 
engagement with the task instructions has an influence on the way students engage in 
conversation and is further explained in Section 4.5.2 (page 175). The conversations 
of 9CA1G2COM and 9CA1G4COM are explored through the analysis with Study 
Two (Chapter 5). 
                                                          
96 Refer to Section 3.6.2.3 (page 101) for a description of the construction of groups. 
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The occurrence of the single Handling Difference episode displayed by 9BA1G3SIM 
at Negotiative Event 9 made me wonder what had happened in this group’s 
conversation in the lead-up to Negotiative Event 9 that enabled a Handling of 
Difference episode to occur. My investigation of the Enriched Transcripts of all three 
Similar groups revealed that 9CA1G4SIM and 9BA1G5SIM both made explicit 
reference to the task instructions, and the term debate, early in their conversation; 
whereas 9BA1G3SIM did not refer to the task instructions until later in the 
conversation. Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 (pp. 169-174) illustrated that groups of all 
different types showed Handling Differences episodes and the investigation of the 
transcripts demonstrated that these groups did engage with the task instructions at 
some point in their conversation. In particular, the observation of 9BA1G3SIM’s 
single Handling Difference episode has prompted me to question, how does task design 
influence the occurrence of Handling Differences episodes within conversation? This 
case explores the conversation data of the other two Similar groups (9BA1G3SIM and 
9CA1G5SIM) to explore how task instructions play a role in the occurrence of 
differences of opinion during conversation. 
4.5.2 Case C – Evidence and Analysis. 
Prior studies have reported that the instruction to debate enables the direct challenge 
to individual ideas (Healey 2012) and the refutation of ideas (Snider & Schnurer 2006). 
Furthermore, Snider and Schnurer (2006) stated that debate can create a positive 
atmosphere for disagreement in a classroom. Case C explores whether, and if so, how, 
the instructional term ‘debate’ influences the display of disagreement during group 
conversations. 
4.5.2.1 Facilitating Disagreement. 
The initial analysis of the Argument Development Diagrams (Figure 4.9 and 4.10, 
pages 173 and 174) highlighted that Negotiative Event 9 was the first and only 
Handling Differences episode in the conversation for 9BA1G3SIM. This section 
engages with the Enriched Transcript for this group to explore whether the task 
instructions have played any role in the occurrence of this Handling Differences 
episode. Figure 4.11 (page 176) provides an excerpt from 9BA1G3SIM’s 
conversation, showing the students’ direct engagement with the instructions for the 
task (Line 97), the term debate (Line 94) and the focus question (Line 100) for the 
task. The excerpt presents utterances forming the end of Negotiative Event 8 (Line 94-
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100) and all of Negotiative Event 9 (Lines 101-112)98. This segment of conversation 
occurred around 13 minutes into the recording and was the group’s first explicit 
engagement with the task’s instructional resources.  
Student Line Utterance 
Harriet 94 We should actually debate on what is good and bad about the choices they put 
down. ‘Cos isn't that what we are supposed to be doing? 
Elicia 95 I don't know I wasn't listening. 
 96 Off-topic conversation [1min] 
Harriet 97 
At the end of the mind map task, one person from your group will communicate 
your group’s discussion to the rest of the class explaining why your group agreed 
on… 
Mandy 98 Ok, we have to choose one thing that.... 
Angie 99 I think it should be building codes. 
Mandy 100 What is the most important action for the Haiti government to prevent severe death and destruction from future earthquakes? 
Harriet 101 I think it should be the moving. 
Mandy 102 I don't think it should be the moving. 
Harriet 103 
I think should be the government should enforce stricter building codes. Because 
in other worksheet we did, we found out that Haiti has no building codes, they 
never have. 
Elicia 104 But, so if you can't move the city, you may as well try and make it better and like resistant to the earthquake. 
Angie 105 Like Chile they have so much less destruction. 
Elicia 106 They actually have a building code. 
Angie 107 Because they have a building code which was done in 1984. I have a feeling in was 84 actually. 
Harriet 108 Maybe draw a line on the bottom and write our conclusion sort of thing. 
 109 Off-topic conversation [2mins3secs] 
Mandy 110 What we can say is it was our main idea. The government needs to enforce stricter building codes. 
Angie 111 Is this our conclusion? 
Harriet 112 Yep. 
Figure 4.11 9BA1G3SIM: Reference to Instructions. 
As shown in Figure 4.11 (above), Harriet’s utterance at Line 94 interpreted what the 
instructions were asking of the group, as she suggested that the group ‘debate on what 
is good and bad about the choices’. The group lost focus and engaged in one minute 
of off-task conversation, following which Harriet communicated the exact wording 
from the instruction sheet (Line 97). This engagement with the task instructions 
                                                          
98 Negotiative Events refer to segments of conversation which concentrate on one possible answer to 
the focus question. See Section 3.7.5.1 (page 123) for detailed description. 
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brought the group back onto the topic and Mandy followed Harriet’s lead and 
communicated the focus question that the group was meant to be working out an 
answer to (Line 100). This series of utterances in Negotiative Event 8 demonstrated 
the group engaging directly with the wording of the task instructions, the focus 
question and the instruction to debate to clarify the requirements of the task (Meloth 
& Deering 1994). 
Line 101 initiated Negotiative Event 9, which concentrated on the idea of moving the 
city to another location. Harriet’s idea to move the city was immediately responded to 
with a Counter Argument99 from Mandy, as she stated ‘I don’t think it should be the 
moving’ (Line 102). This contribution demonstrated a shift in the students’ 
communication, as this utterance was the first instance of disagreement amongst the 
group within the conversation. This is further illustrated in Table 4.10 (below) which 
outlines the utterances demonstrating differences of opinion (Column One), the 
frequency of these utterances across the negotiative events (Columns Two to Twelve) 
and the total number of each utterance (Column Thirteen). 
Table 4.10 9BA1G3SIM: Differences of Opinion Utterances. 
 Negotiative Event  
Differences of Opinion 1 2 3 4 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 TOTAL 
Negation             
Counter Argument         2 1 4 8 
Critical Question             
 
As illustrated in Table 4.10 (above), Negotiative Event 9 demonstrated the students 
beginning to communicate disagreement and alternative ideas in the form of Counter 
Arguments. Prior to this point in the conversation, none of the students had 
communicated an argument which contradicted or disagreed with another student’s 
idea. This shift was visually represented in the Argument Development Diagram for 
9BA1G3SIM presented earlier (Figure 4.10, page 174). Negotiative Event 9 was the 
first and only event within this group’s conversation that has been categorised as a 
Handling Differences episode, as identified by the red colour of the box100. This 
episode was identified as such because the initial argument was met with an immediate 
                                                          
99 In this thesis, Counter Arguments refer to utterances that extend a previous utterance with a 
contradictory argument (identifying terms being - ‘no’ or ‘but’). See Section 3.7.4.5 (page 119) for 
description. 
100 See Table 3.16 (page 122) for outline of the features of a Handling Differences episode. 
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disagreement, communicated by Mandy’s counter argument (Line 102, Figure 4.11, 
page 176)  
The conversation data for 9BA1G3SIM presented through the excerpt from the 
transcript, coupled with the Argument Development Diagram, provided evidence that 
the engagement with the instructions and the focus question have influenced the 
occurrence of differences of opinion. From the data, it can be inferred that that the 
instruction ‘to debate’ and ‘determine the most important action’ has prompted a 
disagreement from Mandy related to Harriet’s idea to move the city. Although 
Mandy’s Counter Argument was a brief disagreement, her contribution prompted other 
group members, such as Elicia and Angie to evaluate the credibility of the idea. This 
finding is similar to those reported by Healey (2012), Kennedy (2009) and Snider and 
Schnurer (2006). The occurrence of this first disagreement prompted an episode, 
Negotiative Event 9, within which the group concentrated on the negotiation of a 
differences of opinion. Following this event, there was an increase in the frequency of 
Counter Arguments at the utterance level for the remainder of the group’s 
conversation, as was presented in Table 4.10 (page 177).  
The instruction to debate also played a role in the occurrence of differences of opinion 
within another Similar group, 9CA1G5SIM101. Figure 4.12 (page 179) presents the 
start of the group’s conversation, in Negotiative Event 1, as they engaged with the 
instruction to debate. 
                                                          
101 See Appendix 3.3 (page 385) for Enriched Transcript. 
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Student Line Utterance 
Yvonne 3 I'm thinking building codes. 
Gina 4 I was thinking that too.  
Emmie 5 I think we were all thinking that.  
Tina 6 That's undebatable.  
Gina 7 Otherwise they should have a building project so people learn about it like education program. 
Tina 8 Yeah so learn how to make safer buildings. 
Yvonne 9 Like fire drills or earthquake drills and stuff like that.  
Emmie 10 We are all agreeing here.  
 11 Off-topic conversation (10 seconds) 
Yvonne 12 Oh and then debate about the best answer so one answer.  
Gina 13 I think the building codes because after they have got the building codes they still might have the education.  
Emmie 14 Actually because people...   
Yvonne 15 Remember when we were doing our sheet the other day. Remember when we were saying building codes... Haitian earthquake came at 10:00 at night. 
Tina 16 Yeah 
Yvonne 17 
And then the Chile one came at 6:44 in the morning, so that means some 
people would already be outside their houses and at 10:00pm at night the 
Haitian people would be in their houses. 
Gina 18 Yeah but the poverty in Haiti is 80% so most of them don't even live in houses. 
Yvonne 19 They are under shelters. Understand. Shelter.  
Gina 20 Well I am just debating here.  
Tina 21 I think we need to be in teams. 
Emmie 22 Anyway we are all agreeing. We are all agreeing here.  
Yvonne 23 So when the earthquake comes the people are all inside... 
Gina 24 Yeah which is discussing the best thing. 
Figure 4.12 9CA1G5SIM: Instruction to Debate. 
Figure 4.12 (above) illustrated that the students in 9CA1G5SIM engaged with the 
instructional term ‘debate’ several times within Negotiative Event 1. The group 
established that they were in agreement with their ideas of Building Codes early in the 
conversation (Lines 3-6 and 10), as was expected for a Similar group. At Line 12, 
Yvonne referred to the instructions of the task to explain that the group should ‘debate 
one answer’, interpreting that ‘one answer’ was required of the group.  
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The excerpt (Figure 4.12, page 179) demonstrated that the interpretation of the 
instruction to debate was expanded by Gina, who communicated the first disagreement 
of the conversation with a Counter Argument at Line 18, despite having previously 
agreed with the idea. She provided justification for her contribution of the Counter 
Argument at Line 20, explaining that she was ‘just debating’. The group moved on 
with their discussion to re-establish their agreement around the idea of Building Codes 
at Line 22, however their interpretation of the instruction to debate prompted them to 
continue ‘discussing the best thing’. 
Figure 4.12 (page 179) highlighted the way in which the students’ interpretation of the 
instruction to debate, alongside the focus question prompted them to move beyond 
their initial agreement and continue to discuss the merits of their idea to confirm that 
it is the ‘best’ idea. As such, it provides further support for the argument that the 
instruction to debate was an element of the instructions within the task that supported 
students in Similar groups to not only consider multiple perspectives (as was 
established previously in Case B), but communicate disagreement with each other. 
The students continued to explore ideas beyond Building Codes, such as Education 
and Government102. The instruction to debate shaped the occurrence of Handling 
Differences episodes later in the conversation of 9CA1G5SIM. At the end of 
Negotiative Event 11, the students had yet again determined that they were all in 
agreement and Tina questioned the group ‘how do we debate?’ at Line 197. This 
question led the students into further communication of disagreement in Negotiative 
Event 12, making it a Handling Differences episode, as it outlined in Figure 4.13 (page 
181). 
                                                          
102 Refer to Appendix 3.2 (page 381) for the Enriched Transcript. 
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Student Line Utterance 
Yvonne 199 You can't have a building code if there is no money and the money comes from the Government. Therefore Government is for.  
Emmie 200 But they don't have any money to give taxes.  
Gina 201 Eighty percent is under poverty hence the poverty.  
Tina 202 Okay conclusion, do you think building codes or Government, what do you think? 
Yvonne 203 Is Government on the list?  
Tina 204 There is no list. 
Yvonne 205 It needs to be in the list.  
Emmie 206 We are making our list Yvonne 
Gina 207 Government are you kidding me, we already agreed from the start.  
Yvonne 208 Yeah but I am changing because it hasn't ended. 
Gina 209 Rewind this tape and listen to yourself, you would agree building codes.  
Tina 210 I think Government comes before... 
Gina 211 Okay, we all agree Government. That's good.  
Yvonne 212 Actually I think Government as well.  
Gina 213 Because if you have a better Government then you can have all these factors.  
Figure 4.13 Negotiative Event 12 demonstrating Debate. 
As illustrated in Figure 4.13 (above), Negotiative Event 12 was identified as a 
Handling Differences Episode due to the second utterance contributed by Emmie being 
a Counter Argument (Line 200). This contribution from Emmie responded to Tina’s 
query around the instruction to debate by critiquing Yvonne’s idea. Despite their 
previously established agreement on Building Codes throughout the conversation, 
Yvonne asserted that Government ‘needs to be on the list’ (Line 204). Gina questioned 
Yvonne’s shift to an alternative perspective at Line 207, communicating some 
frustration at the change of ideas as they had ‘already agreed from the start’. Yvonne 
responded by suggesting that she was only changing her mind as the task has not 
finished and later returned to the agreed position at Line 212. This excerpt (Figure 
4.13, above) demonstrated that the instruction to debate enabled the students to go 
beyond their initial agreement to consider multiple perspectives and communicate 
some differences of opinion. 
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The group conversations explored through this section have reiterated the findings of 
both Cases A and B to establish that the focus questions and instructional terms within 
the group learning task has shaped the way that student have engaged in the 
conversation. For both 9BA1G3SIM and 9CA1G5SIM, the engagement with the 
instruction to debate later in the conversation prompted the communication of 
differences of opinion through Counter Arguments and enabled the group to display 
Handling Differences episodes. 
4.5.3 Case C – Summary. 
Case C has sought to develop a response to the research sub-question, how does task 
design influence the occurrence of Handling Differences episodes within 
conversation? This case concentrated on the data from the conversations of two 
Similar groups, 9BA1G3SIM and 9CA1G5SIM to understand how the focus question 
and instruction to debate facilitated the communication of different ideas. 
The observations outlined in Case C contribute to the argument that the instruction to 
‘debate’ facilitated critical engagement with other’s ideas through direct challenges 
and refutation (Healey 2012; Snider & Schnurer 2006). This was illustrated by the 
students through the contribution of Counter Arguments to communicate a different 
view than what had been previously established by the group. In the conversation of 
9BA1G3SIM, Mandy initiated the first challenge to the group’s ideas at Line 102 
(Figure 4.11, page 176); while within 9CA1G5SIM’s conversation, Gina 
communicated her refutation with her group’s ideas at Line 18 (Figure 4.12, page 179). 
Both contributions from these students were following the group’s engagement with 
the instructional resources, and the term debate was used to justify their 
communication of an opposing point of view.  
As was illustrated by Yvonne’s contribution to the conversation for 9CA1G5SIM in 
Figure 4.13 (page 181), the instruction to debate also supported the students to take on 
alternative ideas, despite having previously agreed with the group. Yvonne 
communicated a different opinion from the group, yet quickly returned to the group’s 
shared idea following her contribution of another argument. This observation provided 
further evidence for the findings outlined previously in Case B, that the instruction to 
debate can enable the students to move beyond their initial agreement and consider 
other possibilities. 
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For both groups explored within Case C, the engagement with the instruction to debate 
preceded the occurrence of Handling Differences episodes. This demonstrated that the 
instructional term ‘debate’ facilitated the communication of differences of opinion, 
and consequent Handling Differences episodes, within a group which initially agreed 
with each other’s ideas. The observations outlined throughout Case C established that 
the task design, in particular the instruction to debate, does influence the 
communication of different opinions during conversation. 
4.6 Study One – Summary. 
Study One has sought to understand how various aspects of task design influence 
student participation in conversation. The cases presented through this study have 
illustrated that students’ direct engagement with the tasks’ instructional resources, 
including the focus question, stimuli and the instructional term to debate, shaped the 
way in which they participated in their group’s conversations. This analysis 
contributed to the development of the following response to Sub-Question 5.  
4.6.1 Responding to Sub-Question 5. 
Emerging from the literature discussion of the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy, Sub-
Question 5 asked, does instructional terminology shape the level of thinking 
demonstrated by students? As illustrated through the analysis presented within Study 
One, this thesis elaborates upon the investigations of Christopher et al (2004)103, to 
demonstrate that the instructional resources and terminology used within the learning 
sequence played a role in shaping students’ participation in conversation. Building 
with existing studies investigating debate within Geography classrooms (Healey 2012; 
Kennedy 2009), Study One  contributes to the argument that small-group debates can 
be an approach to group learning that is conducive to Higher-level Geographical 
Thinking.  
The findings from Study One have illustrated that the focus questions within a task 
were an important resource to support student understanding and participation in the 
task.  Building upon the findings of Meloth and Deering (Meloth & Deering 1994) and 
Nussbaum (2005) that students use instructional resources to clarify the expectations 
of the task, Case A established that  the wording within the focus question influenced 
                                                          
103 Refer to Section 2.3.5.2 (page 48) for further explanation of Christopher et al’s (2004) 
investigations. 
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the students’ understandings of the requirements of the task. Case A also revealed the 
importance of students having the appropriate level of geographical literacy to be able 
to interpret the instructional terminology and stimuli provided during learning 
activities This observation raises a question for future research to explore, how can 
students be better prepared to interpret geographical information from online 
interactive maps?  
Study One has established that the instructional term to debate has had an impact on 
the way in which the students have participated in conversations. Cases B and C found 
that the instruction to debate was important in enabling these students, who had already 
agreed upon an answer to the focus question early in their conversation, to move 
beyond this agreement. Together, Cases A, B and C highlighted that the instructional 
term to ‘debate’ and instruction to ‘consider fors and againsts’ supported the students 
to explore multiple possibilities and opposing viewpoints and engage in Higher-level 
Geographical Thinking through the Evaluation of Ideas. 
4.7 Chapter 4 – Summary. 
Chapter 4 aimed to understand the role that task design played in shaping the way 
students participated in the conversations during group learning tasks. Study One 
presented three cases (A, B and C) that explored how the focus questions and stimuli 
shaped student participation in the conversation (Case A), the occurrence of Higher-
level Geographical Thinking through the Evaluation of Ideas and consideration of 
multiple possibilities (Case B) and the communication of opposing ideas and 
occurrence of Handling Differences episodes (Case C).  
Study One has concentrated on the data from the Similar groups within Group 
Learning Task One to explore the influence of task design on student participation in 
conversation. The findings from the cases presented establish that the task design, in 
particular the instruction to debate, has enabled these Similar groups to move beyond 
agreement and consider other possibilities and engage with different opinions. The 
findings from Study One sparked curiosity around how the groups that were 
constructed around differences of opinion (Combined and Opposition) engaged in 
Higher-level Geographical Thinking. The following chapter explores these ideas to 
investigate the influence of these differences of opinion on students’ demonstration of 
other forms of Higher-level Geographical Thinking. 
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C H A P T E R  5 :  R O L E  O F  O P I N I O N .  
The previous chapter (Chapter 4) presented Study One, which demonstrated how 
various aspects of task design can influence student participation and the display of 
differences of opinion during group conversation. This chapter presents Study Two, 
which concentrates on investigating the way in which differences of opinion influence 
the occurrence of Higher-level Geographical Thinking.  
5.1 Study Two – Synthesis through Difference. 
Study Two explores how differences of opinion influence a group’s capacity to 
demonstrate Higher-level Geographical Thinking through the synthesis of ideas. Case 
D concentrates on the occurrence of synthesis during conversation, while Cases E and 
F seek to understand the ways in which differences of opinion can enable students to 
demonstrate synthesis as they progress towards their final episode of the conversation 
to Construct Explanatory Frameworks (Case E) or Generate Alternate Futures (Case 
F).  
5.1.1 Defining Synthesis. 
This study concentrates on Higher-level Geographical Thinking (HLGT) as 
demonstrated through the group actions, rather than the individual. In review, the 
HLGT category was informed by the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (Anderson et al. 
2001) and curriculum documents for secondary geography (Australian Curriculum 
Assessment and Reporting Authority 2011, 2012, 2015b). Table 5.1 (below) outlines 
the codes within the episode-level Higher-level Geographical Thinking category104. 
Table 5.1 Description of Higher-Level Geographical Thinking Codes.  
Code Description 
Construct Explanatory Frameworks Episodes which bring together the ideas 
previously discussed by the group to develop an 
elaborate explanation of the geographical 
phenomenon. 
Generate Alternative Futures Episodes which build upon the discussion to 
generate a view of a different future. 
 
                                                          
104 The categories within the episode-level HLGT were drawn directly from outlines of geographical 
skills and inquiry outlined in the Australian Curriculum. Refer to Section 3.7.5.3 (page 125) for 
description of this alignment. 
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In this study, ‘ideas’ was used to refer to the various courses of action that individual 
students contribute to the discussion. These courses of actions are possible responses 
to the focus question for the Group Learning Task. ‘Synthesis’ was understood through 
the lens of Anderson et al (2001), who stated that higher-order thinking includes 
putting elements together to form a new, coherent whole. As an example, Figure 5.1 
(below) uses an Argument Development Diagram for an Opposition group from Task 
One to visualise this process of synthesising ideas105.  
Figure 5.1 Argument Development Diagram showing Synthesis106.  
In Figure 5.1 (above), the process of synthesis of ideas is shown by the thick purple107 
arrow that leads into Event 7, which was identified as a synthesised event, as it brought 
together the ideas of two previous events (Events 3 and 6)108 into a new argument. 
Event 7 illustrated that the group synthesised the ideas discussed in Event 3 (Building 
Codes) with Event 6 (socio-economic/education) to conclude that Building Codes are 
central to preventing so many deaths from future earthquakes in Haiti109. The 
following section communicates how the cases were selected for Study Two. 
                                                          
105 This diagram is for 9CA1G1OPP, which is explored in further detail in Case E (page 198). 
106 See Table 3.18 (page 125) for overview of the symbols and colours within the Argument 
Development Diagrams. 
107 This same purple tone is used throughout this chapter to represent moments and processes 
involving the synthesis of ideas. 
108 See Section 3.7.5.3 (page 125) for description of Argument Development Diagrams. 
109 This observation will be further investigated in Case E (page 198). 
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5.1.2 Determining Cases for Study Two. 
The Argument Development Diagrams for Group Learning Task One110 showed that 
five out of six groups structured around students’ initial difference of opinion 
(Opposition and Combined groups) demonstrated Higher-level Geographical Thinking 
through the synthesis of their ideas at some point in their conversations. This prompted 
my investigation of the types of utterances and episodes occurring during these 
conversations to explore the factors that enabled students to synthesise their ideas. One 
Combined group (9CA1G3COM) displayed synthesis during conversation without 
evidence of a Handling Differences episode within the conversation. Figure 5.2 
(below) displays the Argument Development Diagram of 9CA1G3COM. This analysis 
concentrates on the process of synthesis illustrated in the lead-up to Negotiative Event 
4, which brought together the ideas discussed in Events 1 and 3. The matrix below the 
diagram provides an overview of the ideas that initiated Negotiative Events 1 through 
4 to assist in the interpretation of this synthesis. 
Negotiative Event Beginning Argument 
1 I thought if you taught kids in schools more about earthquakes. 
2 They need education and know how to build safe. 
3 I think it’s what the Government should do. 
4 I think the Government should put more money into education. 
Figure 5.2 9CA1G3COM Argument Development Diagram. 
As illustrated in Figure 5.2 (above), the students in 9CA1G3COM synthesised the 
ideas discussed in Negotiative Event 1 and 3 into a new idea in Event 4. The argument 
                                                          
110 Presented previously in Section 4.5.1 (page 167). 
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‘I think the Government should put more money into education’ (Event 4) drew the 
idea of education from Event 1 and brought this together with the idea of Government 
action from Event 3. 
The diagram (Figure 5.2, page 187) also illustrates that this group did not record an 
episode which concentrated on a negotiation of a difference of opinion, as there were 
no red-coloured boxes within the diagram111. This prompted me to look to the group’s 
Enriched Transcript, which showed that the group displayed some engagement with 
differences of opinion later on in their conversation, particularly within Negotiative 
Event 5. During Event 5, the students contributed several Critical Questions and 
Counter Arguments in response to each other’s ideas, which supported their 
engagement with the stimuli relevant to Task One. However, this group did not engage 
in differences of opinion at the utterance level to any degree before Negotiative Event 
4; therefore suggesting that the synthesis of ideas demonstrated in Event 4 occurred 
prior to the communication of differences of opinions. For these reasons, it will not be 
included in the analysis for Study Two. Although this observation does raise an area 
for future studies to understand what factors did prompt the synthesis observed for 
9CA1G3COM. 
5.1.2.1 Outline of Cases, Sub-Questions and Data.  
Table 5.2 (page 189) provides an outline of Study Two. The table identifies the cases 
(Column 1), the case analysis questions for each case (Column 2), the data used 
(Column Three) and the relevant section of the chapter (Column Four). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
111 See Table 3.18 (page 125) for overview of the symbols and colours within the Argument 
Development Diagrams. 
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Table 5.2 Study Two: Outline of Cases, Questions and Data. 
Study Two – Synthesising through Differences 
Case Analysis Questions Data Used Section of Chapter 
D 
Q4:  
In what ways did 
differences of 
opinion enable 
synthesis of ideas 
during conversation? 
9CA1G4COM: Negotiative Event 7 
Argument Development Diagram 
Enriched Transcript  
 
5.2 – Synthesis during 
Conversation (page 189) 
E 
Q5: 
How did differences 
of opinion facilitate 
development of a 
synthesised 
conclusion? 
9CA1G1OPP: Negotiative Event 7 
Argument Development Diagram 
Enriched Transcript  
 
5.3 –  Synthesised 
Conclusions – Explanatory 
Frameworks (page 198) 
F 
9CA1G2COM: Negotiative Event 8 
Argument Development Diagram 
Enriched Transcript  
5.4 –  Synthesised 
Conclusions – Alternate 
Futures (page 214) 
As summarised in Table 5.2 (above), Study Two investigates the occurrence of 
synthesis during and towards the end of conversations. Firstly, Case D engages with 
Student Conversation data from 9CA1G4COM to investigate how differences of 
opinion influence the synthesis of ideas during conversation. Cases E and F seek to 
understand how differences of opinion influence the occurrence of a synthesised 
conclusion using the Student Conversation data from 9CA1G1OPP and 
9CA1G2COM.  
5.2 Case D – Synthesis during Conversation. 
Case D investigates the elements of student conversation that have shaped groups’ 
capacity to demonstrate Higher-level Geographical Thinking through the synthesis of 
their ideas during conversation. This case seeks to develop a response to Case Analysis 
Question 4 – In what ways did differences of opinion enable synthesis of ideas during 
conversation? Figure 5.3 (page 190) presents the Argument Development Diagram for 
9CA1G4COM, with a matrix provided to support interpretations of the conversation. 
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Figure 5.3 9CA1G4COM Argument Development Diagram. 
As shown in Figure 5.3 (above), Negotiative Event 7 demonstrated the synthesis of 
ideas as the argument ‘if they educate them, they could actually build’ drew the idea 
of buildings (Event 2) and education (Event 6) together to construct a new possible 
course of action. Figure 5.3 (above) illustrated that 9CA1G4COM displayed three 
episodes concentrating on a difference of opinion (Events 3, 4 and 6) as identified by 
the red-coloured boxes112. As Event 7 followed on from a Handling Difference 
episode, it enables investigation of how differences of opinion can influence the 
occurrence of the synthesis of ideas during conversation.  
5.2.1 Case D – Evidence and Analysis. 
According to Johnson and Johnson (2013b), a group seeking consensus will consider 
alternative courses of action, weigh up the strengths of weaknesses of each possibility 
and ‘synthesise and integrate the best parts of all solutions’ (p. 284). King (2002) 
                                                          
112 See Table 3.18 (page 125) for overview of the symbols and colours within the Argument 
Development Diagrams. 
Negotiative Event Beginning Argument 
1 So, I’ll tell you, the building codes. 
2 Buildings able to withstand natural disasters. 
3 Doctors. 
4 Government Educational Choices. 
5 So they need this to get building codes. 
6 It would be better educated and able to help injured. 
7 What about if there was more people to have jobs? No, if they educate them, they could actually build. 
8 They need people to educate the uneducated. 
9 Oh, people from other countries could donate people. 
9CA1G4COM 
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argued that the process of synthesising ideas during group conversation may be 
indicative of individuals reconciling alternative perspectives with their own. The 
results from Nastasi and Clements (1992) reported that the successful negotiation of a 
difference of opinion seemed to align with the attempt to synthesise alternative 
viewpoints and that further research is needed to explore this relationship. Following 
on from the findings of Nastasi and Clements (1992), Case D explores whether, and if 
so, how, differences of opinion during conversation enable students to demonstrate 
group-level Higher-level Geographical Thinking through the synthesis of their ideas.  
5.2.1.1 Education and Buildings. 
The initial analysis of the Argument Development Diagram (Figure 5.3, page 190) 
highlighted that 9CA1G4COM displayed synthesis during their conversation within 
Negotiative Event 7. Table 5.3 (below) shows the ideas considered by the students 
within Negotiative Events 1 through to 7113 to illustrate the progress towards the 
synthesis in Negotiative Event 7. 
Table 5.3 Ideas considered by 9CA1G4COM (Events 1-7). 
Building Education Medical 
Negotiative Event 1 
So I’ll tell you the building 
codes... 
 
 
Negotiative Event 2 
Okay, building codes to be able 
to withstand earthquakes 
 
 
  Negotiative Event 3 (HD) Doctors. 
 
Negotiative Event 4 (HD) 
Government Educational 
Choices 
 
Negotiative Event 5 
So they need this to get building 
codes 
 
 
 
Negotiative Event 6 (HD) 
It would be better educated and 
be able to help injured. 
 
Negotiative Event 7 
What about if there was more people to have jobs. No, if they 
educate them they could actually build them. 
 
Key: HD – Handling Differences Episode, Grey shading – episode which synthesised ideas. 
As is shown in Table 5.3 (above), the students began their conversation with the idea 
of Building Codes in both Negotiative Events 1 and 2. The students considered the 
benefits of Building Codes for the people of Haiti, while also commenting on the issues 
                                                          
113 Negotiative Events identify segment of conversation which centre on one possible answer to the 
focus question for the group learning task. See Section 3.7.5.1 (page 123) for description. 
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with the construction process114. Negotiative Event 3 shifted away from Building 
Codes to explore the idea of having more doctors, while Negotiative Event 4 
considered the role of Government from an Education perspective and Negotiative 
Event 5 returned to the idea of Building Codes. Negotiative Event 6 revisited the idea 
of Education and considered its importance in the recovery process. As is illustrated 
in the last row of Table 5.3 (page 191), Negotiative Event 7 showed the students 
synthesising the ideas of Education and building to suggest that ‘if they educate them, 
they could actually build’. In seeking to understand how the negotiation of differences 
of opinion influenced the occurrence of synthesis in Negotiative Event 7, this section 
begins the analysis with the data from the first Handling Differences episode in the 
conversation - Negotiative Event 3 (Table 5.4, page 193). This is followed by Tables 
5.5 and 5.6 (pages 194 and 196), which present the data from the second and third 
Handling Difference episodes – Negotiative Event 4 and 6.  
                                                          
114 Refer to Appendix 3.4 (page 395) for complete Enriched Transcript. 
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Negotiative Event 4 (Table 5.5, page 194) continued with a sense of critical 
engagement with each other’s ideas, as Em-Jaye stated that the idea communicated by 
Minnie at Line 107 related more to education than jobs. Her Counter-argument was 
met with Minnie’s response that education is a job. Em-Jaye again used critical 
questioning to query whether they, the students, were in a job. This Critical Question 
engaged Minnie in further clarification as she responded, ‘they are, not us’, suggesting 
that the teachers are in a job, not the students. The critical discussion illustrated in 
Event 4 (Table 5.5, page 194) highlighted the way in which questioning and counter 
arguments prompted clarification of Mel’s ideas. Table 5.6 (page 196) expands upon 
this observation to explore how the negotiation within a Handling Differences episodes 
supported student engagement with geographical concepts.
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Student Line Utterance 
 Estelle 141 What about if there was more people to have jobs. No if they educate them 
they could actually build them. 
 Em-
Jaye 
142 That's why we think that's more important than that because you'll get that 
anyway. 
 Mel 143 Yeah if we get that you can get anything. If they get jobs and education 
you can get building codes. That was for the report. 
Figure 5.4 9CA1G4COM Negotiative Event 7: Synthesising Ideas. 
In Figure 5.4 (above), Estelle suggested an idea that ‘more people have jobs’ then 
corrected herself, ‘no, if they educate them, they could actually build them’ (Line 141). 
This contribution from Estelle was central to the group’s capacity to synthesise their 
idea. Within this utterance, she combined the ideas of Education and Building Codes 
together into one argument. Em-Jaye built upon Estelle’s idea to confirm the reasons 
why Education was more important, because it will bring about jobs anyway. Mel 
further confirmed this line of argument as she extended Estelle’s idea and suggested 
that ‘if they get jobs and education, you can get building codes’. 
In this moment, the students synthesised the ideas of Education and Building Codes 
together into one argument to realise that jobs and Education were the key to Building 
Codes. Here, the group has considered their previous arguments and integrated the best 
parts into a new argument that represents what they see to be important in solving the 
issue (Johnson & Johnson 2013b).  
5.2.2 Case D – Summary. 
Case D has sought to understand the role differences of opinion played in enabling 
synthesis during conversation. The conversation data from a Combined group, 
9CA1G4COM, was used to develop a response to the sub-question, in what ways did 
differences of opinion enable synthesis of ideas during conversation? The data 
analysed in Case D provided evidence that student negotiation of different opinions, 
through Critical Questions and Counter Arguments, did play a role in students’ 
synthesis of ideas. 
Nastasi and Clements (1992) raised the notion that it may not be the disagreement 
itself that supports student engagement in higher-level thinking, rather the way in 
which the students engage in the negotiation of different opinions (Nastasi & Clements 
1992). The data from the conversation explored in Case D corroborates Nastasi and 
Clement’s argument as the intellectual disagreements and challenges to the ideas of 
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Education and jobs experienced in Negotiative Event 4 and 6 (Tables 5.5 and 5.6, 
pages 194 and 196) supported the students to bring these ideas together into a new 
argument in Negotiative Event 7. In this case, the asking and responding to Critical 
Questions had influence on the students’ approach to resolving their differences and 
supported the process of synthesising the most appropriate ideas into new arguments 
(Johnson & Johnson 2013b) .  
The analysis also supported the argument of King (2002) that some disagreements can 
shift into agreement as the individual reconciles an alternate viewpoint with their own 
perspective (King 2002). This finding was demonstrated through Em-Jaye’s shift 
towards agreement with the idea of doctors through Critical Questions in Negotiative 
Event 3 and 4 (Tables 5.4 and 5.5, page 193 and 194). Schwarz et al. (2003) stated that 
the desire to reach consensus can help students to overcome contradictions between 
their own and other’s ideas or their ideas and information (Schwarz et al. 2003). Em-
Jaye’s shift to accept idea of doctors, after initially disagreeing with the idea reflects 
this movement towards consensus. Through the questioning of her ideas during the 
conversation, Em-Jaye engaged in geographical thinking as she reconsidered her own 
perspective about the phenomenon of an earthquake and integrated other explanations 
with her own to develop a more holistic understanding of the event (Lambert 2004). 
Several authors (see Jackson 2006; Maude 2009; McInerney et al. 2009) outlined that 
geographical thinking requires the use of geographic vocabulary and concepts to 
explain these events. Case D illustrated that differences of opinion play some role in 
supporting students to draw upon their geographical knowledge to communicate their 
ideas. This was demonstrated by Em-Jaye during Negotiative Event 6 (Table 5.6, page 
196) as she used her geographical knowledge about the relationship between the 
location of Haiti and the likelihood of earthquakes in response to disagreement from 
Mel. Her response to Mel’s disagreement communicated her understanding of the 
significance of location and its impact on the people living in Haiti (McInerney et al. 
2009). 
In summary, Case D contributes to the argument that the communication and 
negotiation of differences of opinion may play a role in enabling students to engage in 
Higher-level Geographical Thinking through the synthesis of ideas. Synthesis was 
displayed by this group in Negotiative Event 7 as they brought together the ideas of 
jobs and Education into one possible course of action, which acknowledged the aspects 
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9CA1G1OPP 
they had disagreed upon during their conversation. Synthesis was also demonstrated 
by Em-Jaye in Events 3 and 4 when she integrated aspects of other’s views on doctors 
into her own perspective in response to other’s questioning of her contributions. Cases 
E and F continue this investigation by exploring the conversation data from groups 
that achieved synthesis in the final episode of their conversations. 
5.3 Case E – Synthesis: Explanatory Frameworks. 
Case E explores the conversation of 9CA1G1OPP to investigate the elements of 
student conversation that influence the achievement of a concluding episode which 
synthesises ideas from previous episodes. Case E contributes to developing a response 
to case analysis question 5 – How did differences of opinion facilitate development of 
a synthesised conclusion? Figure 5.5 (below) presents the Argument Development 
Diagram for 9CA1G1OPP. 
 
 
 
 
 
Negotiative Event Beginning Argument 
1 The Chile earthquakes had a higher magnitude but less people died. 
2 They shouldn’t build where the volcanoes are. 
3 They should make big buildings. 
4 They should teach people! 
5 I think other countries should give money to Haiti. 
6 They should have a school where people can afford it. 
7 
It's going to make sure that the buildings are strong enough to withstand an 
earthquake so that next time there is one, maybe not as many buildings are 
going to fall down and kill people. 
Figure 5.5 9CA1G1OPP Synthesised Conclusion116. 
As summarised in Figure 5.5 (above), 9CA1G1OPP considered four core ideas, 
Location (Events 1 and 2), Building (Events 3 and 7), Education (Event 4 and 6) and 
                                                          
116 See Table 3.18 (page 125) for overview of the symbols and colours within the Argument 
Development Diagrams. 
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Money (Event 5). Through the discussion in Event 6, the group was able to achieve a 
mutually-agreed response to the task’s focus question (Clarke 2001b). The response 
stated that Building Codes were ‘going to make sure the buildings were strong enough 
to withstand an earthquake, so that next time there is one, maybe not as many buildings 
are going to fall down and kill people’ (Line 166)117. This statement demonstrated the 
synthesis achieved by the group, as it brought together the idea of stronger buildings 
from Event 3 with socio-economic/Education perspectives in Event 6. The beginning 
argument in Negotiative Event 7 initiated the process of synthesis as the students 
considered what Building Codes can achieve. Event 7 illustrated Higher-level 
Geographical Thinking, as the synthesised conclusion established a new Explanatory 
Framework that elaborated on the needs of the Haitian people in preventing such death 
and destruction from an earthquake (Anderson et al. 2001; Buchanek 2011). This is 
explored later in Section 5.3.1.2 (page 206). 
As is illustrated in Figure 5.5 (page 199), 9CA1G1OPP presented four Handling 
Differences episodes, Events 2, 3, 6 and 7, as shown by the red-coloured boxes. As 
Event 7 not only followed on from a Handling Differences episode in Event 6 but was 
also a Handling Differences episode itself, it enabled an exploration of the influence 
of differences of opinion on the group’s achievement of a synthesised conclusion. 
5.3.1 Case E – Evidence and Analysis. 
Lambert (2004) asserted that geography has an ‘immense vocabulary’ and ‘good 
geography uses its vocabulary’ (Lambert 2004). Case E expands upon Lambert’s ideas 
to investigate the way in which students engage in geographical thinking through the 
use of conceptual vocabulary during conversation. Drawing upon Johnson and 
Johnson (2003), who communicated that differences of opinion during conversations 
can support a group to seek better alternatives, Case E seeks to understand whether, 
and if so, how differences of opinion during conversation can support students to 
construct Explanatory Frameworks through synthesised conclusions.
                                                          
117 See Appendix 3.5 (page 408) for Enriched Transcript. 
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This interaction between Mona and Lia (Table 5.7, page 201) illustrated a moment of 
misinterpretation between the two students’ understandings of each other’s 
contributions to the conversation. As Mona pointed out that Lia was talking about 
volcanoes when the task related to earthquakes (Line 20). Mona’s questioning 
reflected her misunderstanding of Lia’s idea, as it seemed that she thought Lia had 
suggested building near volcanoes, which Lia clarified ‘they shouldn’t’ (Line 19).  
This misinterpretation was addressed through Mona’s Critical Question (Line 18), 
which prompted Lia to further clarify her idea, which in turn enabled the group to 
move towards another idea relating to buildings (Line 24). This extract illustrated the 
students engaging with their different interpretations to clarify their understandings 
and develop a shared view of the topic. This observation corroborates with the idea 
proposed by Schwarz and others (2003) that students can overcome contradictions 
through constructing and evaluating arguments (Schwarz et al. 2003). 
Student Line Utterance 
Amber 30 Educate them. 
Mona 31 Get away from there. Build houses not in that town. 
Amber 32 Build houses further away, wasn't that one of them? 
Lia 33 Yeah that's what I reckon. 
Nikita 34 Yeah well I said get a building code. 
Lia 35 Why do you think that? 
Nikita 36 
Because technically even when they found out and were running away, the 
buildings collapsed because they were so bad and they people were 
collapsed in them because the earthquake happened at 10 o'clock at night, 
so that's probably why. 
Figure 5.6 9CA1G1OPP Negotiative Event 2: Critical Questions. 
As illustrated in Figure 5.6 (above), the Critical Question from Lia (Line 35) reflected 
King’s (2002) suggestion that thought-provoking questions can encourage students to 
think deeply about material. Nikita’s response to Lia’s question (Line 36) provided an 
elaborated explanation of the reasons why a building code would be important, with 
information from the task stimuli to support her reasoning. She drew upon her 
understanding of the photo gallery stimuli121 to reason that the buildings collapsed due 
to poor structure. Her interpretation of the statistic122 related to the time of the 
earthquake provided a more complex explanation of her idea of Building Codes. These 
                                                          
121 See Section 4.3.1.2 (page 147) for further discussion of photo gallery stimuli. 
122 Refer to Section 3.6.4 (page 104) for description of the information provided during the group 
learning task. 
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observations indicated that the differences of opinion communicated through the 
Critical Questions asked by the students were important in the process of developing 
explanations and understanding. These questions illustrated that the students were 
thinking about the ideas discussed and trying to connect them with what they observed 
through the task stimuli (Chin & Brown 2002).  
Table 5.8 (page 204) further illustrates the students’ negotiation of the ideas of 
Building Codes and building further away from the earthquake zones. This negotiation 
was elaborated by Mona’s persistent Critical Questions, demanding the group to 
determine ‘is getting a building code the best idea though?’ (Line 42). Lia later 
extended the questioning by querying ‘shouldn’t they not build where the highest 
amount of earthquakes are anyway?’ (Line 47). The negotiation of different opinions 
through the exchange of Critical Questions and responses between Mona and Lia in 
this extract demonstrated the students moving from basic explanations for their ideas, 
to more geographically profound statements through the use of geographical concepts 
and terminology. 
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As raised by Dreyfus et al (2006), students don’t typically discuss discipline-based 
concepts unless they are specifically instructed to do so within the task, and there is 
difficulty in determining the extent to which students are using concepts in a way that 
could be used in later situations (Hershkowitz, Hadas & Dreyfus 2006). As such, it 
should be noted that within this analysis, the Geographical Reasoning lens assists in 
the interpretation of students’ utterances to infer engagement with geographical 
concepts (such as Distribution and Association) within their interactions; however, the 
data is limited in its ability to indicate the degree to which students are aware that they 
are using geographical concepts123. 
In this extract (Table 5.8, page 204), particularly at Line 49, Lia employed the 
geographical term ‘tectonic plates’ to support her reasoning on the importance of the 
Haitian people building their homes away from the earthquake zones. At this point, 
Lia drew upon her prior learning experiences from the Geographical Information 
Systems (GIS) unit124 completed prior to the lesson sequence for this thesis. She 
recalled her understanding that tectonic plates have an influence on the occurrence of 
earthquakes. This recognition of prior knowledge by Lia aligns with the model 
proposed by Hershkowitz et al. (2001) that identifying knowledge relevant to solving 
the problem is part of the path towards understanding and construction of new ideas. 
This observation also reiterated Lambert’s (2004) argument that when students use 
geographical vocabulary and concepts, they recognise the relationship between human 
and physical environments and are more inclined to make ‘holistic decisions’. Both 
Mona and Lia’s ideas of Building Codes and building away from earthquake zones 
illustrated the moving towards a holistic decision, as they acknowledged factors from 
both the physical and human world.  
The dialogue between Mona and Lia also reflected elements of the model proposed by 
Hershkowitz and colleagues, in particular the ‘building with’ action (in the context of 
Hershkowitz, Hadas & Dreyfus 2006; Hershkowitz et al. 2007; Hershkowitz, Schwarz 
& Dreyfus 2001; Schwarz, Dreyfus & Hershkowitz 2009). Within these studies, the 
‘building with’ action was demonstrated when students combine recognised constructs 
to achieve a localised goal, strategy or course of action (Hershkowitz et al. 2007; 
Hershkowitz, Schwarz & Dreyfus 2001). The interaction between Mona and Lia 
shown in Figure 5.6 (page 202) aligns with this action of ‘building with’, as they 
                                                          
123 This is discussed in further detail in Chapter 7, Section 7.2 (page 282). 
124 See Section 3.5.2 (page 91) for further description. 
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considered the way in which the ideas of Building Codes (Line 45) and building away 
from earthquake zones (Line 49) may combine into one course of action.  
Prior studies have noted the importance of questioning others with different opinions 
in supporting students to think deeply about their ideas (King 2002), to justify their 
perspective with elaborated explanations (Hershkowitz, Hadas & Dreyfus 2006; 
Hershkowitz et al. 2007) and to stimulate the consideration of further ideas (Johnson 
& Johnson 2013a).  The analysis so far suggests that the asking of and responding to 
Critical Questions can have some impact on students’ explanations and justifications. 
The data demonstrated that the negotiation of differences of opinion, through Critical 
Questions, can support students to use geographical concepts and terminology to 
elaborate their arguments. The following section further investigates (9CA1G1OPP’s 
conversation to understand how this process of questioning can assist students to 
Construct Explanatory Frameworks by drawing upon previously discussed ideas to 
elaborate their explanations.   
5.3.1.2 9CAG1OPP – Constructing Explanatory Frameworks. 
The analysis of the Argument Development Diagram presented in Figure 5.5 (page 
199) illustrated that 9CA1G1OPP showed synthesis during their final episode, 
Negotiative Event 7, which integrated the ideas from Events 3 and 6. Table 5.9 (pp. 
208-210) expands upon the previous section to illustrate the progression towards the 
Explanatory Framework constructed in Negotiative Event 7 (Lines 139-166 as shown 
in Column One).  
The table highlights the display of Higher-level Geographical Thinking by individual 
students through the Evaluation of Evidence (Column Two) and Evaluation of Ideas 
(Column Three). Columns 4 to 7 present a visual representation of the direction of the 
interaction between the individual students (as shown by the arrow) and identifies the 
utterances that communicated differences of opinion through Critical Questions, 
Counter Arguments and Negations. For example, the first arrow illustrates that the 
Critical Question asked by Mona at Line 140 was directed to Amber, in response to 
her statement at Line 138. The extract of the transcript is communicated in Column 
Eight. The table establishes the moments during Negotiative Event 6 when the students 
displayed group-level Higher-level Geographical Thinking through the integration of 
previous ideas (Column Nine). Column Ten provides the Negotiative Events and Lines 
in which the previous idea was discussed and identifies the student who contributed 
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this previous idea. The direction of the purple arrow (Column 10) towards the text 
represents the integration of previously discussed ideas within the students’ utterances. 
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 In this sense, the asking of and responding to Critical Questions illustrated in Lines 
139-147 and 162-166 (Table 5.9, pp. 208-210) corresponds to the drawing upon 
other’s previous contributions to conversation to justify their individual perspective 
(Hershkowitz, Hadas & Dreyfus 2006) and construct elaborated explanations for their 
individual ideas (Hershkowitz et al. 2007). 
The interaction between the students in 9CA1G1OPP during Event 6 (Table 5.9, pp. 
208-210) reflected the students engaging in geographical thinking, as illustrated by the 
students exploring the connections between their possible courses of action. That is, 
they were thinking broadly about the geographical phenomenon of the Haiti 
earthquake and beginning to develop an integrated explanation for what has happened. 
This was illustrated by Mona and Lia who used the ideas previously raised and 
discussed by Amber to build an explanation of the geographic event of the earthquake 
and begin to develop a viable solution (Buchanek 2011; Hershkowitz, Schwarz & 
Dreyfus 2001).  
The utterance at Line 166 from Mona represents an Explanatory Framework 
constructed through the synthesis of ideas previously discussed. In this statement, 
Mona communicated an elaborated explanation for why building codes were the most 
appropriate action. This emerged from her negotiation with Lia throughout Negotiative 
Event 6 (Table 5.9, pp. 208-210). In this sense, the Explanatory Framework is not 
Mona’s utterance alone, but the interaction which contributed to its emergence and 
expanded upon the idea in Negotiative Event 7. Table 5.10 (page 212) presents data 
from Negotiative Event 7 to understand the way in which students integrated other’s 
ideas into their own, to build upon  Mona’s  explanation at Line 166.  
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The concluding utterances (Lines 183-191) of Negotiative Event 7 (Table 5.10, page 
212) demonstrated the way in which the students requested each individual to 
communicate their current perspective through Lines 183 to 190. Throughout these 
utterances, the individual students were bringing together a range of ideas previously 
discussed by the group earlier in the conversation, in particular, Building Codes, 
Education and Building away from the earthquake zones (as shown in the final 
columns). Two core arguments were developed – Building Codes as identified by 
Amber and Mona (Lines 184 and 186), and ‘Moving them away from the earthquake 
zones’ outlined by Nikita (Line 189). Amber’s question at Line 191, ‘Can’t they just 
do all of these?’ communicates a consideration from her that each of these possibilities 
could be beneficial in preventing such death and destruction from future earthquakes.  
Visschers-Pleijers et al (2004) determined that shared understandings can be created 
through the observation of interaction between other students by another team 
member. In their study, a third student resolved the difference of opinion between two 
other team members by integrating their ideas into an argument that brought together 
these ideas into one core argument (Visschers-Pleijers et al. 2004). Amber’s question 
at Line 191 aligns with this argument, as she drew upon the previously discussed ideas 
of all other group members to question how they may be further synthesised. As was 
shown in the final column of Table 5.10 (page 212), not only did her question draw 
upon ideas previously discussed by the other students, but her own ideas had been used 
by others during the conversation several times. This finding engages with the 
assertion from Visschers-Pleijers et al (2004) that interaction between students can 
support individuals in identifying the shared aspects of the argument.  
The data presented in this case has highlighted the way in which differences of opinion, 
particularly through the asking of and responding to Critical Questions, enabled group-
level Higher-level Geographical Thinking. The analysis revealed that Critical 
Questions required students to communicate more elaborate explanations of their ideas 
with reference to geographical concepts. This process supported the students to 
integrate their ideas and construct an Explanatory Framework, which went beyond the 
immediate causes and impacts of the Haiti earthquake to build more holistic 
explanation of the benefits of building codes (Maddock & Kriewaldt 2014). 
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5.3.2 Case E – Summary. 
Case E has explored how differences of opinion support students in the display of 
group-level Higher-level Geographical Thinking through synthesised conclusions. 
The conversation data from 9CA1G1OPP was used to develop a response to the case 
analysis question, how did differences of opinion facilitate development of a 
synthesised conclusion? Extending upon Lambert’s (2004) suggestion that ‘good 
geography’ uses its vocabulary, the analysis of the data presented in Case E provided 
evidence that the negotiation of different opinions, particularly through Critical 
Questions, supported students to use geographic vocabulary. Students used terms such 
as ‘tectonic plates’ to develop more elaborate and detailed explanations by drawing 
upon the geographical concepts of Association and Distribution (Geographical 
Association 2009; Golledge 2002; Jackson 2006; Lambert 2004) 
The data of 9CA1G1OPP investigated through Case E established that the negotiation 
of different opinions can support students to develop a synthesised conclusion. The 
analysis supported the arguments from King (2002) and Hershkowitz et al (2007) that 
having others ask thought-provoking questions to gain further insight into or critique 
an individual’s idea can support students to develop more detailed explanations. This 
was illustrated in Tables 5.9 and 5.10 (pp. 208-210 and 212), which demonstrated how 
the Critical Questions Mona and Lia asked of each other and the questions that others 
asked of them, supported them in their integration of previously discussed ideas into 
new elaborations that contributed to building their ideas. Providing support for the 
findings of Visschers-Pleijers et al (2004), the analysis also revealed that participation 
in a conversation with frequent Critical Questions can encourage an individual to 
recognise how the group’s ideas work together. This finding was illustrated through 
Mona’s synthesis of the ideas of Education and Building Codes to contribute to the 
Explanatory Framework that Building Codes were important in preventing deaths 
from future earthquakes. (Table 5.10, page 212). 
The statement from Mona (Line 166, Table 5.9, page 208) illustrated that the asking 
of and responding to Critical Questions throughout the conversations was associated 
with the development of an Explanatory Frameworks, which brought together the 
previously discussed ideas of Building Codes and Education perspectives into a 
synthesised conclusion. The data demonstrated how the group’s repeated questioning 
of various individual’s ideas throughout the conversation supported Amber to guide 
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the group to bring together previously discussed ideas to develop more elaborate and 
detailed explanations of the impacts of the Haitian earthquakes. This was illustrated 
by her Critical Question at Line 191, ‘can’t they just do all of these?’ (Table 5.10, page 
212). This question facilitated the group to develop a shared understanding  through 
integrating their ideas about building structure and Education in the phenomenon of 
the Haiti earthquake(Visschers-Pleijers et al. 2004). The following Case (Case F) will 
further investigate how differences of opinion have supported the display of Higher-
level Geographical Thinking through synthesis in the Generating Alternative Futures. 
5.4 Case F – Synthesis: Alternate Futures. 
Case F concentrates on the data from 9CA1G2COM to further understand how 
differences of opinion enables students to reach synthesised conclusions. Case F 
further contributes to elaborating the response to case analysis question 5 – How did 
differences of opinion facilitate the development of a synthesised conclusion? Figure 
5.7 (page 216) presents the Argument Development Diagram for 9CA1G2COM. 
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Figure 5.7 9CA1G2COM Synthesised Conclusion125. 
As indicated in Figure 5.7 (above), the students in 9CA1G2COM achieved synthesis 
in their final episode, Negotiative Event 8, with the idea ‘building codes is the goal 
and money is part of the journey’. The event brought together the idea of Building 
Codes (Event 6) and Money (Event 7) to consider how they work together as a course 
of action. The students’ discussion illustrated Higher-level Geographical Thinking 
during Event 8, as they synthesised two previous ideas to generate an Alternative 
Future that enabled the Haitian people to decrease the likelihood of such death and 
destruction from an earthquake (Anderson et al. 2001; Buchanek 2011).  
                                                          
125 See Table 3.18 (page 125) for overview of the symbols and colours within the Argument 
Development Diagrams. 
Negotiative Event Beginning Argument 
1 I think the building codes should be better. 
2 They should get more ambulances and stuff. 
3 Well maybe we should write to get more money. 
4 They should have building codes. 
5 They should put money towards making the town more civilised and livable. 
6 They really should get building codes. 
7 I think everyone, all the countries, should chuck in a few bucks. 
8 Look I know there is money involved but building codes is the goal and money is part of the journey. 
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5.4.1 Case F – Evidence and Analysis. 
McInerney et al (2009) communicated that there are three methods through which 
students can be encouraged to apply their geographical knowledge to understand 
contemporary events/issues. These include examining how a place is changing and 
how these changes could be best managed, exploring place-based or environmental 
issues and examining alternative futures (McInerney et al. 2009). According to 
McInerney et al (2009), these methods are ‘geography’s equivalent to the problem 
solving exercises in mathematics or physics, and also helps students to develop their 
skills in critical thinking, logical argument, the use of evidence and decision making’ 
(McInerney et al. 2009, p. 25). 
The investigation of the level of death and destruction relevant to the Haiti earthquake 
within Group Learning Task One enacted the exploration of a place-based issue. Case 
F explores the conversation data from 9CA1G2COM to find ways in which the 
examination of change, its management and the imagination of alternative futures have 
been reflected in the students’ journey towards a synthesised conclusion. 
5.4.1.1 ‘…money is part of the journey’. 
9CA1G2COM displayed synthesis in their final episode of the conversation 
(Negotiative Event 8), which culminated in the group generating possibilities for an 
alternate future in Haiti (Figure 5.8, page 219)126. This section further explores how 
the negotiation of differences of opinion can support this process of reaching 
synthesised conclusions. Table 5.11 (page 218) outlines the various ideas discussed by 
the students throughout their conversation from Event 1 through 8. 
                                                          
126 This is further explored in Section 5.4.1.2 (page 224). 
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Table 5.11 Ideas considered by 9CA1G2COM (Events 1-8). 
Building Money Medical 
Negotiative Event 1 
I think the building codes 
should be better. 
 
 
 
  
Negotiative Event 2 (HD) 
They should get more 
ambulances and stuff. 
 
Negotiative Event 3  
Well maybe we should write to 
get more money. 
  
Negotiative Event 4 
They should have building 
codes. 
 
 
 
Negotiative Event 5 (HD) 
They should put money 
towards making the town more 
civilised and liveable. 
 
Negotiative Event 6  
They should really get building 
codes. 
 
 
 
Negotiative Event 7 (HD) 
I think everyone, all the 
countries, should chuck in a 
few bucks. 
 
Negotiative Event 8 (HD) 
Look I know there is money involved but building codes is the 
goal and money is part of the journey. 
 
Key: HD – Handling Differences Episode, Grey shading – episode which synthesises ideas. 
As shown by the successive shifts between the three columns in Table 5.11 (above), 
the students initially considered ideas across the three categories – Building, Money 
and Medical. From Event 3 onwards, the group focused their discussion by moving 
between the ideas of Building and Money. This section begins the analysis with the 
first Handling Difference episode, Negotiative Event 2. 
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Student Line Utterance 
Jackie 19 Well I think to prevent such severe death they should get more ambulances and stuff. 
Gill 20 But they're already dead, what's the point? 
Jackie 21 This is a serious thing. 
Gill 22 I'm actually just viewing my opinion. 
Evie 23 I think with more hospitals and ambulance drivers. 
Allegra 24 So improve the community? 
Gill 25 I think they should just be more aware about how to deal with earthquakes so if their building is crumbling what do you do? You don't stand there. 
Jackie 26 How does that relate to this? 
Lines 27-35 Off-task conversation and Repeat of Individual Perspectives 
Allegra 36 But you can't get machines and stuff to where people of the earthquakes if they're just going to get crumbled down on in the buildings. 
Gill 37 If the buildings are secure then... 
Allegra 38 They don't have enough money for that. The government doesn't pay for everything. 
Figure 5.8 9CA1G2COM Negotiative Event 2: Handling Differences. 
Hershkowitz et al. (2007)  stated that the questioning of ideas can prompt individual 
students to provided more detailed, elaborated explanations of their perspective. In 
Figure 5.8 (above), this was illustrated at Line 25, when Gill responded to Allegra’s 
question and provided an elaborated explanation of the importance of doing something 
about the standard and safety of the buildings Haiti.  
The influence of questioning on the communication of elaborated explanations 
continued as Jackie challenged Gill’s contribution through the Critical Question, ‘how 
does that relate to this? (Line 26). The question was not immediately answered, as the 
group entered into a brief period (20 seconds) of off-task conversation and then 
returned to clarifying their individual perspectives (Lines 27-35)127. Allegra brought 
the group back onto the topic and built upon Gill’s concern of crumbling buildings to 
question the idea of ambulances at Line 36, suggesting that the crumbled buildings 
would prevent the ability to move machines to the areas they are needed. Gill 
attempted to further elaborate the idea of improving buildings at Line 37, but her idea 
was challenged by Allegra at Line 38, as she questioned the ability for the Government 
to deal with the buildings as ‘they don’t have enough money for that’.  
                                                          
127 See Appendix 3.6 (page 423) for Enriched Transcript. 
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This extract from Negotiative Event 2 (Figure 5.8, page 219) illustrated the students 
engaging with each other’s ideas through Counter-arguments and Critical Questions 
that related to the two core ideas of their discussion – Building Codes and Money. The 
group continued to explore these two ideas across Negotiative Events 3 through 5128. 
Negotiative Event 6 returned to the Building Codes option, with a brief re-
consideration of medical assistance through ‘shipping’ doctors in to help. Although 
Event 6 was not a Handling Difference episode (as the second utterance was not one 
of disagreement), the interaction between the students during the Event included 
several moments where they negotiated different views. It was in this event that the 
group established the argument that Building Codes were a ‘fundamental’ aspect of 
the management of the earthquake impacts and shifted into a futures-oriented 
discussion. Table 5.12 (pp. 221-222) presents the data from Negotiative Event 6 to 
investigate the role of differences of opinion in this process. 
                                                          
128 Refer to Appendix 3.6 (page 423) for Enriched Transcript. 
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As shown in Table 5.12 (pp. 221-222), this extract from Event 6 illustrated several 
utterances that communicated differences of opinion.   This data builds upon the 
findings from the analysis of 9CA1G1OPP (Case E, page 198) and provides further 
evidence that differences of opinion, communicated through Critical Questions in 
particular, can support students to construct more detailed and elaborate explanations 
and justifications for their ideas, as well as integrate previously discussed ideas into 
new arguments (Hershkowitz et al. 2007). In particular, through the asking of and 
responding to Critical Questions throughout the conversation, Gill was able to justify 
her idea that building codes were essential and support the group to integrate her idea 
into a synthesised conclusion. This was demonstrated by Line 103, whereby Gill stated 
that ‘Buildings are the foundation. Technology comes after that’. This contribution 
illustrated Gill reiterating her idea that the standard and safety of the buildings was 
central to solving the problem, which drew upon her previous questioning at Line 94 
(Hershkowitz et al. 2007). 
Evie’s question (Table 5.12, Line 104, page 221) shifted the group from concentrating 
on the information being presented through the photos and other stimuli, to begin to 
‘identify and envision alternate futures’ (Hicks 2007, p. 182) The group then engaged 
with futures-oriented discussion around what Building Codes will do for the Haitian 
community. The interaction between the students through their questioning of each 
other not only encouraged them to elaborate and justify their own explanations 
(Hershkowitz, Hadas & Dreyfus 2006), but also to consider the courses of actions that 
may be needed to generate a better future for Haiti. It also illustrated the students 
considering Building Codes as a resolution to the issue. The following section explores 
this shift into futures-oriented thinking further to investigate how differences of 
opinion influenced the group’s ability to reach a synthesised conclusion through 
Generating an Alternate Future for Haiti.  
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5.4.1.2 9CA1G2COM – Generating Alternate Futures. 
The Australian Curriculum for Geography (Australian Curriculum Assessment and 
Reporting Authority 2012, 2015b) outlined change as a foundation concept within 
geography in schools. It explained that students use their understanding of past and 
current processes to understand present phenomena, to then be able to predict change 
in the future and ‘identify what would be needed to achieve particular preferred 
futures’ (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority 2012). The 
curriculum documents (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority 
2011, 2012, 2015b)  highlighted that futures thinking is embedded within Geography 
through considerations of the concepts of change and sustainability, as well as critical 
thinking and evaluation skills. 
As highlighted previously in Table 5.12 (pp. 221-222), Negotiative Event 6 
demonstrated that the students in 9CA1G2COM moved into futures-oriented 
discussion as they explored how implementing Building Codes could contribute to 
creating a preferable future for Haiti. In this thesis, Preferable futures relates to ‘visions 
of a better world that are needed in order to clarify action for positive change in the 
present’ (Hicks 2007, p. 183).  
In the final episode of their conversation, Negotiative Event 8 (presented in Figure 5.9, 
page 225), the students explored the plausibility of Building Codes as a course of 
action to create a better future in Haiti. The students communicated this course of 
action as more than one process required to achieve their view of a better future for 
Haiti, wherein current actions need to address the money problems in Haiti to work 
towards the implementation of Building Codes in the future.  
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Student Line Utterance 
Gill 158 Look I know there is money involved but building codes is the goal and money is part of the journey. 
Evie 159 How are they going to do that without money? The Government won't pay for it? 
Allegra 160 Can't they borrow it from other countries? 
Gill 161 Everyone needs money but that's what you need to spend the money on when you get it. 
Researcher 
as Teacher 162 
As a group can you work out a primary need for the people? Does one come 
before the other? Does money come before the building codes or should 
building codes come before the money? 129 
Gill 163 The money should come before the building codes. 
Evie 164 Oh my point! 
Jackie 165 No you never said that once. You said they need money to get technology. 
Gill 166 I'm just saying that of course you need money but building codes is what you need to spend the money on! 
Evie 167 Well you guys were only saying buildings, buildings, buildings. 
Gill 168 I know they need money but what did they need to spend the money on? That's what I'm saying. 
Figure 5.9 9CA1G2COM Negotiative Event 8: Generating Alternate Futures. 
Figure 5.9 (above) shows that Gill began Negotiative Event 8 with a statement that 
demonstrated a synthesised conclusion as she stated, ‘Look, I know there is money 
involved but building codes is the goal and money is part of the journey’ (Line 158). 
With this contribution, Gill highlighted to the group that the implementation of 
Building Codes was at the core of a better future for Haiti. However, she acknowledged 
that this was not possible without first addressing the concerns of Money. Throughout 
the conversation, Gill maintained that Building Codes were fundamental to preventing 
death and destruction from future earthquakes. In this event, she integrated the group’s 
concern for Money with her idea for Building Codes to generate a view for a different 
future which synthesised the group’s ideas of Building Codes and Money. These ideas 
could also be informed by the group’s discussion of the medical issues in Haiti, which 
may connect with their core concern around building safer buildings. Here, Gill’s 
thinking about the impact of the Haiti earthquake facilitated the exploration of future 
                                                          
129 This interaction from the researcher with this group is an example of the student-centred focus of 
the approach (explained previously in Section 3.6.4 (page 104), whereby the questions asked by the 
researcher were to provide motivation for the students to continue to consider their various 
perspectives without directing them to any particular response. In this thesis, these teacher/researcher-
student interactions are beyond the scope of the analysis. 
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actions that would influence the way in which the change caused by the earthquake 
could be managed (McInerney et al (2009). 
Gill’s idea was met with Critical Questions from both Evie and Allegra (Lines 159-
160) that demanded strategies for gaining the money for Haiti. This line of questioning 
and Gill’s elaborations in response to them (Lines 161 and 163) revealed the 
generation of an Alternative Future, as the group established that the implementation 
of Building Codes was the Preferable Future. This addressed the concerns of Money 
as an action required in the present to be able to achieve this view of a better future 
(Hicks 2007).  
To illustrate how the students considered different visions for the future in Haiti, a 
diagram was adapted from The ‘Timeline of Alternative Futures’ graphic organiser 
presented in Slaughter’s text (2005, p. 76). This organiser was selected as it enables 
the illustration of the possible courses of action required to move towards possible and 
preferable futures (Hicks 2008; Slaughter 2005). In his use of the diagram, Slaughter 
employed the Timeline of Alternative Futures as a graphic organiser to assist students 
to envision and predict their ideas for possible and preferable futures within a 
classroom context (Slaughter 2005, p. 76). In the diagram on the following page (page 
220), the straight line represents the past to present continuum (from left to right) and 
the lines branching out on the right-hand side illustrate the different directions the 
future could take. The upper branch illustrates a possible future, which shows a 
pessimistic view finishing with the end of the world, while the lower branch shows the 
participants’ Preferred Future with visions of world peace and the human inhabitation 
of Mars. Figure 5.10 (page 227) displays the diagram as presented within the Slaughter 
(2005) text. 
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As Figure 5.10 (page 227) demonstrates, the Timeline to Alternative Futures graphic 
organiser visualises the varied directions for possible and preferable futures. The 
presentation of these possibilities for the future on a timeline with more than one option 
for the future reflects with the way in which the students in 9CA1G2COM explored 
Alternative Futures for Haiti. 
I have constructed a similar diagram (Figure 5.11, page 229) to illustrate the possible 
courses of action that the students in 9CA1G2COM considered as they moved towards 
their view for an alternative, preferred future for Haiti. The diagram works as a 
timeline, with the Haiti earthquake of 2010 as the present event at the beginning of the 
timeline at the left-hand side. The varied possible courses of action across the ideas of 
Building, Medical and Money then branch out to represent multiple visions of possible 
futures. The diagram then converges as the students synthesised the ideas of Buildings 
and Money into their view for the Preferred Future for Haiti communicated as 
‘building codes is the goal and money is part of the journey’ (at the right-hand side). 
Figure 5.11 (page 229) shows that the group established three core areas relevant to 
the possible courses of action, Buildings, Medical and Money, established through 
Negotiative Events 1, 2 and 3 (identified above the idea). It is within these early 
episodes that the students explored the possible courses of action (Hicks 2007) and 
determined which may be the most appropriate, based on the information that they are 
aware of. This process laid the foundation for the students to then begin to engage with 
these particular ideas in more detail and question them further. During Events 4, 5 and 
6, the students considered the strengths and weaknesses of these three areas of possible 
future scenarios to determine the course of action which would take them to a better 
future for Haiti (Hicks 2007, 2008; Slaughter 2005).  
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The final section of the timeline illustrated the ideas which combine to develop the 
view of a preferable future of implementing Building Codes, whereby Money was 
considered ‘part of the journey’. The diagram demonstrated the students building upon 
the ideas they have discussed during the conversation to establish a different, and 
preferable, view of the future for Haiti. The students built from the criticisms of the 
medical approach, to establish Building Codes as the foundation in Event 6 and the 
requirement of Money as a pre-condition to achieving this Alternative Future in Event 
7. This diagram reiterated the observation explained through Table 5.9 (pp. 208-210) 
that Negotiative Event 6 has played a role in supporting the students’ generation of an 
Alternative Future. 
The data presented through Table 5.9 (pp. 208-210) and Figure 5.11 (page 229) further 
suggests that there is a connection between the negotiation of differences of opinion 
and the generation of Alternative Futures. Table 5.13 (below) provides an overview of 
the communication of differences of opinion utterances throughout the conversation. 
The table identifies the differences of opinion utterances (Column One), the frequency 
of their occurrence across the Negotiative Events (Columns Two-Nine) and the total 
occurrences throughout the conversation (Column Ten).  
Table 5.13 Distribution of Differences of Opinion Utterances (9CA1G2COM). 
 Negotiative Event  
Utterance Code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 
Negation 4 1 1 1 1  1 1 10 
Counter Argument  2   3 8   13 
Critical Question  2   1 7 1 1 12 
 
As summarised in Table 5.13 (above), Negotiative Event 6 represented the highest 
frequency of utterances engaging with differences of opinion, through Counter 
Arguments and Critical Questions. This episode delivered more than half of the 
Counter Arguments and Critical Questions communicated during the conversation. 
Following on from the analysis of Figure 5.11 (page 229), it can be inferred from Table 
5.13 (above) that the degree of differences of opinion communicated throughout 
Negotiative Event 6 was associated with the group’s ability to generate a view of a 
different future.  
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The data presented in this section has highlighted the way in which differences of 
opinion, particularly through the asking of and responding to Critical Questions, 
supported students to engage in Higher-level Geographical Thinking through 
Generating Alternate Futures. The data illustrated the possible courses of action 
considered by the group throughout the conversation and how these built the 
foundation for a different view of the future that incorporated both Building Codes and 
Money into a vision for Haiti’s future (Hicks 2007). In particular, the negotiation of 
the different possibilities during Negotiative Event 6 supported the group to identify 
Building Codes as the preferable future for Haiti and consider that action was required 
on the issue of Money in the present to make the implementation of the Building Codes 
in the future achievable (Hicks 2007; Slaughter 2005). 
5.4.2 Case F – Summary. 
Case F used the conversation data from 9CA1G2COM to further develop a response 
to the analysis question - how did differences of opinion support the development of a 
synthesised conclusion? Building upon Case E, this case illustrated that the 
engagement with different ideas through the questioning of each other’s perspectives 
assisted the students to integrate their different ideas into a coherent course of action.  
The use of Critical Questions during the conversation reflected aspects of geographical 
inquiry outlined in curriculum documents, particularly ‘making meaning through 
geographical questions’ and ‘relating ideas with each other’ (Australian Curriculum 
Assessment and Reporting Authority 2012).  This was illustrated in Figure 5.9 (page 
225), as the Critical Questions asked of Gill by other team members supported her to 
think more broadly about the Haiti earthquakes and integrate the core aspect of her 
perspective of Building Codes with the groups’ broader concern for Money. This 
finding highlighted that the development of a synthesised conclusion enacted the types 
of activity associated with the directions taken in the Australian Curriculum for 
Geography through the asking of geographical questions and developing integrated 
explanations (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority. 2015).  
The data demonstrated that engagement with different perspectives through Critical 
Questions can also contribute to students’ ability to generate alternative views for the 
future. Aligning with Hicks (2007, 2008), the data showed 9CA1G2COM engaging in 
a futures-oriented approach as they explored a range of paths to alternative futures 
before determining that the implementation of Building Codes was the view for a 
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preferable future. The data emphasised that Critical Questions can support students to 
generate an Alternative Future, as was demonstrated by Evie’s question at Line 104 
(Table 5.12, page 221), ‘So you're saying building codes is going to start the whole 
new revolution of technology? This question enabled the group to envision a Preferred 
Future for Haiti with the implementation of Building Codes and identify present 
actions relating to Money that will help to facilitate this Alternative Future. 
Case F highlighted two out of the three recommended methods for supporting students 
in the application of geographical knowledge outlined by McInerney et al (2009). 
Firstly, Evie’s question in Event 6 initiated a futures-oriented discussion during which 
the students examined a series of possible future scenarios before deciding upon their 
vision of a Preferred Future. Secondly, the questioning experienced by Gill in 
Negotiative Event 8 demonstrated the group’s discussion of the changes caused by the 
earthquake and the way in which these could be managed.  
5.5 Study Two – Summary. 
Study Two has sought to understand how differences of opinion enabled students to 
synthesise their ideas both during and in concluding their conversation. The findings 
from this study highlighted that the way in which students engaged in the negotiation 
of their differences of opinion within these conversations was important. Each case 
(D, E and F) contributed to the understanding that discussion between students with 
different opinions can help students to appreciate multiple perspectives, but the way 
in which they engaged with those differences influenced the level of geographical 
thinking displayed.  
Chiu (2008) argued that questioning is a more polite form of disagreement that 
prompts an individual to further explain or adapt their idea in response, rather than 
becoming defensive (Chiu 2008). Study Two has demonstrated that negotiation of 
different opinions demonstrated within Cases D, E and F, particularly through 
questioning enabled the students to: 
x draw upon geographical concepts to support their explanations and integrate 
geographical vocabulary into their communication (Cases D and E);  
x communicate an understanding of the relationships between location and 
geographic phenomena and use geographical concepts to construct 
Explanatory Frameworks (Case E);  
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x and consider the impacts of change and strategies for the management of 
change to generate visions for Alternative Futures (Case F).   
As such, the negotiation of different perspectives through asking Critical Questions 
provided evidence that within these cases, this type of questioning helped the students 
to recognise the connections between their ideas and how they worked together to 
construct new, synthesised arguments (Chiu 2012).  
5.5.1 Responding to Sub-Question 2. 
The analysis presented within Study Two illustrated that the combination of the 
implementation of debate within small groups and group allocation based on 
differences of opinions played a role in creating a learning environment conducive to 
inquiry-based interactions. Building upon Kumpulainen and Kaartinen (2003), Sub-
question 2 inquired; How do meaning-making strategies (such as Explanation, 
Question-Asking and Justification) contribute to students’ movements towards shared 
interpretations during conversation?  
Of the three meaning-making strategies (Explanation, Question-asking and 
Justification) outlined by Kumpulainen and Kaartinen (2003), it was the Question-
Asking strategy that was important within the groups that reached a shared 
interpretations within their group. The analysis highlighted that asking of and 
responding to Critical Questions supported students to elaborate upon their initial 
explanations (Cases D and E) and draw upon the ideas of others to justify their 
perspectives (Cases D, E and F). In this sense, the analysis provided evidence that 
questioning (both asking and responding to) is an inquiry-based interaction that 
facilitated student engagement in subsequent explanation and justification. 
Several studies (Kidman 2012; Lupton 2014) have recommended that posing questions 
is central to geographical inquiry and is a means through which students develop 
discipline-based thinking skills. It seems that these studies, as well as the Australian 
Curriculum for Geography (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting 
Authority 2012, 2015b) identified question-asking as an interaction relevant to the 
initial phases of inquiry. The analysis presented throughout Study Two demonstrated 
that it is not only the question that is asked at the beginning of an inquiry process130, 
                                                          
130 Within the Research Design, this initial question was the Focus Question for the Group Learning 
Tasks, which set a framework for student conversations. Refer to Section 3.6.4 (page 104) for detailed 
explanation.  
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but also the questions asked by students during their conversations are important for 
generating opportunities for more complex geographical thinking. 
Cases D and E illustrated that the asking of and responding to Critical Questions led 
to students communicating elaborated explanations and drawing upon other’s ideas to 
justify their perspectives. Case F further highlighted that the interaction between 
students as they engaged with these Critical Questions supported the group to consider 
how their ideas worked together to build a shared vision for the future. The analysis 
across these cases illustrated that question-asking, in particular Critical Questions, 
played a role in prompting students’ movement towards shared interpretations through 
Higher-level Geographical Thinking processes of Constructing Explanatory 
Frameworks and Generating Alternative Futures. These Critical Questions were 
student-generated, spontaneous questions – emerging out of the conversation itself, 
rather than being prompted by the instructions or the teacher/researcher. Study Three 
will continue the investigation of the role student-generated Critical Questions play in 
enabling students to engage in, and sustain, critical and creative thinking during their 
group conversations. 
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5.6 Chapter 5 – Summary. 
The aim of Chapter 5 was to investigate the role of differences of opinion in creating 
a group learning environment that enabled Higher-level Geographical Thinking. Study 
Two presented three cases (D, E and F) that explored how different opinions facilitated 
the synthesis of ideas during conversation (Case D) and in concluding conversations 
with Explanatory Frameworks (Case E) and Alternative Futures (Case F). 
Each of the cases presented within Study Two contribute to understanding that the way 
in which students engage with different perspectives during group conversation 
influences the level of geographical thinking achieved. The analysis established that 
the intellectual challenge of negotiating differences of opinion, particularly through 
Critical Questions enabled the students to: 
x bring together aspects from the different ideas within the group to create new 
proposed courses of action (Case D); 
x construct an elaborate explanation of the earthquake event and its impacts 
within an Explanatory Framework that synthesised the two perspectives within 
the group  (Case E ); 
x develop a strategy to evaluate alternative possibilities and determine the course 
of action that would create a better, more sustainable future for the people in 
Haiti (Case F). 
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C H A P T E R  6 :  C R I T I C A L  A N D  
C R E AT I V E  T H I N K I N G .  
Cases D, E and F (Study Two, Chapter 5) demonstrated that differences of opinion, 
particularly Critical Questions, can help students to synthesise their ideas by engaging 
in Higher-level Geographical Thinking through constructing Explanatory Frameworks 
(Case D) and generating Alternative Futures (Cases E and F). Informed by the 
curriculum aims to implement creative and critical thinking through the discipline of 
Geography (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority 2012). This 
chapter presents Study Three, which examines the conversation data from 
9BA1G1OPP to understand the role differences of opinion, as negotiated through 
student-generated Critical Questions, play in enabling students to engage in, and 
maintain, critical and creative thinking.  
6.1 Study Three – Critical and Creative Thinking. 
Extending upon the findings from Cases E and F (Study Two, Chapter 5), Study Three 
explores the data from Case G to understand how the negotiation of differences of 
opinion by students within 9BA1G1OPP influenced the display of Higher-level 
Geographical Thinking, with particular attention to the occurrence of critical and 
creative thinking within the conversation. Case G was identified through the same 
steps taken for identifying cases within Study Two131. 9BA1G1OPP was a group 
constructed around different opinions that illustrated synthesis during and in 
concluding the conversation.  
6.1.1 Identifying Case G. 
There are two important differences between this Argument Development Diagram 
(Figure 6.1, page 237) and those presented in previous cases. Firstly, unlike the 
previous diagrams explored in Study Two, there is a sense of connection between 
nearly all of the episodes within the conversation. It can be seen that Events 1, 2 and 
3 are separated as they explore different arguments. However from Event 4 onwards, 
there is connection across these different ideas continuing through to the conclusion 
of the conversation.  
                                                          
131 See Section 5.1.2 (page 186). 
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Figure 6.1 9BA1G1OPP Argument Development Diagram. 
Negotiative Event Beginning Argument 
1 You could increase their standards and then have building codes. 
2 Instead of having building codes, the Government should earn more money. 
3 Educate everyone about what is going to happen and what could happen. 
4 They should have like a little fire drill. 
5 The first thing they’re going to do is more, more – have more money. 
6 If we could get volunteers from Australia to go over there, or like any 
country, to go over there and teach. 
7 You could move the main city a little to the left or something. 
8 We can give them food instead of money. 
9 Get their country to earn more money. 
10 More volunteer work. 
11 With the money that they do have, maybe if they make more workplaces. 
12 I think to get, just get money, money, more money. 
13 I reckon education. Having volunteers from other countries that know what to 
do. 
14 Money for ambulances. 
15 You can educate them about, like CPR, basic things that can save their lives. 
16 The money could help with the buildings. 
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As such, Figure 6.1 (page 237) raises interest about whether this interconnectedness 
of ideas throughout the conversation relates to the differences of opinion negotiated 
by the students and how it contributes to critical, creative thinking. Secondly, in 
contrast to diagrams analysed in previous cases (Figures 5.3, 5.5 and 5.7, pages 190, 
199 and 216) which displayed one moment of synthesis during conversation that 
brought together ideas from previously discussed ideas, Figure 6.1 (page 237) shows 
synthesis occurring at three moments within the conversation, as indicated by the thick 
purple arrows leading into Events 6, 15 and 16132.  
As shown in Figure 6.1 (page 237), Negotiative Event 6, initiated by the argument, ‘If 
we could get volunteers from Australia to go over there, or like any country, to go over 
there and teach’ brings together the idea of earthquake drills (Event 4) and the 
concerns of Money (Event 5). Furthermore, the idea that ‘You can educate them about, 
like CPR, basic things that can save their lives’ in Negotiative Event 15 demonstrates 
the synthesis of the idea of earthquake  drills (Event 4) and Education (Event 13). The 
final episode of the conversation in Negotiative Event 16 draws together the ideas of 
Building Codes (Event 1) and Money (Event 14) to suggest that ‘the money could help 
with the buildings’. 
These negotiative events all follow on from Handling Differences Episodes (indicated 
by the red boxes in Figure 6.1, page 237) including Events 3, 5, 14 and 15. 
Accordingly, the data from 9BA1G1OPP provides several moments within the 
conversation to explore the relationship between the negotiation of different opinions 
and the occurrence of synthesis. 
6.1.1.1 Outline of Data and Questions. 
Case G explores the aspects of 9BA1G1OPP’s conversation that influence the group’s 
ability to firstly demonstrate Higher-level Geographical Thinking as they synthesise 
their ideas and secondly, display elements of critical and creative thinking. Table 6.1 
(page 239) presents an overview of the case analysis questions (Column One), the data 
used to respond to the question (Column Two) and the section of the chapter with page 
numbers (Column Three). 
                                                          
132 See Table 3.18 (page 125) for overview of the symbols and colours within the Argument 
Development Diagrams. 
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Table 6.1 Study Three (Case G): Outline of Questions and Data. 
Study Three – Creative and Critical Thinking 
Case Analysis Questions Data Used Section of Chapter 
Q6: 
In what ways have differences of 
opinion shaped 9BA1G1OPP’s 
ability to synthesise their ideas and 
Construct Explanatory 
Frameworks? 
9BA1G1OPP 
Enriched Transcript 
Negotiative Events 5 
and 6 
6.2.1 – Synthesis resulting 
in an Explanatory 
Framework (page 232). 
Q7: 
How does the Generation of 
Alternative Futures enact creative 
thinking? 
9BA1G1OPP 
Enriched Transcript 
Negotiative Events 10, 
13 and 16 
6.2.2 – Creative Thinking 
through Alternative Futures 
(page 242). 
 
 
As summarised in Table 6.1 (above), Case G is organised into two sections which 
contribute to developing a deeper understanding of the role differences of opinion play 
in enabling Higher-level Geographical Thinking. Firstly, Section 6.2.1 (below) 
presents the exploration of the synthesis demonstrated in Negotiative Event 6 and its 
connection to Constructing Explanatory Frameworks. The shift into futures-oriented 
thinking and the group’s generation of Alternative Futures in Events 10 and 13 is 
presented in Section 6.2.2 (page 249).  
6.2 Case G – Evidence and Analysis. 
Case G provides further detail and understanding around the influence of differences 
of opinion on student engagement in Higher-level Geographical Thinking. What 
follows is the analysis of conversation data from 9BA1G1OPP to understand how 
differences of opinion contributed to the development of an Explanatory Framework 
through synthesis during conversation. 
6.2.1 Synthesis resulting in an Explanatory Framework. 
The analysis of the Argument Development Diagram presented in Figure 6.1 (page 
237) illustrated that 9BA1G1OPP displayed synthesis at several points during their 
conversation. This section concentrates on Negotiative Event 6, which synthesised the 
ideas discussed in Negotiative Events 3/4 and 5 (Handling Differences episode). Table 
6.2 (page 240) outlines the ideas discussed by the students through Negotiative Events 
1 – 6.  
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Table 6.2 Ideas considered by 9BA1G1OPP (Events 1-6). 
Building Money Education 
Negotiative Event 1 
You could increase their 
standards and then have 
building codes. 
 
 
 
Negotiative Event 2 
Maybe if the Government should 
earn more money. 
 
  
Negotiative Event 3 (HD) 
Educate everyone about 
what is going to happen and 
what could happen. 
  
Negotiative Event 4 
They should have like a little 
fire drill or something. 
. 
Negotiative Event 5 (HD) 
The first things they’re going to 
do is get more money 
 
 
Negotiative Event 6 
Even if we get volunteers from Australia to go over there, or like 
any country, go over there and teach. 
Key: HD – Handling Differences Episode, Grey shading – episode which synthesises ideas. 
 
As summarised in Table 6.2 (above), the students explored three core ideas within their 
conversation towards Negotiative Event 6. As is shown in the final row, Negotiative 
Event 6 demonstrated the students synthesising the ideas of Money and Education as 
they suggested that Haiti should ‘get volunteers…to go over there and teach’. 
As shown in Table 6.2 (above), and visually represented in Figure 6.1 (page 237), 
Negotiative Events 3 and 5 are categorised as Handling Differences episodes133. This 
section explores the data from the conversation within these Negotiative Events to 
resolve the analysis question; In what ways have differences opinion shaped 
9BA1G1OPP’s ability to synthesise their ideas and Construct Explanatory 
Frameworks? Figure 6.2 (page 241) provides an excerpt from Negotiative Event 3 
showing the group’s first Handling Differences episode. 
                                                          
133 As identified by the red-coloured boxes. 
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Student Line Utterance 
Lisa 64 
Excuse me, this is my turn! Educate everyone about what is going to happen and 
what could happen. Obviously they know now what to do, but if it was a country 
that didn't know what to do, they should, need to talk about it. 
Xena 65 But even then, people who know what to do are going to die. 
Casey 66 Yeah exactly! It's not/ 
Xena 67 And then the kids don't know what to do, because/ 
Lisa 68 Okay/ 
Xena 69 So like, it should be in the school system so like - like every day they should have like a little/ 
Figure 6.2 9BA1G1OPP Negotiative Event 3: Handling Differences. 
Figure 6.2 (above) presents the first Handling Differences episode recorded by 
9BA1G1OPP, as identified by Xena’s Counter Argument at Line 65. This 
disagreement between Xena and Lisa (Line 64-67) seemed to enable Xena to further 
elaborate her idea and suggest that rather than educating everyone, ‘it should be in the 
school system’ (Line 69). Here, Xena confronted Lisa on her original idea and 
generated a new idea built from Lisa’s. Not only does this observation reflect the 
results documented by King (2002), that challenges to individual ideas during 
conversation can enable the reconciling of different views into new ideas; Xena’s 
integration of Lisa’s idea into her own new idea begins the group’s movement towards 
Higher-level Geographical Thinking through Constructing Explanatory Frameworks.  
Table 6.3 (page 243) illustrates the process of synthesising previously discussed ideas 
by the students in 9BA1G1OPP and explores the role of different opinions in 
facilitating this synthesis. This table was constructed in the same method outlined 
previously in the introduction to Table 5.12 (pp. 221-222)134. In review, the data 
presented in each column in Table 6.3 (page 243) is; 
x Column 1: Line numbers 
x Columns 2-3: Higher-level Geographical Thinking as identified as Evaluation 
of Evidence and Ideas. 
                                                          
134 Please refer to Section 5.3.1.2 (page 206) for more detailed description of the columns within these 
table. 
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x Columns 4-7: Visual representation of the direction of interaction between the 
students and identification of differences of opinion through Critical 
Questions, Counter Arguments and Negations. 
x Column 8: Extract of utterances from the Enriched Transcript. 
x Column 9: Ideas that have been integrated into the utterance. 
x Column 10: Negotiative Event, Line and Student which contributed the 
previously discussed idea. The direction of the purple arrows towards the text 
represents the integration of ideas discussed earlier in the conversation within 
the utterance. 
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As shown in Table 6.3 (page 243), there were several moments in this extract 
demonstrating the integration of previously discussed ideas into new arguments. The 
first instance was illustrated at Line 87, where Sarah began with a suggestion that Haiti 
needs more money. This contribution drew upon ideas about Money that Sarah had 
previously suggested to the group in Negotiative Event 2 (as shown in the final 
column). This idea was met with an immediate challenge from Lisa through her 
Critical Question - ‘how do you think they are going to get this money?’ (Line 88). 
This utterance identified Negotiative Event 5 as a Handling Difference episode, as the 
disagreement was communicated immediately following this initial idea from Sarah. 
The challenge to the idea of more money was accepted by Sarah, as she admitted that 
getting the money is a problem (Line 89). The idea of more money was again 
challenged by Xena through her Critical Question – ‘how do they get more money?’ 
(Line 91). In their analysis of student questioning, Chin and Osborne (2010) reported 
that questions ‘stimulated critical evaluation of ideas and prompted consideration of 
alternative propositions’ (p. 893). The initial Critical Question from Lisa (Line 88) 
seemed to have prompted Xena to think critically about the idea of Money and further 
challenge the idea with her own Critical Question (Line 91). Together, the questions 
from Lisa and Xena reflect an emerging shared concern for ideas based around Money 
and desire for the group to consider other possibilities.  
Following on from these challenges, Lisa returned to the focus question of the task at 
Line 92. This acted as a form of regulation (Anderson et al. 2001) as Lisa 
communicated the wording of the question so that the students could re-group their 
ideas. This return to the task question enabled Casey to then review the ideas that the 
group has discussed, stating that the people in Haiti ‘don't have enough money, they're 
a poor country, they've got a lot of people’ (Line 94). This utterance demonstrated 
another instance of integration, as Casey drew upon the ideas previously discussed by 
the group in Negotiative Events 1 and 2 to provide the group with a review of three 
core ideas previously explored. 
Casey contributed a series of Critical Questions (Line 96), which drew upon another 
previously discussed idea in Event 4 (Earthquake Drills). Through these questions she 
voiced her concerns around the ideas of Education and earthquake drills, alongside the 
issue of Money that the group had just discussed through Event 5.  It can be inferred 
from these Critical Questions that Casey had been listening intently to the other’s ideas 
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throughout the conversation and was building them into her own thinking about this 
issue (Sawyer 2007b).  
Casey’s Critical Questions elaborated upon the critique of the idea of more money 
communicated earlier by Lisa and Xena’s questions to Sarah (Lines 88 and 91). The 
questioning about the earthquake drills (Line 96) reflected her comprehension that 
there needed to be some kind of resolution that did not involve too much money. These 
observations reflected those documented by King (2002) who reported that student-
generated questions can be tools through which individuals manage their 
comprehension of ideas and support elaborations.  
Table 6.3 (page 243) demonstrated Casey and Sarah moving towards an Explanatory 
Framework that centred on the concern for Money through their integration of ideas135 
previously discussed by the group. As can be seen in Columns 4-7 (Table 6.4, page 
246), the communication of different opinions through Critical Questions aligns with 
both Sarah and Casey’s integration of previous ideas to justify their concerns. This 
association is further explored in Table 6.4 (page 246), which illustrates continued 
integration of ideas within Negotiative Event 5. 
                                                          
135 Integration of Ideas is identified as ‘Students make connections between previous ideas and current 
ideas within the conversation to construct new arguments’ within the Thinking Geographically 
Framework. Refer to Section 3.7.4.4 (page 117).  
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The concern over the issue of Money continued throughout the Negotiative Event, as 
Sarah exclaimed ‘that everything comes down to one basic fact. They need 
money!’(Line 120, Table 6.4, page 246). Lisa and Casey both presented counter 
arguments (Lines 123 and 124) which communicated a shared concern around the idea 
of giving money to Haiti, as Lisa suggested other countries would challenge this (Line 
123) and Casey argued that the Haitian Government has the wrong priorities (Line 
124). 
Casey used a familiar example of the type of leadership that was needed to deal with 
natural disasters, as she reminded the group of the Fire Commissioner during the 
Victorian bushfires (Lines 125 and 127). Casey’s contributions illustrated a process of 
using shared prior knowledge to construct new explanations of why Haiti was 
struggling in its recovery from the earthquake. This observation is in line with Gijlers 
and de Jong (2005) who reported that shared prior knowledge (in this case the Fire 
Commissioner) can be drawn upon by students to develop understanding within a new 
and different problem.  
Table 6.4 (page 246) illustrated an association between the disagreement 
communicated through the Counter Arguments (Lines 120, 123, 124) and the drawing 
upon previously discussed ideas (Lines 120, 124). The data illustrated that the 
negotiation of the differences of opinion surrounding the concern for money prompted 
the students to draw upon previous ideas to strengthen their perspectives and work 
towards a shared course of action.  
Sawyer (2007) mentioned that creativity is demonstrated by groups when they think 
of a new way to frame a problem and ideas are often transformed into questions or 
problems. The shared concern around Money (shown in Table 6.4, page 246) was built 
from Sarah’s contribution of the idea (Line 87, Table 6.3, page 243 and Line 120, 
Table 6.4, page 246).The challenges communicated by Lisa, Xena and Casey’s Critical 
Questions (Lines 90-96, Table 6.3, page 243 and Lines 123-132, Table 6.4, page 246) 
reflected the group shifting from the content of the task’s focus question, to their own 
spontaneous concern for determining a course of action that does not require huge 
sums of money. Casey’s interview data demonstrated that she was attempting to 
challenge the group through her critical questioning about the idea of volunteers, as 
she commented that ‘they were saying …. volunteers, volunteers, volunteers and I just 
didn't think they had the right idea. They just said 'Oh volunteers are good, just get 
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them in there and do whatever'...they don't...I wanted them to tell me why they wanted 
them and what they wanted them for, exactly. Cos I didn't think they knew exactly’ 
(Casey Interview extract, Appendix 2.3, page 354). In Negotiative Event 6, the 
negotiation of differences of opinion facilitated the Construction of an Explanatory 
Framework.  
This is illustrated at Lines 158 and 161, as shown in Figure 6.3 (below). This excerpt 
shows the group synthesising136 the ideas of Money and Education, as they consider 
the idea of getting volunteers to go to Haiti and teach. 
Student Line Utterance 
Xena 158 
What they could do, is even if like, it's sort of away from it, but even if we 
get volunteers from Australia to go over there, or like any country, to go 
over there and teach. 
Lisa 159 Yeah 
Xena 160 That would teach the kids education, you know. 
Casey 161 
But, even if you do that, it's something, like, those kids could even teach 
other kids. Like passing it on, you know. You don't need a lot of money 
to make a difference. I mean, you need some, obviously. This is a very 
annoying world where we need money to do stuff but you know, if 
we...talking about the country, if they... 
Figure 6.3 9BA1G1OPP Negotiative Event 6: Explanatory Framework. 
As illustrated in Figure 6.3 (above), Xena began Negotiative Event 6 with a new 
possible course of action, to ‘get volunteers from Australia to go over there, or like 
any country, to go over there and teach’ (Line 158). This argument resolved the 
tension amongst the group around the concern of Money, which was communicated 
through the differences of opinion within Negotiative Event 5 (Tables 6.3 and 6.4, 
pages 243 and 246). This proposal demonstrated synthesis, as it drew upon the need 
for Education discussed in Negotiative Events 3 and 4, bringing it together with the 
group’s concern for Money shown in Negotiative Event 5. This course of action 
contributed by Xena demonstrated a synthesis of the ideas of Education and Money in 
a way that overcame their concern about Haiti’s ability to use money appropriately. 
From the data presented in this section, it appeared that the frequent disagreements 
between the students around the ideas of Money and Education, as communicated in 
Event 5 (Tables 6.3 and 6.4, pages 243 and 246), enabled the students to come up with 
                                                          
136 Synthesis is understood as putting elements together to form a new, coherent whole (Anderson et 
al. 2001). Refer to Section 5.1.1 (page 185) for further explanation. 
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an option that synthesised these two ideas into a new argument in Event 6 (Figure 6.3, 
page 248). Through the proposal to have volunteers go to Haiti and teach, the students 
weighed up the strengths and weaknesses of the two ideas. This finding supports the 
argument from Johnson and Johnson (2013b) that diversity between group members 
can foster synthesis through the integration of the best parts of solutions discussed. At 
Line 161 (Figure 6.3, page 248), Casey stated that ‘You don’t need a lot of money to 
make a difference’. Here, she acknowledged that the idea of sending volunteers to 
teach children in Haiti would make a positive difference, without needing to provide a 
lot of money. These contributions from Xena (Line 158) and Casey (Line 161) present 
an Explanatory Framework which resolved the tensions displayed throughout 
Negotiative Event 5.  
6.2.2 Creative Thinking through Alternative Futures. 
In a study which set out to determine the relationship between futures thinking and 
creative imagination, Chiu (2012) revealed that when students are asked to make 
decisions about the future, they are prompted to move beyond what may be real and 
achievable in the present and consider ideas which are more abstract (Chiu 2012). The 
connection between futures thinking and creativity was reiterated by Hicks (2008), 
who reported that futures-oriented education can improve students’ creative 
imagination. Other studies (such as, Johnson & Johnson 2013c) have recommended 
that working in groups, particularly those with a range of different perspectives, can 
have beneficial influences on student learning including creative problem solving.  
 Negotiative Event 10 demonstrated a shift in 9BA1G1OPP’s interaction towards a 
futures-oriented discussion of the use of volunteers in Haiti. This section investigates 
the data Negotiative Event 10 to resolve case analysis question, how does the 
Generation of Alternative Futures enact creative thinking? Figure 6.4 (page 250) 
presents the extract from Negotiative Event 10 to illustrate the shift into futures-
oriented discussion. 
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Figure 6.4 Negotiative Event 10: Shift to Futures-oriented Thinking. 
As seen in Figure 6.4 (Lines 234-23, above), Money was still central to the group’s 
discussion, however the students shifted to consider the impacts money could have for 
the future in Haiti. Lisa initiated this shift, as she suggested that they could ‘give them 
money to start them off and then they can rebuild’ (Line 234). Casey built upon Lisa’s 
idea by communicating that money and volunteers can play a role in educating the 
Haitian Government. In challenging Casey’s suggestion, Xena further orientated the 
group to thinking about the future, as she commented that ‘if you educate the adults, 
they're going to soon turn into, like, the elderly, and you'll just have to repeat it all 
over. But if you educate the kids, they will grow up to be adults.’ (Line 238). This 
interaction highlights how the individual’s different perspectives supported the group 
to move beyond just suggesting the idea, to considering the impact it could have in 
Haiti in the future (Johnson & Johnson 2013c). 
The imagining and envisioning of Alternative Futures for different places around the 
world is an important aspect of creative thinking within geography (Renshaw 2011). 
Lisa and Xena demonstrated futures thinking as they considered how the decisions 
made in the present, or implemented in the near future, could have longer term impacts 
(Lines 234-237, Figure 6.4, above). Xena envisioned what the future would be like for 
the people in Haiti, if the course of action was to educate the present-day adults. She 
stated that this strategy would not have enough longer term impact and elaborated that 
the education should be directed towards younger generations to implement changes 
in the future (Line 238). 
Student Line Utterance 
Lisa 234 
Yeah, so I think we just give them enough money to start them off and then they 
can rebuild...because if we keep giving them money, they're going to think 
they're just a charity case. 
Casey 235 Yeah, cos you can't just give them money 
Xena 236 Cos they're going to expect more money and more money 
Casey 237 
Yeah, so you educate them with the money, you say 'what can you do here? 
What's the best thing for your Government? How do you this?’ Maybe like get 
some people, educate the Haitian Government to get, you know/ 
Xena 238 
The thing is though, I don't...cos if you educate the adults, they're going to soon 
turn into, like, the elderly, and you'll just have to repeat it all over. But if you 
educate the kids, they will grow up to be adults. 
Sarah 239 But the thing is/ 
Casey 240 and make a difference. 
Sarah 241 if you educate the adults, the adults will then be able to educate their young. 
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At Line 241 (Figure 6.4, page 250), Sarah continued with this line of thinking as she 
built upon Xena’s idea and stated that ‘if you educate the adults, the adults will then 
be able to educate their young’. Both Xena and Sarah discussed the idea of Education 
with acknowledgement of the issues within the processes involved in volunteer 
education as a possible course of action. They were thinking beyond the immediate 
future and considering the ‘bigger picture’ to explore how education of children can 
have greater impact than educating present-day adults. This observation aligns with 
the findings of Chiu (2012), who determined that thinking about the distant future is 
more likely to enable more abstract thinking about what can be achieved.  
Figure 6.5 (page 252) shows that the students in 9BA1G1OPP considered a range of 
possible courses of action that centered on their concerns for Money and Education. 
The various colours of the lines represent the different courses of action that were 
discussed by the students. The timeline illustrates that the group explored four core 
areas within which possible courses of action exist – Buildings (Light Blue), Money 
(Red), Education (Green) and Location (Dark Blue), as determined in Negotiative 
Events 1, 2, 3 and 7 (identified by the numbers above the ideas). The students 
proceeded to explore possible courses of action within two core areas of Money and 
Education, as shown in the middle section of the diagram. Through these Events, the 
students identified what was needed to improve life for Haitian people and how 
strategies incorporating Money and Education could be organised. The purple arrows 
indicate the arguments which were synthesised from Event 3 into Events 13 and 15, 
as well as from Event 12 into Event 16. 
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Negotiative Events 8, 9, 11, 12 and 14 demonstrated the students exploring and 
evaluating strategies to send money to the people or Government of Haiti. They 
considered what could actually be achieved through the provision of money, including 
food provision (Event 8), employment (Event 11) and medical facilities (Event 14). 
Figure 6.5 (page 252) illustrates the importance of dealing with the money issue for 
the students, as the initial branches of Money initiated in Events 2 and 5 expanded into 
four further ideas centering on Money (Events 8, 9, 11, 12 and 14). The possible 
courses of action relating to money reflected the students’ deeper thinking about the 
idea and the impacts it could have for the people of Haiti. This was demonstrative of 
geographical thinking, as the students considered characteristics of the place and 
population to evaluate the possibilities (McInerney et al. 2009).  
Figure 6.5 (page 252) visualises the synthesis of the ideas of Education and volunteers 
through Events 13 and 15, represented by the purple arrows in the diagram. Through 
these episodes, the students moved towards a vision of a better future for Haiti as they 
determined that education can have impacts for future generations. This vision of a 
Preferred Future for Haiti was clarified in Negotiative Event 13 and is outlined in 
Figure 6.6 (below). 
Figure 6.6 Negotiative Event 13: Distant Alternative Future. 
Student Line Utterance 
Xena 292 I think if we educate the kids...when they grow up, they'll become the Government. And they'll educate their kids and it will go on like that. 
Sarah 293 The thing is... 
Xena 294 It's too late for this generation. 
Sarah 295 
When you're educating the kids, you must have some sort of way to educate 
them? Because the elderly don't even know what they're doing, how can you 
educate the kids? 
Lisa 296 Yeah, so the volunteers can... 
Sarah 297 Well... 
Lisa 298 I know we can't get volunteers for the whole of/ 
Sarah 299 Yeah, because/ 
Lisa 300 Ha-i-ti but/ 
Sarah 301 You can only get a small portion of Haiti to be educated, you can't exactly say like the whole lot of Haiti. 
Lisa 302 But maybe, when the whole population's learnt like/ 
Xena 303 Yeah, it takes time, but soon enough they will all know what to do. 
Lisa 304 Yeah 
Xena 305 That's the thing that we've got to start. 
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As is shown in Figure 6.6 (page 253), the generation of an Alternative Future is 
communicated through Xena’s contribution at Line 292. She stated, ‘I think if we 
educate the kids...when they grow up, they'll become the Government. And they'll 
educate their kids and it will go on like that.’ This proposal reflected both futures 
thinking and geographical thinking. Firstly, Xena imagined how educating today’s 
children could have impact on future generations, which reflected an understanding of 
the way in which change occurs within human society (McInerney et al. 2009). 
Secondly, Xena elaborated this line of thinking about generational change at Line 294 
as she acknowledged that ‘it’s too late for this generation’. 
The group acknowledged that volunteers would not be able to educate every child 
across Haiti (Lines 298 and 301, Figure 6.6, page 253). They recognised that there are 
finer details of this course of action that still need to be planned out. Xena provided 
the group with a futures perspective again as she commented that ‘Yeah, it takes time, 
but soon enough they will all know what to do.’ (Line 303). This was further clarified 
at Line 305, as she established the view of the future for the group, stating that ‘That's 
the thing that we've got to start’. 
The data presented so far this section has highlighted how the students have progressed 
towards a view for a Preferred Future in Haiti to educate the children. This view of a 
Preferred Future was one which the students constructed with a view to a more distant 
future.  The group constructed another Preferred Future which related to more a more 
immediate future in Event 16, where it was suggested that ‘the money could help with 
the buildings’ (Casey, Line 399). This view reflected a vision of an immediate future, 
as the students used data from the photo stimulus as evidence to determine a vision for 
the future which was based on more concrete, achievable actions, which could be taken 
now (Chiu 2012). Figure 6.7 (below) presents the extract from the conversation 
highlighting this Alternative Future. 
Figure 6.7 Negotiative Event 16: Immediate Alternative Future. 
Student Line Utterance 
Xena 398 Are they going to survive by money? What's money going to do for them? 
Casey 399 No, like the money's not to prevent them, what I'm saying is the money could help with the buildings...  
Sarah 400 the structure of the building codes, you know, ensure they're above certain/ 
Casey 401 …standards. 
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Xena ended Negotiative Event 15 with a Critical Question at Line 398 that directed 
the group to work out how money is going to help people survive an earthquake. This 
question prompted Casey to explain that the money would not prevent the earthquakes, 
but asserted the future view that the ‘money could help with the buildings’ (Line 399). 
This interaction demonstrated an aspect of group creativity as Casey and Sarah seemed 
to be thinking with one mind and playing off each other’s contributions to collectively 
create a view for the immediate future (Sawyer 2007a, 2012). This was illustrated 
through the sentence constructed together through Lines 399 to 401. 
The data explored throughout this section expands upon the findings of Case F (Study 
Two, page 224) that the negotiation of different opinions can facilitate Higher-level 
Geographical Thinking through Alternate Futures. Firstly, Figures 6.4 (page 250) and 
6.6 (page 253) highlighted that the negotiation between all members around their 
different perspectives on the idea of volunteers for education in Events 10 and 13 
enabled Xena to clarify a view for the distant future, taking everyone’s idea into 
account, to ‘educate the kids, they will grow up to be adults’ (Line 238). Secondly, 
Figure 6.7 (page 254) illustrated Xena’s Critical Question in Event 16 (Line 398) was 
followed by Casey’s communication of a view for Haiti’s immediate future whereby 
‘money could help with the buildings’ (Line 399).  
6.3 Case G – Summary. 
Case G has explored how differences of opinion can facilitate group-level Higher-level 
Geographical Thinking during the synthesis of ideas, as well as the occurrence of 
critical and creative thinking. The conversation data from 9BA1G1OPP was used to 
develop responses to a series of case analysis questions, which are outlined and 
responded to below. 
x In what ways have differences of opinion shaped 9BA1G1OPP’s ability to 
synthesise their ideas and Construct Explanatory Frameworks? 
It is apparent from the data analysed within Case G (reiterating the findings of Case F) 
that the asking of and responding to Critical Questions during the conversation played 
an important role in enabling the students to synthesise their ideas. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 
(pages 243 and 246) showed that the negotiation of different perspectives, through 
these Critical Questions, led the students to integrate their individual ideas into a 
shared, united concern for Money. This spontaneous focus of the conversation 
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emerged as the students sought to overcome the challenges presented by their diverse 
ideas in solving the focus question for the task (Csikszentmihalyi 1990).  
This shift from the focus of the task question to the group’s own questions around 
strategies to provide Haiti with assistance without great amounts of money was 
representative of critical, creative thinking. Sawyer’s (2007b) investigation of 
creativity within groups recommended that ‘diversity makes teams more creative 
because the friction drives the team to more original and complex work’ (p. 71). The 
data analysed in Section 6.2.1 (Tables 6.3 and 6.4, pages 243 and 246) illustrated that 
the negotiation of the different opinions around the ideas of Money and Education 
aligned with the integration of these ideas into a detailed explanation that money does 
not have to be at the core of the course of action. The data illustrated that the Critical 
Questions enabled the students to overcome these different perspectives around 
Money to construct an Explanatory Framework through the idea of volunteers to teach 
the people. This Explanatory Framework brought together elements of the previous 
discussions around Education and Money to construct a new, synthesised idea.  
x How does the Generation of Alternative Futures enact creative thinking? 
Geography affords itself the ability to integrate futures thinking as students can engage 
in geographical events and consider the impacts/consequences and possible courses of 
action (Hicks 2007). The Australian Curriculum document enacted this through the 
Reflecting and Responding Skill which requires students to ‘use decision making 
methods to decide on the most appropriate plan for action’ through ‘evaluating the 
alternative possibilities’ (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority 
2012). Here, the futures perspective within geography places emphasis on critical and 
creative thinking, as it encourages students to question why things are as they are and 
evaluate alternative, more sustainable futures (Australian Curriculum Assessment and 
Reporting Authority 2011). 
There are three core ways in which the data investigated within Section 6.2.2 (page 
249) demonstrated that the imagining of the Alternative Futures in Haiti enacted 
creative thinking. Firstly, through the ideas of Creative Imagination (Chiu 2012; Hicks 
2008; Johnson & Johnson 2013c) and Collaborative Emergence (Sawyer 2003a, 
2003b; Sawyer & DeZutter 2009), which are explored in the following paragraphs. 
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The conditions of group flow (Sawyer 2007a) are explained and analysed in further 
detail in Section 6.3.1 (page 258). 
According to Hicks (2008), a futures thinking approach can enable students to 
participate in thoughtful and informed decision-making, as well as improve students’ 
creative imagination. The data investigated through Figures 6.4 and 6.5 (pages 243 
and 245) highlighted that the futures-oriented discussion of the Alternative Future for 
Haiti enabled the group to move beyond simply stating an idea, to evaluating it and 
considering the impact on the people of Haiti, now and in the future. Through their 
critical engagement with each other’s ideas, particularly their Critical Questions, the 
students in 9BA1G1OPP elaborated their view for the future to consider both short-
term and longer-term strategies to manage change for the community in Haiti. The 
Alternative Future based on using money to help with the buildings, contributed by 
Casey (Figure 6.7, page 254), established a shorter-term strategy. While the vision to 
educate today’s children elaborated by Xena (Figure 6.6, page 253) determined a 
longer-term strategy to implement change. These visions for both short-term and 
longer-term improvements were indicative of decision making which both takes 
existing information into account, as well as imagining how change can occur in the 
future. 
Chiu (2012) found that students who were imagining distant futures were more able to 
construct ideas which were creative, more abstract and indicative of thinking about the 
‘bigger picture’. The data presented and analysed in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 (page 253 and 
254) builds upon Chiu’s findings, as it showed the group constructing and evaluating 
their view for a Preferred Future in Haiti, whereby today’s children would be educated 
by volunteers. When compared to the vision for the immediate future to use money for 
the buildings that emerged from students’ interpretations of the photo galleries, there 
was greater creative thinking in the education proposal, as the students were not 
presented with evidence that facilitated this idea. In this case, the students were 
thinking beyond what could be known from the information they engaged with during 
the group learning task to imagine how education of today’s children will make a 
difference for future generations. Through imagining how education occurs within 
families and across generations, the students were creating a view for the future for 
which they did not have concrete evidence, rather it was an abstract idea that would 
have impact in time (Chiu 2012). 
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Sawyer (2003a, 2003b) defined ‘collaborative emergence’ as the frame or narrative 
that emerges from the collaborative creative activity that the group is participating in. 
The interaction between Xena and Sarah illustrated in Figure 6.7 (page 247) 
demonstrated a moment-to-moment relationship between the students’ thinking, which 
Sawyer and deZuttner (2009) explain is a foundation for group creativity. This 
collaborative creativity was further illustrated by Sarah and Casey in Figure 6.7 (page 
254), who not only showed the connection between their ideas, but were able to 
construct an explanation together as their utterances built upon each other to create 
one sentence.  
The data investigated in Case G established that the generation of Alternative Futures 
represented a collaborative emergence, as defined by Sawyer (2003a, 2003b). As 
illustrated in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 (pages 253 and 254), the students built upon each 
other’s ideas and wove their perspectives into two shared visions for the future in Haiti. 
A short term vision to use money to help with the building and a longer term strategy 
to educate the children of today, to make an impact in future generations. In the 
development of their visions of two Preferred Futures, the students were listening 
closely to each other’s ideas and integrating aspects of their ideas into shared visions 
for the future in Haiti.  
6.3.1 Conditions of Group Flow. 
Sawyer’s (2007a) explanation of the concept of ‘flow’, with reference to 
Csizkszentmihalyi (1990), stated that flow emerged from situations wherein the 
challenge set by the task or peer, is just beyond the current competencies of the 
students. However, it is not so far beyond them that they feel frustrated, and also not 
so close as to facilitate boredom within a task (Sawyer 2007a). This explanation was 
elaborated in Sawyer’s definition of group flow, occurs as ‘a peak experience’, ‘ a 
group performing at its top ability’ and ‘a collective state of mind’ (Sawyer 2007a, p. 
43). as a peak experience wherein a group is engaging at the best of its ability (Sawyer 
2007a). Sawyer’s work determined that there are ten conditions137 required for a group 
to be able to reach this optimal working/learning environment. This section explores 
the way in which differences of opinion contributed to a learning environment 
                                                          
137 The ten conditions are: Group Goal, Close Listening, Complete Concentration, Being in Control, 
Blending of Egos, Equal Participation, Familiarity, Communication, Moving it Forward, Potential for 
Failure (Sawyer, 2007a). 
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conducive to these ten conditions, and the role this played in enacting critical, creative 
thinking during the conversation of 9BA1G1OPP. 
1. Group Goal. 
Sawyer (2007a) explained that the activity being undertaken by the group needs to be 
one within which the team members can perceive a goal which is common amongst 
them. He noted that the goal can be open-ended, so long as there is enough information 
for the group to know when they are getting close to achieving this goal (Sawyer 
2007a). As shown in Figure 6.8 (below), the students used the focus question to 
determine that, as a group, they needed to devise a strategy to prevent the same level 
of death and destruction from a future earthquake. 
Student Line Utterance 
Lisa 10 
What is the most important action for the Haitian Government to take to prevent 
such severe death and destruction from future earthquakes? So basically it's 
saying what can they do to stop what happened last time and decrease the amount 
of deaths? 
Casey 11 So what can the Government do? 
Lisa 12 Yeah 
Casey 13 So...we'll go....yeah 
Sarah 14 We'll go round, so... 
Lisa 15 Ummm, I don't like to be first... 
Casey 16 Okay, Sarah you just go first. How do you feel, um, how the Haitian Government should, um, prevent severe death and destruction from future earthquakes? 
Figure 6.8 Engaging with the Focus Question. 
Following the determination of the group goal from the focus question (shown at Lines 
10-11, Figure 6.8, above), the students engaged with the negotiation of their different 
opinions. Section 6.2.1 (page 239) demonstrated how the negotiation of the diversity 
of the students’ perspectives supported the group to shift to their own, spontaneous 
aim within the task. This was illuminated within Figure 6.3 (page 248), within which 
the students worked together to build an Explanatory Framework that considered the 
ideas of money and education together. (Figure 6.3, page 248).  
2. Close Listening. 
Close listening is evident within a group when each contribution is in response to what 
has been said, all members are fully engaged on the task and no individual enters the 
conversation with pre-planned ideas (Sawyer 2007a). The data explored throughout 
Case G highlighted that the students were intently listening to the ideas contributed by 
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the team members in order to determine their appropriateness and considered how each 
other’s perspectives worked together to devise a strategy to solve the task’s focus 
question. 
In a study of student engagement in mathematics activities, Armstrong (2008) stated 
that group work requires students to engage in the challenge of coordinating one’s own 
performance/ideas with that of others in the group and that this nature of challenge can 
be conducive to group flow (Armstrong 2008). As shown in both Sections 6.2.1 and 
6.2.2 (pages 239 and 249), the differences of opinion negotiated through the asking of 
and responding to Critical Questions enabled the students to reconcile other’s views 
with their own and integrate previously discussed ideas into new ideas to construct an 
Explanatory Framework and Alternative Futures for Haiti. The generation of various 
views for Alternative Futures in Haiti, as forms of collaborative emergence within the 
conversation (Section 6.3, page 255), further supports the finding that 9BA1G1OPP 
met this condition of group flow. 
3. Complete Concentration. 
Group flow is more likely to occur when the group’s attention is completely focused 
on the task at hand (Sawyer 2007a). Armstrong (2008) found that the group 
experiencing flow was not distracted by the broader classroom environment. The data 
for 9BA1G1OPP presented in the Chapter 4138 showed that this group’s conversation 
was the longest time recorded in the data and displayed no off-task conversation within 
their recording. The data explored throughout Case G has built upon these earlier 
observations to illustrate the students’ engagement with the task at hand, as they used 
the instructions and focus question to regulate their interactions.  
As outlined in Figure 6.8 (page 259), through engaging with the task instructions and 
question early in the conversation, the students in 9BA1G1OPP concentrated on what 
the task was asking of them, and sought ways to negotiate their differences to reach 
the group’s goal throughout the conversation. These observations are consistent with 
the findings of Haines (2013), who reported that groups which were task-oriented were 
more able to achieve flow and engage with differences of opinion positively. Similar 
to the analysis reported by Haines (2013), the students in 9BA1G1OPP involved 
themselves completely on the task at hand, with little time spent on working out who 
                                                          
138 See Section 4.1.1 (page 136). 
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was going to perform what role. Rather, they engaged in critical conversation early 
and used the task requirements to manage their differences of opinion. As such, the 
data for 9BA1G1OPP accords with the definition of this condition of group flow from 
Sawyer (2008). 
4. Being in Control. 
Sawyer (2007a) stated that groups need to feel that they have autonomy within their 
environment, and have some sense of being able to control it. The importance of this 
sense of being in control was further explained by Shernoff and Csikszentmihalyi 
(2009), who stated that increased engagement in a learning activity is achieved through 
a balance between the perceived challenges of the task and abilities of the students, 
relevant instructions and a sense of control over their environment.  
As explained in Chapter 3 (Section 3.6.4, page 104), students were provided with task 
instruction sheets, and as the teacher-researcher, I only engaged with groups if they 
asked for clarification of the task. I made every effort to provide only minimal 
guidance which enabled the students to navigate the expectations of the task. Although 
these interactions were not the focus of the analysis, they followed on from the 
instructions within the task to construct a learning environment wherein the students 
understood that there were no explicit ‘right answers’ to the task – it was their own 
ideas that were important.  
As discussed in Section 6.2.1 (page 239), within Case G, the students’ negotiation of 
their different opinions enabled them to spontaneously shift into their own concern for 
dealing with the issues surrounding money in Haiti. Two of the students from this 
group also commented on their sense of control and autonomy within the task, as was 
communicated in the following Written Reflection extracts: 
I found that group work a lot of fun and it was good being able to debate my 
choices (Casey, Written Reflection) 
I enjoyed the work sheets we got because it made us come out with what we 
[Lisa’s emphasis] think, not what is the right answer (Lisa, Written Reflection) 
Both of these comments highlight the students’ value of being able to use their own 
ideas and choices to learn, reflecting a feeling of being in control of their participation 
in the task. 
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5. Blending of Egos 
Sawyer (2007a) explained that the Blending of Egos occurs when members of the 
group establish a sense of group consciousness, reflected through each member being 
‘in sync’ with the group and building upon ideas contributed by other members. 
Armstrong (2008) found that when more group members seem to be of ‘one mind’, it 
is more likely that they are in flow. His observation of this condition was identified 
through students completing each other’s sentences, contributing quickly and 
spontaneously to conversation with a sense of excitement. The interaction between 
Sarah and Casey in Figure 6.7 (page 254) demonstrated this condition as they seemed 
to be in sync and thinking with one mind, as they constructed a sentence 
collaboratively. It should be noted that this condition of group flow seems to reflect 
the notion of collaborative emergence explained by Sawyer in his earlier texts (Sawyer 
2003a, 2003b) and explored in the previous section. 
6. Equal Participation. 
The experience of group flow is more likely to emerge in groups where each 
participant plays an equal role in the group’s collective creativity (Sawyer 2007a). 
Sawyer (2007a) suggested that when one individual dominates the group, or feels there 
is nothing to learn from the conversation, flow is not likely to eventuate. The results 
of Armstrong (2008) confirmed that groups which have one student dominating the 
conversation, wherein the other team members quickly adapt this individual’s idea, 
did not develop an environment conducive to group flow. 
The various extracts used throughout Case G illustrate that all four students within 
9BA1G1OPP were engaged in the conversation and participated in the construction of 
the Explanatory Framework and Alternative Futures. In reviewing the complete 
Enriched Transcript for the group139, it was further illustrated that the four students 
participated equally in the conversation throughout most Negotiative Events. Though 
some sections involved a back-and-forth interaction between two students as they 
negotiated their disagreement; across the whole conversation, the participation was 
shared and mutual between the four students. 
7. Familiarity. 
                                                          
139 See Appendix 3.7 (page 432) for Enriched Transcript. 
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The condition of familiarity to enable group flow is two-sided. Firstly, there needs to 
be enough familiarity between each team member and some entry-level knowledge of 
the content relevant to the task. On the other hand, as Sawyer (2007a) outlined that ‘if 
group members are too similar, flow becomes less likely because the group interaction 
is no longer challenging’ (p. 52). 
The task completed by the students drew upon the knowledge and skills which had 
been developed through the GIS unit completed prior to the students’ participation in 
the earthquakes learning sequence140. Also, the Chile and Haiti earthquakes were 
geographical phenomenon which had occurred earlier in the year and were still being 
covered within the general media at the time of data collection. As such, there was an 
entry-level knowledge of earthquakes, as well as some familiarity with these 
earthquake events amongst the students. Furthermore, the students were generally 
familiar with each other as they were members of the same class. 
Comments from some students’ Written Reflections mirrored Sawyer’s (2007a)  
argument that groups with similar ideas are less challenging. For example: 
I don’t think it was as fun being in a group that all agreed with you (Casey, 
Written Reflection) 
I felt a bit more comfortable in the first group as there was one other person 
agreeing with me. I still learnt a lot as there was still an intense debate (Sarah, 
Written Reflection) 
Analysis of all participant’s group preferences, communicated through the analysis of 
Written Reflections141, reiterated these comments from Casey and Sarah to 
demonstrate that most students preferred working in the group which had differences 
between members, rather than similarities. The analysis showed that more than 90% 
of the 43 participants communicated a preference for working within a group with 
some level of differences of opinion. By working in difference group types across 
Tasks One and Two, all students were exposed to groups with similar and different 
opinion142. Furthermore, as groups were allocated around students’ opinions, any 
friendships within groups were by chance. The role of friendship in the negotiation of 
                                                          
140 See Section 3.6.4 (page 104) for detailed description of the set-up of the learning tasks within the 
data collection phase. 
141 See Figure 3.10 (page 105) for description of the Written Reflection analysis. 
142 As is outlined in, Section 3.6.2.3 (page 101). 
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differences of opinion is an area for future study. These observations build upon 
several other studies (including Armstrong 2008; Haines 2013; Johnson & Johnson 
2013a; Sawyer 2007a), which suggest that groups with diversity can be more enjoyable 
and challenging than those with similarities.  
8. Communication and 9. Moving It Forward. 
Sawyer (2007a) stated that group flow is more likely to occur through constant 
communication, which is spontaneous in nature. Members need to listen carefully to 
each other’s contributions, accept each other’s perspectives and extend and build upon 
previous contributions (Sawyer 2007a). This approach enables the group to keep the 
conversation moving and ideas being generated.  
These two conditions of group flow were demonstrated by the students in 
9BA1G1OPP within the analysis of the data within Case G (Study Three) through the 
process of synthesis. The group’s ability to construct and Explanatory Framework 
(Section 6.2.1, page 239) and generate Alternative Futures (Section 6.2.2, page 249) 
for Haiti were evidence of their communication, careful listening and building upon 
each other’s ideas. 
10. Potential for Failure. 
Sawyer (2007a) explained that one of the conditions within a group to create an 
environment conducive to group flow is that the members accept the risk of failure and 
this acts to motivate and energise the group (Sawyer 2007a). This condition was 
illustrated in Figure 6.7 (page 254) which demonstrated the students in 9BA1G1OPP 
acknowledging that there were limitations and challenges associated with the vision 
for the Preferred Future to educate today’s children. The group accepted that change 
would not be immediate and that their volunteers would not be able to access all the 
children. However, they established that educating the children today would be the 
way to ‘start things’. 
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6.4 Study Three – Summary. 
Study Three sought to understand the how differences of opinion, negotiated through 
student-generated Critical Questions, enabled students to engage in and maintain 
critical and creative thinking about a geographical event. The communication and 
negotiation of different opinions through Critical Questions and Counter Arguments 
demonstrated by the students in 9BA1G1OPP (Case G) facilitated critical thinking in 
three ways. Firstly, the challenges presented through the different opinions assisted the 
students to evaluate their own proposed courses of action and those contributed by 
other students. The negotiation of these differences facilitated the elaboration of 
various possible courses of action to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the 
different options. Finally, the questioning and challenge to ideas throughout the 
conversation enabled the group to synthesise several of these different views into a 
shared understanding. This shared understanding of the geographical event was 
established through the Explanatory Framework outlined in Section 6.2.1 (page 239). 
The engagement with different perspectives on the impacts of the earthquakes and 
strategies to manage these within the group prompted creative thinking through the 
spontaneous focus on a concern emerging from their discussion and the imagining of 
alternative views for the future. The differences of opinion within the group supported 
the students to create a new way of thinking about the problem to spontaneously 
concentrate on solving their mutual concern for Money. This concern emerged from 
the conversation itself and enabled the students to shift into considering how their 
different proposals would influence the future for the people in Haiti. The generation 
of the visions for Alternative Futures demonstrated in Section 6.2.2 (page 249) enacted 
creative thinking through the evaluation of the future impact of potential courses of 
action.  
The Australian Curriculum for Geography outlined that the aim of the discipline is to 
develop students’ ability to ‘think geographically, using geographical concepts’ and 
build students’ capacity to be ‘competent, critical and creative users of geographical 
inquiry methods and skills’ (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting 
Authority 2012).  Building upon the interpretations from Study Two, this third study 
established that the negotiation of differences of opinion within groups provided a 
learning environment within which students displayed critical and creative thinking 
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about the Chile and Haiti earthquakes. Together, the analysis presented within Studies 
Two and Three combine to create a response to Sub-Questions 3 and 4. 
6.4.1 Responding to Sub-Questions 3 and 4. 
Sub-Questions 3 and 4 combine to represent the Geographical Reasoning lens through 
which the student conversations have been analysed throughout this thesis. The 
analysis presented throughout Studies Two (Chapter 5) and Three provides evidence 
which helps to better understanding what is meant by ‘thinking geographically’ and 
how it can occur within student conversations. The work of Golledge (2008; 2002) 
highlighted the importance of students’ working within a conceptual framework 
specific to the Geography discipline. Arising from Golledge’s discussion (outlined in 
Section 2.3.4, page 42), Sub-Question 3 asked, how can students be encouraged to use 
more complex geographical concepts within their reasoning?   
The cases presented through Studies Two (Cases D, E and F) and Three (Case G) 
illustrated that the elaborations and justifications stimulated by the asking and 
answering of Critical Questions enabled students to move beyond lower-level 
concepts, such as location. This was demonstrated as the students considered the 
causes and consequences of the Haiti and Chile earthquakes through more advanced 
concepts, such as Distribution and Association. Several researchers (Brooks 2013; 
Morgan 2013; Slinger 2011) stated that conceptual understandings provide a 
framework through which students can work together to make sense of geographical 
phenomenon. The analysis demonstrated that the conceptual frameworks, both those 
presented to students through instructional terminology and stimuli and those 
frameworks already existing within students’ understandings, were central to creating 
opportunities for students to engage in a critical geographical discussion. The 
combination of the instruction to debate and the construction of collaborative 
visualisations (similar to concept maps) provided a learning environment which 
facilitated students’ use of more complex geographical concepts through the 
negotiation of their differences of opinion.   
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The literature related to Geographic Reasoning (Section 2.3.4, page 42) prompted the 
development of Sub-Question 4, which posed, in what ways can collaborative learning 
strategies facilitate critical discussion about real-world geographic events that 
supports students’ geographic reasoning?  
Studies Two (Chapter 5) and Three (Case G) highlighted that debate in small groups 
facilitated critical discussion about the Chile and Haiti 2010 earthquakes. The cases 
presented within these studies provided evidence that the students were thinking 
critically and creatively about these geographic events as they worked together to 
establish a comprehensive global viewpoint (Morgan 2013). The students within these 
cases employed their existing knowledge of these earthquake events, gathered from 
media and statistics before and during the learning sequence, to make sense of these 
events in a distinctly geographical way.  
Reiterating previous researchers’ suggestion that real-world events provide an 
accessible context for students to engage in critical discussion (Morgan 2013; Slinger 
2011), Studies Two and Three demonstrated that the pedagogical approach that 
included the stimulus provided, instructional terminology used and the structure of 
student groups around differences of opinions is an effective collaborative learning 
strategy to support students to think critically and creatively about these real-world 
geographic events. 
6.5 Chapter 6 - Summary. 
Building upon Study Two (Case E, page 199), this chapter (Study Three) provided 
further evidence that differences of opinion facilitated elaborated explanations of 
earthquakes and their management. This was illustrated by the Explanatory 
Framework constructed by the students in 9BA1G1OPP through the synthesis of ideas 
in Negotiative Event 6. Furthermore, the findings presented within Chapter 6 further 
elaborate upon the findings of Study Two (Case F, page 215) through the evidence 
shown that negotiation of different perspectives can stimulate creative thinking 
through Alternative Futures. Study Three (Case G) established that the challenge of 
negotiating differences of opinion, particularly through the exchange of Critical 
Questions, enabled students to generate a group learning environment that 
demonstrated the development of shared goals and new ways of thinking about the 
problem that emerged from the interaction between students. 
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C H A P T E R  7 :  D I S C U S S I O N .  
This thesis has sought to investigate the influence of differences of opinion on the level 
of geographical reasoning displayed by students during conversation. The analysis 
presented in previous chapters (4, 5 and 6) reported observations from a series of cases 
exploring the role of the task design and differences of opinion in shaping students’ 
geographical thinking. This chapter builds upon the analysis chapters to explore the 
relationship between the negotiation of differences of opinion and engagement in 
geographical reasoning through three themes that emerged from the analysis. Firstly, 
the Complementarity of Piaget and Vygotsky’s perspectives143; secondly, Critical 
Geographical Thinking and its place within the Australian Curriculum and finally, 
Geographical Imagination stimulated by Diverse Opinions. These discussions are then 
followed by an across-case analysis of the individual cases that leads into the 
conclusions presented in the following chapter. 
7.1 Complementarity of Piaget and Vygotsky’s 
Theoretical Positions. 
The academic debate surrounding whether and how the theoretical positions of Piaget 
(1959, 1963) and Vygotsky (1962, 1978) complement each other in the interpretation 
of student conversation was introduced in Section 2.2 (page 14). In this thesis, the term 
‘complementarity’ is used to refer to the way in which the theoretical interpretations 
of Piaget and Vygotsky can be used together. This is not to say that they are being 
combined or amalgamated into one theoretical view. Rather, each perspective 
emphasises different aspects of learning and communication. When considered 
together, these perspectives can provide deeper insights into student thinking (Marusic 
& Slisko 2012).  
In her doctoral thesis, Van Boxtel (2000) reported that the use of a two-level (utterance 
and episode) and two-dimensional (communicative function and discipline-based 
thinking) analysis model may be reflective of both constructivist and socio-cultural 
theoretical perspectives. She explained that the utterance-level analysis concentrated 
on the activity/contributions of the individual student and the episode-level enabled 
interpretation of processes of justification and elaboration as a dynamic, social activity 
                                                          
143 Responds to Sub-Question 1, in what ways can processes used by students during their group 
learning be analysed to understand the way in which students think together? 
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(Van Boxtel 2000). Where Van Boxtel’s investigations explored student conversations 
within the discipline of chemistry, the design of the content analysis schemes within 
this thesis employed an adapted two-level, two-dimensional approach to understand 
student conversation from the discipline of geography. As such, the observations 
within this thesis elaborate on Van Boxtel’s suggestion around the complementarity of 
these theoretical perspectives from a geographical perspective.  
Shayer (2003) explained that both Piaget and Vygotsky stressed the importance of 
providing the opportunity for individuals to construct their own interpretations. 
However, their explanations of the origin of this construction process differ. Piaget 
foregrounded the internal mental activities of the individual, while Vygotsky 
emphasised interaction with others (Lerman 2001; Sfard & Kieran 2001; Shayer 2003). 
This distinction informed the development of theoretical categories of Cognitive 
Constructivism (based on Piaget) and Social Constructivism (based on Vygotsky) 
(Powell & Kalina 2009).  
Expanding upon Van Boxtel’s (2000) suggestion, the utterance and episode levels 
within the analysis scheme of this thesis contributed differently to the interpretation of 
the students’ conversation. The utterance-level analysis provided insight into the 
personal interpretations144 of students through the verbalisation of individuals’ ideas 
and their negotiation of differing perspectives. These personal interpretations can be 
considered in terms of Piaget’s constructs of assimilation and accommodation. While 
the episode-level analysis captured the development of interpersonal interpretations145 
through collaborative geographical thinking evident during conditions of group flow 
(Sawyer 2007a). These interpersonal interpretations can be understood through 
elaborating upon existing interpretation of Vygotsky’s construct of the Zone of 
Proximal Development (ZPD). 
This section explains how the theoretical perspectives of Piaget and Vygotsky were 
helpful in interpreting the analyses of student conversation. Lourenco (2012) explained 
that one area of complementarity between Piaget and Vygotsky relates to the way in 
which they both perceived development to occur through a constant process of 
                                                          
144 The terminology of personal and interpersonal interpretations has been adapted from the work by 
Sfard and Kieran (2001). ‘Personal’ relates to the thinking from the individual as communicated 
through contributions to conversation. 
145 ‘Interpersonal’ relates to the shared understanding built from the synthesis of existing personal 
interpretations adapted from the terminology used by Sfard and Kieran (2001). 
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intertwining ideas/information. In this discussion, the two theoretical perspectives 
have contributed to understanding students’ geographical thinking in the following 
ways:  
x Piaget’s construct of ‘assimilation’ helped to understand the way in which 
students made sense of the similarities and differences between their personal 
interpretations during conversation. The analysis illustrated the construct of 
assimilation through the utterance-level code of Integrating Ideas. Through 
these utterances, individual students drew upon the ideas presented by other 
students during the conversation to extend and strengthen their personal 
interpretations. This finding is discussed in Section 7.1.1 (page 272). 
x Piaget’s construct of ‘accommodation’ assisted in understanding how students 
worked together to develop shared interpretations. The analysis suggested that 
the experiences and observations of individual students drawing upon other’s 
ideas through the negotiation of differences of opinion contributed to several 
groups being able to synthesise differing personal interpretations into a new, 
interpersonal interpretation (Francisco 2013; Simon 2013). The construct of 
accommodation was evident within the episode-level Higher-level 
Geographical Thinking wherein the students revised and adjusted their 
personal interpretations to construct a new, shared interpretation. This 
argument is further developed in Section 7.1.2 (page 274). 
x Vygotsky’s construct of ‘zones of proximal development’ (ZPD) and other 
researcher’s more recent construct of ‘Collective/Collaborative ZPDs’ (Goos, 
Galbraith & Renshaw 2002) can be employed to understand the way in which 
the negotiation of differences of opinion enabled one Opposition group 
(9BA1G1OPP146) to develop a learning environment that was conducive to 
group flow. The analysis highlighted that several conditions of group flow, as 
explained by Sawyer (2007a, 2012), were displayed within 9BA1G1OPP’s 
conversation and contribute to understanding how aspects of group flow147 can 
                                                          
146 See Section 6.3.1 (page 258). 
147 There are ten conditions of Group Flow, each of which were influenced by the negotiation of 
differences of opinions within 9BA1G1OPP, these conditions include: Group Goal, Close Listening, 
Complete Concentration, Being In Control, Blending Egos, Equal Participation, Familiarity, 
Communication, Moving It Forward and Potential for Failure (Sawyer 2007a). See Section 6.3.1 
(page 258). 
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elaborate upon existing academic interpretations of Collaborative ZPD. This 
will be explored in Section 7.1.3 (page 279).  
The following sections contribute to the discussion surrounding the complementarity 
of these theoretical perspectives through the elaboration of Higher-level Geographical 
Thinking as observed within the analysis. 
7.1.1 Assimilation: Integration of Ideas. 
As explained previously, the construct of assimilation was evident within the 
utterance-level analysis of student conversation, through the code, Integrating Ideas. 
This code was identified when students brought previous ideas together with current 
ideas within the conversation to construct new arguments.148. This utterance-level 
analysis illustrated Piaget’s construct of assimilation as it highlighted individual 
students drawing upon the ideas of others to elaborate their personal interpretations 
(Simon 2013). Three cases (B, E and G) within this thesis contributed to the 
development of this interpretation of assimilation within student conversations. 
Case B (Study One, page 166) established that the instructional term to debate 
supported students to go beyond their initial interpretations and consider multiple 
viewpoints. Despite the group having already reached agreement on the idea of 
Building Codes early in the conversation, the students engaged with other possibilities 
throughout the conversation. In this case, the critical discussion of these other 
possibilities (shown by Handling Differences episodes in Events 3, 6 and 11)149 
illustrated the students exploring how these new ideas did or did not align with their 
existing personal interpretations. The data indicated that some new ideas (beyond the 
personal interpretations of the team members) were considered ‘off track’. For 
example, Cassie suggested a new idea that Haiti should develop a ‘better body disposal 
unit’ (Line 80, Figure 4.6, page 164), to which Katie responded ‘I think we’re going 
off track’ (Line 82, Figure 4.6, page 164). Following this exchange, the new idea was 
abandoned and the group returned to the focus question of the task. Harrison and 
Purnell (2012) stated that students will only attempt to assimilate new ideas with their 
existing personal interpretation, if the stimulus to do so is maintained.  It would appear 
that because the group had already established the similarities between their personal 
interpretations through the idea of Building Codes, these alternative ideas were 
                                                          
148 Integrating Ideas is described further in Table 3.13, (page 116). 
149 Refer to the Argument Development Diagram for 9BA1G4SIM, Figure 4.9 (page 173). 
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perceived by the group as being irrelevant, therefore limiting the likelihood of students 
adding  these new ideas to their existing interpretations.  
Case E (Study 2, page 214) demonstrated that intense questioning between individuals 
within a group can support students to extend their personal interpretations by adding 
aspects of ideas presented by others during the conversation to their own 
understandings. The negotiation of different opinions, particularly through the 
interaction between Lia and Mona, illustrated in Tables 5.8 (page 204), showed that 
utterances such as Critical Questions preceded the individuals incorporating 
previously discussed ideas into their own personal interpretations. Lines 162-166 
(Table 5.9, pp. 208-210) illustrated the exchange of Critical Questions between Lia 
and Mona based on a disagreement about the ideas of Education and Building Codes. 
Mona’s contribution at Line 66 demonstrated her integration of a previous contribution 
from Amber (Line 24-25, Table 5.7, page 201) about the connection between falling 
buildings and deaths to elaborate her personal interpretation that Building Codes were 
important. Here, Mona had not reorganised her interpretations to form a different view, 
but had drawn upon someone else’s idea to extend her own. This evidence from Case 
E illustrated Mona engaging in assimilation because she connected other’s ideas with 
her own arguments to develop elaborate explanations of her interpretations. 
This process of assimilation was further demonstrated within the conversation 
analysed through Case G (Study 3, page 239). In this case, Casey’s critical engagement 
(Tables 6.3 and 6.4, page 243 and 246) demonstrated the elaboration of her personal 
interpretations by adding aspects of other’s perspectives into her contributions to the 
conversation. At Line 94, Casey considered Sarah’s perspectives presented earlier 
(Lines 31, 33 and 47) in the conversations – ‘they don’t have enough money’ and 
‘they’re a poor country’. Casey continued with her engagement with other’s ideas in 
Line 96, wherein she questioned Lisa and Xena’s ideas (from Lines 71 and 73) about 
earthquake drills, asking ‘how do you get across the drills?’  Her questioning at Lines 
94 and 96 (Table 6.3, page 243) highlighted the way in which she considered aspects 
of other’s perspectives alongside her own to make sense of all of these ideas together. 
Casey’s incorporation of other’s ideas into her own thinking can be aligned with 
previous interpretations of Piaget’s construct of assimilation (Francisco 2013; Powell 
& Kalina 2009). In this case, Casey maintained her personal interpretation around the 
role of the Government, while drawing upon the ideas of others to further her line of 
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questioning. Assimilation was reflected in the way Casey considered information from 
the interpersonal level (other’s ideas) alongside what she already understood.  
Through the exploration of students’ critical engagement with each other’s ideas, the 
utterance-level analysis provided insight into the way in which the students were 
making sense of the information received through interpersonal engagement and 
hearing alternative perspectives (Francisco 2013). Their individual contributions to the 
conversation illustrated the way in which the individual students made sense of other’s 
views by extending their already, existing interpretations. The students discussed in 
this section (Mona, Case E and Casey, Case G) have engaged in assimilation, as they 
extended their personal interpretations by adding aspects of new information, received 
through other’s contributions (Powell & Kalina 2009). In this sense, assimilation 
acknowledges the individual ways of making sense of new information/interpretations 
as part of the journey towards developing shared interpretations. 
7.1.2 Accommodation: Alternative Futures. 
Within the analysis schemes used in this thesis, Piaget’s construct of accommodation 
is represented through the episode-level process of Generating Alternative Futures, 
which was identified by students building upon the discussion to generate a view of a 
different future150. In this discussion, this alignment between building shared visions 
for a better future and Piaget’s construct of accommodation will be explained with 
reference to the Timeline of Alternative Futures diagrams presented within Cases F 
(Study Two) and G (Study Three). These diagrams have been re-presented here 
(Figures 7.1 and 7.2, pages 275 and 276), with annotations to highlight how the 
negotiation of different perspectives supported aspects of accommodation through the 
construction alternative visions for the future as synthesised conclusions. 
The Alternative Futures constructed by the students emerged from the individual 
students’ observation and participation in the negotiation between their different 
interpretations. In this sense, moving beyond Piaget’s traditional explanation, 
accommodation is understood to be a dialectical process (Daniels 2014; Puryear 2014). 
That is, a cyclical relationship between individuals adjusting their own interpretations 
and the group building new arguments together within the interpersonal dimension. In 
these examples, accommodation as a dialectical process can be inferred when the 
                                                          
150 Refer to Section 3.7.5.3 (page 125) for further description of Generating Alternative Futures. 
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students drew upon each other’s elaboration of personal interpretations to construct 
new meanings from what the group perceived to be the most appropriate courses of 
action. The synthesised conclusions, identified by the purple arrows within the 
diagrams (Figures 7.1 and 7.2, pages 275 and 276) highlight the students transforming 
what they appear to have initially perceived to be distinct and separate ideas, into new, 
interpersonal interpretations that form a shared vision for a Preferred Future. 
As annotated in the diagrams in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 (pages 275 and 276), the 
challenges to personal interpretations (identified by the Critical Questions and Counter 
Arguments utterances) from individual students can be seen to play a role in the 
group’s movement towards a synthesised view for a different future. According to 
Harrison and Purnell (2012, p. 22), debate about environmental and geographical 
issues can support students to firstly differentiate their interpretations, then progress to 
‘reconcile them in an integrative way’. As shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 (pages 275 
and 276), the differentiation was illustrated by the various branches within each 
diagram. The branches that end, with no connection into other emerging ideas, 
represented the students considering alternatives to determine which courses of action 
were plausible. The actions considered plausible at both the personal and interpersonal 
levels were maintained throughout the conversation and formed the basis of the 
students’ Preferred Future, indicating the students ‘reconciling’ these various ideas. 
This illustrated accommodation, as explained by Hamilton and Purnell (2012), 
wherein the students have demonstrated a restructuring of interpretations to develop a 
new meaning in the form of an Alternative Future. 
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Figure 7.1 (page 276) illustrated that the students in 9CA1G2COM engaged with two 
core interpretations of Building Codes and Money throughout the conversation. The 
synthesis of these two ideas later in the conversation demonstrated that the students 
shifted their interpretations to consider these possible courses of action as a shared 
perspective, rather than distinct ideas. Figure 7.1 (page 276), coupled with the analysis 
presented in Case F, highlighted that ideas that were previously considered distinct, 
separate and therefore comparable by the students, were brought together into a 
synthesised visions for an Alternative Future. Several researchers (such as Daniels 
2014; Harrison & Purnell 2012; Puryear 2014) suggested that processes of intertwining 
the personal and interpersonal interpretations to construct new meanings, such as those 
demonstrated by 9CA1G2COM, illustrate accommodation as a dialectical 
engagement.  
In Figure 7.2 (page 277), it can be seen that the students’ shared concern around Money 
was synthesised into two different views for the future – one centred on Education, the 
other on establishing Building Codes. This could be considered evidence of the 
students, at both a personal and interpersonal level, adjusting and modifying their 
interpretations to focus on the consideration of Money. In this case, the synthesised 
conclusion within the shared visions for preferred futures could be seen as an outcome 
of the students’ reorganisation of their existing understandings, shaped by various 
aspects of each other’s ideas (Francisco 2013).  
As this thesis concentrated on the moment-by-moment interactions within 
conversation, understanding of the individual’s consistency or changes of perspectives 
before and after the group discussions is uncertain. As explained by Hamilton and 
Purnell (2012), individuals may adjust their interpretations within the context of a 
conversation, but may revert to their original perceptions when they are no longer 
participating in the activity. This returning to original interpretations was evident in 
most Similar groups, as discussed in Cases A, B and C (Study One, Chapter 4). This 
presents an opportunity for future research to explore the question, to what extent can 
the accommodation of ideas achieved through the negotiation of differences of opinion 
be maintained beyond the context of the conversation?  
As illustrated through this section, Piaget’s constructs of assimilation and 
accommodation provided an appropriate theoretical base to understand how students 
engaged in geographical reasoning processes. The negotiation of different opinions 
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within groups supported students to use their existing understandings to make sense of 
new information through the exploration of multiple possibilities beyond their initial 
interpretations. The experience of asking and answering Critical Questions enabled the 
students to assimilate information from the interpersonal dimension to elaborate their 
existing personal interpretations through the Integration of Ideas (Cases B, E and G). 
The Alternative Futures constructed by some groups (Cases F and G) illustrated 
aspects of accommodation through the adjustment of interpretations to construct 
shared visions for the future.  
7.1.3 Connecting Collaborative ZPD with Group Flow. 
Vygotsky’s construct of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) has been explored 
and debated for many decades and is one of the core aspects of his work drawn upon 
within educational research (Meira & Lerman 2009; Wass & Golding 2014). Common 
interpretations of the construct of ZPD focus on Vygotsky’s explanation that the ZPD 
represents the distance between an individual’s development level determined through 
independent problem solving and the potential development level achieved when 
receiving guidance from a more capable peer or adult (Vygotsky 1978, p. 86). Through 
this explanation, the Zone of Proximal Development can be understood to be a process 
shaped by social interaction with a more advanced other (Wass & Golding 2014).  
A recent study by van Compernolle and Williams (2013) explored how an individual, 
who did not contribute extensively in a conversation, was able to demonstrate a similar 
level of understanding as other team members. Their results illustrated that a 
collaborative ZPD can emerge within a group when individual contributions expand 
upon and enrich each other’s ideas, both the group and the individuals within, extend 
their own understandings (Van Compernolle & Williams 2013).  The interpretations 
of flow, as both an individual experience (Csikszentmihalyi 1990) and a collaborative 
experience (Sawyer 2007a), imply that working and thinking at a level of potential not 
yet achieved is important for the development of ideas. The analysis of Higher-level 
Geographical Thinking presented within Study Three (Case G, Chapter 6) indicated 
that several conditions of group flow, including Group Goal, Close Listening, 
Communication and Moving It Forward and Blending of Egos (Sawyer 2007a, 2012), 
can be aligned with aspects of Collaborative Zones of Proximal Development as 
explored by previous researchers such as van Compernolle and Williams (2013). 
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The conditions of Group Flow illustrated within the conversation within 9BA1G1OPP 
can be aligned with aspects of various researchers’ interpretations of the 
‘Collaborative/Collective ZPD’ (Zone of Proximal Development). Sawyer (2007a) 
explained that Group Flow emerges when individuals are engaged in a task in a way 
which brings their personal interpretations together into a collective state of mind. The 
following paragraphs explore how these conditions of group flow connect with 
existing interpretations of a collective ZPD.  
The Group Goal condition requires a question to be structured enough to provide a 
shared focus for the group, but open-ended enough to allow for creative ideas (Sawyer 
2007a). This was demonstrated in the analysis for Case G (Section 6.3, page 255) as 
the students used the focus question of the task to provide them with a shared 
understanding which emerged from the negotiation of their different opinions. Within 
the Group Learning Tasks, the students did not come into the conversation knowing 
what each other’s perspectives were. Hence, they had to use their contributions within 
the conversation to build understanding of their individual perspectives. This  
condition of group flow resonates with existing researchers’ interpretations of the 
collaborative ZPD in that the discourse demonstrated by the students reflected what 
Meira and Lerman (2009) explained as the ‘social rearing’ of ideas. This was 
represented by the shared direction, unknown to the students prior to the task, that 
emerged as the students worked together to synthesise aspects from each other’s ideas. 
This provided opportunities for creative ideas to emerge from the negotiation of 
difference viewpoints. 
Daniels (2014) and Meira and Lerman (2001) argued that collaborative ZPD involves 
dialectical processes, whereby individual utterances are shaped by the group’s  
interpretations and the group’s interpretation emerges from the synthesis of individual 
perspectives. The condition of Close Listening illustrates the dialectical processes 
identified by these researchers (Daniels 2014; Meira & Lerman 2009). This was 
reflected in the Explanatory Frameworks and Alternative Futures constructed by the 
students in 9BA1G1OPP, which represented shared visions developed through 
unplanned responses to what is heard within conversation (Sawyer, 2007).  
Collaborative ZPD as a dialectical process can be further aligned with the group flow 
conditions of Communication and Moving It Forward. Sawyer  (2007a) explained 
these conditions were displayed when students maintained constant attention to each 
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other’s contributions to conversation (Communication) and extended their own ideas 
and built upon these ideas (Moving It Forward). The analysis in Study Three (Chapter 
6) showed that the synthesised ideas communicated through the Explanatory 
Frameworks and Alternative Futures constructed by 9BA1G1OPP emerged from the 
negotiation of the various perspectives within the group, rather than originating from 
one student’s voice (Daniels, 2014; Goos, Galbraith & Renshaw, 2002).  
Sawyer (2007a) explained that the Blended Egos condition occurs when group 
members think together as if they were one mind. The analysis presented in Study 
Three (Chapter 6) highlighted how the students within 9BA1G1OPP were able to think 
as individuals, and as a group, to work together to construct Explanatory Frameworks 
and Alternative Futures. This condition of group flow connects with aspects of 
collaborative Zones of Proximal Development. This was reflected through the 
collaborative thinking demonstrated throughout Case G, as the students were acting as 
a ‘socially coherent unit’ (Van Compernolle & Williams 2013). 
7.1.4 Responding to Sub-Question 1. 
The exploration of the complementarity of Piaget and Vygotsky’s theoretical 
constructs has supported the development of a response to the first sub-question, in 
what ways can processes used by students during their group learning be analysed to 
understand the way in which students think together? 
As explored through this section, Study Three (Chapter 6) highlighted that the Higher-
level Geographical Thinking demonstrated by 9BA1G1OPP provided a learning 
environment conducive to the conditions of group flow. From this discussion around 
the connections between constructs of a Collaborative ZPD and group flow, it can be 
inferred that the negotiation of differences of opinions within 9BA1G1OPP supported 
the students to engage in a conversation within which they could challenge and 
elaborate upon their personal interpretations to build shared interpretations. When 
using these two constructs together to interpret these student conversations, the 
Collaborative ZPD can be understood as a dialectical process (Daniels 2014), through 
which students work within and beyond their potential, at both an individual and 
collective level to engage in thinking within a group flow environment. In this sense, 
the theoretical lenses of assimilation and accommodation and a Collaborative Zone of 
Proximal Development supported the interpretation of the way in which students think 
together, within and between the personal and interpersonal dimensions. 
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7.2 Critical Geographical Thinking. 
As has been discussed previously, the analysis presented in Studies Two and Three 
(Chapters 5 and 6) facilitated understanding of students’ geographical reasoning 
through their use of geographical concepts and critical discussion of contemporary, 
real-world events. Study One highlighted that Similar groups demonstrated the 
communication of different opinions and considered multiple perspectives. However, 
as these groups returned to their original interpretations at the end of the conversation, 
critical engagement with their own and each other’s ideas was not sustained (Johnson 
& Johnson 2013a). The data explored in Studies Two and Three revealed that students’ 
negotiation of differences of opinions displayed by the two Oppositions groups and 
several Combined groups, particularly through Critical Questions, was important in 
creating a learning environment conducive to Critical Geographical Thinking.  
7.2.1  What is meant by Critical Geographical Thinking? 
Maude (2014) explained that the curriculum designers involved in the development of 
the Australian Curriculum for Geography aimed to show ‘how geographical thinking 
and methods could be applied to analyse and find answers to real-world problems’ (p. 
45). Building upon the findings presented in Section 6.4.1 (page 267), this thesis 
provides evidence that discussion around real-world geographical events can support 
students to engage with geographical concepts. 
Engagement with geographical concepts was demonstrated by students through their 
discussion of the significance of location and influence on human population (Case 
D), organisation of features and phenomenon on the Earth’s surface (Case E) and their 
evaluation of alternative courses of action to envision visions for future (Cases F & 
G). Furthermore, the results indicated that the allocation of students into groups where 
they negotiated different opinions, framed that geographical thinking within a critical 
discussion. These findings demonstrate that the students participating in these 
conversations, were not just demonstrating a generic skill of critical thinking within 
the context of a Geography lesson, they were illustrating ‘critical geographical 
thinking’. 
These findings are consistent with those of Slinger (2011), who reported that there is 
a difference between ‘critical thinking’ as a general capability and ‘critical 
geographical inquiry’. He explained that what makes critical geographical thinking 
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unique, is that it is framed through a conceptually-based geographical lens (Slinger 
2011). As explained in the response to Sub-Questions 3 and 4151, the groups analysed 
through Cases D, E, F and G (Studies Two and Three) illustrated that students were 
prompted to engage with more complex geographical concepts, for example 
Association and Distribution (Case E), in response to challenges to their personal 
interpretations. Although the interpretation of the data was limited in determining 
whether students were conscious of their engagement with geographical concepts to 
support their ideas, the analysis did support the argument that debate in small groups 
can be an effective approach to group learning for students to engage in critical 
geographical thinking about contemporary, real-world geographical phenomenon. 
As highlighted in the Introduction (Section 1.1.2, page 3), this thesis has developed 
over the timeframe within which the Australian Curriculum for Geography has been 
proposed, drafted and endorsed (2009-2013). As such, the analysis presented provides 
an opportunity to contribute to the academic discussion surrounding the 
implementation and directions of the endorsed Australian Curriculum for Geography 
by demonstrating that geographical reasoning can be elicited within small group 
conversations by designing group learning pedagogies which facilitate the negotiation 
of differences of opinion between students. The Australian Curriculum for Geography 
provided explicit detail about the Geographical Knowledge dimension through 
Content Descriptions and Elaborations. These described what is required to be taught 
and learnt within classrooms and examples of how this could be facilitated. Maude 
(2014) explained that the detail found in the Knowledge dimension was intentional, as 
many teachers within the Australian context do not have Geography expertise. 
In contrast, the development of the analysis tools within this thesis revealed that the 
level of explanation and examples for the Geographic Inquiry Skills was less detailed. 
As discussed previously (Section 2.3.4, page 42), the final, endorsed curriculum 
illustrated a reduction in the level of explicit expression of critical thinking within the 
achievement standard statements. Extending upon Maude’s (2014) statement that the 
curriculum aimed to ‘show how’ geographical thinking could be implemented, this 
thesis raises concerns around the clarity of this intended support for classroom teachers 
relating to the implementation of geographic thinking skills. Where teachers may 
require further teaching resources to support their understanding of how Critical 
                                                          
151 Refer to Section 6.4.1 (page 267). 
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Geographical Thinking can be implemented within their classrooms, The Model of 
Geographical Reasoning (presented in Section 8.1.1, page 296) may provide a 
direction for the development of support resources for teachers in the implementation 
of the new Australian Curriculum for Geography.  
7.3 Geographical Imagination through Diverse 
Opinions. 
Within the findings reported in Studies Two and Three (Chapters 5 and 6), the 
negotiation of differences of opinion (as communicated through Counter Arguments 
and Critical Questions) was found to facilitate Critical Geographical Thinking through 
processes of evaluation, elaboration and synthesis. These results supported previous 
research into creativity which communicated that being challenged by another with 
different ideas stimulates the development of innovative, original solutions to complex 
problems (Davies 2013; Johnson & Johnson 2013c; Sawyer 2007a).  
This thesis sought to understand how differences of opinion influenced the process of 
generating new ideas. The analysis of student conversations with the two-level 
(utterance and episode), two-dimensional (communication function and geographical 
thinking) framework used within this thesis enabled the identification of moment-by-
moment reasoning displayed by students within the negotiation of their differences of 
opinions. The findings illustrated that utterances such as Counter Arguments and 
Critical Questions were elements of students’ negotiation which supported Higher-
level Geographical Thinking. As outlined in the previous section, these processes of 
negotiation demonstrated the students engaging in Critical Geographical Thinking. 
The unanticipated finding from the analysis was that this critical discussion was the 
step before students engaged in creative thinking about the geographical phenomenon 
and its management (Section 6.5, page 268). This is in accordance with other 
researchers (Johnson & Johnson 2013a; Sawyer 2012) who found that challenges to 
individuals’ perspectives are important factors in developing creative insight. 
7.3.1 Creative Insight 
Several researchers (including Csikszentmihalyi & Sawyer 2014; Csikszentmihalyi & 
Wolfe 2014; Johnson & Johnson 2013a; Sawyer 2012; Sawyer & DeZutter 2009) have 
explained that creative insight is a process through which engagement with new ideas 
and information leads to a new way of seeing/interpreting an issue. Furthermore, these 
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moments of creative insight are often preceded by social interaction within which 
individual ideas are challenged (Csikszentmihalyi & Sawyer 2014; Csikszentmihalyi 
& Wolfe 2014).  
Csikszentmihalyi and Sawyer (2014) present creative insight as a four-stage process 
through which new ideas and interpretations are generated. The Preparation Phase 
involves the individual or group focusing their attention on a given problem and 
interpreting the challenges from their existing perspectives. This is followed by the 
Incubation Phase, within which multiple possibilities and ideas (from peers and 
resources) are identified and considered in terms of relevance to the issue being 
resolved. The third phase, Insight, is explained as new ideas emerging from the 
consideration of various possibilities which envision possible resolutions to the issue 
being explored. Finally, the Elaboration/Evaluation Phase represents the strategies 
used to gain feedback on the suitability and appropriateness of the resolution 
communicated through the emergent insight. 
The following section draws upon this model of Creative Insight and the findings 
related to the display of Higher-level Geographical Thinking to interpret how creative 
insight can be understood as an enactment of discipline-based creativity. 
7.3.2 Geographical Imagination 
‘Geographical Imagination’ has been characterised in a number of ways. Wright 
(2011, 2013) explained Geographical Imagination as a process of becoming aware of 
other places and times and establishing connections in a way which enables students 
to recognise themselves as part of the geographical world. Similarly, Morgan (2013) 
stated that Geographical Imagination occurs when students think in terms of place and 
space to construct mental maps of geographical relationships and processes. Daniels 
(2011) communicated that Geographical Imagination is a medium through which 
students can shift from critical interpretations of geographical information/events to 
creative practice. Through Geographical Imagination, students can consider the known 
world alongside possible worlds that are not yet in existence (Daniels 2011; Wright 
2013). As established within the Literature Discussion (Section 2.3.2.2, page 28), 
existing research related to Collaborative Learning tended to concentrate on the 
science and mathematics disciplines. This thesis aimed to build upon this existing 
research within the science and mathematics disciplines to develop a geographic 
understanding of critical and creative thinking within conversation. Through this 
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section, the interpretation of creative thinking within conversation is established 
through the idea of Geographical Imagination. 
There is some hesitation and skepticism around the use of the term ‘imagination’ 
within Geography (Wright 2011), as the discipline is often understood to be scientific 
and analytical in nature. However, as highlighted by Wright (2013), Geographical 
Imagination is not about subjective, misguided interpretations of factual information. 
Rather, it is about constructing geographic knowledge and understanding through 
students’ curiosities.  As students may not be able to directly see and hear the 
geographic phenomenon they are learning about, in this case, earthquakes which 
occurred in Haiti and Chile; it is their imagination that provides students with an initial 
lens to develop understanding.  
Within this thesis, engagement with differences of opinion has been found to be 
important in facilitating critical engagement with geographical phenomena. The model 
for Geographical Imagination, shown in Figure 7.3 (page 287) integrates this 
engagement with different perspectives and Csikszentmihalyi and Sawyer (2014) 
model of Creative Insight. As illustrated in Figure 7.3 (page 287), the cycle of 
Geographical Imagination, as it is understood within this thesis, is built upon the four 
phases of Creative Insight identified by Csikszentmihalyi and Sawyer (2014), 
beginning with Preparation. The labels of the phases have been maintained as 
presented by Csikszentmihalyi and Sawyer (2014), while the descriptions have been 
adapted to reflect elements of geographical reasoning as displayed through the 
conversations analysed within Studies Two and Three. 
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Where Csikszentmihalyi and Sawyer (2014) understood Incubation as the individual 
internalizing information from external sources (such as peers and resources), the 
interpretation of Incubation within this model relates to the consideration and 
evaluation of others’ perspectives, which could occur within either the personal or 
interpersonal dimension. In this diagram, I have presented the process of creative 
insight as a cycle, with an arrow returning to the Preparation phase, as some resolutions 
may of themselves present problems that need to be resolved. 
Figure 7.3 Cycle of Geographical Imagination (adapted from 
Csikszentmihalyi & Sawyer 2014). 
Figure 7.3 (above) integrates aspects of geographical reasoning within the descriptions 
for each phase. This is displayed through the inclusion of the interpretation of 
geographical information (Preparation phase), critical geographical thinking 
(Incubation phase) and episode-level Higher-level Geographical Thinking processes 
of Explanatory Frameworks and Alternative Futures (Insight Phase). The Insight phase 
is placed as the final phase in the model to reflect the findings reported earlier, that 
these geographical creative insights emerged out of the negotiation of differences of 
opinion (Elaboration/Evaluation phase). Within this thesis, Geographical Imagination 
is represented within the students’ generation of Explanatory Frameworks and visions 
1. Preparation:
Communication of 
individual interpretations of 
geographic information
2. Incubation:
Evaluating perspectives 
through Critical 
Geographical Thinking
3. Elaboration/Evaluation:
Negotiation of Differences of 
Opinion through Continuing, 
Combining, Resuming and 
Branching Out from various ideas to 
reach Synthesised Conclusions.
4. Insight:                                                               
Constructing Explanatory 
Frameworks and 
Generating Alternative 
Futures
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for Preferred Alternative Futures that emerged from their negotiation of their different 
perspectives.  
The four phases within the Cycle of Geographical Imagination (illustrated in Figure 
7.3 (page 287) provide a way to identify how differences of opinion supported the 
students in 9BA1G1OPP to engage in this form of creative thinking within their 
conversation. Sawyer (2007a) used the term ‘sparks’ to represent moments of creative 
insight that occur during social interaction. Sawyer’s construct of ‘sparks’ of creativity 
can be used to illuminate Geographical Imagination within the conversation. Figure 
7.4 (page 289) uses these aspects of Geographical Imagination to annotate the 
Argument Development Diagram for 9BA1G1OPP to illustrate how and where 
Geographical Imagination occurred during the conversations. 
Creative Insights are illustrated within Figure 7.4 (page 289) by the three red ‘Sparks’ 
at the synthesis points (identified by the thick purple arrows) within the conversation 
– between Events 5 and 6, Events 10, 13 and 15 and leading into Event 16. Each of 
these sparks identifies a moment of Higher-level Geographical Thinking.  Spark 1 
illustrates where the group established the Explanatory Framework that ‘you don’t 
need a lot of money to make a difference’ (Event 6, Figure 6.3, Line 161, page 248), 
Spark 2 represents the Distant Preferred Future and Spark 3 highlights the Immediate 
Preferred Future that ‘money can help within the buildings’ (Event 16, Figure 6.6, Line 
399, page 253). As indicated by the orange boxes within the diagram – these sparks 
are associated with the creative insights which occurred within the conversation. The 
Evaluation/Elaboration phase (outlined in Figure 7.4, page 289) is represented by 
negotiation displayed throughout the conversation, as identified by the boxes and 
arrows connecting the Negotiative Events within the Argument Development 
Diagram152. 
                                                          
152 See Table 3.18 (page 125) for overview of the symbols and colours within the Argument 
Development Diagram. 
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Figure 7.4 Geographical Imagination within 9BA1G1OPP’s conversation. 
This illustration of Geographical Imagination within 9BA1G1OPP’s conversation 
shows an association between creative insights (red sparks and orange boxes) and the 
processes of synthesis (thick purple arrows). However, this raises the question, what 
promotes the occurrence of these sparks of creative insight? 
As communicated earlier in this chapter and throughout Chapter 6, the negotiation of 
differences of opinion through Counter Arguments and Critical Questions has played 
an important role in the occurrence of Higher-level Geographical Thinking. This is 
represented within Figure 7.4 (above) by the green boxes which identify the Incubation 
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phase of creativity, as enacted by Critical Geographical Thinking153 during the 
conversation. In these moments (Events 5, 10, 13, 12 and 15), the students 
demonstrated intense challenging of each other’s ideas through the asking of and 
responding to Critical Questions. As such, it can be inferred that these strategies of 
negotiation also play a role in facilitating Geographical Imagination. 
As shown in Figure 7.4 (page 289), creative insights (in the form of Explanatory 
Frameworks and Alternative Futures ) emerged from students’ critical engagement 
with, and synthesis of, each other’s ideas, which can be said to empower the learners 
within their exploration of these geographical phenomena (Wright 2013). In this sense, 
this analysis of the conversation of 9BA1G1OPP elaborates Sawyer’s concept of 
‘sparks of insight’ with reference to Csikszentmihalyi and Sawyer (2014) model of 
creative insight to formulate a discipline-based illustration of creative thinking within 
Geography. The following section elaborates upon the suggestion from 
Csikszentmihalyi and Wolfe (2014), that in order to facilitate creative insight within 
the classroom, teachers need to align their pedagogies more within students’ 
curiosities. It also considers the value of re-orienting Geography classrooms to centre 
upon students’ interpretations. 
7.3.3 Re-valuing Student Voice. 
The findings reported within this chapter demonstrated that the instructional 
terminology employed within the Lesson Sequence provided a framework to focus the 
students’ attention, while having the flexibility for students to explore their own ideas 
about earthquake management and recovery, including those that were beyond what 
the teacher/researcher may have expected (Biddulph, Lambert & Balderstone 2015). 
According to Catling (2014, p. 360), ‘Geography, for children, is not only about 
information and ideas; it is about personal responses and actions’. He explained that 
children can be geographical inquirers and make sound judgments, through exploring 
the interplay between human and natural environments and resolving their concerns 
through the visioning of possible and preferable futures (Catling 2014). As illustrated 
throughout this chapter, the students within this thesis demonstrated capacity to make 
                                                          
153 Critical Geographical Thinking is understood as student engagement with more advanced 
geographical concepts in response to challenges to their interpretations. See Section 7.2.1, (page 282) 
for further explanation. 
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judgments, negotiate differences of opinion and envision Alternative Futures (Figures 
7.1, 7.2 and 7.4, pages 275, 276 and 288).  
This was reiterated by the findings reported previously in Chapter 6 (Section 6.3.1, 
page 258) relating to the group flow condition of Being in Control. This condition 
required students to have a sense that their ideas were important and central to their 
learning experiences (Sawyer, 2007), which was demonstrated through the analysis of 
students’ conversations and Written Reflections for Study Three. As such, the analysis 
indicated that the experience of debate in small groups, as it was used in this thesis, 
enabled the students to participate in a group learning activity that employed the 
students’ ideas as the vehicle for their engagement in conversation.  
These findings are in accord with other studies, such as Hopwood (2011) who 
explained that students should be seen as active in the construction of their own 
understandings and that ‘each student has the capacity to interpret experiences in their 
own way and to construct their own sense of the subject [Geography] and how it relates 
to their lives’ (Hopwood 2011, p. 32). This thesis extends Hopwood’s findings by 
demonstrating that students can think critically and creatively about geographical 
phenomena with minimal teacher direction, if they are provided with appropriate 
stimuli prior to group discussion, are instructed to debate their ideas to consider 
strengths and weaknesses and directed to attempt to reach a mutual conclusion to a 
focus question. It is through this finding that this thesis also builds upon researchers 
such as, Kennedy (2009), Healey (2012) and Csikszentmihalyi and Wolfe (2014) who 
advocated for teachers to consider implementing active instructional and pedagogical 
strategies within their classrooms. Although the pedagogical approach employed by 
the teacher/researcher, including the locational context of learning sequence 
(earthquakes in Chile and Haiti), the stimulus material provided prior to the group 
discussions and the allocation of students to groups were pre-determined prior to the 
group conversations. The instructional strategies within the group learning tasks 
provided scope for the students to explore these real-world geographic events through 
their own interpretations, while also having to justify their interpretations to others. In 
re-orienting the Geography classroom to focus on the students’ interpretations, the 
pedagogical approach employed within this thesis enabled students to make sense of 
the geographical information for themselves.  
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This section has drawn upon the evidence presented in Study Three (Chapter 6) to 
support the argument that the implementation of debate in small groups, whereby 
group organisation was structured around differences of opinion (variation of students’ 
interpretation of geographical information) and students’ interpretations were the 
focus within the stimuli provided and instructional terminology used, contributed to 
creating a learning environment within which  students felt their ideas were important 
(Chapter 6, Section 6.3.1, page 258). This section indicated that using students’ 
opinions to organise group learning, coupled with the instructional term to ‘debate’, 
enacted Catling (2014) and Hopwood (2011) recommendation that students’ voices 
should be taken seriously in the exploration of geographic phenomena. As such, it can 
be considered that the incorporation of this instructional term for the purposes of 
structuring group learning pedagogies within Geography classrooms can support 
students to think geographically through their negotiation of differences of opinions, 
within a learning environment wherein the students’ ideas and curiosities are valued. 
7.3.4 Across-case Analysis. 
As previously outlined in the Research Design (Chapter 3), this thesis employed a 
Collective Case Study approach to develop an understanding of geographical 
reasoning within student conversations through exploring a series of instances within 
a Geography classroom environment.  The cases explored throughout Studies One, 
Two and Three (Chapters 4, 5 and 6) were based on moments within groups’ 
conversations that helped to illustrate the similarities and differences of student 
engagement in geographical thinking across the various groups154. The ordering of the 
cases, as shown in Table 7.1 (page 294) reflected the various group conversations used 
to explore case sub-questions that emerged as the analysis progressed. So far, this 
chapter has engaged with the findings identified across all individual cases to develop 
understandings of how differences of opinion have influenced geographical reasoning 
within three core areas: theoretical complementarity, critical geographical thinking 
and geographical imagination.  
Table 7.1 (page 294) shows the types of Higher-level Geographical Thinking 
demonstrated across the seven cases explored throughout this thesis. The table outlines 
the individual cases, group types and their associated study (Column One), utterance-
                                                          
154 Refer to Section 3.4.1 (page 85) for further explanation of the implementation of Collective Case 
Study within this thesis. 
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level Higher-level Geographical Thinking identified through the consideration of 
multiple viewpoints (Column Two) and Evaluation of Ideas (Column Three). Green 
ticks identify the cases within which the various levels of geographical thinking have 
been displayed, while the red crosses highlight cases within this the level of thinking 
was not demonstrated. Column Four identifies the cases that demonstrated synthesis 
during conversation and/or synthesised conclusions achieved through Critical 
Geographical Thinking. Geographical Imagination within Explanatory Frameworks 
and Alternative Futures is outlined in Columns Five and Six. The rows for each case 
have been shaded to assist in the representation of the levels of geographic reasoning 
demonstrated within each case explored through Studies One, Two and Three. 
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Table 7.1 (page 294) revealed that all cases presented evidence of Higher-level 
Geographical Thinking at the utterance-level through multiple viewpoints and 
Evaluation of Ideas. This reflected the findings of Study One (Chapter 4), which 
indicated that the instructional term ‘to debate’ used within the group learning tasks 
contributed to all groups, including Similar groups, exploring multiple viewpoints and 
challenging their perspectives. The distribution of the ticks across Columns 4 to 6 
highlighted the occurrence of critical and creative geographical thinking within the 
cases in Studies Two and Three. This summarised the findings reported through 
Chapters 5 and 6, that the negotiation of differences of opinion through Critical 
Questions within these Combined and Opposition groups facilitated the synthesis of 
individual ideas into synthesised arguments and conclusions. Of particular importance 
is Row 6 that shows that Case G (Study Three) demonstrated all of these variations of 
geographical thinking. Table 7.1 (page 294) represented the occurrence of the Higher-
level Geographical Thinking discovered through Studies Two and Three, which 
conceptualised discipline-based critical and creative thinking as Critical Geographical 
Thinking (Columns 4-5) and Geographical Imagination (Columns 6). 
7.4 Chapter 7 – Summary. 
Through the across-case analysis, this chapter has synthesised the evidence from the 
individual cases presented in previous chapters (4, 5 and 6) to work towards an 
understanding of the influence of differences of opinion on the occurrence of 
geographical reasoning during student conversations. Three emergent areas, including 
the Complementarity of Piaget and Vygotsky, Critical Geographical Thinking and 
Geographical Imagination, were explored to provide a foundation for the elaboration 
of the Thinking Geographically Framework previously outlined in Chapter 2. The 
progression of geographical reasoning through phases of conceptual and critical 
discussion and creative insights explored in this chapter contribute to the development 
of a Model for Geographical Reasoning (Figure 8.1, page 298). The next chapter 
presents this model to respond to the key research questions and consider the 
limitations and implications of this thesis. 
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C H A P T E R  8 :  C O N C L U S I O N S .   
This chapter employs the findings communicated in the Discussion (Chapter 7) to 
exemplify how the negotiation of differences of opinion influenced the occurrence of 
geographical reasoning within student conversations. The limitations of this thesis will 
be discussed throughout this chapter and questions and directions for future research 
will be outlined as they arise. The implications of the research are explored in relation 
to theoretical and methodological insights, classroom practice and teacher education 
and curriculum implementation. 
8.1 Stimulating Critical and Creative Geographical 
Thinking 
The purpose of this thesis was to explore how organising student groups according to 
their differences of opinion influenced the level of geographical thinking displayed as 
students discussed the 2010 Chile and Haiti earthquakes. In the Introduction to this 
thesis (Section 1.2, page 4), I explained that the key research questions orienting the 
thesis are about a ‘discipline-based exploration of students’ higher-order thinking 
skills’. In this section, I draw upon the diagrams and arguments presented in the 
previous chapter (Chapter 7) to establish responses to the two key research questions. 
8.1.1 Model for Geographical Reasoning. 
Building upon Table 7.1 (page 294), the diagram presented in Figure 8.1 (page 298) 
illustrates the synthesis of the findings reported from the collective case studies within 
this thesis in a diagram, which captures how the moment-by-moment negotiation of 
different opinions acted as a mediator to stimulate critical and creative geographical 
thinking within the group conversations.  
Although the investigations within this thesis were based on a small number of cases 
within one school context, the findings highlighted that the challenging of ideas 
facilitated through the exchange of Critical Questions between students stimulated the 
students’ use of geographical concepts and information to elaborate and support their 
own ideas. These findings informed the development of the Model for Geographical 
Reasoning (Figure 8.1, page 298), which incorporates Critical Geographical Thinking 
and Geographical Imagination as discipline-based enrichments of critical and creative 
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thinking. The model illustrates the phases of geographical reasoning that emerged from 
the analysis of students’ negotiation of differences of opinion within conversations. It 
synthesises the findings of the collective case studies that related to: 
x the role played by the task through instructional terminology, stimulus material 
and group structured informed by student opinions (Study One);  
x the role of negotiating differences of opinion through the consideration and 
communication of multiple viewpoints, evaluation of ideas and the integration 
of existing ideas into new arguments facilitated by the exchange of Critical 
Questions (Study Two) and;  
x the role that Critical Geographical Thinking in stimulating creative insights 
about these geographical phenomenon through Explanatory Frameworks and 
Alternative Futures (Study Three).  
The diagram extends the initial Thinking Geographically Framework155 to incorporate 
the aspects of Critical Geographical Thinking and Geographical Imagination that were 
explored in Chapter 7. The diagram is structured as a spiral (to be read from bottom to 
top) to illustrate the geographical reasoning facilitated by the pedagogical approach of 
debate in small groups (at the base of the spiral), its progression through critical 
thinking towards creative thinking, as relevant to the discipline of Geography 
(identified by the ovals). The ovals visualise a hierarchy of geography reasoning, as it 
progresses from the negotiation of differences of opinion and geographical concepts, 
through Critical Geographical Thinking towards Geographical Imagination. The 
hierarchy represented by the spiral within the model is annotated with the utterance 
and episode-level Higher-level Geographical Thinking that were found to stimulate 
progress through each phase of geographical reasoning.  
                                                          
155 See Figure 2.6 (page 60) for the initial visualisation of the Thinking Geographically Framework. 
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Figure 8.1 Model for Geographical Reasoning. 
Figure 8.1 (above) presents an enhancement of the initial Thinking Geographically 
Framework by combining the Geographical Reasoning and Differences of Opinion 
lenses to inform how progression towards geographical reasoning is facilitated during 
student interaction. This model for geographical reasoning extends the work of Van 
Boxtel (2000) and Kumpulainen and Kaartinen (2003) by showing that question-
asking is an important meaning-making strategy within processes of negotiating 
differences of opinion to move towards synthesised conclusions. The integration of 
Geographical Imagination at the top of the spiral, synthesises the work of Daniels 
(2011) to highlight the characteristics of group learning environments that can 
stimulate creative thinking within geography classrooms. The Model for Geographical 
Reasoning can be seen as a discipline-based enrichment of the generic Revised Blooms 
(Anderson et al. 2001) critical thinking model. In this sense, the model builds upon the 
work of Bennetts (2005) and Christopher, Thomas and Tallent-Runnels (2004) to 
construct a model for critical and creative thinking which is grounded within the 
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discipline of geography, rather than generic critical thinking skills being integrated as 
an ‘add-on’ to learning activities within geography classrooms..  
As raised throughout this section and earlier in Chapter 3 (Section 3.8.3, page 134), 
the extendability of these findings is subject to some limitations. Firstly, one limitation 
of this study was the small number of cases within the collective case studies. These 
cases were analysed to develop an in-depth interpretation of the occurrence of 
geographical reasoning within student conversations. When taken together, the 
findings reported within the collective case studies (Studies One, Two and Three) were 
found to illustrate that differences of opinion influenced the occurrence and level of 
geographical thinking displayed during conversation. One limitation related to the 
context within which the data for this thesis was collected. Since the research was 
completed within an all-girls school environment, these findings may reflect particular 
aspects of this context, which raises the question, how might differences of opinion 
shape the geographical reasoning displayed within conversations in an all-boys or 
coeducational context? Further studies need to be carried out within broader learning 
contexts to verify how differences of opinion can influence students’ geographical 
reasoning within other educational contexts, such as all-boys and co-educational 
settings.  
8.1.2 Responding to Research Question 1. 
Can differences of opinion influence the way in which students demonstrate ‘thinking 
geographically’ during group learning? 
The results of this research support the argument that discussion about real-world 
events can enable student to think geographically about contemporary events. The 
analysis has shown that organising student groups around their diverse viewpoints can 
stimulate students to apply geographical concepts to think geographically about 
contemporary events. This geographical thinking was demonstrated through the 
exchange of Critical Questions, integration of ideas into new arguments and the 
construction of Explanatory Frameworks and generation of Alternative Futures.  
The exploration of students’ negotiation of differences of opinion contributes further 
to argument from Cole and Wertsch (1996) and Powell and Kalina’s (2009), that the 
theoretical perspectives of Piaget and Vygotsky can be complementary in the analysis 
of student conversation. The two-level (utterance, episode), two-dimensional (communicative 
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function, geographical thinking) analysis highlighted the way in which students engaged in 
geographical thinking, as individuals through utterances and as a group through 
episodes. As such, the consideration of both the theories of Piaget (through 
assimilation and accommodation) and Vygotsky (through Collaborative ZPD) assisted 
in the understanding of the role differences of opinion played in supporting students 
to demonstrate geographical thinking through both the individual and shared 
interpretations. The exploration of synthesised conclusions in Studies Two and Three 
revealed the Integration of Ideas as a form of accommodation, however the study was 
limited in being able to discover the extent to which this synthesis of ideas lasted 
beyond the context of the conversation. A possible area of future research arising from 
this finding could investigate whether learning occurs beyond the conversation to 
respond to the question raised earlier in this chapter, to what extent can the 
accommodation of ideas achieved through the negotiation of differences of opinion be 
maintained beyond the context of the conversation? 
Slinger (2011) argued that critical geographic inquiry is a discipline-specific approach 
informed by geographical concepts to build new knowledge. This thesis extends 
Slinger’s work by building a representation of critical thinking structured around 
processes of thinking geographically. The Model for Geographical Reasoning (Figure 
8.1, page 298) orients discipline-specific inquiry to include thinking processes, as well 
as the use of concepts. Critical Geographical Thinking (as outlined in Section 7.2.1, 
page 282) was supported by the findings within Cases D, E, F and G that demonstrated 
how the experience of challenges to individual perspectives (through Counter 
Arguments and/or Critical Questions) prompted the students to use geographical 
concepts to elaborate their arguments. As such, the Model for Geographical Reasoning 
(Figure 8.1 page 298) establishes a discipline-based interpretation of critical thinking 
based upon the Critical Geographical Thinking and Geographical Imagination 
displayed by students within these conversations. 
8.1.3 Responding to Research Question 2. 
If so, how do these differences encourage students to engage in higher levels of 
geographical thinking? 
Extending the work of Purnell (2013) and Maude (2014), this thesis set out to 
determine how differences of opinion could be used to structure student groups in a 
way that stimulates students to think logically, critically and creatively about 
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geographical phenomena. Geographical Imagination emerged as a discipline-based 
interpretation of Csikszentmihalyi and Sawyer (2014) construct of creative insight 
(Section 7.3.1, page 284). The Cycle of Geographic Imagination (Figure 7.3, page 287) 
was informed by the higher-level geographical reasoning processes of Critical 
Geographical Thinking, prompted by the negotiation of differences of opinion 
displayed by students in their progression towards synthesised conclusions. 
This thesis revealed that geographical reasoning encompasses both critical and 
creative thinking.  Within the cases explored in Studies Two and Three (Cases E, F 
and G), the findings showed that critical discussion, wherein students explored the 
strengths and weaknesses of their own and each other’s proposals through a 
geographical lens, was found to precede the moments when students demonstrated 
creative thinking within their conversations. The negotiation of differences of opinion, 
particularly through Critical Questions, was found to provide ‘sparks’ of creative 
insight that encouraged engagement in geographic reasoning (Figure 7.4, page 289). 
The results indicated that Geographical Imagination is an important element of 
geographical reasoning that helps students generate innovative proposals for courses 
of action through Explanatory Frameworks and Alternative Futures.  
This thesis illustrated that the negotiation of differences of opinion through Critical 
Geographical Thinking supported one group to work together in a way that 
demonstrated several conditions of group flow (Study Three). The analysis illustrated 
that there were moments when the students in 9BA1G1OPP were engaging with a 
sense of a ‘collective state of mind’ (Sawyer, 2007). Despite the small sample size of 
one case, this thesis offers insight into an association between differences of opinion 
and group flow conditions. Arising from these findings is the question, how can 
teachers implement small-group debate (or other collaborative pedagogies) in a way 
which enables students to shift into group flow? Explorations of group flow within 
disciplines including languages (Chappell 2016), computer studies (Gagglioni et al. 
2015; Kaye 2016) and mathematics (Tan 2015) has emerged in recent years. However, 
more research is needed to better understand how teachers can structure collaborative 
learning pedagogies within Geography classrooms to promote conditions of group 
flow. 
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8.2 Contributions of this Thesis. 
This thesis makes a number of contributions to the fields of geography education and 
educational research. Firstly, the diagrams developed to interpret students’ 
conversations and geographical reasoning strategies were adapted from the work of 
Kidron and Dreyfus (2010) and Clarke (2001b). The following sections explore how 
these diagrams, or ones similar to them, may be useful for others undertaking research 
to further understand how geographical reasoning occurs during conversation. 
Furthermore, the results of this investigation into the influence of differences of 
opinion on students’ geographical reasoning have several practical implications across 
a range of fields including pre-service teacher education, classroom practice and 
curriculum implementation. This section engages with each of these fields to outline 
the implications of this thesis that arise from the research findings. 
8.2.1 Theoretical and Methodological Insights. 
The construction of diagrams has been a central strategy in making sense of the student 
conversation data, as well as presenting the analysis throughout this thesis. This began 
with a Venn diagram in Figure 1.1 (page 5) to represent my initial perceptions of the 
relationship between the four core constructs framing this research. This thesis has 
demonstrated the benefits of using diagrams to interpret students’ conversations and 
geographical reasoning strategies to present complex processes and ideas. The 
Thinking Geographically Framework (Figure 2.6, page 60) is an example of a diagram 
used to build upon my initial interpretations and organise the gaps and curiosities 
emerging from the literature discussion that this thesis then pursued. In combining the 
strategies used by Kidron and Dreyfus (2010) in illustrating students’ collaborative 
knowledge construction with Clarke’s (2001b) concept of Negotiative Events, the 
Argument Development Diagrams constructed through the analysis provide a 
framework for illustrating the processes involved in the negotiation of differences of 
opinion within conversation. My understandings of geographical reasoning, as it was 
demonstrated in this thesis, culminated in the construction of a Model for Higher-level 
Geographic Thinking (Figure 8.1, page 298) envisioned as a spiral-like process 
representing the progression of thinking within Higher-level Geographical Reasoning. 
The use of diagrams within this thesis supports other researchers, such as Kidron and 
Dreyfus (2010) and Kamler and Thomson (2006a), in demonstrating that analysing 
data through visualisation within diagrams seems to provide an effective approach for 
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literature analysis, data analysis and communicating interpretations. Drawing upon 
strategies employed by researchers within science and mathematics disciplines, such 
as Kidron and Dreyfus (2010), this thesis integrated scientific thought into geography 
education research. Future studies could explore how the use of diagrams to interpret 
students’ conversations and geographical reasoning strategies may be used by 
researchers and research students within the field of Geography education at various 
stages of the research process. 
8.2.2 Classroom Practice & Teacher Education. 
This research has a number of implications that are relevant to the approaches used by 
teacher educators and classroom teachers working within geography education 
contexts.  
The Model for Geographical Reasoning (Figure 8.1, page 298) could provide a strategy 
for teacher educators to support and develop their students’ geographical reasoning 
within a collaborative learning environment. Elaborating further on the arguments 
presented by Purnell (2013) that the new curriculum presents challenges related to pre-
service and in-service teacher’s discipline-based competencies, the model has the 
potential to provide Geography teacher educators with a framework for developing 
pre-service teachers’ discipline-based competencies and broadening their perspectives 
of school Geography. With the integration of Critical Geographical Thinking and 
Geographical Imagination informed by the Australian Curriculum for Geography 
within the model, teacher educators could draw upon these discipline-specific 
elements of the Model for Geographical Reasoning within their existing pedagogical 
approaches to build pre-service teachers’ skills in translating curriculum documents 
into relevant, discipline-based pedagogies in practice. 
This thesis could also make a significant contribution to Geography classroom teachers 
in enabling them to re-think the way in which they structure the learning environments 
within their Geography classrooms. Expanding upon the ideas of Maude (2014), who 
stated that the Australian Curriculum for Geography aimed to ‘show how’ 
geographical thinking could be implemented within the classroom, the Model for 
Geographical Reasoning (Figure 8.1, page 298) could be used as a reference tool by 
classroom teachers to inform their understanding of geographic reasoning and provide 
a structure for them to integrate critical, and creative thinking into their lesson planning 
and assessment procedures. As such, classroom teachers may be able to draw upon the 
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Model for Geographical Reasoning (Figure 8.1, page 298) to make informed decisions 
about how they can translate the geographical inquiry skills set out in the Australian 
Curriculum for Geography into specific pedagogies within their own classroom 
settings.  
A future study is required to investigate both teacher educator’s and classroom 
teachers’ interpretations of the Model for Geographical Reasoning, and their 
professional feedback on the reliability and usefulness of the model for their teaching 
preparation and delivery of the Australian Curriculum for Geography within their 
classrooms. This future study could integrate the question raised earlier in Section 
3.8.3 (page 134) to explore how the teacher/researcher interactions during the group 
conversations shape the student’s geographical reasoning. The analysis revealed some 
limitation in determining the extent to which students were aware of their use of 
geographical concepts, therefore raising uncertainty as to whether students would be 
able to display this engagement with concepts in a later situation. Further investigation 
is needed clarify what the students learnt from the negotiation of differences of 
opinions during group conversation, particularly related to their conceptual 
understandings, and the extent to which this learning can be retained into other 
situations. This would then lead into a future study exploring how teachers could use 
the Model of Geographical Reasoning to help students to become conscious of their 
use of geographical concepts within their discussions about real-world geographical 
events. 
8.2.3 Curriculum Implementation 
The renewal of the Australian Curriculum for Geography offers the chance to reinvent 
the way in which Geography is experienced by school students, through revising the 
contexts for exploring geographical phenomena and building students’ capacity to 
think logically, critically and creatively about geographical phenomena. This thesis 
has investigated how organising student groups around their differences of opinion to 
debate the impacts of real-world geographical events reflects elements of  this renewed 
vision for school Geography in Australian classrooms. 
Biddulph (2013) explained that when a national curriculum is constructed by 
curriculum designers, even with consultation from teachers during development; it is 
still the responsibility of classroom teachers to interpret and implement the curriculum. 
Biddulph (2013), as well as Maddock and Kriewaldt (2014), assert that the extent to 
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which this implementation occurs depend on teachers’ ability to think geographically 
in order to determine the most appropriate pedagogical approaches to translate what is 
written within the curriculum into their own classroom context with their students. As 
such, a challenge exists in ensuring that teacher educators, classroom teachers and pre-
service teachers have an understanding of what is meant by the geographical thinking 
skills required by the curriculum.  
The findings reported in this thesis, particularly the Model for Geographical Reasoning 
(Figure 8.1, page 298), responds to this challenge by providing these educators with a 
tool that they could use to inform their incorporation of the concepts and discipline-
specific skills outlined in the Australian Curriculum for Geography into their 
pedagogical approaches. As such, the findings presented within this thesis enable us 
to engage with the challenges of curriculum renewal, design and implementation and 
contribute to discussions relevant to teacher education, classroom practice and 
curriculum implementation.  
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Appendix 1.2 Pilot Study Resource Booklet. 
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Appendix 1.3 Pilot Study Concept Map Ideas Bank. 
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Appendix 2 Data Gathering and Analysis Worksheet 1. 
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Extract from interview with Casey (Similar and Opposition groups) 
8mins 17 secs – 10mins 35secs. 
Interviewer: Okay, so just in reaction to listening to that, do you want to talk about 
what was going through your mind? What were you trying to achieve in that 
conversation? (Core prompt 7) 
 
Casey: Well I just...I thought, um...they were saying you know, um, volunteers, 
volunteers, volunteers and I just didn't think they had the right idea, they just said 'Oh 
volunteers are good, just get them in there and do whatever'...they don't...I wanted 
them to tell me why they wanted them and what they wanted them for, exactly. Cos 
I didn't think they knew exactly, I think they were saying 'Oh more education' but I 
was like... 
 
Interviewer:  So you felt like there was an idea there, but it wasn't really strong 
enough to be sort of acceptable? Would you say that? 
 
Casey: Yeah, I was...I didn't see what the actual point was for the volunteers, like 
what were they actually going to do. Were they going to go teach people? Were they 
going to be nurses? Or were they just going to be people walking around going 'Oh I 
know CPR'...I just didn't know
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Appendix 3 9BA1G4SIM Complete Enriched 
Transcript (Cases A and B). 
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Appendix 3.1 9BA2G4COM Enriched Transcript – 
Events 1, 2 and 3 (Case A). 
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Appendix 3.2 9BA1G3SIM Enriched Transcript –    
Events 8 & 9 (Case C). 
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Appendix 3.3 9BA1G5SIM Enriched Transcript –       
Events 1, 11 and 12. 
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Appendix 3.4 9CA1G4COM Enriched Transcript - 
Events 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (Case D). 
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Appendix 3.6 9CA1G2COM Enriched Transcript – 
Events 2, 6, 7 and 8 (Case F). 
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Appendix 3.7 9BA1G1OPP Enriched Transcript –    
Events 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 13 and 16 (Case G). 
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